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ABSTRACT 
The chief objective of this study is to examine the works of Bruno Jasietiski in order to 
show that he used the grotesque throughout his creative career as the most effective 
artistic method of highlighting issues he deemed important, as well as a means of 
disguising his personal view of the world and its people. The study consists of two parts: 
Part I is devoted to a brief survey of the development of the grotesque, with particular 
emphasis on the relationship between grotesque art and those artistic movements with 
which Bruno Jasietiski associated himself, namely avant-garde and socialist realism. Part 
II is devoted to a close examination of the grotesque in Jasietiski's major works. It opens 
with a summary and interpretation of Jasietiski's personal views on art and its role in 
modern society. It then seeks to demonstrate that the essence of his grotesque method lies 
in the conflation of bizarre events with the scrupulous recreation of reality that insists on 
the accuracy of historically and geographically identifiable data. Such a method permits 
the artist to expose the absurdity oflife in a world obsessed with appearance and material 
possessions. Believing that art should be the reflection of life, Jasietiski saw life as a 
constant game between form - what it seems to be - and content - what it really is - a 
perception that led him to conclude that it is impossible to resolve the conflict between the 
world as it appears to be and its true nature. This sense of the impossibility of orientating 
oneselfin a world dominated by ideologies intensifies during the period ofJasietiski's life 
that he spent in the Soviet Union. The closer examination of his satiric grotesques written 
in Russian, apart from explicitly satiric targets, betray the author's growing apprehension 
that Communism, especially its Stalinist version, might be yet another deceitful fayade 
made of promises and alluring slogans. The grotesque character of those works that focus 
on the opportunism and hypocrisy of politicians, also exposes the ambivalence of 
ideologies which while liberating some are used as the instrument of oppressing others. 
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NOTES 
Note on transliteration 
Polish names are given in the original; Russian names are transliterated according to the 
Royal Geographical Society system. In the case of quotations from texts already 
translated, the transliteration given in the source is retained. 
Titles of sources 
Whenever reference is made to a primary or secondary source in a language other than 
English, the title of such work is given in the original followed by the translation only 
when it appears for the first time. Only English titles are given subsequently. For further 
reference the translated titles appear in brackets again in the bibliography at the end of this 
thesis. The titles of sources that have been translated are given only in English. 
Note on translation 
Unless otherwise stated, all quotations from primary sources in Polish and Russian have 
been translated by the author. In translating works by Bruno Jasienski, special care has 
been taken to stay as close to the original text as possible, including repetitions, 
neologisms, imagery, and even punctuation. As pointed out by Balcerzan (in Jasienski 
1972:LXXXI-LXXXIV) the punctuation forms an integral part of the poetic text and 
frequently enriches the interpretation. Although not in itself grotesque, the unconventional 
'appearance' of the text (the presence of ciphers, as for example in the phrase '7-year old 
girl', or ellipses, etc.) was a calculated stylistic innovation on Jasienski's part to draw 
attention to the written word and give the text an innovative appeal. 
References 
The referencing system used is the Harvard running notes method, with footnotes and an 
alphabetic list of sources at the end of the thesis (cf. M. Burger Reference Techniques. 
Pretoria: University of South Africa, 1992). Sources in Russian are given in the original 
and appear alphabetically in the list of sources where they would if they were 
transliterated. 
The grotesque places all [ ... ] assumptions in doubt. [ ... ] 
It is relatively easy to recognise the grotesque in a work of art, 
but quite difficult to apprehend the grotesque directly. 
Curiously, it remains elusive despite the fact that it is unchanging. 
Although it appears in various guises, 
it is as independent of them as a wave is of water[ ••. ] 
(Harpham: On the Grotesque) 
INTRODUCTION 
A rano, kiedy przyjdlJ, i wywailJ, drzwi, 
bp:iyle:ialna ziemi spokojny i siny, [ . .} 
i wtedy ujrzlJ,przedmiot, co mi z ust siyzwiesza: 
m6j siny, nap{rznialy, przegryziony JfZJ!k, 
jakwEJSka 
nieodcyfrowana depesza. 
Morning, when they come and force the door open, 
I will be lying on a floor silent and blue, [ .. .]. 
They will notice an object hanging from my mouth: 
my blue, swollen, bitten tongue, 
like a narrow 
undeciphered cablegram. 
(Bruno Jasieri.ski: Morse ) 
An assertion that 'to examine Bruno Jasienski' s literary career is not an easy task' 1 is one 
of the few non-controversial statements one can make about this Futurist turned 
Communist, this poet, novelist, dramatist and short story writer. The task of critical 
evaluation of his works is complicated further by the nimbus of secrecy surrounding 
Jasienski's personal life.2 Little is known, particularly of the years he spent in the Soviet 
Union. The fact that Jasienski was arrested and executed by Stalin's secret police in 
September 193 7 meant that his name was intended to be forgotten, along with everything 
he had ever written or published. In consequence, neither the manuscripts of his works, 
nor any other significant source material such as diaries, notes or correspondence, were 
accessible to the scholarly community. 
To this day the only legitimate legacy of Bruno Jasietiski is that of his literary works 
republished after his official rehabilitation in 1956. Critical material dealing with his works 
is limited to a few general studies, and none of them comprehensively examines his whole 
1 Nina Kolesnikoff, Bruno JasieJiski: His Evolution from Futurism to Socialist Realism. 
Waterloo, Canada (1982:123). 
2 A brief biography of Bruno Jasietiski is appended at the end of this study. 
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creative output. 3 Scholars prefer to confine their research to the writer's place of residence 
or his association with literary movements. As a rule, Polish criticism deals with J asietiski' s 
Futuristic poetry created before 1925, while Russian scholarship emphasises his masterful 
application of socialist realism in his two novels written for the Soviet reader, £/enoeeK 
MeHRem KO:JICY ('Man Changes His Skin') and 3aweop paeHod)!UlHblX ('A Conspiracy of 
the Indifferent'). 4 All scholars seem to agree that growing ideologically, Jasietiski 
renounced the avant-garde and its ideals and embraced socialist realism as his only creative 
method. The fact that throughout his artistic career J asietiski remained faithful to his 
Futuristic ideal of freedom of expression is downplayed as much as is the fact that his 
support for socialist realism was at best selective. 5 Little attention is given to the fact that 
even though Jasietiski advocated the artists' obligation to society- to uplift, to teach, and 
to warn - he upheld the right to imagination and bold experiment to the end of his life, 
as seen in his numerous articles published in the Soviet press, even as late as 1936 at the 
peak of the 'terror' of socialist realism. 
The real difficulty in evaluating Jasietiski's writing lies, however, not in the complexity of 
his artistic career but in the ambivalent and incongruous nature of his writing. This point 
applies as much to his early Futuristic poems as to his mature grotesque satires, all of 
which still remain like an 'undeciphered cablegram' - as his poem foretells - holding the 
secret to Jasietiski the artist and the man. The contention underlying this study is that the 
grotesque is one of the most significant artistic devices chosen by Jasietiski as a device 
which enables him to project - initially to highlight and later to conceal - his personal 
anxiety over the challenges facing his generation. As this study intends to show, the 
grotesque features consistently in Jasieri.ski's works throughout his artistic career, 
3 A brief summary of Jasieri.ski' s scholarship is included in the introduction to Part II. 
4 Epytto JIKOBJieBWI JiceHCKIIll:. 'qeJioBeK Mem1er KO)l(y'. Hoeb1ii Mup, 1932( l 0-12) and 1933(5-
10); '3aroBop paBHO,n;ymHh1x'. Hoeb1ii Mup, 1956(5-7). 
5 See, for instance, Jasienski's speech at the Writers' Congress, Minsk, 1936 (in A. Stem, Bruno 
Jasieriski. Warszawa 1969:225 ). Jasienski 's views on art will be discussed in more detail in Part 
II. 
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regardless of the genres he chooses, and notwithstanding his political affiliation or place 
of residence. The grotesque unifies his whole creative output into one whole, throwing 
light on the artist's view of the world. The aim set for this project is thus to provide an 
analytical account of Bruno Jasietiski's grotesque works beginning with his poetry, 
including the long poem Slowo o Jakubie Szeli ('The Lay of Jakub Szela'), 6 his early 
prose, namely Nogi Izoldy Morgan ('The Legs oflsolda Morgan')7 and Pah~ Paryz ('I 
Burn Paris'),8 the play ECl!l MaHeKeHoe ('The Ball of the Mannequins')9 and the short 
stories: My;JJCecmeo ('Bravery'), I'J1aeHb1ii euHoeHUK ('The Chief Culprit') and Hae ('The 
Nose'). 10 
In order to set up a theoretical framework for the survey of the grotesque in Jasietiski's 
works, a brief summary of the development of this artistic device is given in Part I. The 
understanding of the grotesque applied in this study stems from reading widely on the 
subject rather than being based on one particular interpretation. 11 Almost all scholars of 
the grotesque agree that it represents a world that is enigmatic and incoherent, a world 
that is composed of elements which are inherently incompatible. There is also a consensus 
that the grotesque cannot be defined as representing a universe which is real or fantastic 
because the interplay of both these elements in a work is frequently of paramount 
importance to creating the necessary effect of unfathomable incongruity. A similar element 
of interplay applies to other categories of human experience which makes the grotesque 
immanently ambivalent, being neither wholly real nor fantastic, neither bad nor good, 
neither moral nor immoral, neither tragic nor comic. Emphasis is placed on the tendency 
of the grotesque to challenge established authority, to undermine the hierarchy of values 
6 All in Utwory poetyckie. Manifesty. Szkice. Wroclaw: 1972. 
7 
'Nogi Izoldy Morgan' i inne utwory. Warszawa. 1966. 
8 Pal~Paryi. Warszawa. 1957. 
9 
'Nogi Izoldy Morgan' i inne utwory. Warszawa. 1966. 
10 
'Nogi Izoldy Morgan' i inne utwory. Warszawa. 1966; 'Hoc.' H3eecmuR, 1936(36-39). 
11 A brief summary of scholarship on the grotesque follows in the introduction to Part I. 
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accepted in a given epoch, and to reject its aesthetic code. In addition to this, scholars 
point out that the grotesque work defies unequivocal interpretation. The reader, realising 
that his efforts to comprehend the universe portrayed in such a work are futile, is left with 
the feeling of emotional discomfort. 
Since Jasieri.ski identified himself and his work with two literary trends - the avant-garde 
and socialist realism -the attitude of these trends towards the grotesque is briefly outlined. 
The concise summary of the relationship of the grotesque with the avant-garde and 
socialist realism leads to the conclusion that while the avant-garde embraced the grotesque 
as one of the most versatile modes of expression, socialist realism with its neo-classical 
approach to art, dismissed it completely. Socialist realists were forced strictly to obey the 
prescriptive rules for creative writing set out by Stalinist apparatchiks. Their works had 
to be constructive and instructive, that is, they had to set out in their works positive, 
edifying examples of the human contribution in the building of communism and to inspire 
readers to follow this path. Authoritarian socialist realism could not permit the 
ambivalence and incongruity on which the iconoclastic grotesque thrives. 
Being one of the leading Polish Futurists, Bruno Jasieri.ski accepted the grotesque within 
a framework of avant-garde artistic programmes which called for total rebellion against 
the moral, social and political establishment. This attitude transpires from his early 
theoretical writing, namely his Futuristic manifestos, reviewed at the beginning of Part II. 
Departing from the Futuristic position that the world ceased to be comprehensible in 
simple and logical terms, Jasieri.ski rejected common-sense logic as outdated and useless 
in times in which the world is undergoing technological revolution and social upheaval. 
Jasieri.ski also placed great emphasis on the form of the new art, believing that it must 
provide readers with a 'mind-blowing' experience. In order to shock placid provincial 
townsmen, he called for artists to experiment boldly with various means of expression -
to rely on logical 'somersaults' to use his own terminology. Later, as a Soviet writer, 
Jasieri.ski seems to have embraced the new political order, but, admitting to an unreserved 
support for the ideas underlying the doctrine of socialist literature, he blamed narrow-
minded and uninformed bureaucrats for strangling any manifestation of intellectual 
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independence and artistic freedom. Although the element of open rebellion in his 
theoretical and critical pronouncements is subdued, he continued to use the grotesque in 
a number of his works, which had to be seen by his opponents as an act of deliberate 
provocation on his part. 
Although in examining the grotesque in Jasietiski's works the chronological sequence of 
their appearance was observed - the study progresses from his early poetry and ends on 
the analysis of his short stories - the chronology has no other significance than to provide 
a framework for the evolution of the targets, intensity and function that this device is 
ascribed by the author. In his earliest poems Jasietiski directs one of his most violent 
attacks at the old art, especially at its decadent and pointless self-indulgence. He calls for 
the new art to become a part of everyday life, to be topical, to reflect the strife of the day. 
The grotesque is for him a device which highlights both his revulsion with Symbolism as 
a hallmark of the immediate past and his fascination with the new art. Almost concurrently 
with his aesthetic concerns, Jasietiski becomes interested in the matters of everyday life. 
His Futuristic poetry targets the modern city populated by lonely and anonymous people, 
not so much lost in the labyrinth of streets as in the labyrinth oflife itself Jasietiski's urban 
landscapes are hostile to humans, but each human being is himself hostile to another 
human being. The relationships between people lack compassion and love; instead, they 
are based on the need to dominate, whether by violating another man's rights or his body. 
Human tragedy is met with indifference and remains as anonymous as a victim. The world 
Jasietiski depicts is deceptive and full of misleading appearances; expectations lead 
nowhere and there is no common-sense causal correlation between or explanation of 
events. 
Many of the poems betray Jasietiski's interest in social injustice. His attitude towards the 
downtrodden is obscured, however, by the grotesque indeterminacy which affects his 
portrayal of the masses, marked both by admiration and fear. One of the significant 
characteristics of J asietiski' s grotesque is the lack of a fixed point of view and the elusive 
nature of truth. His concern that truth is relative received the fullest exposure in his most 
mature poem The Lay of Jakub Sze/a where he undertakes the revision of history on the 
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grounds of class consciousness. Choosing one version of an historical event, Jasietiski 
ascribes it to the historically disadvantaged masses of Polish peasantry. In this poem, 
intended as a token ofJasietiski's ideological commitment to the masses, the grotesque is 
at its most disturbing since the reader is led to believe that brutal murder may be justified 
by what the poet calls sprawiedliwosc dziejowa, 'historical justice'. Because of the 
complex nature of The Lay of Jakub Sze/a, in this study only the motif of dance is singled 
out for close examination as the one which effectively represents the relativity of 
perception and illusory nature of human relations. Jasietiski turns dance into a powerful 
grotesque representation of the peasants' bloody mutiny against their landlords. The 
grotesque, initially used by the poet as a novel and extravagant device - for instance an 
unusual simile or metaphor, odd personification or blasphemous rhetoric - eventually 
becomes J asietiski' s favourite stylistic technique rendering the universe emerging from his 
poetry ambivalently estranged and incomprehensibly ominous. 
Jasietiski's first attempt at prose is associated with a short novella, The Legs of Jsolda 
Morgan, published during Jasietiski's association with Futurism. The novella deals with 
the issue which was central in all Futuristic programmes, namely technological 
advancement and its effect on society. As was the case in his poetry, the device of the 
grotesque affects almost every aspect of the text. The portrayed universe is strange and 
threatening, human characters are devoid of essential humanness and live only by their 
obsessions, while machines are imbued with evil intelligence and a determination to 
destroy people. According to Jasietiski's own introduction to The Legs of JsoldaMorgan, 
this work captures the moment of distress in social consciousness when people perceive 
machines threatening to swop places with humans. The novella shows the process of 
machines assuming human characteristics and people becoming soulless and emotionless 
automata. The moment of this vanishing of the distinction between human and mechanical 
categories is portrayed as particularly dangerous, causing the dissipation of traditional 
human values, such as compassion, respect or love. The cult of the machine, the young 
Futurist seems to warn, will be perilous to society if people forfeit human values and moral 
integrity. 
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A similarly strange and threatening universe is created in J asieriski' s Parisian novel I Burn 
Paris, written and published in France, where he lived for four years between 1925 and 
1929. The novel voices unequivocal rejection of the world as it is and marks the 
culmination of Jasietiski' s apocalyptic sentiments, underscored by the panoramic exposure 
of the moral degeneration and physical dilapidation of the European metropolis. The novel 
develops the theme of an individual, rebelling against the oppressive social system which 
he blames for the widespread crumbling of standards. His personal problems and his 
retrenchment as a manifestation of social injustice lead the chief character, the young 
proletarian Pierre, to obsessive hatred directed at all the inhabitants of Paris, prompting 
him to kill them all by contaminating the city's water conduit with microbes of bubonic 
plague. Based on the novel's intrinsic contention that the ends justify the means, the 
narrative concludes with the vision of a future proletarian city, built in the place of the evil 
world that has been destroyed by the plague. 
The grotesque affects the style of the novel as much as it affects its universe and the 
portrayal of its various characters. The style of the novel is saturated with figurative 
devices ranging from outlandish comparisons and similes to the most elaborate metaphors. 
The function of the novel's poetics is to enhance the ambiguity of the universe in which 
nothing is what it appears to be. Although Pierre's reasoning develops logically as he 
undergoes a sui-generis metamorphosis from a victim to the avenger, the reader cannot 
reconcile trivial causes with the final apocalyptic destruction of Paris. The unresolved 
nature of the narrative perspective prevents the reader from distinguishing between the 
'objective' reality, that is the one perceived by the author or the narrator and the subjective 
perception born in the traumatised mind of the chief character. The examination of the 
various aspects of the grotesque in the novel suggests that Jasieriski, like his hero Pierre, 
resented the world, its social order and moral foundations. As the author of the novel he 
applies every artistic resource to justify the destruction of this world and makes room for 
the new better world, emulating the Biblical paradigm. However, having no sound 
ideological background and, evidently, little faith in people's ability to built an ideal world, 
the author fails to paint a vision of a future proletarian state that would be both convincing 
and alluring. As was the case with Jasieriski' s ambivalent attitude to the masses seen in his 
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poetry, here too one observes a striking discord between his emotional solidarity with the 
socially disadvantaged and his intellectual resentment of the uneducated and 
unsophisticated mob. 
I Burn Paris is Jasietiski' s last work where the grotesque is used predominantly to enhance 
the expressiveness of the text and to stimulate the reader. Up to this moment the grotesque 
was for Jasietiski a tool both to awaken the audience to the problems of the day and to 
provoke, giving him at the same time the opportunity to express his own radical 
dissatisfaction with the world. After his arrival in the Soviet Union in May 1929, he could 
officially publish his grotesque works only as satires. But the relationship of the grotesque 
and satire is a complex one, as critics note, and if not used cautiously, the grotesque may 
obscure both the message and the satiric targets in satiric grotesques. Moreover, the 
grotesque is both a 'magnifying glass' (Yu. Mann)12 and a 'vault' of meaning (Harpham)13. 
As a 'magnifying glass', the grotesque highlights the problems which makes it useful for 
satire but as a 'vault' it harbours secrecy and conceals alternative meanings. The grotesque 
text may thus be an effective mask preventing the reader from ever seeing the true face of 
the author, that is, from ever knowing for certain what his the true intentions are. These 
two qualities fully apply to Jasietiski's Soviet works selected for the analysis in the last 
chapter of this study. While the objectives of the satiric attack in each of these works are 
relatively easy to identify, the reader is compelled to look for the possibility of a hidden 
deeper meaning. 
Jasietiski's first work published in the Soviet Union shortly after his arrival was The 
Ball of the Mannequins, intended by its author as a comedy deriding French social 
democrats. The most effective grotesque in this play originates in the confusion of humans 
and human-like objects, that is, tailors' dummies. The virulent comment this grotesque 
comedy seems to make is that the similarity in shape mirrors the inner vacuity shared by 
its human characters and the mannequins. The universe of the play is ambivalent - fantastic 
12 
'The Magnifying Glass of Grotesque'. Soviet Literature. (1970(8):133-144 ). 
13 On the Grotesque: Strategies of Contradiction in Art and Literature. Princeton 1982:27. 
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and verifiable at the same time. Its population consists of creatures that are neither human 
nor inanimate marionettes. The traditional hierarchy of values is frustrated when the 
highest respect is given to social status and outward appearance. Language is deprived of 
its communicative value, instead, the play' s characters develop a peculiar jargon, the 
linguistic simplicity of which reflects their moral and spiritual emptiness. Although the play 
was intended for a Soviet audience, its author deliberately fails to make an emphatic 
distinction between the 'evil' capitalist society and the 'good' Communists, since the 
jargon of the play applies to both, encouraging the reader to draw analogies. The play's 
overall misanthropic tonality also sanctions the assertion that human weaknesses such as 
thirst for power, toadying, greed, vanity, misuse oflanguage, are universal characteristics 
of people - scheming politicians and competitive party officials especially. 
As the action develops, the comedy assumes significance as a tragic comment on the epoch 
in which all the beacons of orientation have shifted to the point that it is no longer clear 
who merits respect and who deserves contempt. Neither appearance nor language provide 
reliable guidelines in human relations. Apart from its superficial comment on the hypocrisy 
of French democrats, this grotesque comedy illustrates the breakdown in interpersonal 
communication in a world that worships status and appearance and hides behind 
euphemisms, ideological slogans and political newspeak. Moreover, Jasietiski who never 
made his own voice distinguishable from other voices heard in his works, here too might 
have used the text as a mask for his own admission to having fallen a victim of the 
misleading appearances and slogans which lured him to the Soviet Union and to the idea 
of Communism. 
Jasietiski, who since his early Futuristic manifestos believed that it is the artist's obligation 
to react to the burning issues of the day, eventually turned his attention to the matters of 
the totalitarian threat which dominated the political scene in the thirties. During the years 
1935 and 1936 he published three short stories, apparently intended for a collection of 
'unusual stories', 14 with a common theme: individual versus the State and its parsimonious 
14 J. Dziamowska, Slowo o Brunonie Jasieliskim. Warszawa 1982:498. 
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needs. In all three cases the human life is lost in the name of the regime. In Bravery 
individuals, represented by young Komsomol activists, recognise the priority of the state's 
· needs, heroically sacrificing their young lives, or so the official version wants the public 
to believe. The story poses a question, whether the Communist State has the right to 
prejudge the worth of human life on grounds of its suitability for the Party. In The Chief 
Culprit the individual fears the Fascist regime and hates its omnipotence, but is helpless 
in fighting it and loses his life. In The Nose the individual is a prominent Nazi scientist who 
devises ideological justification for the oppressive system to which he eventually falls 
victim. 
The grotesque interacts with satire in all three tales, although the intensity of both the 
grotesque and satire changes from story to story. In Bravery there are only subtle hints at 
the absurdity of interpersonal relationships within the hierarchy of Soviet bureaucracy, 
while The Chief Culprit voices radical contempt for the menacing lunacy of military 
regimes. In this trilogy The Nose occupies a special place. The ludicrous universe of the 
story parallels the absurd ideological foundations ofNazism. During one of his scientific 
experiments, the story's chief character, a prominent Nazi scientist, undergoes an 
inexplicable metamorphosis - he becomes his own victim when his own nose changes its 
shape from 'immaculately straight' and typically German to 'huge, hooked and 
shamelessly' Semitic. Once this happened, all the achievements of this distinguished 
professor together with reputation as exemplary citizen and family man are nullified and 
he becomes a useless nobody that must be discarded. As there are no guidelines for the 
reader in respect of probable and improbable or moral and immoral, the inane logic of the 
narrative appeals only to the reader's own sense of right and wrong. The Nose supplies 
additional perspective on other satires discussed in this chapter, illustrating that our 
civilisation has lost its sense of measure and value, and that mere appearance has become 
the yardstick by which value is measured in the modern world. 
As illustrated by his satires - all published in the Soviet Union but unanimously 
disregarded by Soviet criticism even after his rehabilitation - Jasietiski remained critical 
of his generation that chose to compensate with ideologies and ideological jargon the 
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prevailing tendency to forsake traditional human values and the general depreciation of 
moral standards. The grotesque so abundantly present in J asienski' s works contests the 
extent and earnestness of his 'ideological growth' in the Soviet sense. Explicitly 
proclaiming his support for the Soviet Communist government, including its policies 
towards art and literature, Jasienski defied them by continuously using the grotesque as 
his favourite means of artistic expression. The presence of the grotesque in Jasienski's 
'Soviet' works proves that he was unable to reconcile in himself the artist he was, and the 
'engineer of human souls' he wanted or was expected to be. 
Among J asienski' s literary works there are only two that have been omitted in this study 
because the understanding of the grotesque applied to the analysis of all the rest of his 
works does not apply to them. These are his two Soviet novels, Man Changes his Skin 
and A Conspiracy of the Indifferent. And although the odd examples of the grotesque 
device may be found in these novels, such as unusual metaphors, extravagant hyperboles 
or disturbing images, they do not project a typically grotesque, ominous ambivalence on 
the whole narrative. Considering that Man Changes his Skin was written soon after 
Jasienski' s arrival in the Soviet Union, the optimistic realism of the novel may be attributed 
to his seeing a purpose in the collective endeavour of Soviet men in changing life, and 
believing that the effort of the masses would resolve not only the social but also the moral 
problems facing humanity. Although this beliefis no longer evident inA Conspiracy of the 
Indifferent, the mode of the novel is realistic. It draws parallels between Communism and 
Nazism, sanctioning the same disturbing parallels as noted in his satires, but its universe 
is wholly confined to reality. It is only as absurd and ambivalent as life came to be. The 
characters of the novel are real in the ordinary way, all prone to hypocrisy and a skilful 
manipulation oflanguage. In this last and unfinished novel Jasienski yet again undertakes 
the task of exposing the terror of the state and the unhindered militarisation of modern 
society irrespective of the name chosen by the political regime, but turning rather to bitter 
irony than to riotous grotesque. The reader thus has no doubt that this is our world, 
created, populated and accepted by the human race. 
PARTI 
TOWARDS THE DEFINITION 
OF THE GROTESQUE 
[ ... ] to understand the grotesque is to 
cease to regard it as grotesque. 
(Harpham: On the Grotesque) 
INTRODUCTION 
It is our century's view that, as one scholar puts it, the grotesque is 'a perennial strain in 
the human imagination' and as such 'it antedates all theories and all movements' (Mc 
Elroy 1989:182).1 The need to understand the grotesque and its impact on the 
development of art became particularly evident in the second half of the twentieth century. 
A number of influential works on the grotesque appeared in different countries over a 
period of some ten years beginning with the 1957 publication of Wolfgang Kayser' s The 
Grotesque in Art and Literature. 2 An intuitive recognition of grotesque work is followed 
by a comparative study of similar elements in other works, allowing Kayser to conclude 
that 
the grotesque world is - and is not - our own world. The ambiguous way in which we are 
affected by it results from our awareness that the familiar and apparently harmonious 
world is alienated under the impact of abysmal forces, which break it up and shatter its 
coherence. (1981:37) 
In Kayser' s words, the grotesque is determined by 'the fusion of realms, which we know 
to be separated, the abolition of the law of statics, the loss of identity, the distortion of 
"natural" size and shape, the suspension of the category of objects, the destruction of 
personality, and the fragmentation of the historical order', while the forces responsible for 
the estrangement of the world remain unknown: 'the incomprehensible, inexplicable, and 
impersonal' - the ghostly cosmic "It'". However, Kayser' s final interpretation of the 
grotesque as 'an attempt to invoke and subdue the demonic aspect of the world' (both 
ibid.: 185) unnecessarily limits all irrational forces to those originating from the paranormal 
and the supernatural. 
1 Fiction of the Modern Grotesque. New York, 1989. Similar views are expressed in numerous 
other works, for instance Harpham (1982), whose opinion is based on the analyses of paintings and 
carvings found in palaeolithic caves. 
2 For the purpose of this study I have used: W. Kayser, The Grotesque in Art and Literature. New 
York, 1981. 
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Although, Kayser' s theory has been criticised for its insistence on the uncanny and 
ominous character of the grotesque, and its 'threatening, frightful, and abysmal qualities' 
(ibid.: 170), his study still remains one of the cornerstones for the student of the grotesque, 
mainly because of the author's vast knowledge and the lucid, down-to-earth presentation 
of his argument. As for his requirement for supernatural intervention to make the 
estrangement possible, he himself feels trapped occasionally. This may be detected 
especially in the last chapter 'The Grotesque in the Twentieth Century', when confronting 
the 'verbal grotesque' in poetry by Morgenstern (ibid.: 150), the 'dreamlike' world of 
Franz Kafka (ibid.: 147), and the 'excessively real' world of Thomas Mann (ibid.: 158). 
Looking at other aspects of the grotesque, a number of critical studies provide almost 
unlimited opportunities for innovative approaches to its understanding. The work of 
Jennings, Clayborough and Bakhtin3 provide valuable observations on different 
manifestations of the grotesque in a number of literary works. While Kayser based his 
analysis of the grotesque on its terrifying aspect, Bakhtin focused on the comic, 
introducing the concept of the carnival and its liberating laughter. In Bakhtin' s words, 
carnival is 'past millennia' sway of sensing the world as one great communal performance' 
(1984a:160). Bakhtin associates the carnival with the spirit of freedom and laughter, 
believing that it helped people to liberate themselves from the seriousness of officialdom 
( 1984b: 90). An interesting perspective on Bakhtin' s theories of dialogism and carnival is 
presented by Booker and Juraga in their book Bakhtin, Stalin and Modern Russian 
Fiction. 4 One of their worthwhile suggestions is that Bakhtin used the work of Rabelais 
as a disguise for his comment on Stalin and his policies. Indeed, in the way Bakhtin 
described the medieval world there is more than one hint to substantiate such an 
3 L.B. Jennings, The Ludicrous Demon: Aspects of the Grotesque in German Post-Romantic 
Prose. Berkeley, 1963; A Clayborough, The Grotesque in English Literature. Oxford, 1965; M. 
Bakhtin,. Problems of Dostoevsky's Poetics, edited and translated by Caryl Emerson. Minneapolis, 
l 984a, and TBop'lecm<w rJJpaHcya Pa6J1e ('Rabelais and His World'). Bloomington, 1965. In this 
study, the reference is made to Rabelais and his World, translated by Helene Iswolsky. 
Bloomington, l 984b. 
4 Westport, 1995. 
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interpretation. Clayborough, approaching the topic from a Jungian perspective, focuses 
on perception and its reproduction in the work of art. In his interpretation, the grotesque 
work is a medium through which the author illuminates the readers' own involuntary 
reaction to certain phenomena or circumstances. Where the grotesque is applied 
deliberately, Clayborough takes it as a kind of rebellion against systematic thoughts, 
suggesting an emotional attitude on the part of the creator (1965:68). 
Studies of the grotesque proliferated in subsequent years. The impressive body of 
literature available on the subject is thoroughly reviewed in The Grotesque: A Study in 
Meanings by Frances Barasch. 5 This work also traces the evolution of the meaning and 
applications of the term 'grotesque'. The summary of the six centuries-long history of the 
term given in Barasch's book makes a credible case for the profound influence the 
grotesque always had on art. Discussing more recent uses of the grotesque, which Barasch 
invariably associates with theatre, her study leads to the conclusion that both traditional 
and modern forms have certain common characteristics, 'for the artists of different ages, 
instinctively or consciously, expressed in fantasies of mixed humour and fear, the common 
perception that the total human experience is beyond logical ordering' (1971: 164). 
Much more modest in its scope, but nevertheless important for understanding the modus 
operandi of the grotesque is a brief study The Grotesque by Philip Thomson. 6 The 
comparative approach chosen for his study allows Thomson to elucidate various aspects 
of the grotesque through its juxtaposition to other related terms and modes, such as 
absurd, bizarre, macabre, caricature and comic. His attempt to formulate his own 
definition of the grotesque focuses on four concepts: disharmony, a mixture of both the 
comic and the terrifying being responsible for the unresolved nature of the grotesque, 
extravagance and exaggeration, and abnormality. The first of these concepts- disharmony 
- may affect the work of art itself, it impacts on the reaction the work evokes and, 
speculatively, it reflects 'the creative temperament and psychological make-up of the artist' 
5 Paris and The Hague, 1971. 
6 London, 1972. 
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(ibid.:20). The most distinctive quality of the grotesque, in his opinion, is 'the unresolved 
clash ofincompatibilities in work and response' to it, together with 'the ambivalent nature 
of the abnormal as present in the grotesque' (ibid. :27). Among the important features 
distinguishing the grotesque from related modes, Thomson singles out the strong 
emotional involvement of the reader of a grotesque work. 
A more recent study, On the Grotesque: Strategies of Contradiction in Art and Literature 
by Geoffrey Galt Harpham, takes the grotesque for 'a protean idea that is capable of 
assuming a multitude of forms' (1982:xv). Striving to define the character of the 
phenomenon of the grotesque, Harpham explores the effect it had on art from the 
conscious beginnings ofhumankind. The scholar attributes the grotesqueness 'not so much 
to the specific contents of the image [but rather to] the fact that it refuses to be taken in 
whole' (ibid. :6). He persistently emphasises that the grotesque inevitably introduces into 
a work of art an element of clash between its different aspects ('clash between "virtuous" 
limitations of form and rebellious content' [ibid. :7]). For Harpham the grotesque is a 
'species of confusion', which is incidently, but most appropriately, conveyed by the 
etymology of the very term, which he repeats after Clayborough: 'The Latin form of grotta 
is probably crupta ("crypt"), which in tum derives from the Greek K(!b7IT11, a vault; one 
of the cognates isK(!bm:ety, to hide. Grotesque, then, gathers into itself suggestions of the 
underground, of burial, and of secrecy' (ibid. :27). Although Harpham is criticised for 
running the 'serious risk of making indeterminacy into a fetish' (Mc Elroy 1989:7), the 
seminal value of his study lies in its discussion of circumstances which may not be 
paramount but which certainly create a congenial atmosphere for the grotesque. 
While Harpham' s study ponders the general and supra-temporal characteristics of the 
grotesque, other scholars prefer to formulate their understanding of the grotesque in close 
relation to specific historical circumstances and the aesthetic and philosophical 
consciousness at particular times, referring to concrete objects of art, whether they are 
paintings, architecture or literary works. In the context of this thesis one of the more 
recent books on the subject of the grotesque is particularly interesting: Fiction of the 
Modern Grotesque by Bernard Mc Elroy (1989). The central assumption of Mc Elroy's 
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study stands in marked contradiction to Kayser's work, for Kayser believes that the 
grotesque results from the intervention of mysterious supernatural forces while Mc Elroy 
is of the firm opinion, that in the modern world, the grotesque is rooted in human 
consciousness. 
CHAPTER I 
ABOUT THE GROTESQUE: AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 
The grotesque depends on a number of subjective factors, such as the capacity to perceive, 
but also to express, people's different cultural and philosophical backgrounds, as well as 
each person's different emotional response to the surrounding world. That is why the 
definition of the grotesque stumbles every time we want finally to formulate it. To 
overcome this difficulty, critics, attempting to define the 'jellyfish nature' of the grotesque, 
to use Harpham' s expression, almost always start by giving an historical perspective of the 
understanding of the concept and phenomenon itself Even a brief outline of the historical 
development of the concept of the grotesque helps to understand the nature of this elusive 
yet ever-present phenomenon, and to grasp the important role the grotesque plays in 
reflecting the complexities of our modern world. Paying respect to this tried method, we 
shall focus on the evolution of the term, its meaning and its function, with the intention of 
showing certain patterns in the application of the term and in the progression of the critical 
cognisance of the grotesque since its emergence as an aesthetic category. We shall see that 
the development of the grotesque was never a linear process, 1 while its criticism oscillated 
between negative and positive signs, making the grotesque dominant or subordinate in 
accordance with a given epoch's prevailing concept of art and its relation to life.2 
Moreover, we shall see that the grotesque was never an indifferent mode of artistic 
expression. While some accepted it as a profound tool in the artistic portrayal of the 
1 See W. Bolecki, Pre-teksty i teksty. Z zagadnieri zwi1JZk6w mi(Xizytekstowych w literaturze 
po/ski ej XX wieku. W arszawa, 1991. Bolecki illustrates this aspect on the example of modernism 
which successfully employed ancient mythical as well as Renaissance types of the grotesque, 
adding to it its own colouring (1991: 115-145). His summary of modernistic grotesque is related 
at the end of this chapter. 
2 As the scholar of the grotesque put it: 'it is up to the culture to provide the conventions and 
assumptions that determine its particular forms (logic, common sense dictates its recognition): 
culture does it by establishing conditions of order and coherence, especially by specifying which 
categories are logically or generically incompatible with others (Harpham 1982:xx). 
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complex world, others found it to be a figment of sick imagination, and the history of art 
proves that both points of view coexisted throughout all times. 
The existence of the grotesque as an aesthetic category dates back to the origins of the 
term, although it has been successfully used retrospectively (see footnote 4 below). The 
term 'grotesque' was coined in Italy towards the end of the fifteenth century in relation 
to certain ancient ornaments discovered in the grottos or caves of Rome (Barasch 
1971 :20). An unusual compilation of human and animal body parts, intertwined with one 
another and with plant motifs characterised these ornaments. 3 Their essence was the 
joining together of elements belonging to different realms. The newly created whole 
belonged to neither of these realms and was thus perceived as an aberration of nature, as 
a negation of what was considered the natural order. The method was straightforward; it 
relied on the disintegration of natural entities and on synthesising some of their elements 
according to a novel principle of unrestrained freedom. This unusual yet simple technique 
gave birth not only to a new whole but, simultaneously, it was also creating a qualitatively 
new value and a new sense of 'intriguing' beauty. The ornamental value of this 
rediscovered technique was noted immediately, primarily by painters (Rafael and Luca 
Signorelli among others [Clayborough 1965 :2]) who imitated these fantastic, often playful 
compilations of elements in their art, not only attesting to the appeal of the grotesque art, 
but also identifying it with artistic inventiveness and creativity. 
The fact that the grotesque was first associated with ancient art invited critics to look for 
grotesque images in antiquity. Summarising the research in this field, Bolecki writes that 
the basic element of the grotesque - the image of a creature consisting of human and 
animal parts - had already appeared 3000 years BC in the art ofMesopotamia, Egypt and 
India. Later it became a characteristic element in Chinese art and Greek mythology, where 
it was known under many generic names, such as Minotaur, Midas, Daphne, Ak:teon, 
Gorgona-Medusa (1991: 118). Continuing his survey of the oldest grotesque images, 
3 The discoveries leading to the establishment of the term 'grotesque' are presented in a number 
of studies, for instance, Barasch 1971; Harpham 1982. 
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Bolecki names hybrids (attributing the invention of the term to Lukian, first century BC). 
Hybrids, he explains, were either people with elements taken from animals (the Minotaur, 
Midas), or animals featuring elements of the human body (the Sphinx would be the most 
obvious example), or even parts of different animals compiled anew into one creature 
(illustrated by the image of Pegasus having the body of a horse and the wings of a bird). 
The history of ancient art is full of hybrids consisting of human body parts combined with 
elements of fish, cats, birds and bulls, grouped together according to the principle of the 
method by which they were created. The intended meaning of these images remains 
obscure to us today. Usually they are perceived as symbols of ancient art, and are seldom 
associated with the grotesque, precisely because they have lost their intended significance 
for us. The technique of creating such hybrids is easier to understand than to decode the 
motivations of their creators. The method itself was described by Horace in his Ars 
Poetica: 
[ ... ] Suppose, some painter, for a whim, should trace 
A horse's neck with human head and face, 
And limbs from various animals expressed 
In plumage of as various hues invest, 
So that the same fantastic piece may show 
A fair maid upwards, a foul fish below, -
Were you admitted to the motley sight, 
Methinks you'd laugh, my friend, and well you might. 
Yet not less strange, my Pisos, to the ear 
Of sober sense that poem must appear, 
Which deals in shapes extravagant and vain, 
Wild as the phantoms of a feverish brain; 
Where, no two members to one whole referred, 
All is grotesque,4 incongruous, and absurd. 
4 Emphasis added; the fragment is quoted as it appears in Muller Cooke, 'The Grotesque in Andrej 
Belyj 's Moscow Novels'. Unpublished, 1982:2. What Horace conveyed in an extended phrase, the 
translator captures with a modern word 'grotesque; compare: scimus, et hanc ueniam petimusue 
damusque uicissim; I sed non ut placidis coeant immitia, non ut I serpentes auibus geminentur, 
tigribus agni (verses 11-13). See: Horace, Satires, Epistles and 'Ars Poetica '. Cambridge, 
1978:450-451. See also Brink, Horace on Poetry. Cambridge, 1971:85-88. The use of the term 
'grotesque' by the translator proves both its semantic potential and its versatility. Harpham put it 
in the following way: 'As an adjective [grotesque] has no descriptive value; its sole function is to 
represent a condition of overcrowding or contradiction in the place where the modifier should be. 
This place can never be occupied by any other single adjective but only by a number of adjectives 
not normally found together' (1982:3). 
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We are obliged to note, though, that Horace's intention was not to praise but to denounce 
the incongruous art, for he did not share the perception of the world which justified it. For 
the classicist Horace such 'extravagant' images are 'vain' and 'wild phantoms' of a 
'feverish brain' and while they serve no purpose, are proof of 'lack of art'. Horace puts 
forward his own understanding of what art should be -simplex et unum [verse 23). As a 
classical poet's satiric comment on some outlandish paintings and poems created by his 
contemporaries who did not respond to the requirements of simplicity and unity, Ars 
Poetica proves at the same time that classical artists were aware oflimits inscribed in the 
classical canon and were perpetually defying them. Classical art, close to Horace's heart, 
focused on the orderly world where strict segregation and classification of the observed 
phenomena were possible. Named and arranged in a coherent logical system they reflected 
the logical world and promoted a rational response, inspiring artistic experience, 
categorised as classical. In these terms classical art may be associated with concepts such 
as 'archetypal', 'decisive', 'definitive', 'reliable', 'trustworthy', and 'sanctioned'. That is 
why Horace saw the incongruous images created by some of his contemporary artists as 
mere imperfections and lack of artistic talent on their behalf. However, these artists found 
classical art too confining and explored the alternative point of view. By creating 
'extravagant' images, such artists responded to the 'other' experience of life - chaos, 
uncertainty and ambiguity. This specific response was reflected then, as much as it is 
today, in the feeling of fear and confusion, in evoking ambivalent response, giving rise to 
and creating an idiosyncratic order of the grotesque art. Mc Elroy is thus right in saying 
that although it is impossible precisely to establish the meaning these images had for their 
creators, we are led to believe that they were of considerable significance, for even to a 
modern eye they carry 'the suggestion of the frightful, summoning up the world of 
irrational fear or nightmare in which such creatures might exist' (1989: 183). 
In outlining the history of the grotesque one comes across the images of Scyllas, centaurs 
and such monsters again in medieval art. But when in ancient times they might have been 
alluding to divine forces, remaining beyond the reach of the human mind, medieval artists 
used them as personifications of evil, frequently in accordance with a specific allegoric 
code to represent particular sins relevant to Christian philosophy. It is conceivable that in 
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the Middle Ages the fear of the unknown was exploited by the Church hierarchy's official 
culture. But, as researchers point out, these images of death, devils, and other monsters 
inscribed in the medieval version of Christianity were frequently rendered ludicrous and 
their actual effect was to subvert the authority of the Church. Through representing these 
horrifying and deformed ogre images as laughable, people were familiarising their fear of 
the unknown (Bolecki 1991: 109). The anti-totalitarian rebellion through grotesque 
laughter, which allowed the medieval man to cope with the imposition of authority 
whether that of the Church or the state, is discussed in detail by Bakhtin in Rabelais and 
His World, especially in Chapter I, 'Rabelais in the History of Laughter'. 
Towards the end of the fourteenth century European art departed from the authoritarian 
medieval philosophy of asceticism and the dominance of spiritual over temporal aspects 
of existence, refocusing on the more tangible experience oflife in a movement known as 
the Renaissance. With it the perception of the world changed dramatically. This new 
approach encouraged individualism and freedom of thought, frequently becoming 
instrumental in rejecting dogmatic Christian philosophy. Inquiry into the complex nature 
of the world was promoted in sciences and widely reflected in arts. The discovery of 
grotesque murals came at the right time, so to speak. Their patterns released artistic 
inventiveness, and although people viewed the outlandish frescos 'as falsehoods', as 
reported by Vitruvius (Harpham 1982:26), they accepted them as an embodiment of 
freedom. 
The rediscovery of the grotesque inevitably prompted issues in regard to art versus nature. 
There is no question that the phenomena associated then with the grotesque had to be 
perceived as 'unnatural', as the grotesque frescos did not resemble anything one could see 
in nature. But already towards the end of the sixteenth century understanding of grotesque 
art was modified and the grotesque was seen not only in terms of the negation of physical 
reality, but also in terms of its distortion. Commenting on this, critics5 usually illustrate 
5 Among others: Clayborough 1965:12, Kayser 1981:30, L. Sok6l, Groteska w teatrze S. I. 
Witkiewicza. Ossolineum, 1973: 11. 
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their point by recalling the grotesque caricatures of the French artist Callot (1592-1635), 
who occasionally sketched beggars, sick and deformed people, or characters from the 
commedia dell'arte. Although there is no consensus6 among the critics, regarding the 
extent to which Callot' s art was invention, deformation, or even an illustration oflife, they 
unanimously admit that Callot's drawings and paintings captured the essence of the 
grotesque more than adequately. For a student of the modem grotesque Callot's 
caricatures are the bizarre fusion of human and nonhuman elements, but as a whole they 
always retain the shape and principal attributes of the human body. His drawings and 
sketches mark a new direction in the development of modem grotesque art, that which is 
centred on the human body and its relation to the inner qualities of a human being. Since 
Callot, critics say, the term 'grotesque' not only spread throughout the European 
continent, but it began its remarkable critical career (Bolecki 1989: 111 ). 
Soon grotesque images began to be recognised in literary portrayal in works by writers 
such as Villon, Rabelais, Cervantes and Shakespeare, thus shifting the concept of the 
grotesque 'beyond the sphere of decorative art' ( Clayborough 1965: 12) into criticism (see 
Barasch 1971:chsIV-VII). Clayborough finds one of the first examples of the use of the 
term in literature in Fran9ois Rabelais's Gargantua and Pantagruel (1535). Working 
towards his own understanding of the grotesque, Clayborough observes that in literature 
it was initially associated with phenomena synonymous with the strange, the monstrous 
and the bizarre. He notes, however, that neither the function nor the potential of the 
grotesque was fully comprehended at that time. For many years the grotesque continued 
to be seen as a meaningless, playful compilation of various, naturally incompatible, 
elements (see also Harpham 1982:64) while the term itself was used synonymously with 
'funny', 'bizarre', 'fantastic', 'extravagant' and 'capricious'. As an artistic mode, its use 
6 To note these contradictory views, we may mention, for instance, Clayborough: 'Callot's figures 
were a distortion of physical reality' (1965:12), and Bolecki's view that these are 'fantastic 
monsters having no semblance to nature' (1989:111). Describing some of Callot's illustrations to 
the commedia, Kayser notes that the distortions which appear in Callot' s sketches 'are by no means 
inventions of the artist' (1981:39). 
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was restricted to '/es vaudevilles, !es rondeaux, !es epigrammes, et !es ouvrages 
comiques' (Clayborough 1965:3-4). 
The tolerant attitude to the grotesque lasted until the first half of the eighteenth century, 
when the dominance of the Enlightenment and Neoclassicism enforced aesthetics which 
relied on the classical sense of beauty, namely proportion and unity. As already noted, 
because ofits very cryptic and 'impure' nature, grotesque art was always poles apart from 
those classical principles, so it is no surprise that neo-classicists barely tolerated it, 
permitting its application only in the visual arts, where it was equated with caricature. The 
grotesque acquired negative connotations7 and signified everything that was considered 
deformed, macabre, ugly, unnatural, ridiculous and absurd, unless used strictly as a 
technical term in criticism. 
The attitude towards the grotesque changed again during the Romantic period when, along 
with the Gothic, 8 it became one of the features, distinguishing this artistic current. The 
Romantic artists embraced the grotesque as an accepted, and even desired element in their 
works, employing it to emphasise their individuality, their liberation from the confines 
imposed by the previous epoch, but also to underline their isolation from the rest of the 
world. The grotesque in the works of Romantics aimed to turn the reader's attention to 
the inexplicable and rationally incomprehensible world, the existence of which Romantic 
art had acknowledged. Negative connotations associated with the term in the previous 
7 For instance, Barasch speaks of the 'monstrous', 'barbaric' and even 'immoral' as synonyms 
for the grotesque in the framework of the eighteenth- century aesthetic code (1971: 113-114 ). 
8 The origins of the term go back to the Middle Ages, when it was fashionable to adorn 
monumental Gothic buildings with the images of chimeras, gargoyles, dragons and so on. Together 
with the gloomy architecture, such decorations bolstered the outlandishly mysterious atmosphere 
of these Gothic structures. The relation of Gothic to the grotesque is not clearly defined. Harpham, 
for instance, considers Gothic to be 'contained within fixities of time and place, form and function: 
definable architectural style, coherent symbolic significance, clear origin and terminus, and a 
limited number of instances', while 'none of these helpful limitations applies to the grotesque' 
( l 982:xvii). Mc Elroy dismisses the issue as 'hair-splitting', but acknowledges that the concept is 
one of those related to but 'presumably, not synonymous with grotesque' (1989:2). Romantics 
adopted Gothic as a genre which accorded well with their predilection for mystery. 
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epoch were replaced by new positive ones, linking the grotesque with imaginative writing 
and making it synonymous with expressions such as 'full of fantasy', 'eccentric', 
'fantastic', 'peculiar', and 'unusual'. The Romantic convention made way for the 
grotesque, giving artists a right to absolute creative freedom and the liberation of art from 
former restrictions and conventions, including the demands of generic purity. 9 Even here 
grotesque art benefited: the merging of tragedy and comedy became permissible, allowing 
them both to be components of the same context. 10 This apparent confusion as to where 
the tears end and the laughter begins was unthinkable for classicists, whose genre of 
tragicomedy allowed them to use these elements only and exclusively in an interchangeable 
sequence. 
The period ofRomanticism was followed by an unprecedented development of'mimetic' 
realism. Nevertheless the grotesque continued to be a frequently used method, 11 although 
its functions and spheres of application were in a constant shift. It was almost inevitable 
that in their portrayal of the world, nineteenth-century realist writers would face cases of 
ultimate poverty and debasement bordering on an alternative reality, more familiar to the 
9 See: Sok61, who maintains that turning to the grotesque at the beginning of the nineteenth century 
was seen as the antithesis of a decorum-defined classicism. In his view, divisions into pure forms 
-tragedies or comedies, compulsory in the previous epoch of Classicism, became now less obvious 
(1973:23-34). See also Kayser, the chapter on 'The Grotesque in the Age of Romanticism' 
(1981:48-99). Modem concepts of tragicomedy and its relation to the grotesque are discussed 
briefly in Barasch and supported by the following comment based on the views of Guthke: 'in the 
grotesque-absurd, the world is weird and distorted; in tragicomedy, the action "remains within the 
confines of logic and what is generally accepted as the common characteristics of reality ... "' 
(1971: 161-162). Thomson makes similar point, saying that 'tragi-comedy points only to the fact 
that life is alternately tragic and comic', while the grotesque pronounces that 'the vale of tears and 
the circus are one, that tragedy is in some ways comic and all comedy in some way tragic and 
pathetic' (1972:63). 
10 As noted by Clayborough (1965:48), one of the first expressions of this idea had been in the 
'Preface' to Cromwell (1827) by Victor Hugo. See below, p. 16. 
11 See Kayser: 'Our brief glance at English literature furnishes additional proof that the grotesque 
has also its place in realism.' Kayser illustrates his point referring to Dickens, who in his opinion, 
'does not always require the supernatural to alienate the world' and calls this type of the grotesque 
'realistic' (1981: 123). He sees it differently though in German literature, where the grotesque in 
nineteenth-century realism, in his view, 'almost consistently constituted a watered down version 
of Romantic modes of creation' (1981:130). 
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grotesque than to the comprehensible world. To illustrate this, one may refer to the 
'ghastly grotesquerie of death in the nineteenth-century city', as featured in the satiric 
works ofDickens.12 In Russian literature, too, we can find works regarded as realistic, but 
studded with descriptions ofimpoverishment, ugliness or moral decay which many critics 
approach today as grotesque. Gogol, Saltykov-Shchedrin, Dostoevsky and Sologub, 13 to 
name only the most prominent, used the device of the grotesque with powerful effect when 
portraying both the complex nature of humanity and the social and moral degeneration of 
life in nineteenth-century Russia. Speaking of Gogol's phantasmagoric art, the nineteenth-
century Russian critic Dobrolyubov wrote: 'It is not important to us what the author 
wanted to say, bur rather what was said by him, even if not intentionally; simply as a result 
of the truthful portrayal oflife' (in Gorelov 1961:273 ). 14 
It is thus clear that as a result of the rapid development of civilisation as, for instance, 
urbanisation, its impact on society and its individual members during the nineteenth 
century, the grotesque became a notion identified with truth and reality. The nineteenth-
century writer, whether in Russia or in England, would use the grotesque as an emphatic 
way 'to open his readership to realities they had rejected', if one may generalise the 
statement made by Hill in respect of Dickens (1981: 10).15 Nevertheless, works with the 
'radically modified' (Bolecki' s term, 1991 : 123) portrayal of the world were frequently 
misinterpreted by contemporary critics-purists, who accused their authors of undue 
naturalism, exaggeration and even of deforming reality. 16 It was only when the nature of 
12 M. Hollington, Dickens and the Grotesque. London, 1984:13. 
13 See respectively: V. Erlich. Gogol. New Haven, 1969; M. Bakhtin, 1984a. L. J. Ivanits, The 
Grotesque in Fedor Sologub's Novel The Petty Demon.' Russian and Slavic Literature. Slavica 
Publishers, 1976. It should be noted though, that there still is a considerable need to research the 
grotesque in Russian nineteenth-century literature. 
14 A. E. ropeJIOB, 011epKU 0 pyccKUX nucamellJIX. Jiemrnrpa.n;, 1961. 
15 N. K. Hill, A Reformer's Art: Dickens' Picturesque and Grotesque Imagery. Athens, Ohio, 
1981. 
16 Gogol's case is the classical example here. Thanks to the prominent Russian literary critic 
Vissarion Belinsky (1811-1848), throughout the nineteenth century Gogol was seen as an 
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the modem grotesque became to be understood better that these works gained profound 
significance and their revealing character became apparent. 
Until the nineteenth century, the grotesque in art was viewed as a mode either juxtaposed 
to nature or of its deformation, for whatever reason (playful decoration or critical attitude 
to it; for example satire, caricature, parody), and enriching it with the ambivalent portrayal 
of the world. 17 But nineteenth-century artists began to see the grotesque not only as a 
mode but also as a phenomenon of nature and life itself The pivotal role in this regard is 
attributed to the 'Preface' to Cromwell18 by Victor Hugo ( 1802-1885), where the French 
Romantic associated the grotesque portrayal with truth ( Clayborough 1965: 48 ). Thomson, 
echoing Clayborough's interpretation of the 'Preface' says that 'Hugo associates the 
grotesque not with the fantastic but with the realistic, making it clear that the grotesque 
is not just an artistic mode or category but exists in nature and in the world around us' 
(1972: 16-17). This view was promoted by other nineteenth-century artists such as 
Theophile Gautier (1811-1872), who observed that the grotesque always existed in nature 
exemplary realist writer in the true classical sense. This led to the interpretation of his writing as 
a critical comment on the abominable state of Russian society in the first half of the century. It was 
only the Russian Formalists who started to speak of the illusory character of Gogol's realism. The 
grotesque approach to Gogol's writing shifts emphasis from the social to the psychological and 
philosophical significance of his work and makes it universal. This can be illustrated with the 
example of his short story IlluHeJLb (The Overcoat), which was interpreted as a tale about the 
tsarist clerk - a little man - whose fate was determined by his poor social background and material 
deprivation. Viewed as a work of the grotesque, The Overcoat is interpreted in terms of the 
spiritual poverty of a man obsessively preoccupied with material possession, languid and 
submissive (see Erlich Gogol. New Haven, 1969). Interestingly enough, similar accusations of 
'false naturalism and entrails-oriented (bebechowatosc) literature' were directed at Jasieri.ski and 
his fellow futurist poets (see Balcerzan, Sty! i Poetyka Tworczosci DwujfZ)'cznej Brunona 
Jasieliskiego. Wroclaw, 1968: 139). 
17 See Kayser's brief comments on the grotesque in nineteenth-century English literature 
(1981:122-123). 
18 Clayborough underlines that the understanding of the grotesque in Romantic art varied from 
country to country. For instance it had a different connotation in German Romanticism (ETA 
Hoffmann), in English (Scott, Byron). The French understanding of the concept interests us, 
however, because as he puts it, it acquired 'revolutionary overtones' and was 'associated with 
artistic freedom and the overthrow of cramping conventions' ( 1965: 13 ), which makes it relevant 
for our study. A similar role and purpose was ascribed to the grotesque by the avant-garde artists 
at the beginning of the twentieth century (see the next chapter). 
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and in art. 19 This statement by the French writer is given serious consideration by some 
contemporary scholars, even though the issue of the grotesque in nature still seems to be 
a bone of contention in contemporary criticism of the grotesque. Reiterating Kayser' s view 
on this issue, Clayborough prefers to believe that the grotesque is born in 'the unconscious 
mind' and its origins can be motivated only by psychological phenomena. But, even if 
reluctantly, Clayborough makes provision for an alternative approach, qualifying his 
statement with the following: 
[ ... ] unless one is prepared to accept the idea that grotesqueness is objectively real, and that 
the grotesque is a simple reflection of actual phenomena - an idea which might apply to 
the depiction of' an exceptional monstrosity of horrid ugliness', but scarcely to the original 
'grotesque' murals. (1965:69) 
Clayborough's field of scholarly interest is a work of art and whether it is a creation 
entirely invented or inspired by reality it is eventually a product of a certain artistic mind 
and both its conscious and subconscious faculties. More recent works are willing to accept 
the grotesque as a fact of reality and a phenomenon of 'natural'. As Harpham puts it, 
'whereas the grotesque had once seemed the very opposite of the real, recent 
commentators have seemed unable or unwilling to extricate the two from each other, and 
have even encouraged an identification between them' (1982:xix). 20 
The artistic movement at the turn of the century, known under its common name as 
Modernism, exposed a new quality of the grotesque. Discussing the character of the 
grotesque in 'Young Poland' (equivalent to Western Modernism), Bolecki formulates a 
19 Clayborough refers to Les Grotesques, published by Gautier in 1853 (1972:13). 
20 Harpham is adamant: 'That the grotesque exists has always been a given' ( 1982:xx). Harpham 
names a number of artists, scholars and works that affirm the grotesque as a fact of reality. He 
agrees himself with this view, quoting after Gahan Wilson a bizarre but true press report: 'In the 
early days of heart transplants, doctors attempted to transfer the heart of a pig to a man. In the 
middle of the operation, [ ... ]the anaesthetized pig woke up and run squealing around the room with 
the doctors in pursuit as the man died on the operating table' (ibid.:xix). 
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thesis that the movement was almost entirely grotesque. 21 His argument can be 
summarised in the following way: Modernism as an artistic method was based on the 
fusion of all things and phenomena; its aesthetics were based on the synthesis, on the 
syncretic union of all arts, traditions, and cultures. Formally this meant the abolition of 
boundaries between objects, suppression of contours and permeation of shapes. In 
painting, this strategy was tantamount to the revival of ornaments and emphasis on fluid, 
undulating lines. Nature and true forms were not seen as restrictive, while symmetry and 
its laws were subjected to constant negotiations. Bolecki identifies as the typically 
modernistic devices 'biomorphism (likening objects and animated beings), including 
zoomorphism, anthropomorphism and fitomorphism, as well as micro- and macroscopy, 
i.e. presenting objects and beings (including insects, flowers and microbes) in their 
unnatural size'. In his view the whole of modernist art was permeated with the motif of 
metamorphosis and hybrid images, originating in pagan mythology. Other typically 
modernistic motifs, in his view, are: 'madness, insanity, fantastic or demonic atmosphere, 
masquerade, mask, mannequin, caricature, and the like' (1991: 117). The paradox is that, 
despite this conspicuous similarity to the grotesque, says Bolecki, none of the modernists 
considered themselves grotesque artists, choosing instead more precise terms such as 
secession, symbolism, myth, caricature, or arabesque. 
In his analysis of different types of modernistic grotesque, Bolecki amves at the 
conclusion that all the grotesque works of that time, whether for the purpose of polemic, 
parody, or caricature, operate through a 'range of accessories' from various literary 
conventions, such as hybrids (mythology), devils (Gothic), monsters (fantastic), and 
harlequins (commedia dell'arte). But the reference to the tradition is always obliterated 
by the 'radical modification, both iconic and semantic', Bolecki argues. Thus, the 
paraphernalia of the commedia dell 'arte, for instance, are shifted from its tradition of 
carnival to the environments characteristic of other conventions, resulting in such images 
as Pierrot with hoofs, borrowed from either mythology (satyr) or Gothic (Satan). The 
21 The following summary is based on the chapter 'Od potwor6w do znak6w pustych' ('From 
Monsters to Empty Signs') inPre-teksty i teksty (1991:102-158). 
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same applies to other aspects of work, including language and its meaning, allowing the 
comic to be rendered as sad, or tragedy as a joke. The tradition is in a way deconstructed 
to allow artists to ponder over the discrepancies between the 'sign of tradition' and 'its 
traditional sense' (ibid.: 120). By reaching to the devices characteristic of the grotesque, 
and extending the levels of impact of the grotesque in a work from theme, plot or image 
to those of style, namely, narration and lexicology, modernists put in doubt the 
effectiveness of rules governing artistic expression: the grotesque was no longer a 
phenomenon of the 'represented world' but became a 'mechanism' by which the meaning 
was created (ibid.:123-124). 
It is evident from Bolecki's survey that modernistic grotesque, unlike the realistic 
grotesqueries by nineteenth-century realists, was born not out of the observation of nature 
and life, but was primarily a method of artistic expression: it was the Modernists' voice 
in their dialogue with history and even with the theory of art as a whole. The Modernists 
opened the door to aesthetic provocation and artistic anarchy, which their followers, the 
artists of the avant-garde, not only fully accepted but chose as the only possible form of 
the new art. 
CHAPTER II 
THE MODERN GROTESQUE 
It seems to be so real and beyond any dispute: your hand. 
What you see is a smooth pink skin, covered with the most 
delicate hair. So simple and so undisputable. 
And now - a piece of this skin sanctified by the cruel irony 
of microscope: ditches, pits, boundaries; thick stalks ofunknown 
plants - once your hair; a huge chunk of earth - or meteorite, 
which fell down from an unreachable sky - the ceiling, that, 
which once was a particle of dust[ ... ] And this all in fact is your 
hand. 
[ ... ] And art, born by this contemporaneous reality - can it 
be not fantastic, resembling a dream? 
(Zamyatin On Synthetism) 
Given the exceptional tangle of circumstances which shaped life in the twentieth century, 
it is no wonder that a proclivity for the grotesque became a distinguishing feature of 
twentieth-century art. In the same way as previous epochs striving for self-expression 
created art responding to their aesthetic and ethical needs, so did our own. Rapid 
industrialisation, unprecedented scientific and technological advances, wars, migration of 
masses of people, totalitarian regimes, were among the most important, although diverse, 
factors responsible for altering people's understanding of the world. 
The elusiveness ofreality and the senselessness of the world became a widely recognised 
notion from the very outset of our century as may be seen in the works of such famous, 
although diverse, authors as Kafka, Hasek, Grass, or Joyce. Their works were all created 
in response to a perception that the modern world needs its own distinct way of expressing 
itself The Swiss playwright Diirrenmatt (quoted in Kayser 1981: 11-12) commented that 
'our world led us inevitably to the grotesque as it did to the atomic bomb [ ... ]' In his view, 
the grotesque 'is only a sensual expression, a sensuous paradox, the shape of a 
shapelessness, the face of a faceless world; and as our thinking seems to be unable to do 
without the concept of paradox, so is art'. He believed that we do not have the individual 
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feeling of guilt and feeling for tragedy, and that comedy alone is suited for us. Similar 
comment came from Andrey Sinyavsky, a one-time prominent Soviet dissident intellectual, 
who believed that only 'phantasmagoric art' in which the grotesque 'will replace realistic 
descriptions of ordinary life' suits the spirit of our time, and that art can be 'truthful [only] 
with the aid of the absurd and the fantastic' .1 This extraordinary success of the grotesque 
in the twentieth century has been noted by scholars ranging from Bakhtin and Kayser to 
Harpham and Mc Elroy. The reasons for this are manifold. While some point out that the 
grotesque has been used to portray decadence in society, others note that, through the 
grotesque, artists express the senselessness oflife and the absurdity of modern civilisation. 
Scholars share the view of Harpham that modern writers find the grotesque to be a 
particularly suitable tool in expressing both man's 'freakish and absurd nature, and the 
nightmarish malignancy of the modern world' (1982:xix). 
A comprehensive study of manifestations of the grotesque and its function in twentieth-
century art has yet to be made. Whoever undertakes this difficult task will have to establish 
common grounds for the multiplicity of diverse trends and movements. Considerably easier 
is the examination of the modern grotesque in the form of a case study, as has been done 
by Wolfgang Kayser in his The Grotesque in Art and Literature, the last chapter of which 
offers a rudimentary analysis of different grotesque works by individual modern authors, 
from drama and prose 'tales of terror', through the grotesque poetry of Morgenstern and 
Kafkaesque 'dream-like' novels, to surrealistic poetry and paintings. Acknowledging the 
tremendous popularity of the grotesque in the twentieth century, Kayser limits his survey 
to some of its manifestations, refraining from pointing out traits typical to the modern 
grotesque. More useful in this respect is Bernard Mc Elroy's Fiction of the Modern 
Grotesque. Admittedly, the focus of the study is on the source of the modern grotesque. 
Mc Elroy finds that it is produced by certain types of mental disposition, such as paranoid 
vision, hallucination, dream, or a degree ofinsanity, that is, its source is in the human mind 
and the processes of perception. Mc Elroy's basic assertion is that 'the grotesque is not 
1 (Abram Tertz). 'On Socialist Realism', in A. Sinyavsky, 'The Trial Begins' and 'Socialist 
Realism'. Berkeley, 1982:218-219. The essay originally appeared in samizdat in 1959. 
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only a real mode of life but the only real mode once modem life has been correctly 
perceived'. He points out that it is 'not merely an assault upon the idea of a rational world; 
it is an assault upon the reader himself, upon his sensibilities, upon his ideals, upon his 
feeling ofliving in a friendly familiar world or his desire to live in one'. It is an aggressive 
mode and provides an outlet for the emotional confusion of modem man. The centre stage 
in modem grotesque literature is given to a 'repugnant' individual, 'a humiliated man' -
an 'anti-hero', whose actions are animated not by reason but by his degenerate nature, for 
as Mc Elroy asserts, 'perversity, not reason, is the basis ofhuman character' (1989:27-28). 
Although Mc Elroy is primarily interested in the 'internal' or psychological source of the 
grotesque, we are not prevented from making the observation that the source of modem 
grotesque is firmly rooted in the outside world itself The notion of tragedy has lost its 
relevance, not because it is obsolete in our troubled age, but because its dimension is 
altered. Tragedy became trivialised by its notorious presence in everyday life and is 
brought vividly into our homes through the mass media. Furthermore, the tragedy of an 
individual has become inconsequential in the context of the mass murders and genocide 
by which our century has become identified in history. We have learned not to cry over 
roses when forests are burning ... 
Avant-garde and the Grotesque 
It is one characteristic of revolutions, whether 
literary, political, or scientific, that they liberate, 
dignify and pass through the grotesque. 
(Harpham: On the Grotesque) 
Avant-garde was the first artistic movement to reflect the spirit of the new times at the 
beginning of the twentieth century. The unconventional character of I 'esprit nouveau2 is 
2 The expression 'the spirit of the new times' belongs to Guillaume Apollinaire, who believed that 
the avant-garde artists inherited it from the Romantics and with it they inherited inquisitiveness 
which forced them 'to look wherever possible for literary material that would allow them to glorify 
life in all its forms. To find out the truth, to look for it in the human world, as well as, for instance, 
in the sphere of imagination' (in S. JaworskiAvangarda. Warszawa, 1992:144). The article was 
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itself reflected in the very name, summarily assumed by artistic movements at the time. The 
term 'avant-garde', borrowed from the military lexicon,3 was enthusiastically used in 
programmes by several artists, including Futurists. Adopting radical jargon as a language 
which reflected their militant attitude to the social, mental, and intellectual stagnation, 
artists counted themselves amongst 'partisans, who intend to conquer the city of[human] 
consciousness', as Bruno Jasietiski himself put it (1972:239). 4 In critical literature scholars 
such as I.Weisgerber stress that avant-garde artists were 'fully conscious of being ahead 
of their time'. Frequently their rebellion was total: it was directed at accepted customs and 
morality, at social and political structures, it also is characterised by radical opposition to 
the established order in literature both in the sphere of form and theme. (1974:414)5 
The grotesque-itselfborn out of the opposition to any canon -was then a logical choice. 
The emphasis on the violent rejection of everything that could be thought static, common, 
general, or acceptable made room for its aggressive and riotous character. The historical 
precedent had already been established in modernity during the Renaissance and the 
Romantic period when the revival of the grotesque as a part of 'revolutionary' artistic 
strategy accompanied dramatic shifts in world view. In a similar fashion, avant-garde 
artists rejected familiarity as synonymous with stagnation and boredom. They took it upon 
themselves to reassess, rethink and re-systematise every aspect of life according to the 
logic of the new times, hoping to induce excitement and life into art through 
defamiliarising the known and demolishing the established. Avant-garde artists accepted 
the grotesque both as part oflife, and as a way to reflect its incongruity and ambivalence. 
initially published in Mereure de France in 1918 ( 491 ). 
3 See B. Carpenter, The Poetic Avant-Garde in Poland 1918-1939. Seattle, 1983:xi; Jaworski 
1992:5. See also V. Erlich: The term 'avant-garde' was coined in mid-nineteenth-century France 
to designate art as 'a vehicle for social change and reform'. He considers avant-garde 'a prominent 
aspect of modernism', the one whose primary aim was 'to underline the emphatically future-
oriented, iconoclastic, anti-bourgeois strain in modernism' (Modernism and Revolution: Russian 
Literature in Transition. Cambridge, 1994:3). 
4 Utwory poetyckie. Manifesty. Szkice, introduction by E. Balcerzan. Wroclaw, 1972. 
5 Les avant-gardes litteraires enXX"e siecle. S.1., 1974. 
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The grotesque entered avant-garde works as a mode naturally fitting in with the artistic 
manifestos which were calling for the renewal of art and which glorified creativity and 
imagination, licencing boundless artistic freedom and promoting the osmosis of genre, 
style, and form. 
While Modernism can be credited with sanctioning the aesthetic grotesque, avant-garde 
took it further, paving the way for the philosophical grotesque in a sense that: 'an artist, 
who imposes new beauty, imposes new future' as Tadeusz Peiper, 6 himself a prominent 
theoretician and avant-garde artist, put it (in Jaworski 1992:217). Peiper believed that it 
was the responsibility of art to influence the consciousness of people in order to enable 
them to accept the phenomena of modem times. Artists were told not to describe reality, 
but to capture the spirit of the new times, so that their product would embody a modern 
day itself and would 'breathe' with atmosphere and emotion. Owing both to its content 
and its form, the metaphor was singled out as the tool most befitting modern poetry. 
Peiper explained his position in this regard in his article Metafora tera.iniejszo8ci ('The 
Metaphor of Contemporaneity'), which was published in 1922 in Zwrotnica, the 
mouthpiece of avant-garde art in Poland.7 He pointed out that 'anti-realism' and 
'economism' make the metaphor especially valuable to modern artists. Both these qualities 
suggest that Peiper' s understanding of metaphor opened it to the grotesque. 
The metaphor attracted Peiper' s attention because ofits inherent brevity. 8 He believed that 
artists, who have to abide by the same laws of contemporaneity as other people, have to 
'economise on words'. To Peiper it was an 'artistic necessity' to reach for metaphor, 
6 Peiper (1891-1969) was an important figure for Polish Futurists. He was older than most of them 
and was considered more experienced, mainly owing to his prolonged stay in several Western 
European countries (Jaworski 1992:99). Peiper's role in Polish Futurism is assessed in T. Klak, 
Stolik Tadeusza Peipera, Krakow, 1993. 
7 Along with other theoretical writing by Peiper, it was reprinted in the anthology of the avant-
garde programmes and manifestos compiled by S. Jaworski 1992. 
8 Brevity as an important characteristic of the modern grotesque is, among others, pointed out by 
Harpham (1982:64). 
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which is in itself an abbreviation of a comparison, he argued, since it does not require the 
use of the comparative 'like'. Metaphor replaces long qualifiers, it economises on 'lexical 
cotton-wool' and its use is in itself a sign of contemporaneity. Peiper emphasised, though, 
that brevity for its own sake might not necessarily be a virtue of metaphor, since its 
primary function is to successfully convey a message, which is in turn secured through a 
'content' of concepts, subjected to metaphoric manipulations. As a device, metaphor is not 
suitable for the realistic reconstruction of the world and cannot be used for description, 
hence its anti-realism characterised by an arbitrary relationship of concepts, which in turn 
creates conceptual associations that have no equivalent in the real world. By its intrinsic 
nature, metaphor contradicts the idea of a 'slavish stock-taking of reality'. On the 
contrary, transferring concepts into provinces to which they do not belong, metaphor 
converts empirical reality and recreates it as a new reality, one which is purely poetic (in 
Jaworski 1992:210). 
To fulfil its objective to 'shatter [established] emotional hierarchy', modern metaphor in 
Peiper' s interpretation relies on certain techniques: 
Great things are reduced to insignificance, small things are elevated to greatness. Festive, 
or even holy things are arranged together with prosaic and common ones, while the latter 
are placed amongst solemn and sanctified concepts. Reluctantly accepted objects, normally 
belonging to the mundane spheres of life and world, and which are repulsive to the 
aesthetic sensitivity of an average man, are amalgamated9 with such objects, which have 
strong emotional resonance in man. (Peiper in ibid. 1992:212) 
Peiper elucidates his discussion, using the image of the sun - 'this object of perpetual 
admiration from Homer to Rimbaud', as he puts it - which to a modern artist is nothing 
but a 'golden pimple', while the button in one's trousers assumes the significance of a 
'mirror of one's greatness' (ibid.). Although Peiper does not utter the word 'grotesque', 
it is easily seen that his views on the character and method of creating a modern metaphor 
coincide with the characteristics and methods inherent to the grotesque. As previously 
noted in Bolecki' s analysis of the Modernists' manipulations with different aesthetic codes 
9 In original: amalgamuje si¥. 
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and literary forms, here too, Peiper' s judgement on metaphor, its function, modus 
operandi and underlying 'technical' considerations, lead directly to the grotesque. Even 
more to the point, for want of a better option, his deliberations regarding metaphor can 
stand as a definition of the grotesque itself 
By his own admission, Peiper' s reference to the image of the sun is intended to prove the 
iconoclastic character of modern art in response to the shifts taking place in the hierarchy 
of values. What was formerly seen as sublime and of higher significance now becomes 
trivial and, by analogy, what was trivial and meaningless assumes unprecedented 
importance. He calls it 'the levelling of hierarchy' which inevitably has to take place in all 
aspects of human life, because modern people freed themselves from the fear of nature and 
learned to use the forces of nature to their advantage ibid.). 
Peiper' s sentiments were consonant with widespread feelings during that period that it was 
time for artists to take note of shifts taking place in the perception of the world, and to 
reflect them not only formally but also through the content of their art. While Peiper 
illustrated his views through his interpretation of metaphor, Russian Formalists, who 
admittedly sensed that need as early as 1917, did this through the concept of 
ocmpa11e11ue, 10 that is 'estrangement' or 'defamiliarisation'. This concept, known also in 
10 The term was first used in 1917 by V. Shklovsky in 'HcKyccTBO KaK rrpHeM' ('Art as a device'), 
reprinted in Texte der Russischen Formalisten, Vol. I. Munich, 1969: 16. Shklovsky' s concept of 
'estrangement' is linked to the theories of the Russian linguist A. Potebnya, who maintained that 
because in everyday language words stand for things and relationships in the external world, it is 
necessary for their meaning to be fixed and known to all. Interpreting Shklovsky's concept of 
estrangement Bertnes in his essay 'V. Shklovsky or the Rhetoric of Strange Making' notes: 'Apart 
from its fixed, conceptual or referential meaning, however, the word's internal form is charged with 
a meaningfulness that in practical usage is either suppressed or obliterated. In poetry, this inner 
meaningfulness of the word, its "figurativeness" (o6pa3Hocmb), is activated and brought to 
expression through its external, phonetic form. The result of this is that in poetry the word's 
conceptual or referential meaning loses its conventional unambiguity, which is replaced by an open 
or dislocated reference. The conceptual meanings that were parts of the poet's original message can 
therefore never be identical with what, from his point of view, the reader takes the text to mean' 
(Scando Slavica 1993:6-7). 
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German as Verfremdung, 11 became one of the important notions in modern criticism. The 
term initially referred to the linguistic fabric of literature, but soon, especially in its more 
general understanding, spread to other aspects of art, such as, for instance, the use of 
imagery. Russian Formalists believed that whether through language or image, the device 
of defamiliarisation would prompt readers to an intellectual effort and force them to 
consider alternative interpretations. Although Peiper denied any influence of this device 
for the particular popularity of figurative, that is metaphoric, language in avant-garde art, 12 
he admitted that a work of art which used unorthodox modes and means of expression was 
considered more meaningful, and stood as a proof of the artists' respect for their own 
thought and respect for their reader's intellectual potential (ibid.:214). Avant-garde, 
indeed, paid exceptional attention to the form of their art, although its different 
manifestations attributed to it different roles. Peiper, sympathising in this regard with 
Constructivists, believed that art serves society as much through its content as it does 
through its form. He maintained that 'it is the social duty of an artist to take care of the 
form of his art' (ibid. :216). 
The idea of defamiliarisation is significant for the popularity of the grotesque in modern 
art in the same way as was Peiper's concept of metaphor. In fact, it may also be mistaken 
for the concept of the grotesque itself, and it was used in this sense from its inception, as 
seen in Formalist scholarship.13 Kayser finds this relationship so important that he prints 
in capital letters: 'TIIE GROTESQUE IS TIIE ESTRANGED WORLD', warning at the same time 
that the grotesque is a special kind of estrangement, for the familiar may be shown anew 
11 The term is attributed to Bertolt Brecht; it belongs to the same tradition with Shklovsky' s 
'estrangement'. It is possible that the term was transmitted to Brecht by his Russian friend, 
playwright Sergey Tretyakov (see B. Reich, Im Wettlauf mit der Zeit. Berlin,1979:371-372). 
12 He maintained that in essence, the device of estrangement is nothing other than one of the long 
recognised features of art - the tendency towards innovation and that art always strives to place 
the familiar in a new light (in Jaworski 1992: 210). 
13 As seen for instance in an essay on the grotesque in Gogol by Zundelovich, who drew such an 
analogy in 1925. See the reprint of his article 'I1po6JieMhI rro3THKH' ITo3THKa rporecKa (K 
Borrpocy o xapaKTepe roroJieBCKoro TBopqecTBa) in IJ03muKa: XpecmoMamu5/. no eonpocaM 
JtumepamypoeeoeHU5/. Oll5/. cJtyutameJteii yHueepcumema. MocKBa, 1992: 114. 
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by another familiar, or the fantastic by another fantastic (1981: 184). To be more precise 
we may say that every instance of the grotesque originates in an estranged world, but not 
every case of estrangement may be taken as the grotesque. Only by saying this may we set 
up conditions which have to be obeyed if the estranged world is to be perceived in 
categories of the grotesque. Kayser states the following: 'It is our world which has to be 
transformed. Suddenness and surprise are essential elements of the grotesque'. Even if we 
decide to treat the notion of estrangement with due caution, one thing is certain: the 
technique of estrangement paves the way for the grotesque, encourages its use, and is 
consonant with its aims. 
To sum up, we may say that the avant-garde understanding of both metaphor and 
estrangement facilitated wide use of the grotesque in avant-garde art, provided that certain 
rules regarding content and form were observed. Avant-garde art had to impact on readers 
through the defamiliarisation of the world, making it possible to see it anew; it relied on 
the ambiguity of language, and exploited constant tension between its familiar, prosaic 
meaning and its figurative potential. And, although both metaphor and the device of 
defamiliarisation were primarily considered as a matter of form, avant-garde art extended 
their application beyond a poetic function, venturing into the field of semantic and visual 
categories and exploring their image-creating potential as well as their power to revive 
readers emotionally. 
It is not possible to speak of avant-garde in general terms for much longer. At considerable 
risk of running into controversy, I have tried to outline a background common to various 
avant-garde movements. I have tried to identify certain factors in this background which 
made it conducive to the grotesque. Radical opposition to the prevailing canon, the sharp 
realisation of dramatic changes in the quality oflife because of demographic movements 
and historical events, the rapid development of technology and science, as well as the 
emphatic need to take a stand on these issues, may be seen as the ultimate source of the 
grotesque in avant-garde art. It can be said that various avant-garde movements were 
posing similar questions with similar urgency, collectively recognising the imperative need 
for those questions to be addressed. Beyond that, however, avant-garde meant different 
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things to different artists and when it came to answers and conclusions, the split into 
groupings, trends, movements and schools, became inevitable.For instance, Expressionists 
believed in the superiority of spirit over matter, Futurists, on the other hand, in the 
superiority of matter over spirit; Constructivists put their trust in the modem civilisation, 
industrialisation and urbanism; Surrealists, originating from Dada, stood for the liberation 
of man, of his desires and psychic potential. Like Futurists, they emphasised imagination 
based on free association of concepts, but did not share the Futurists' belief that art must 
transform life. In the end, coming from a similar background, artists of different 
movements have followed different paths when looking for solutions. Because creative 
uniqueness was so emphasised, the same applies to discussing individual representatives 
of these movements. Basing his views on certain general assumptions and programmes, 
the individual artists gave their own interpretation in accordance with their own intellectual 
and creative potential. Jasietiski himself emphasised these differences, seeing them as an 
artist's obligation to find an individual artistic path: 'Art is creating new things. [ ... ]Every 
artist is obliged to create absolutely new, exceptional art, only then has he a right to call 
it his own (1972:211). Thus, writing his summary of Polish Futurism, he emphatically 
stated that Futurism was for him a personal matter and, although his views were shaped 
by the artistic ferment of the time, their formulation was his own (ibid. :234). Bearing this 
in mind, J asietiski' sown theoretical contribution to the movement will be discussed further 
in Part II. 
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Socialist Realism and the Grotesque 
Once upon a time there was a mighty ruler of a powerful 
country who had a no right arm and no right eye and wanted 
to have his picture painted for official display. One of the 
artists submitted to him his portrait as he was, without one arm 
and one eye. He was immediately hanged for 'bourgeois 
formalism '. Another painter presented his picture of the 
Dictator with both arms and eyes. He was executed for 
'bourgeois idealism '. Finally, the third artist submitted his 
portrait depicting the tyrant with the left arm and the left eye to 
the viewer's side. This one was duly awarded the prize for 
'socialist realism '. 14 
It is hardly possible to imagine a more sinister response to the buoyant artistic avant-garde 
ferment than the one that developed in the Soviet Union, the very political structure 
emotionally and intellectually conceived by this ferment. As noted by Stefan Morawski, 
all avant-garde movements questioned the official world outlook and contested 'the ruling 
ethos' as false. The existing social systems were declared 'ill' while their embodiments -
the state and its functionaries like the police and the armed forces - were labelled 
antihuman (1989:85). 15 On those very grounds the social and political rebellion in 1917 
in Russia was intellectually supported from the start by most of the avant-garde 
movements. Futurism, which gave absolute priority in its hierarchy of artistic values to 
innovation and experiment and based its aesthetics on the rejection of tradition, was 
particularly responsive to the changing times. 16 The October Revolution made a dramatic 
14 M. K. Dziewanowski notes that this anecdote was circulating among independently-minded 
Soviet intellectuals, expressing their attitude towards socialist realism (A History of Soviet Russia. 
Engelwood Cliffs, 1989:212). 
15 
'On the Avant-Garde and the Case of Postmodernism.' Literary Studies in Poland. Ossolineum, 
1989(XXI). 
16 See H. Stephan 'Futurism and the Social Functions of Literature', Russian Literature and 
American Critics, edited by K. N. Brostrom. Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1984: 191-210, p. 193. Also, 
A. Sinyavsky Soviet Civilization: A Cultural History. New York, 1990, chapter 'Utopia Found,' 
where the following quotation from Mayakovsky's Open Letter to the Workers (1918) illustrates 
this enthusiasm for change: 'No one is allowed to know what immense suns will illuminate the life 
of the future. Perhaps the artists will tum the gray dust of the cities into hundred-colour rainbows; 
perhaps the mountains will resound endlessly with the thunderous strains of volcanos transformed 
into flutes; perhaps we'll force the ocean waves to run fingers over the strings that stretch from 
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difference to the artistic aspirations of avant-garde artists in Russia. Their attempt to 
advance the modern idea of culture found its embodiment in the radically new political 
system, or so the artists initially believed. However, it soon became evident that what they 
had in mind was remarkably different from the ideas ofpoliticians. 17 
After the period of relative freedom of expression, permitted immediately after the 
Revolution and during the twenties, came a period of unprecedented gloom for the 
Russian belle lettres. The avant-garde in Russia ceased to exist as a result of the decree 
of 23 April 1932, issued by the Communist Party's Central Committee. The ruling was 
motivated by the need to end the rivalry which had developed between various groupings 
'on the artistic and cultural front' (Groys 1992:33). 
As a replacement for the 'anarchic' diversity of the avant-garde, Party ideologists 
suggested that the writing fraternity join the Party in its task of building the new 
Communist society. With this purpose in mind a single body-the Union of Soviet Writers 
- was formed, 18 to which all who claimed to be writers were obliged to subscribe. Soon 
the Writers' Union became the state's primary instrument for maintaining control over all 
creative works. In return, this mammoth organisation made its members secure with 
special privileges such as a stable income, the right to accommodation, and guaranteed 
publication of their works. By analogy, expulsion from this body was tantamount to 
literary death, and subsequently became the first step towards the physical annihilation of 
Europe to America. One thing we do know: the first page of the newest history of the arts will have 
been written by us' (ibid.:42-43). See also V. Erlich, Russian Formalism (1980:70-99) and 
Modernism and Revolution (1994). 
17 For a brief comparison of the avant-garde and socialist realism see B. Groys, The Total Art 
of Stalinism: Avant-garde, Aesthetic Dictatorship, and Beyond, translated by Charles Rougle. 
Princeton, 1992:33-75. 
18 As noted by J. Brooks: 'Significantly, Gor'kii was the only writer on the "Honorary Presidium 
of the Union," which was otherwise composed exclusively of party and Comintern officials, 
including Stalin' ('SocialistRealisminPravda: Read All About It!' Slavic Review. 1994:982-983. 
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'disgraced' writers. 19 Having absolute control over writers, the Union was able to 
streamline all spontaneous artistic inspiration and creativity into planned and organised 
production measured in the same way as the output of industrial activities. 20 Using an 
analogy with the grotesque, one may say that the metaphoric longing of many avant-garde 
artists to become prophets, ideological and intellectual guides for masses of people, was 
indeed enacted - but with a sinister twist to it. Artists were to become not only 'engineers 
of souls' 21 but also 'craftsmen of culture'. 22 'Usefulness' was given priority over aesthetics, 
as argued by Sinyavsky who, tracing the origins of this tendency to 1919, illustrates his 
argument with a citation from Osip Brik's article, The Artist and the Commune: 
The cobbler makes boots. The joiner makes tables. And what does the artist do? He 
doesn't do anything; he 'creates.' This is vague and suspect. ... The commune doesn't need 
19 See A. Kemp-Welch, Stalin and the Literary Intelligentsia 1928-1939. New York, 1991, 
especially the chapter 'The Terror'. 
2
° For example, a note in Pravda (1129/29): 'If we look to the development ofliterature in the past 
year, then a simple question arises - is our literature growing, can we speak about regular 
achievement in this area?' The passion for production records is reflected in the following 
quantification ofliterature, also in Pravda ( 4/ 13/3 3 ): '[Demyan Bedny] wrote twenty volumes and 
more than 150,000 lines of fighting verses' (both in Brooks 1984:983). 
21 The expression is attributed to Stalin; see Brooks (1994:982) and T. Klimowicz (Przewodnik 
po wsp6/czesnej literaturze rosyjskiej ijej okolicach (1917-1996). Wroclaw, 1996:260). It was 
subsequently used as a buzz-term evident in the speeches delivered during the First Congress of 
the Union. See for instance, the speeches of Zhdanov and Gorky (Soviet Writers' Congress 1934. 
London, 1977:21 and 67, respectively). Brooks perceptively points out the intrinsic 'disingenuity' 
of the expression, because the word 'engineer' was already devalued by the notorious trials of the 
technological intelligentsia which took place during the years 1928-1930. Apart from that, he notes 
that 'although the word "engineers" aligned the arts with the construction industry, the word 
"souls" (oyuw) implied a spiritual function' (1994:983). 
22 This term was also used by Gorky in his congress speech. This and subsequent references to 
Gorky should by no means be taken as an attempt to castigate him for his contribution to the 
oppression of arts in the Soviet Russia. Gorky's role is much too complex and still being 
researched, especially in the view of the availability of previously inaccessible data. I quote Gorky 
merely to verify the oeuvre. A good start in re-evaluating his contribution has been made by H. 
Ermolaevwhomentions, forinstance, that Gorky 'branded as "spiritual vampirism"thewithdrawal 
of certain works by foreign and Russian philosophers[ ... ] from the largest Soviet libraries' Soviet 
Literary Theories 1917-1934: The Genesis of Socialist Realism. Berkeley, 1963:149. 
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priests or parasites. Only workers will find a place in it. If artists don't want to wind up 
like the parasitic elements, they'd better prove their right to existence. (1990:47)23 
Concurrently with the infringement of freedom of association, steps were taken to limit 
freedom of expression by imposing on writers themes and forms permissible in the new 
Soviet literature. These rigid prescriptions soon received the status of the only admissible 
creative method and become known as socialist realism. According to Ermolaev, the term 
'socialist realism' was coined by Ivan Gronsky who was at the time nominated by the 
Party as chairman of the committee entrusted with the task of establishing the writers' 
union (1963 :4). The statement reprinted subsequently in Literaturnaya gazeta (20/5/32) 
reads as follows: 'The basic demand that we make on the writer is: write the truth, portray 
truthfully our reality that is in itself dialectic. Therefore the basic method of Soviet 
literature is the method of socialist realism' (ibid.: 144). Further qualified, extended, and 
its ideological implications amplified - as seen in statements of various origin24 - socialist 
realism defined the character of Russian literature for more than twenty years of the most 
oppressive political dictatorship the arts ever had to endure. Its official definition adopted 
by the First Congress of Soviet Writers' Union appeared in Pravda (5/6/34) in the 
following words: 
Socialist realism, the basic method of Soviet artistic literature and literary criticism, 
demands truthfulness (pravdivost ') from the artist and an historically concrete portrayal 
of reality in its revolutionary development. Under these conditions, truthfulness and 
historical concreteness of artistic portrayal ought to be combined with the task of the 
ideological remaking and education of labouring people in the spirit of socialism. (In 
Brooks 1994 :977)25 
23 Sinyavsky eloquently raises the issue of 'utilitarianism' as the one originating in Lenin's belief 
that life is only as valid as it serves the community (1990:47). 
24 Quoted widely, among others, in Ermolaev 1963:139-206, M. Parkhomenko, A. Myasnikov 
(comp.), Socialist Realism in Literature and Art: A Collection of Articles. Moscow, 1971; Kemp-
Welch,1991; Groys, 1992; Robin, Socialist Realism: An Impossible Aesthetics. Stanford, 1992. 
25 Similar texts appear in Dziewanowski 1989:212 and C. A. Moser, The Cambridge History of 
Russian Literature. Cambridge, 1992:459. Its extended version appears in Robin 1992: 11. 
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The final version was vague26 enough to enable various officials and critics to manipulate 
it to serve as a lethal weapon in sentencing hundreds of artists during Stalin's dictatorship 
to imprisonment or even death. But, while socialist realism as an historical peculiarity 
should continue to be examined - for among other things it throws light on the operational 
strategies of dictatorships - its impact on the development ofRussian literature during the 
nineteen-thirties is more relevant to this study.27 
The formulation of the definition of socialist realism did not foretell the problems that were 
experienced by artists who might have wanted to express themselves through the 
grotesque. 28 The term 'socialist realism' contains two notions: of ideology (socialist) and 
of artistic method (realism). It has been noted that realism and the grotesque are not 
necessarily mutually exclusive, and in its own unique way the grotesque is truthful to life. 
This view is also accepted in the growing Russian scholarship on the subject. Yury Mann, 
in his study On the Grotesque in Literature admits to it in the context of Gogol and 
Dostoevsky (1966:32), but also in direct statements such as 'the realistic grotesque [is] 
like life itself; the more we look at it, the more sense it makes' (ibid.101-102). The 
problem thus lies not in the formulation of the definition but in the interpretation of 
socialist realism, its application in the practice ofliterature, and in Soviet literary criticism, 
all of which were heavily dependent on the ideological context. 
The intrinsic incompatibility of the grotesque and socialist realism is seen from the start, 
although no study has yet been made with the intention to assess this complex relationship. 
26 Robin finds 'the blur, the vagueness, and the general opacity' of the term to be one of the 
'tragedies' of the Congress. Everyone left it - she says - 'with his own definition of socialist 
realism' (1992:74). 
27 One of the more recent discussions on socialist realism is recorded in a collection of articles, 
representative ofa spectrum of views, compiled by E. A Dobrenko as H36aeJteHue omMupaJK:eu: 
Co1JpeaJtU3M cecoOH5/,. Moscow, 1990. One of the extreme views, expressed by A Gangnus, is that 
to look for the aesthetic aspect of socialist realism is a waste of paper, for it is neither an aesthetic 
phenomenon nor a creative method, but a disguised religion (ibid.: 150). 
28 As noted by Nikolaev, the 'rehabilitation of the grotesque' took place in 1952 in consequence 
of the article by G. Nedoshvin. 'fpamn.J;hI rpoTecKa' Bonpocb1 Jtumepamypbz, 1968:76. 
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An attempt to summarise several points of obvious discord would begin with Kayser' s 
statement that 'The creators of grotesque have no advice that they can follow' ( 1981: 187), 
nor do they seek any, we may add. Socialist realism is prescriptive by nature - Soviet 
writers were told what and how to write. The relevant instructions were given at the 
highest level, by Stalin himself: 'Do not invent images and events ... take them from life 
- learn from life. Let life teach you.' The theoreticians of socialist realism rejected 
nineteenth-century critical realism as a typically bourgeois notion29 and proclaimed Soviet 
reality to be the most important source of inspiration for artists. Gorky pointed this out 
in his address to young writers: 'In literature, socialist realism can appear only as a 
reflection of the facts of socialist creativity provided by practical experience. Can such 
realism appear in Soviet literature? It not only can, it must' (in Parkhomenko and 
Myasnikov 1971:42). By analogy, the Soviet reality became a yardstick by which the 
calibre of the author's talent and the correctness of a literary work was verified. 30 The 
interpretation of the definition of socialist realism relied on the ambiguity of language -
in itself, a fact worthy of the grotesque, for nothing was what it seemed to be31 - and 'to 
reflect reality' actually meant that reality should not be portrayed as it is but as it should 
29 Both Zhdanov and Gorky spoke extensively on this subject in their Congress speeches (see 
Soviet Writers' Congress 1934, London, 1977). 
30 See Gorky's Congress speech, in which he reprimands literary critics for their incompetence: 
'There is much in our country and in our work which Marx and Engels could not, of course, have 
foreseen. Critics tell the author: "That is wrong, because our teachers have said so and so in this 
connection." Bu they are incapable of saying: "That is wrong, because the facts of reality 
contradict the author's statement"' (Soviet Writers ... 1977:61). 
31 This line from Gogol's Nevsky Avenue: Bee o6MaH, eee Me'ima, eee He mo, 'ieM Ka:J1Ceme51,. ('All 
is deception, all is illusion, nothing is what it seems to be' (1936:236)) seemed to cast a spell over 
the Soviet life. In various guises it appeared in works of writers, which Heller makes the object of 
his brief but informative study. He quotes Platonov's I'opoo I'paooe (1926): Bee 3aMeUJeHo! Bee 
ema;w noo!IOJICHblMI Bee He Hacmo51,UJee a eyppocam, 'Everything is substituted! Everything is 
replaceable. Everything is not genuine but a surrogate' ('Ilo,n:MeHa KaK 06pa3 )KH3HII' 
('Substitution as a Way of Life') Cahiers du Monde russ et sovietique. Vol. XXX(3-4), 
1989:298). This uncertainty affected every aspect of life. The point I am trying to make here, 
however, is that while the ambiguity oflanguage was forcefully eradicated in creative writing, it 
thrived in the official 'newspeak', as Orwell called it later. The literature on this topic, both 
creative (Ehrenburg' s Strannye pokhozhdeniya Lazika Roytshvanetsa, Platonov' s Foundation Pit) 
and scholarly (see the chapter 'The Soviet Language' in Sinyavsky 1990), is as entertaining as it 
is disturbing. 
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be. 32 In accordance with the prescriptions of socialist realism, any critical attitude was 
forbidden and an optimistic approach was enforced, later to become known as a process 
of 'varnishing reality' (see Ermolaev 1963: 135). Ermolaev puts it in the following way: 
'While the depiction of negative aspects of Soviet life was severely criticised, the 
idealisation of this life was, on the contrary, incessantly encouraged as an indispensable 
ingredient ofrevolutionary romanticism.' (ibid.: 190). Literature, along with all other arts, 
was expected to edify the Soviet reality, promote its success, glorify its leaders. It comes 
as no surprise then that there was no place in it for ambivalence, for a hidden message, for 
individual interpretation, for incongruity and for a mocking jeer - all of which thrive in 
grotesque works, or to quote Ermolaev once more: 
[ ... ] the dearth of the fantastic, the grotesque, and the allegorical in Soviet literature 
bespeaks the fact that these elements have been in official disfavour. The Party has 
obviously preferred ungamished, straightforward writings, intelligible to the masses and 
shorn of political ambiguities. (Ermolaev 1963:188) 
One of the most 'dangerous' qualities of the grotesque from the vantage point of socialist 
realism is its inherent inconclusiveness. In the grotesque work every word is a carrier of 
ambivalence. The Soviet scholar of the grotesque, Yury Mann, points this out indirectly, 
quoting in his study one theatre director who complained that it is extremely difficult ('one 
has first to eat a barrel of salt') to stage Pirandello's plays - 'one of the greatest writers 
of the grotesque in the twentieth century' - because of the indeterminacy typical of the 
grotesque (1966:32-33). 33 What may initially appear as innocuous laughter and play, 
during a closer reading reveals more profound (or, by implication, undesirable) meaning. 
The grotesque work is deceptive because within the whimsical outlines of its world one 
presumes that there is a reference genuine reality. Although Mann refrains from drawing 
32 See comments by the modem Russian linguist Grigorij Krejdlin: 'Gra z tozsamosci11-' ('Play 
with Identity'), Teksty Drugie 25(1), 1994: 127-134. 
33 Mann refers to a fragment from one of Pirandello's plays, where the following discussion takes 
place between 'respectable spectators': 'You heard a word, -let's say "table". Oh, to hell with it, 
have you heard it? He said "table", but I won't be taken for a ride! Who knows, what hides behind 
this table!' (1966:32). Mann, not without reason, quotes the Italian playwright whose biting irony 
perfectly fits the mistrust with which Russian writers were treated by the authorities. 
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conclusions about the possible clash of the two artistic methods, one sees immediately that 
there was nothing in the grotesque that the proponents of socialist realism could use; more 
significantly, these proponents must have seen the grotesque as a potencially dangerous 
device, especially if handled by a talented and imaginative mind. 
One of the primary goals of socialist realist literature was to promote the ideas of 
Communism. The grotesque, by contrast, refuses to serve any cause or to worship one 
god; it derides all gods and shuns all causes, which is why among others its use in satire 
is always problematic (see Chapter VII). It may be said that the grotesque by its very 
nature is anarchic and close to the 'carnivalistic sense of the world' which, through its 
'joyful relativity, is opposed to that one-sided and gloomy official seriousness which is 
dogmatic and hostile to evolution and change, which seeks to absolutize a given condition 
of existence or a given social order' (Bakhtin, 1984a: 160). 34 For this very reason, dialectic 
grotesque clashes with the monologic discourse of Soviet fiction. Erlich sums this up: 'For 
one thing, the modernistic bias of the Formalist spokesmen, their proclivity for irony and 
parody, were totally incompatible with exigencies of totalitarian propaganda, which had 
no truck with ambiguity. [ ... ] The "semantic shifts", the outsize metaphors, the abrupt, 
montage-like juxtapositions were no longer allowed. "Form" was not supposed to deflect 
the reader's or viewer's attention from the only thing that mattered - the edifying and 
straightforward message' (1994:276-277). 
To fulfil their propagandist task, Soviet writers were expected to create positive heroes, 
dedicated to the revolutionary cause and certain of their purpose in life, uniformly defined 
as promoting Communism (Gorky in Parkhomenko and Myasnikov 1971:49).35 The 
34 The analogy seems clear, since Marxists believed that Communism was the final stage of 
history. See M. Eliade, The Myth of the Eternal Return. Princeton (1974: 149). Reading Bakhtin, 
one may consider the possibility of seeing in his study of Renaissance grotesque encoded views on 
his own epoch (see Booker 1995). 
35 See Robin, Chapter X, 'The New Trajectory of the Hero' (1992 :217-298). An interesting insight 
into the type of socialist realist hero is given by Katerina Clark in her book, The Soviet Novel: 
History as Ritual. Chicago, 1981. 
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positive heroes of socialist realism should know how to overcome all difficulties, be alert 
and be able to sense deceit and the enemy instinctively. With this comes the necessity to 
see evil, to name it and mercilessly to exterminate it, so the 'cause' will not be harmed. 
According to the paradigm of socialist realism readers must remain convinced that evil was 
justifiably destroyed, that the 'good' which was allowed to triumph is ideologically 
correct. The grotesque does not differentiate between evil and good, for its creator sees 
both these forces constantly struggling in humankind. In the grotesque world there is 
usually no need to fight enemies, the castigation of characters is confused and frequently 
villains appear also to be victims, evoking simultaneously in readers their contempt and 
sympathy. The grotesque undermines the wisdom of a hero's actions and doubts his 
ideological dedication. The readers' attitude to the grotesque hero is inevitably that of 
ambivalence, whereas a hero of socialist realist literature should evoke unequivocal 
admiration. By deliberate intention, a socialist realist hero had a beautiful healthy body36 
matched by his pure mind - the type of bogatyr' (Clark makes this point very lucidly in 
The Soviet Novel [ 1981 ]). The grotesque hero was designed to illustrate that the beautiful 
body might hide a sinister or a vain soul, or that on the contrary, a crippled body might 
harbour a kind and loving heart. While socialist realism was designed to build confidence 
in the basic goodness of people, the grotesque could offer only suspicion and disseminate 
mistrust in appearances and ideologies. 
The chief objective of socialist realism was to evoke in readers satisfaction with the world 
as it is, gain their approval of the ways in which it functions, make them want to be part 
of this universe. Also in this case the grotesque as a mode of expression is entirely 
unsuitable for socialist realism, for its chief objective is to evoke in readers emotional 
unrest and the fear oflife (Kayser points this out (1981:184)). The grotesque originates 
in the profound dissatisfaction with the world, conveyed subsequently in the chaos and 
36 The handicapped or crippled body was used to show how the power of mind and dedication can 
overcome physical impairment, and true Communists actually turned their affliction to their 
advantage, as it gave them greater determination to succeed. See for example Ostrovsky' s How the 
Steel was Tempered, written in the years 1932-34. 
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extensive dilapidation of the portrayed universe. Hence the popularity of this mode with 
the writers of apocalyptic literature. 
Being 'a kind of twentieth-century incarnation of neo-classicism' (Carleton 1994:992)37 
socialist realism rejected the grotesque also on purely aesthetic grounds. Socialist realism 
demanded 'precision, clarity and sonority of the words that go to form the pictures, 
characters and ideas of a book' and rejected words that are 'empty and ugly' (Gorky in 
Parkhomenko and Myasnikov 1971:32-33). The discord of these postulates with the 
requirements of the grotesque is immediately apparent - the grotesque refuses to promote 
an aesthetic differentiation between beautiful and ugly, finding both equally valid, whether 
in linguistics or in life in general. As Ruskin, known to scholars of the grotesque as the 
author of The Stones of Venice, put it: 'Beauty deprived of its proper foils and adjuncts 
ceases to be enjoyed as beauty, just as light deprived of all shadows, ceases to be enjoyed 
as light' (in Clayborough 1965 :47). Linguistic purity- in some cases, linguistic sterility38 
- was highly commendable in socialist realist writing, while the constraints were put not 
only on vulgarisms but also on any manifestation oflinguistic experimentation. Everything 
that smacked of Formalism was politically dangerous and by the nineteen-thirties, 
'Formalism was stigmatised as vicious ideological sabotage', notes Erlich (1994:276). The 
linguistic policy applied to Soviet literature during the nineteen-thirties drew a witty but 
apposite comment from him: 
(Though the point was ostensibly to make a literary work intelligible to the masses, the 
masses did not determine its readability. The standard was set by their self-appointed 
spokesmen, the apparatchiks). An astute wag39 once defined socialist-realist literature as 
the glorification of the Soviet system in a language which the bureaucrats could 
understand. (1994:276; parentheses in original) 
37 G.Carleton, 'Genre in Socialist Realism', Slavic Review. 53(4), 1994:992. 
38 The case with Gorky's criticism of Panferov's novel Bruski in Pravda (28/1/1934) illustrates 
the point (Kemp-Welch 1991:103). See also 'Debate on Doctrine' in ibid., 1991. 
39 The context does not indicate who this might be. 
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While socialist realists were requested to give their readers a straightforward portrayal of 
life and unequivocally satisfy their quest for truth, writers of the grotesque put in doubt 
the existence of the ideal truth. The writers of the grotesque always relied on their readers 
to complete the act of creation, to establish their own truth, to individually decode the 
message concealed in the grotesquely incongruous universe of their work. Thus, apart 
from the fact that it was inconceivable officially to reflect the Soviet reality as 
incongruous, an emphatic behest was directed at writers to reckon with the readership (see 
Ermolaev 1963: 188). As early as 1921 the call for art to be intellectually accessible to the 
uneducated masses was sounded in Pravda: 'Give us art accessible to the simple eye and 
simple common sense'. 40 The writer of socialist realist literature was obliged to convey the 
events portrayed in his work in such a way that readers, especially those uneducated, were 
presented with a comprehensible world, qualified through familiar and unequivocal 
categories of right and wrong. Here again the unsuitability of the grotesque is evident, for 
it frequently replaces 'a simple eye' with a magnifying glass and, derisively defying 
'common-sense', it insists on emphasising the complexity and the incomprehensibility of 
human existence. The grotesque demands an intelligent, penetrating mind that is eager to 
search for truths along with the writer and beyond the limitations of common sense. Thus, 
where the socialist realist had to adopt a patronising attitude towards the reader, the writer 
of the grotesque would confront readers with unending challenges, forcing them to 
intellectual endeavour of completing the process of creation by enriching the interpretation 
of the text with their own experience oflife. The grotesque thus not only requires from the 
reader 'developed aesthetic taste', as Mann puts it (1966: 132), but also a considerable 
intellectual effort. Otherwise grotesque work would remain a meaningless, obscure and 
useless creation. 
40 J(aiime HGM UCKyccmeo, OocmynHoe npocmoMy 2.!la3Y U npocmoMy 30paeoMy CMblC!ly. The 
words were spoken in defence of the Gosizdat (the state publishing agency which also played the 
role of official censor) and its refusal to publish Mayakovsky' s satirical play Misterium Buff, hence 
the title of the article J(oeo!lbHO MaRKOGUf.UHbl, 'Enough of Mayakovsky'. This information is 
given in .fumpenh,n;T, Jbo6oeb -:Jmo cepOl{e ece20. MocKBa, 1991:204. 
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There was only one artistic category in which the grotesque was permitted, although not 
encouraged. That category was satire. But satire itself was assigned a very restricted field 
of operation. Its objectives were defined as the struggle of the new with the old, a fight 
against the remnants of capitalism both in the life and in the consciousness of people, a 
fight against the remnants ofbourgeois ideology (Elsberg 1954:6).41 Soviet satirists were 
obliged to juxtapose these targets with the positive characteristic of a new man ( 6), in the 
firm belief that life will change for the better (13), the beliefin the unequivocal victory of 
Communism (17). To make the distinction between the old and the new, evil and good, 
negative and positive absolutely clear, satirical works were regarded as best when written 
in a manner of straightforward empirical realism, while all the attempts to 'depart from the 
truth oflife, from realism' were branded as false and damaging to Soviet literature (18). 
In his study The Power of Satire Robert Elliot aptly evaluates the situation of the Soviet 
satire: 
It is a harrowing occupational hazard [to be a satirist]. Under extreme conditions, satire 
against the reigning order is out of the question; so canonical is the rule that political 
analysts use the amount and character of satire permitted in the Soviet Union as an 
indication of the relative intensity or relaxation of pressures there at any given time. 
(1970:262-263)42 
Even this brief summary of the relationship of the grotesque and socialist realism leads to 
the conclusion that writers in the Soviet Union could not use the grotesque mode freely 
in their works. The grotesque not only contradicted the dogma of socialist literature but 
it also contradicted its clean-cut, almost puritanical aesthetic requirements. And while 
socialist realistic work is meant to be aware of its own ideal form, the grotesque is 
constantly destined to doubt its own artistic identity. 
41 HacJ1eiJue I'o20J1R u ll{eopuHa u coeemcKaR camupa. MocKBa.1954. 
42 The Power of Satire: Magic, Ritual, Art. Princeton, 1970. 
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The Formal Properties of the Grotesque 
The prevailing modern view is that the grotesque as a mode of expression has existed in 
art and literature as long as human consciousness but, being capable of changing its 
domain and scope while shifting from one meaning to another, it has adapted to the 
varying demands of different socio-cultural formations to express themselves. In the 
widest sense, the purpose of grotesque work is to highlight the contradictions inherent in 
life and in people, and to make the reader aware of the absurdities in the real world. 
Because the grotesque in itself is a departure from the norm, it is frequently used in satire 
to expose the immediate and identifiable vices and follies of human beings. It also 
frequently features in sombre catastrophist literature in which it comments on the universal 
dilapidation of the world; it depicts the world's physical decrepitude, it reveals the 
anonymity ofindividual suffering, emphasises the loneliness of a human being living in the 
hostile jungle of a modern metropolis. It also exposes the essence of evil in humankind: 
depravity, corruption, hatred, and the malicious misappropriation ofintellect for cunning 
and deceit. In extreme cases of pessimism or misanthropy, the grotesque renders a 
philosophical comment on the total absurdity and futility of life. Because of its particular 
complexity and tendency to constant mutation, the grotesque has not been unequivocally 
defined even though its existence has been acknowledged for many centuries. It appears 
from the preceding summary of the understanding of the concept that, in order to identify 
the grotesque, not one but several ofits characteristics have to be simultaneously present 
in a work or in an aspect of it. 
In his seminal study of the grotesque in English literature, Clayborough suggests that 
grotesque work may be assessed from the 'three complementary points of view: as a 
reflection of the actual world, as a deliberate artistic device, and as a temperamental 
peculiarity' of the author. 43 A somewhat different approach is made by Kayser who notes 
that apart from being viewed in a work of art, the grotesque may be examined either as an 
43 Clayborough (1965:58-59) derives his argument from G. K. Chesterton's study Robert 
Browning (1903). 
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aspect of the creative process which includes the artist's own perception of the world, or 
in the process of the reception of the work by its reader (1981 :273). Although in the 
course of analysing the grotesque work, referring to all those aspects is usually 
unavoidable, the most tangible evidence of the presence of the grotesque lies in the work 
itself, that is, in the artistic devices used by the author both to convey his perception of the 
world and to affect the reader's reception of it. 
The first step in attempting the analysis of the grotesque work is to recognise it as such. 
In Ludrnila Foster's view: 
We call a literary work 'grotesque' when it produces upon us an effect of something 
distorted, absurd, incongruous, or estranged; when something is presented to us not only 
as different from what it is, or from what it might be, but is also presented in a way which 
does not fit our familiar logical or imaginative pattern. (1966:75)44 
In her definition of the grotesque Foster focuses on the presentation of the world or the 
events in the work examined as well as on the effect this presentation has on us. 45 In her 
subsequent essay on the grotesque, Foster advises to look both at the work's 'substance' 
and its 'treatment'. She defines substance as "'what is being told"', and treatment as "'how 
something is being told"', concluding that either one or both of these aspects of the work 
'can be affected by the devices of distortion and shift' (1967:38).46 
One of the most important aspects of the grotesque is the nature of its universe. The 
universe of the grotesque work 'is and is not our own' notes Kayser (1981:37). His 
formulation points at the two equally important elements, namely the 'real' and the 
44 
'The Grotesque: A Method of Analysis', Zagadnienia Rodzajow Literackich. IX(l), 1966:75-
81. 
45 Formulating, as he puts it, 'basic definition of the grotesque' Thomson reaches similar 
conclusion, saying that it is 'the unresolved clash of incompatibilities in work and response' 
(1972:27; emphasis in original) 
46 
'A Configuration of the Non-Absolute: The Structure and the Nature of the Grotesque' 
Zagadnienia Rodzajow Literackich. IX(2), 1967:38-45. 
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'unreal', which are forced by the artist to coexist in the universe of his work as an 
undivided entity, leading to total confusion between reality and fantasy. The notion of 
'real' seems to be easier to grasp as it refers to commonplace situations and to phenomena 
that are tangible and verifiable by the senses, provided that we allow a certain margin for 
subjectivity. The concept of 'unreal' is vast and can at times be synonymous with 'ideal' 
or with more relevance to the concept of the grotesque notions of fantastic, invented, 
dreamlike, illusory or fictitious. If used in the sense of 'untrue', the 'unreal' means fake 
or fraudulent, implying a certain trickery and manipulation with reality - its deliberate 
deformation. Kayser's statement that the grotesque world 'is and is not our own' means 
that we can talk about the grotesque universe only when various realms fuse and mingle 
freely, preventing the reader from distinguishing real from unreal. Frequently such a 
universe seems both ludicrous and hostile as it is populated with strange creatures whose 
origins and identity are uncertain, concealed or multiplied in endless reflections of the same 
moral depravity or spiritual emptiness. 
Grotesque work frequently reflects the world that is real, but it defamiliarises that world 
by drastically altering its proportions and perspectives. This deliberate fusion of realms 
may take place on various levels and may affect various aspects of the text, depending on 
the defamiliarisation technique chosen by the writer. The real, historically verifiable world 
may be invested with fantastic events, the law of statics may be suspended, meaning that 
inanimate objects move freely while people and animals are denied freedom of movement. 
The deliberate confusion of realms may affect the whole universe of the work or only its 
selected aspects, allowing the abolition of generic categories-people, animals and objects 
share parts and characteristics, preventing the reader from unequivocally identifying them. 
The real world may be colonised by people and other creatures whose natural sizes and 
shapes are ludicrously distorted, thus perceived as grotesque. It may also happen that the 
shapes and sizes are retained intact, yet they completely lose the essence of creatures or 
objects with which they are commonly associated. 
The most potent grotesque images are those which manipulate our perception of a human 
being. Thus the human body retains all its 'real characteristics' but is no more than an 
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empty shell completely devoid of inner humanness. Hence the particular popularity of 
puppets, marionettes and automatons with the writers of the grotesque. Thomson explains 
the essence of their grotesqueness: 'Human-like, animated yet actually lifeless objects, they 
are apt to be simultaneously comical and eerie - comical because of their imperfect 
approximation to human form and behaviour, eerie probably because of age-old, deep-
rooted fears in man ofanimated and human-like objects' (1972:35). Whether heterogenic, 
composed by synthetising elements belonging to different realms, or heteromorphic, that 
is rooted in disproportion, all the grotesque forms are always polyvalent, incongruous and 
disquieting, always thwarting an unequivocal distinction between phenomena that are 
normally considered antagonistic. 
Grotesque work displays both the extent and the nature of the departure from the model 
or from the norm. This may be realised intrinsically in the text, or extrinsically, in the 
process of juxtaposition of 'the author's presentation and the reader's familiar frame of 
reference' (Foster 1967:41 ).Whichever is the case, the grotesque presents a universe that 
is extravagant: its features and images are either exaggerated or altered in some extreme 
way. This concerns all aspects of grotesque work, including the logic which organises the 
narrative. The latter may be based on a minor incident blown out of all proportion and 
presented as great tragedy. It may also present genuine tragedy as an insignificant or even 
laughable event. Similar incongruity may affect the reasoning of individual characters, 
conveyed, however, as normal, logical and the only possible. Confronting this reasoning 
with his own, the reader is thrown into an instant emotional turmoil and loses confidence 
in the universe thus created. Together with the author he might even doubt the possibility 
of ever being able to restore harmony and reason in his own world. 
Closely related to the above is the tonality of the grotesque work. An important 
observation about the mechanisms by which the grotesque triggers this specific reaction 
is made by Mc Elroy, who maintains that the grotesque is invested with 'perverse glee', 
an element of play whose 'purpose is not merely to titillate by rendering laughable things 
which we know we really should not laugh at (though some portion of that forbidden 
pleasure is usually involved)'. In his view, 'the commonplace sentiments of revulsion and 
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pity' are pushed aside by a grimly grotesque joke which initially seems to divert our 
attention from the terrible or pathetic aspects of life but which eventually strikes us by 
jarring our emotions, for 'the horrible becomes vivid precisely because we are not called 
upon for a conventional response' (1989:20). And it is the reader's 'response' the 
grotesque seeks, to capture his attention and to upset the comfort of his petty-bourgeois 
lifestyle. By its extraordinary nature the belligerent grotesque work precalculates a certain 
quality and intensity of emotional response. 'We are both fascinated and repelled by the 
grotesque', notes Clayborough (1965:73), while Kayser explains: 'we smile at the 
deformations, but are appalled by the horrible and the monstrous elements as such' 
(1981 :31). Harpham puts it more directly: 'grotesque forms in fact almost always inspire 
an ambivalent emotional reaction' (1982:8). Clayborough, Harpham, Kayser, Thomson, 
Mc Elroy and many other critics exploring the issue define the reader's response to the 
grotesque in terms of shock, confusion, mixed reaction, unresolved clash, or an overall 
disturbing quality. In Kayser's view, 'we are so strongly affected and terrified by the 
grotesque images because it is our world which ceases to be reliable, and we feel that we 
would be unable to live in this changed world' (1981:184). The reader's reaction to a 
grotesque work is similar to the reaction to our own image in a crooked mirror: we know 
that we are looking at ourselves, but the image which looks back at us evokes 
simultaneously laughter, revulsion, and even horror. 
From the aesthetic point of view, the grotesque work violently resists the classical concept 
ofbeauty, order and harmony, introducing what is uniquely its own, based on ambivalence, 
incongruity and the strange co-existence of inherently incompatible elements. But the 
grotesque 'is not what is hideous, monstrous, ugly, repulsive' warns Harpham, 
emphasising that it is only if such elements are in an interaction with their opposites 
(1982:5). Inevitably, the grotesque confuses or even completely shatters our own value 
system; what to us is insignificant is presented as significant, what is trivial is awarded 
undue recognition, while what we consider holy is placed amidst mundane banality or even 
obscenity. Thus, what was said about the aesthetic code being affected by the grotesque 
applies also to the ethical attributes of the universe created, for by its very essence the 
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grotesque undermines concepts such as ideal justice, elevated wisdom, eternal happiness 
and an orderly universe. 
A lot has been said about the grotesque capacity to emphasise and to expose, but it is 
equally important to note that the grotesque has as much potential to expose as it has the 
potential to hide, to be used as a disguise for the 'other' meaning. In respect of the 
authors, it does not only reflect their 'temperamental peculiarity' but it also betrays their 
attitude to the 'actual world', since it may mirror their personal confusion and anxiety. On 
the other hand, we never are certain what the authors' views are. They seldom speak 
directly to the reader but rather choose the text of their grotesque work as a mask. This 
grotesque indeterminancy does not only absolve them from being censured for the 
nonsense and absurdity plaguing their work, but also prevents them from being cast into 
a definite ethical, philosophical or ideological pattern. The grotesque work is a work of 
the rebellious mind that in the process of bold recreation of the familiar world disregards 
accepted laws of probability and plausibility. The author of the grotesque is an individualist 
who appropriates the right to have an individual vision of the world, but might choose to 
conceal it in the intricate net of other views and voices which constantly echo in the work. 
As a robust and versatile literary device, the grotesque attracts the reader's attention 
because it deviates from expectations of the usual and familiar. That is why the grotesque 
work clashes with dogmatic establishments, encourages polemic and points at the 
possibility to holding a different opinion from the one officially imposed. Although 
traditionally the grotesque world was partially attributed to the intervention of 
supernatural forces, the authors of modern grotesques make a profoundly ironic statement 
that in the modern world we do not need the devil to inflict harm; human beings 
themselves are perfectly capable of making this world resemble Hell. But ifthe grotesque 
work is to achieve its full impact, it has to make the reader believe that there is a specific 
purpose and a message in the inexplicable oddity of its universe. If readers thought the 
work a mere caricature or burlesque of reality, a product of extravagance or of 
traumatised mind, they would feel no involvement, no need to take seriously the situation 
put before them. 
PARTll 
THE GROTESQUE 
IN BRUNO JASIENSKI'S WORKS 
It is not as the creating, but as the seeing man, that we are here 
contemplating the master of true grotesque. It is because the 
dreadfulness of the universe around him weighs upon his heart 
that his work is wild; and therefore through the whole of it we 
shall find the evidence of deep insight into nature. 
(Ruskin: The Stones of Venice) 
INTRODUCTION 
With the hundredth anniversary of J asietiski' s birth pending in 2001, critical literature 
devoted to him is still eclectic and divided according to the place of his residence. 
Although he lived in Poland, France (1924-1929) and the Soviet Union (1929-1937), 
scholars usually speak of two periods, considering the works written in France to be firmly 
rooted in Jasietiski' s Polish experience. Critical studies by Polish scholars as a rule focus 
on the Polish period, considering it vibrant and enticing, particularly because of the artist's 
eagerness to experiment with language and image. Those critical works which examine 
Jasietiski's contribution to Polish literature either focus on him as the sole subject or 
investigate his work in the wider context of the epoch and its literary currents. Among the 
most interesting studies of Jasietiski' s Polish works are those done by Marian Rawitiski 
and Edward Balcerzan. Rawitiski's doctoral thesis 'Tw6rczosc Brunona Jasietiskiego of 
Futuryzmu do okresu Paryskiego' 1 evolves around Jasietiski' s Futurist poetry and his two 
major works, written and published in France: the poem The Lay of Jakub Sze/a and the 
novel I Burn Paris. Almost concurrently with Rawitiski's pioneering study, another one 
was undertaken by Balcerzan, who subsequently published it as Sty! i poetyka tw6rczo!ki 
dwuj~cznej Brunona Jasieliskiego. 2 While Rawitiski is interested in Jasietiski's artistic 
development, Balcerzan' s semiotic study thoroughly examines the poet's use oflanguage 
and the effect it had on his numerous translations from Russian. 
It should be noted that both the Polish and the Soviet research of Jasietiski and his works 
was possible only after the artist's official rehabilitation in 1956. The underlying purpose 
of Soviet scholarship was to substantiate the claim that J asietiski was unjustly purged 
because he had always been a true proletarian writer, fervently supporting the October 
Revolution and its ideals. The works by Chernysheva, Davshan and Khoroshukhin aand 
1 
'The Art of Bruno Jasietiski from Futurism to his Parisian Period'. Unpublished, 1968. 
2 
'Style and Poetic of the Bilingual Art of Bruno Jasietiski'. Wroclaw, 1968. 
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Pruttsev3 aim to prove that J asienski adopted socialist realism as an exclusive method for 
all his prose written after 1929. Significant here is the Soviet scholars' emphatic interest 
in the novel Man Changes His Skin. The novel, published in 1932 in the prominent Soviet 
literary journal Novy mir was hailed as an exemplary socialist realistic novel by none other 
than 'the father of socialist realism', Maxim Gorky himself (Stern 1969:202). It earned 
J asienski exceptional popularity among Soviet readers, indicative of which are the novel's 
six mass editions between 1956 and 1960 after its author's rehabilitation (see Pruttsev 
1974: 163). 
There are four monographs devoted to Jasienski and his writings. The author of the first 
monograph Bruno Jasieliski, the Polish poet Anatol Stem, knew Jasienski personally and 
shared his youthful fascination with Futurism. Stem's ambition is to pinpoint the objective 
motivations for the choices his generation had to make, thus motivating their leftist 
sympathies. 4 Stem does not spare Jasienski harsh criticism when it comes to his ideological 
fanaticism, bordering on aberration5. Nevertheless, upholding the view that Jasienski was 
3 T. A. qepHbIIIIeBa, 'O poMaHe Epy1m JlceHcKoro lfe;weeK MeHRem Ko:J1Cy.' TpyiJb1l1pKymcK020 
yHue. UM. JKiJaHoea. HpK)'TCK 1959(28), pp. 121-146; E. M. XopoIIIyxirn, 'IIpo6JieMa 6oph6bl 
.LIB)'X MHJJOB B He3aKoHqeHHOM poMaHe JlceHcKoro 3a20eop paeHOd)!Ul-HblX.' TpyiJbt 
CaMapKaHiJcK020 yHue. CaMapKaH,ll, 1963(123), pp. 35-43; E. M. XopOIII)'XRH, 
'Xy.r1o)J(ecTBeHHaJI npo3a EpyHo JlceHcKoro.' .ll,RccepTaqIDI: J1eHRHrpa,llCKRH ne.r1. RHCT. RM. 
repqeHa. J1eHRHrpa,ll, 1969; E. H. IIpyrqeB,'K Bonpocy 0 poMaHe Ep)'HO JlceHCKOro l/e;weeK 
MeHRem KO:J1Cy.' Yi;eHbte 3anucKu Op;wecK020 20cyiJ. yHue. OpJIOB, 1963(19), pp. 125-174; K 
H. IIpyrqeB, EpyHo HceHcKui1: Oi;epK meopi;ecmea. Rzesz6w: WSP, 1974. A H . .ll,aBIIIaH, 
'AHTmpaIIIRCTCKaJI TeMa B TBopqecTBe Ep)'HO JlceHcKoro.' Hayi;Hbte mpyiJb1 TaUtKeHmcK020 
yHue. TaIIIKeHT. 1975(396), pp. 3-25. 
4 Warszawa, 1969. 
5 For example, Stem discusses Jasieri.ski's little known stage adaptation of his own poem The Lay 
of Jakub Sze/a. The adaptation was made for the workers' theatre in France and later published 
in the Soviet Union as Rzecz Gromadzka ('Res District'). According to Stem, in order to make his 
play more ideologically explicit, Jasieri.ski changed his stanzas, 'animated by a mysterious lyrical 
magic' into scenes which evoked 'shock, protest and occasionally even horror'. What had been in 
the original a depiction of the legitimate struggle of peasants against their oppressors, here became 
methodical and cruel extermination, Stem maintains. According to the stage directions, peasants 
are shown rejoicing at killing their oppressors. 'Laughter, screams, chanting and music' is heard 
behind the scenes which Stem finds not only unnecessary and artistically unconvincing, but also 
morally harmful (1969: 118-125). 
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'an advocate of the Revolution and the symbol of a man who devoted to the cause [of 
Communism] not only his art but also his life', Stem considers J asietiski' s 'superhuman 
love for people' the main driving force in determining his fate ( 1969 :23 6-23 7). Elaborating 
on Jasietiski' s personality, Stem draws a balanced picture of'the immensely talented artist' 
who had the 'integrity to stand for himself and for others' while acting 'in full 
consciousness of his great calling as a writer' (ibid.:237). His study becomes 
disappointing, though, when it comes to J asietiski' s writing, the analysis of which is limited 
to a brief general comment. 
The second Polish monograph, that by Dziamowska (1982) reiterates Stem's views on 
humanism as the driving force behind Jasieriski's political choices. She is less adamant, 
though, when it comes to Jasieriski's adoption of socialist realism as his sole creative 
method, believing that Jasieriski in many ways remained faithful to his earlier views about 
the artist's right to formal experiment and freedom in choosing his own means of 
expression. Unfortunately, Dziamowska's book is written for the general public, which 
permits her to avoid quoting sources, to omit the names of the addressees of Jasietiski's 
correspondence, and even to skip an occasional date. Although her work is true to the 
factual data traceable in various other sources, the writing convention she chooses does 
not inspire the confidence a scholar has in the more academically presented studies. 
Nevertheless, because of the still limited access to the information on Jasieriski's life, her 
book was consulted on several occasions. 
An emphasis on the ideological profile of Jasieriski distinguishes Boris Pruttsev' s study in 
the fulfilment of the kandidat nauk degree at Lenin's Pedagogical Institute in Moscow, 
published in 1974 (concurrently published also in Rzesz6w, Poland). To the best of our 
knowledge his EpyHo JlceHcKuii: OttepK meopttecmea ('Bruno Yasensky: Outline of His 
Work') is the only monograph on Jasieriski in Russian. The highly ideological rhetoric of 
this monograph satisfied the requirements of Soviet literary criticism but was clearly to the 
detriment of an objective analysis ofJasieriski's works. Pruttsev maintains that the period 
after Jasieriski came to the Soviet Union was for him 'not only the period of his maturity 
as an artist, but was also the period of his ideological growth'; these were the years -
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Pruttsev continues- 'of[Jasieriski's] formation as a Soviet writer' (1974: 159). It is highly 
questionable whether this assessment adequately captures Jasieriski's development in the 
Soviet Union, since a number of the writer's important works, namely The Ball of the 
Mannequins and his short stories written during the years 193 5-1936, are not considered 
by Pruttsev as worthy of his attention. The value of his work thus rests on the 
exceptionally thorough bibliographical index consisting of 280 entries, 126 of which are 
publications of Jasieriski' s works, articles, essays and book reviews which might one day 
be used as a point of departure for compilers ofa complete edition ofJasieriski's writing. 6 
The fourth existing monograph is in English; here credit goes to Nina Kolesnikoff, whose 
study Bruno Jasieliski: His Evolution from Futurism to Socialist Realism was published 
in Canada in 1982. Although the approach of this book is less ideologically explicit, 
particularly in the chapters discussing J asieriski' s Polish period (to which she devotes two-
thirds of her book), Kolesnikoff's study concludes on a note similar to that of Pruttsev's, 
namely that Jasieriski travelled on 'a difficult path ofideological and creative development 
from Futurism to socialist realism'. 7 Even though Kolesnikoff admits to the grotesque 
character of some of J asieriski' s works - see the chapter 'The Elements of the Grotesque 
in The Ball of the Mannequins and The Nose' - she focuses exclusively on the satiric 
function of the grotesque, repeatedly stressing that this device is 'subordinated to didactic 
purposes' (1982:85) and applied 'only to condemn the evils of the capitalist system' 
(ibid.: 124). Kolesnikoff's own understanding of the grotesque, based on that ofWolfgang 
Kayser (1981 ), prevents her from seeing the full potential of the grotesque for an 
innovative interpretation of J asieriski' s works. Kayser' s definition favours the uncanny and 
fantastic, frequently occurring as a result of the demonic intervention into the familiar 
world, while the case of the grotesque in Jasienski' s works lends itself better to the 
6 Jasienski' s articles, published initially in the Soviet press, were never reprinted and are available 
only in archives. Thus Pruttsev has the advantage of access to a number of quotations from these 
articles, which makes them readily accessible to the wider scholarly community. 
7 Compare: Kolesnikoff (1982:124-127), and Pruttsev (1974:264-265). 
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modem interpretation that the grotesque is a product of perception and is born in reaction 
to the absurdities and chaos oflife. 
Obviously the highly politicised circumstances of J asietiski' s life, particularly after he left 
Poland, are to be blamed for inadequacies in the objective assessment of his work. There 
is still considerable scope for further study which would de-codify the myths surrounding 
his biography and his devotion to the Communist ideology, while his works, particularly 
those written in the Soviet Union, need to be re-examined in an objective manner, free 
from political dictates or personal bias. In the light of the political changes in the region, 
and the long-awaited opening of the Soviet State Archives, the situation is indeed 
conducive to such a project. The first step has already been taken by the recent Polish 
publication of Krzysztof Jaworski's Bruno Jasieliski w sowieckim wirzieniu: 
Aresztowanie, wyrok, 8mierc ('Bruno Jasietiski in the Soviet Prison: The Arrest, 
Conviction and Death'). 8 The book, which consists mainly of official documents and letters 
written by J asietiski to Soviet officials after his arrest, not only elucidates a number of 
uncertainties surrounding Jasietiski' s fate after his arrest, but also provides a chilling 
account oflife under the totalitarian regime in the Soviet Union. 
It was for political reasons, too, that so little attention was given to Jasietiski's use of the 
grotesque. By virtue of its political and ideological conditioning, socialist realism could 
not reconcile with the grotesque mode in art, so there is little wonder that Soviet scholars 
insisted on the realistic character of Jasietiski' s works. Capitalising on the ideological 
message, they showed no interest in his major grotesque works like The Ball of the 
Mannequins and his short stories.9 Polish scholars who frequently acknowledged this 
8 Kieke. WSP, 1995. 
9 For instance, in a monograph nearly three hundred pages long, Pruttsev has only one sentence 
in which he mentions The Ball of the Mannequins. The sentence reads as follows: 'Before the novel 
Man Changes His Skin, [Jasienski] created a grotesque play The Ball of the Mannequins, 
published several essays, articles and literary reviews' (1974:155). The case is similar in regard 
to Jasienski's short stories, written in the years 1935-36, in which where the grotesque features 
prominently. Although Pruttsev's neatly-cut portrayal ofJasienski as an exemplary revolutionary 
writer and realist holds better without these works, his approach inevitably leads to a one-sided 
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device in Jasieri.ski' s earlier works failed to define or to analyse it comprehensively. Most 
critics readily acknowledge Jasieri.ski's use of 'the grotesque poetics' to ridicule certain 
phenomena of contemporary life,10 while only a few are willing to refer to the grotesque 
elements in Jasieri.ski' s poetry in a context other than satirical. Edward Balcerzan, for 
instance, in his Introduction to Bruno Jasieri.ski's Utwory poetyckie. Manifesty. Szkice. 
('Poems. Manifestos. Sketches.') identifies the source of the grotesque in some of 
Jasieri.ski's works (The Legs of Izolda Morgan, The Nose, The Ball of the Mannequins) 
in '"overloading" the work with the Futuristic consciousness', resulting in an 
expressionistic effect (in Jasieri.ski 1972:LV). Interested in the formal aspects of art, 
Balcerzan mentions the grotesque in Jasieri.ski's poems on several occasions, associating 
it with 'an inherent incompatibility and ambivalence' (ibid: LXII), with 'demonic and 
grotesque vision' (ibid. :L VIII), and identifying the fantastic with the grotesque (ibid. :L VII), 
but stopping short of interpreting the significance of the use of the grotesque by Jasieri.ski 
for fuller understanding of his art. Although the remarks made by Balcerzan are true, 
including his view that 'the grotesque is born when one realizes the stereotype' (ibid. :LXI), 
they are valid only if defined and elucidated further, since not each case of incompatibility 
or ambivalence warrants the presence of the grotesque, while the 'demonic' element in 
Jasieri.ski' s world view is, at best, questionable. 
In his article 'Slowo o Jakubie Szeli wobec folkloru' Rawiri.ski identifies several instances 
of the grotesque device in Jasieri.ski's poem, mainly those that fit into the Bakhtinian 
concept of carnival. 11 Because he is primarily interested in the links between The Lay of 
Jakub Sze/a and Slavonic folklore, Rawiri.ski is less concerned with assigning specific 
significance to the grotesque elements for the poem's interpretation. We find a more 
thorough analysis of the grotesque in Jasieri.ski's works in Sergiusz Sterna-Wachowiak's 
picture of an artist obsessed with ideology, unquestionably accepting the Communist dogma and 
the reality which comes with it. 
10 See for example, M. St~pien, Bruno Jasieliski. Warszawa-Krak6w, 1974:32. 
II 'The Lay of Jakub Szela against the Folklore' Pami(:fnik Literacki. Vol. LXII(z.l), 1971:81-
118. 
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'sketches' about Futurism, entitled Mi¢z zakazanych owoc6w: Jankowski, Jasieliski, 
Gr(Xi,ziliski .12 Discussing Polish Futurism, Sterna-Wachowiak singles out Jasietiski for his 
stylistic achievements in poetry which subsequently earned him a number of followers 
(1985:59, 84). Sterna-Wachowiak, in principle agreeing with Balcerzan's opinions 
discussed earlier, describes J asietiski' s use of artistic devices in terms of' Gulliverism'. He 
explains the concept as a stylistic convention, born out of the supremacy of matter over 
spirit (65) and which mostly affects the character of metaphor used by new art (72). In 
essence, Sterna-Wachowiak's concept of Gulliverism operates in a way identical to the 
device of the grotesque, and its primary objective is to create a poetic universe which 
substantially differs from the one perceived as familiar. He derives the term from a sum of 
techniques employed by Swift in his novel Gulliver's Travels, such as expressing abstract 
concepts in terms of concrete objects, transforming the universe through the 'poetic 
elephantiasis' - the artificial exaggeration of normal dimensions (hyperbolisation), or by 
the 'lilliputisation' -reducing dimensions to proportions no longer acceptable as physically 
verifiable. It also includes the coexistence of objective and subjective realities - placing the 
descriptions of the familiar world with visions and hallucinations in the same context. The 
analysis of several of Jasietiski' s poems, including The Lay of Jakub Sze/a, leads Sterna-
Wachowiak to the conclusion that Jasietiski was-like Swift- a writer of the Menippean 
grotesque, which he explains, by quoting from L. P. Grossman's book on Dostoevsky, 13 
as an endeavour 'to introduce the element of the unusual into the thicket of familiar 
phenomena in order to melt together - in a Romantic mode - the sublime and the 
grotesque, to imperceptibly alter and bring to the limits of the fantastic events and images 
of ordinary life' (in Sterna- Wachowiak 1985:84-85).14 Although we may argue that 
12 
'The Pulp of Forbidden Fruits'. Bydgoszcz, 1985. 
13 flo3muKa J(ocmoeecK020 ('Poetics of Dostoevsky'. MocKBa, 1925. 
14 Although in principle Stema-Wachowiak's reasoning permits him to arrive at admissible 
conclusions regarding the character of Jasietiski's poetry, his use of terminology is somewhat 
inexact. It may be that Stema-Wachowiak's understanding of the grotesque differs from the one 
accepted in this thesis. His concept of the grotesque coincides with the views of the Soviet 
scholarship where the grotesque is identified with satire (hence his 'menippean grotesque'), or with 
the low as can be gathered from the quote from Grossman (hence the juxtaposition ofwznioslosc 
'sublime' with the grotesque' (1985:84), whereas our understanding is that in the grotesque the 
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categorising Jasietiski as a 'Gulliverist' and a writer of menippea unnecessarily constrains 
the scope of Jasietiski's grotesque art, Sterna-Wachowiak's observations regarding the 
'ambivalent character of a word' in J asietiski' s poetry (198 5: 120) prove that the grotesque 
played a much more important role in his art than critics and scholars, including Sterna-
Wachowiak himself, have often been willing to admit. 
sublime is blended with the insignificant). In discussing 'menippea' Bakhtin, to whom Stema-
Wachowiak also refers at this point, relates it to satire not to the grotesque. It can be seen that 
menippea embraces the grotesque as a device which is well suited to carry on with its many generic 
requirements. Bakhtin examines fourteen such requirements, emphatically stating the need for 'the 
organic unity of all these seemingly very heterogeneous features.' (l 984a: 118) Although 
Jasienski's works in general can be analysed within the scope of menippea, for they carry many 
of its characteristics, this seldom applies to a single work, especially to poetry. For the extensive 
discussion of menippea as a genre see Bakhtin (l 984a: 101-180). 
CHAPTER ill 
BRUNO JASIENSKI'S CONCEPT OF ART 
In his overview of avant-garde in his introduction to the anthology of avant-garde 
programmes and manifestos, Jaworski names Futurism as the most important amongst the 
avant-garde movements in Poland (1992:86). Pointing out the need to renew art and find 
new artistic techniques adequate with reality, Futurists took into account the political, 
cultural and scientific revolutions currently taking place. The recovery ofindependence by 
Poland after a hundred and fifty years of partition and dependence coincided with 'the 
birth of new social and aesthetic values', as Czyzewski puts it (ibid.: 196). The need to 
create a new aesthetic code consonant with the post-partition situation in the country was 
widely noted in all intellectual circles regardless of political affiliations. The emphasis was 
put on contemporaneity. Peiper was saying: 'the prison of history must be destroyed and 
the current events must be followed'. Miasto, masa, maszyna - the city, the crowd, the 
machine - were named as issues central to the new art. Peiper believed that the rapid 
urbanisation and change in emphasis from the individual to the socially more powerful 
crowd, together with rapid industrialisation and technological development, had to 
'influence art sooner or later' (ibid. :203). 
In literature, avant-garde1 began with a Futuristic manifesto, published in 1909 in Le 
Figaro (20 February) by Filippo Tommaso Marinetti (ibid.:24). 2 One of the central points 
in the manifesto was its author's belief that the new times should create a 'new aesthetics' 
1 The term 'avant-garde' is used, after Jaworski, as a generic name for artistic movements which 
emerged at the beginning of the twentieth century and lasted approximately until the Second World 
War. However, it must be noted that in Polish criticism the term also applies to a group of poets 
and writers, including Futurists, gathered around Tadeusz Peiper and his journal Zwrotnica. 
Sometimes this group is referred to as 'Cracow avant-garde' (Jaworski 1992:7). 
2 Jaworski's anthology of theoretical and critical writing by avant-garde artists is the most recent 
publication of this nature. In the commentary to this collection of manifestos, programmes and 
articles, Jaworski gives the genesis and a summary of the avant-garde movements in Poland. 
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and new concept of beauty, which would take into account 'an aggressive movement, 
feverish sleeplessness, the pace of a runner, somersault, a cheek and a fist, [ ... ] and beauty 
of speed' (Marinetti ibid.: 138). The militant and iconoclastic tone of almost all eleven 
points ofMarinetti's manifesto were echoed by Russian and Polish Futurists.3 Yet apart 
from the rhetoric, the differences between Marinetti and Russian and Polish Futurists were 
substantial, 4 for all three took their starting point from different social, historical and 
'civilisational' backgrounds. Speaking of these dissimilarities, scholars usually single out 
the civilisational gap, namely the technological backwardness of Slavic countries as the 
important differentiating factor. One may add to it the historical experience and social 
composition of the societies concerned as equally crucial. This prompted Russian and 
Polish Futurists to reject the glorification ofwar5 formulated in point nine ofMarinetti's 
manifesto, but fully support revolution as a means to speed up progress in various spheres 
oflife. 
The affinity of Jasietiski's own views on art with those of avant-garde programmes, 
discussed earlier in regard to the input ofTadeusz Peiper, is apparent, especially in respect 
3 Although some sources, including Jasieriski (in Polish Futurism: A Summary [1972:223]) 
maintain that the movement in Poland begun in 1914 when Jerzy Jankowski published his poem 
Tramwaj wpopszek ulicy ('Tram across the Street'), the general opinion prevails that the genuine 
Futurist movement in Poland did not start until 1921 with a number of Futuristic manifestos, 
written mostly by Bruno J asieriski. The genesis of Russian Futurism dates back to December 1912 
when floUf,e'tuHa o6Uf,ecmeeHHO.MY eKycy ('The Slap in the Face of Public Taste'), a manifesto 
signed by David Burlyuk, Aleksander Kruchenykh, Vladimir Mayakovsky and Velemir 
Khlebnikov, was published. The character of Russian Futurism is relevant here because of 
Jasieriski's explicit interest in Mayakovsky at this early stage of his creative career. 
4 There are a number of works which deal exhaustively with both specifics of Polish Futurism and 
differences between the Italian, Russian and Polish manifestations of the movement. See: H. 
Zaworska, 0 now f.J Sztukf' Polskie programy artystyczne lat 1917-19 22. Warszawa, 1963; A 
Stem, Poezja zbuntowana. Warszawa, 1964; A. Lam, Polska Avangarda Poetycka. Programy lat 
1917-1923. Krakow, 1968; E. Balcerzan in Jasieriski 1972, S. Jaworski 1992. B. Carpenter's 
study The Poetic Avant-Garde in Poland: 1918-1913 (1983) provides an exhaustive bibliography 
on the subject. 
5 See Marinetti: 'We want to praise war - the only measure of world hygiene, militarism, 
patriotism, annihilating gesture of anarchists, beautiful ideas worth dying for, and contempt for 
women' (in Jaworski 1992: 139). 
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of the form of the new art. It has to be emphatically stated, though, that this affinity is not 
derivative but it has its origins in a process of intellectual cross-pollination. There are 
documents proving that Jasieri.ski's opinion was respected by even older and more 
experienced friends, like Peiper himself Sterna-Wachowiak quotes Peiper saying 'what 
we have in common with Jasieri.ski is not Futurism, but the fact that, amongst our young 
poets, he is the one who is the closest to my concept of the contemporaneous art and can 
express it as no one else can' (1985:64). But Jasieri.ski did not aspire to any position of 
authority, and, as has already been noted, he eventually admitted that Futurism was for him 
a 'personal affair' (1972:234). Writing a summary of the movement he wrote his personal 
account of it: 'I did not write the history of Futurism, I wrote history of my Futurism' 
(ibid.:237; bold in original). Jasieri.ski's manifestos appeared in print between March and 
April 1921; Expose to Nogi /zoldy Morgan ('Expose' to 'The Legs of Isolda Morgan') 
was published with the novel in 1923, while Futurism Polski: Bi/ans ('Polish Futurism: 
A Summary') was published in Zwrotnica 1926(6). In that order they appear in the 
collection of Jasieri.ski' s works, published in 1972. 6 
In this chapter, J asieri.ski' s views on art as they emerge from his Futuristic manifestos and 
other theoretical statements made during his lifetime will be briefly discussed. It will be 
shown that in essence Jasieri.ski's views on art never changed, and that his 'evolution to 
socialist realism', as suggested by scholars, 7 needs to be substantially qualified, for there 
is no proof that he ever accepted its rigid rejection of artistic innovation and its vulgar 
attitude to realism. Quite the contrary might be the case, for J asieri.ski' s later views on art, 
6 Utwory poetyckie. Manifesty. Szkice, introduction by Edward Balcerzan. Wroclaw. In this 
chapter further references to this source are indicated by page number only. 
7 Balcerzan explicitly divides Jasieri.ski's works into two groups: 'The first one we may call 
futuristic [ ... ]that is consisting of texts from But w butonierce ('A Shoe in the Buttonhole') to 
I Burn Paris including [Jasieri.ski's] own translation of this novel. The second one we may call 
socrealistic; it comprises texts written by Jasieri.ski in Russian: The Nose, The Chief Culprit, Man 
Changes his Skin, The Conspiracy of the Indifferent, and others' (1968:31). Balcerzan's division 
has been accepted by Kolesnikoff, as seen in the title of her book (1982). Briefly analysing 
Jasieri.ski' s own statements Carpenter writes that 'At the age of twenty [ ... ] Jasieri.ski broke away 
from the tradition in which he had grown up, and he proposed his own concept of poetry to which 
he was to remain faithful until the end of his life' (1983:30). 
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sporadically published in the Soviet press, prove that 'in his artistic spirit' he remained an 
avant-garde artist. Jasietiski embraced socialist realism on the understanding that 'it will 
be free literature' as Lenin said in 1905, promising that it would promote 'the idea of 
socialism and sympathy with the working people' (in Parkhomenko and Myasnikov 
1971 :26). Jasietiski's rebellion turned out to be a 'constructive' search for social justice, 
hence his interest in Communism. 8 The idea of Communism seemed to guarantee not only 
the realisation of social postulates, but seemed to offer a haven for art as well. Such a 
perception was common amongst intellectuals all over the world during the nineteen-
twenties and thirties, especially among those who did not have first-hand knowledge of 
'real Communism' .9 But whether Jasietiski was subsequently satisfied with the actual 
embodiment of his ideals when he became personally exposed to it is a question open to 
speculation. In support of my view that he became disillusioned, and might even have 
wanted to back out10 is the fact of the striking contradiction between his unreserved 
support for the system in official declarations and the ambivalent character of his works 
written at the time. These works present a deeply disturbing world, suggesting their 
author's growing disenchantment if not with Communism itself then certainly with its 
Stalinist version. 
To the best of my knowledge Jasietiski never formulated his understanding of the 
grotesque, although he used the term on several occasions, for instance defining the genre 
8 Weisgerber maintains that the character and scope of the avant-garde rebellion is significant in 
that it predetermines the ideological affiliation of the avant-garde artists. He points out that the total 
rejection of the status quo may be either destructive, that is 'nihilistic', or it may be constructive, 
one which strives toward the ideal of reconstruction, paving the way for formal experimentation 
and political action, leading even to utopia (1974:414). 
9 Compare the active support given to the Communist party by French surrealists (Breton, Eluard, 
Aragon). Their mouthpiece, La Revolution Surrealiste (1924-1929), and later Le Surrealisme au 
Service de la Revolution (1930-1933) exemplifies it by its socio-political, pro-revolutionary, 
Marxists content (Jaworski 1992:53-64). Czeslaw Milosz gives a frank account of his Communist 
sympathies in Rodzinna Europa. Warszawa, 1990:95-134. 
10 Jasieri.ski allegedly wanted to attend the 1936 Comintern congress 'Writers Defending Culture' 
in Paris and later to go as a war correspondent to Spain during the civil war. In both cases he was 
not allowed to leave the Soviet Union (Dziamowska 1982:495, 523 respectively). 
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of his play The Ball of the Mannequins as 'the grotesque play' (253). Nevertheless, we 
may assume that he appreciated its potential as a powerful artistic tool, initially in exposing 
a malicious and oppressive world11 and later in ridiculing its vices. Furthermore, the 
analysis of his critical writing reveals the kind of creative temperament and such 
understanding of art that were particularly suited to the grotesque both as a medium and 
as a technique for the artistic representation of life. His emphasis on the synthetic12 
character of art, on the necessity to invent a new logic to suit the rhythm of modern 
times, 13 to rationalise and familiarise modern civilisation through art and to free man's 
psyche from fear of the machine, to involve public emotionally in the creative process, 14 
to provoke them, 15 and to address the issues in an 'economic' way but with a vast capacity 
for varying interpretations. As far as Jasietiski's critical essays are concerned, both their 
content and form are equally telling when it comes to establishing his interest in the 
grotesque, for his penchant for this specific artistic method is evident not only in what he 
said, but even more in how he said it. His pronouncements are radical in tone, they call for 
violent solutions, they 'attack' the reader visually, confusing intellectual domains of 
science and art, provoking moral and social convention. 
11 See Mc Elroy: 'In depicting a vindictive, persecuting world, the grotesque may be put to several 
uses[ ... ]' (1989:17). 
12 See Mc Elroy:'[ ... ] grotesque art, evenmorethanmostarts, is synthetic' (1989: 16). Mc Elroy's 
understanding of what it synthetises (magic, animalism, and play) does not adequately reflect the 
kind of synthetic art present in avant-garde. This is best explained in the essay by Evgeny 
Zamyatin: 'O c:uHTeTH3Me' ('On Synthetism', 1922) (in Jlulf.a, New York, 1967). Zamyatin, an 
engineer by profession but a talented writer by vocation, believed that there are only three 'schools 
in art': affirmation-thesis (realism, which sees the world with a simple eye); negation- antithesis 
(symbolism, which turns away from the world); and synthesis, which looks at the world through 
'a complex set oflenses' and discovers 'a grotesque, strange multiplicity of worlds' (237), and 
where bits of these worlds always create one whole. Zamyatin believed that modem art must be 
synthetic and that the door to this method was opened by Futurists (239). 
13 See Mc Elroy: 'Logic is replaced by anti-logic, a zany but compelling process in which the 
forms ofreason are used to arrive at absurd or outlandish conclusions' (1989: 28). 
14 See Thomson's view on the emotional impact and the grotesque discussed in Part I. 
15 See Mc Elroy: '[the modem grotesque] attacks the reader and his desire to live in a [reasonable 
world], shocking his sensibility, reversing conventional values [ .. .]' (1989:29). 
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The Years of Futurism 
At the beginning of the twentieth century, life ceased to be coherent and logical. Wars, 
social inequality, the dilapidation of moral values, the inadequacy of religious teachings, 
but also, on the more tangible level, the development of machines, the invention of the 
cinema, drastic changes in social life and moral standards - all these factors contributed 
immensely to the rapid development of grotesque art and they were all noted by Bruno 
Jasieri.ski. In her book on the poetic avant-garde in Poland, Bogdana Carpenter 
characterises J asieri.ski as more mature and less impulsive than his peers, the other young 
Futurists, and praises him for his 'critical ability and gift for synthetic thinking': 
He had a very organised, critical mind, and it is not surprising that he was the 
author of the first history of Polish Futurism[ ... ], whose lucidity, impartiality, and 
objectivity are striking if one considers that it was written by an active participant 
of the movement only a year after its last manifestation, and that he was only 
twenty-two years old. (1983:10) 
Jasieri.ski started his 'theoretical' career with an address, directed Do Narodu Polskiego. 
Manifestw sprawie natychmiastowejfuturyzacji iycia ('To the Polish Nation. Manifesto 
on the Immediate Futurisation of Life'), where he defined the historical position of Poland 
and associated with it certain tasks which not only artists but society as a whole were 
facing. 16 Jasieri.ski wrote about the immense cultural crisis of European civilisation after 
World War I which had led to radical shifts in political and social structures. He noted that 
this crisis was particularly strongly felt in Poland, which had emerged after the war from 
'a century and a half of political slavery'. During the years of partition the cultural 
consciousness of Poles could not develop as freely as was the case in the West. In Poland, 
the whole national energy had to focus on 'the arduous and toilsome [ imudnej i mozolnej] 
struggle to retain language and national identity' - he noted. He praised Polish art, 
especially that produced during the age of Romanticism, for reflecting this struggle, for 
being 'deeply national, [ ... ]written with the sap and blood [sokiem i krwiq] of turbulent 
16 In Jasieriski (1972: 198-210); henceforth abbreviated to To the Polish Nation. .. 
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life itself, and this saved it from being 'pure art' created for its own sake. He praised 
Polish Romantic poets for responding to 'the pulse and the cry of the day' (199). 
Much has been said about the Futurists' categorical rejection of' old art'. While many of 
their statements were made in a militant tone, almost all Futurists related in one way or 
another to the artistic achievements of the past. Jasietiski, too, emphatically denounced art 
of the past, but it should be stressed that it is difficult not to see the logic behind his clearly 
motivated argument. The chief reasons for his rejection - not condemnation- of the old 
art was its lack of relevance and at the same time lack of means to deal with the dramatic 
'shift in values' after the war (198), as he put it in the quoted manifesto. In fact, most of 
his writing at the beginning of the nineteen-twenties shows that he was captivated by what 
was happening around him and by the effect the rapid civilisational changes were having 
on his contemporary generation. Jasietiski was acutely aware of the fact that the 
'accelerated rhythm of contemporary life' replaced mundane reality and its predictable 
logic. That art must reflect this change was his firm belief Each new phase in a society's 
development required new forms of art (224-225). 
Futurism in Jasietiski's view was not a poetic school but a 'specific form of consciousness, 
a psychological state' (237) which art had to grasp. A 'modern man', with whom Jasietiski 
obviously identified, needed' strong and healthy food, [and] new, distinct, synthetic thrills'. 
In the ever-changing modern world art must be an 'all-penetrating, mind-blowing surprise' 
(204). Even though Jasietiski explicitly accepts reality as fundamental to art, he considers 
the latter an important element in the cycle oflife: being born of experience, art should be 
used to 'impregnate' life with new ideas and shape the future. As he put it metaphorically: 
'A work of art is an extract. Dissolved in a cup of daily life, it should colour it with its own 
dye' (212). Rejecting the concept of'art forthe art's sake' and 'art as an absolute' (203), 
Jasietiski believed that 'art is part of life, its pulse and its organic function' (198), 
expecting it to act as an inseminating, nourishing and purifying agent. 
To be complete, the definition of the role of art in modern times had to be extended by 
stipulating the means at its disposal, which would make accomplishing its proper role 
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possible. J asietiski demanded that to be effective modern art must be synthetic and concise, 
must be 'served in capsules'. Why? Because everything is very expensive including 
printing materials, the poet says. Time is expensive too, and considering the busy life-style 
of modern man, it is also scarce. Irony and the extravagant tone of his explanation aside, 
there is a genuine concern on Jasietiski's part that the ever-increasing pace of modern life 
might considerably reduce the time available for culture. This prompted him to r~ject 
voluminous nineteenth-century psychological novels as 'irrelevant'. In his opinion modern 
art must not reflect the 'anatomy of soul', nor should it serve as a platform for spiritual or 
philosophical discourses. He also rejected memoirs and accounts of the intimate life of 
authors, finding them boring and relevant only to the artist's close family circle or his 
female admirers. Authors who might have difficulty in following these instructions were 
advised to pay more attention to 'sport, sex and science' (214). The modern work of art 
must not comfort or appease the reader, he pronounced (203), but it must be 'like daily 
bread, deeply topical and accessible' (215). It must cherish 'life in its constant strenuous 
mutation, [it must cherish] the movement, the mob, the sewage system and the City' (214 ). 
In the same way as he calls upon scientists to develop new, unheard-of designs, he expects 
his fellow artists to create only new works of art: 'Art is creating new things.[ ... ] Every 
artist is obliged to create a completely new, exceptional art, and only then may he give it 
his name' (211). A work of art is a 'concrete and physical thing' with an 'iron 
construction' which will provide for economy of means - 'minimum material and 
maximum dynamics' (212). To change the outdated and 'unbearable logic' of mundane 
life, artists must create their own auto-logic. Only when freed from 'monstrous logicality', 
will life become 'a ballet of possibilities and unforeseeable events' (203). The radical tone 
of his recommendations was parallelled by the provocative style of the manifestos: 
Odwieczne kategorie logiczne, zgodnie z kt6rymi po poj(Ciu A zawsze nastqpic musi 
poj(Cie B, a one w sumie nieuniknienie dadzEJ C - stajEJ siy nie do wytrzymania. 
Matematyczne 2x2=4 rozrasta si ydo rozmiar6w upiornego polipa, kt6ry nad wszystkim 
rozpostarl swoje macki. (1972:204) 
The primordial categories of logic, according to which notion A is always followed by a 
notion B, both inevitably leading to C, became unbearable. The mathematic equation 
2x2=4 expands to the size of a ghastly polyp which spreads its tentacles all over. 
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He continued in the same vein in theManifestw sprawie poezji futurystycznej ('Manifesto 
on Futuristic Poetry'): 
PrzekreSl_amy logik f jako mieszczalisko-bur mazyjn11f ormf umyslu. K:iady artysta ma 
prawo i jest obowiqzany stworzyc wasn11 autologikf. Za zasadnicze cechy kaidej 
poszczeg6lnej logiki uwa:iamy: 
blyskawiczne kojarzenie rzeczy pozornie dla logiki mieszczatiskiej od siebie 
odleglych; dlaskr6tu drogi pomi{dzydwoma szczytami-skokprzez pr6:inif. (1972:212-
213; bold in original) 
We delete logic as a petty-bourgeois frame of mind. Every artist has a right, and an 
obligation, to create his own auto-logic. The fundamental characteristics of such a logic 
in our view are: 
the immediate association of things, apparently incompatible, in petty-bourgeois logic; 
for the short cut between two concepts - a jump through the vacuum, and salto mortale. 
Believing that modern art must reflect the needs of its own time and respond to the 
demands of modern life, he had to define its unique parameters. He singled out three 'basic 
moments of contemporaneity': machine, democracy and crowd (202). In other words, 
Jasieriski considered technological advancement and political and social changes to be the 
major factors that shaped the life of his generation. By extension, these were in his view 
the main topics for artists to consider in their works. 
At this stage in Jasieriski's life democracy meant democratic art, that is, art created for 
people and by people (203-204). Everyone should have access to art, for which reason it 
has to be universally available: 'Artists go to the streets' (203) and 'Everybody can be an 
artist' (204) epitomise Jasieriski' s idea of democratic art and betray his youthful optimism 
and enthusiasm. The irony is that in this respect the Futurists, Jasieriski included, failed 
dismally - their work was difficult and of little interest to the masses, a fact that was 
pointed out to them by several critics.17 Nevertheless, the issue of democratic - that is 
accessible art - was important for Jasietiski; thus when in 1923 he admitted 'I am no 
longer a Futurist' (223 ), he chose prose for his further writing, believing that it guaranteed 
17 A number of articles and reminiscences of polemical nature in this regard are included in 
Stanislaw Jaworski, Avangarda (1992:264-339). 
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literature greater exposure. Jasietiski' s interest in democracy attests to his growing 
awareness of social problems, resulting from Poland's difficult historical past. On several 
occasions, and most notably in the manifesto To the Polish Nation ... , he pointed out that 
because of the partition, national freedom was given priority at the expense of social 
justice. He believed that in sovereign Poland, modem artists have to note the 'new force 
which comes to claim its rights - the enlightened proletariat' as he put it (201). Artists 
must refocus their interests, he wrote in The Manifesto on Futuristic Poetry. They must 
not only draw inspiration from the masses ('We are exalted by the crowd, comprehended 
as a gigantic wave of the rotating turbine' [215]), but also 'inseminate the masses with 
their art' (210). 
Although the social questions raised in his manifestos were legitimate and defined his 
particular sensitivity, Jasietiski had difficulty focusing on the plight of the individual. He 
was attracted much more to the masses, to humanity in general, while in respect of the fate 
of the individual he was vague. He focused exclusively on the repulsive characteristics of 
an individual in his equally repulsive and ominous surroundings of morbid urban scenery. 
The physiology of human life was parallelled by the life of the urban organism. Futurists 
in their apparent apotheosis of the urban landscape and technology radically denounced 
the 'romantic melancholy of roses and nightingales', as Jasietiski put it (221), which can 
be interpreted here as his personal declaration of departure from nature as a common 
background against which the life of man was set in nineteenth-century literature. Indeed, 
as can be seen in Jasietiski's own works, the Futuristic hero was a city dweller, a man 
alienated from his natural environment, that eventually became the single, most frequent 
source of his frustration. This also became the source of the degenerating standards oflife, 
both in an existential and a moral sense. This fascination with the city, 'the anthill of 
humanity', may motivate Jasietiski' s subsequent attraction to the impersonal mob and its 
enigmatic power over the life of the individual. 
J asietiski' s attitude to women deserves special mention. They are invariably subjected to 
a grotesque portrayal in his works, starting with the theoretical foregrounding in his 
manifestos: 
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Rozro.iniamy spomifX}zy dziel sztuki architektonicviej, plastycviej, i technicviej -
KOBIET Ii- jako doskona/11 maszynf rozrodczlJ. 
Kobieta jest si/11 nieobliczalnlJ i nie wyzyskanlJ przez swoj wplyw niebywaly. 
Domagamy sif bezwzglfX}nego rownouprawnienia kobiet we wszystkich dziedzinach 
iycia prywatnego i publicviego. Przede wszystkim rownouprawnienia w stosunkach 
erotycviych i rodzinnych. (1972:205-206; bold in original) 
Amongst the objects of architecture, fine arts and technology, we distinguish-
A WOMAN - as an ideal reproductive machine. 
Woman is an unpredictable force whose potential is yet to be utilised. We demand 
an unconditional emancipation of women in all areas of private and public life. 
Especially emancipation in erotic and family relations. 
The above quotation from the manifesto To the Polish Nation ... shows the intensely 
ambivalent attitude to women on Jasietiski's part. 18 Jasietiski's statement is riddled with 
contradictions: speaking in favour of emancipation, he sees women not as beings but as 
objects whose functions are strictly instrumental. The explicitly grotesque image of a 
'birth-giving machine' can be attributed partially to the Futuristic strategy of shock and 
provocation, partially to the intention to abolish all previously created archetypal 
stereotypes ascribing to women motherly and nurturing functions only. It could also be 
attributed to the poet's youth and his adolescent fascination with an adult life - the twenty-
year-old Futurist considers an 'erotic moment [to be one of] the fundamental functions of 
the life itself (206). But in view of his subsequent creative output, one is tempted to 
consider the above utterings in terms of misogyny, expanding far beyond the requirements 
of an artistic convention, which in itselfis the subject of a potentially interesting study. In 
the context of the present research we cannot, however, overlook the grotesque that 
grows out of presenting a human being in terms of an object. 
Representing people in terms of machines, and moving machines into the category of 
animated - even intelligent - beings, is the surest way to arrive at the grotesque and of 
creating a grotesque image which is least difficult to recognise. Jasietiski spelled out the 
18 Compare this with point 10 ofMarinetti's manifesto:'[ ... ] we want to fight[ ... ] feminism' (in 
Jaworski 1992: 139). Jasienski's attitude differs from that ofMarinetti, who demanded 'contempt 
for women', while Russian Futurists wholly avoided the issue in their manifesto. See the Polish 
translation of their manifesto A Slap in the Face of the Public Taste in Jaworski 1992: 142-143. 
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philosophical foregrounding for such grotesque contamination of categories in some of his 
earlier manifestos saying: 'technology is art, in the same way as painting, sculpture or 
architecture' and 'a good machine is an ideal model and the apogee of a work of art, 
because it embodies a perfect union of economy, purpose and dynamics' (205). In true 
Futuristic spirit the above statements ennoble the machine and give it a prominent place 
in the new hierarchy of values, making it one of the most important determinants of 
modernity. In his first 'serious' critical essay Polish Futurism (Summary), Jasietiski 
motivates the need to vindicate the machine to the human level: 
Gigantyczny i szybki rozrostform techniki i industrii jest niew1Jtpliwie najbardziej istofnlJ 
podsfawlJ i krffjoslupem momentu wsp61czesnego. Wytworzyl on now/} etyk~ noWIJ 
estetyk~ nOWIJ realnosC. Wprowadzenie maszyny w .iycie czlowieka jako elementu 
nieodzow n ego, dopelniajlJCego, musialo poci1Jgn1Jcza sob1Jprzebudowanie gruntowne 
jego psychiki [ . .]. (1972:225; emphasis in original) 
Gigantic and rapid expansion of technology and industry is without a doubt the most 
important basis and the backbone of our time. It has created new ethics, new aesthetics and 
new reality. The introduction of a machine in human life as an ind is pens ab I e, auxiliary 
element, had to lead to the complete rebuilding of man's psyche[ .. .]. 
Jasietiski saw a man-machine parallel as a process similar to the introduction of foreign 
bodies into a living organism. The organism reacts by producing antibodies and 'if a 
human or social organism is not able to produce a sufficient amount of antibodies, then the 
poisoning, the infection by this foreign body takes place'. In his view, art is responsible for 
creating 'such psychological antibodies or forms that would subordinate the machine to 
humankind' (both 225). 
J asietiski points out that in its attitude to the machine lies the difference between Italian, 
Russian, and Polish Futurism. While Italian Futurism elevated the machine to the erotic 
ideal which eventually led to worship, the Russians were more ambivalent on the issue. 
Illustrating his argument with Mayakovsky' s poetry, Jasietiski shows that Russian 
Futurists were initially hostile toward machines, then showed some affection, but in the 
framework of the new social order after 1917 they accepted partnership, which meant that 
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the machine would serve people in the same way as an employee serves his employer. 
Jasieri.ski found his own position in this regard 'fundamentally different': 
Maszyna nie jest produktem czlowieka - jest jego nadbudowlJ, jego 
nowym organem, niezb~dnym mu na obecnym szczeblu rozwoju. 
Stosunek czlowieka do maszyny jest stosunkiem organizmu do swego 
now ego organu. Jestonaniewolnikiemczlowiekao tyle tylko, oile niewolnikiemjego 
jest jego wlasna r(iw, podlegaj11ca rozkazom jednej i tej samej centrali m6zgowej. 
Pozbawienie tak jednej,jak i drugiej przyprawilobyczlowieka wsp6/czesnego o kalectwo. 
(1972:236; emphasis in original) 
The machine is not a product of man - it is his superstructure, his 
new organ, necessary in the present stage of development. The 
attitude of man to the machine is an attitude of a body to its new 
organ. The machine is man's slave only inasmuch as his hand is, for both are 
subordinated to one and the same brain directory. To deprive modem man of one or the 
other [a limb or a machine] would make him a cripple. 
This view of the machine, entirely consonant with Futuristic conceptualisation of the 
world, not only made its representation as a living organism possible, but, conversely, 
allowed the artist to portray a human being in terms of a mechanism devoid of spiritual 
aspects - something resembling a robot or a puppet. It allowed Jasietiski to associate 
people not with the spiritual but with the physical or biological aspects ofliving, and vice 
versa, to present machines and other objects, normally perceived to be inanimate, as 
animated organisms. In Jasietiski's works, the animation of machines and objects was 
initially limited to physiological functions, but later it was extended to include the 
intellectual or even emotional capabilities conventionally reserved for humans (The Legs 
of Isolda Morgan, I Burn Paris, The Ball of the Mannequins). 
Throughout his writing Jasieri.ski kept his audience in mind. Art which has a purpose is 
gratifying only when its impact is achieved. The Futurists wanted to shake up philistines 
accustomed to comforts of life and make them aware of the rapid changes taking place. 
They embarked openly upon the strategy of provocation, a technique probably as old as 
the history of art and described vividly in relation to the French Romantic, Theophile 
Gautier: 
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He threw himself with extravagant fervour into the movement [of Romanticism] and 
became an extreme opponent of the classic school. His defiance of conventionality led him 
even into grotesqueness of personal appearance - a cherry-coloured waistcoat, green 
trousers, grey overcoat lined with green satin, a luxuriant forest of black hair - this was 
the 'get-up' which he triumphantly describes as pas ma! combine pour irriter and 
scandaliser le philistins .19 
A century later the same significance was to be attributed to the yellow jacket worn by 
Mayakovsky, complemented by an ever-present cigarette offensively hanging from his lips. 
Jasietiski also followed this well tried path. It is repeatedly noted by those who knew him 
that he paid particular attention to his appearance. This characteristic of Jasietiski was 
described by Strachocki, an actor who frequently took part in readings of Futuristic 
poetry: 
Surprised, I looked askance at Jasietiski. He was dressed in an eccentric fashion, he was 
wearing a monocle made of pure fensterglass2°. He was smoking a cigarette, placed in an 
extremely long cigarette-holder, a coquettish curl was tossed over his beautiful forehead, 
and ... he looked decisively victorious. All this annoyed me then. Only when I came to know 
him better, did I understand, that it was a deliberately assumed pose. Behind that mask of 
an eccentric he was shyly hiding his deep emotionality, sensitivity and his exceptional 
intelligence. (in Jaworski 1992:309) 
Similar comment is passed by Zechenter who knew Jasietiski when he was a student at the 
Jagiellonian University in Cracow.21 It is a well documented fact, although not always as 
significant as was the case with the avant-garde, that the appearance of artists is often 
19 Everyman's Encyclopredia (3 edn). London. 1956(VI):279. 
20 The translation retains the original formulation, meaning 'clear glass used in windowpanes'. 
Strachocki's jeer is misplaced, for Jasietiski was suffering from 'strong astigmatism and was 
wearing the monocle' to correct this condition (see Dziarnowska 1982:37; Stern 1969:76). The 
issue of Jasietiski's astigmatism might be interesting, speculatively, from the point of view of the 
effect this disability might have had on his perception of the world, resulting in the grotesque 
character of his art. S. Karlinsky in The Sexual Labyrinth of Nikolai Gogol commenting on 
'Gogol's astigmatism in the perception of reality' made an interesting observation in respect of the 
physical astigmatism of El Greco which might have been responsible for his 'uniquely distorted 
vision of the world, [which] enabled him to conceive the distorted figures we so admire in his 
canvasses' (Cambridge, Mass. 1976:108). 
21 Wiktor Zechenter, 'Z poetyckich wspomnieti: Bruno Jasietiski'. Zycie Literackie 1965(49):7. 
See also: Dziarnowska 1982:45-63. 
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linked to the processes taking place in art. The extravagant sense of fashion which 
distinguished Jasietiski in provincial crowd of Cracow is discernible in his writing in 
provocative artistic devices, most notably the grotesque. 
The Futurists' negative attitude to tradition made them reject existing grammar, 
orthography and literary styles based on traditional syntax and orthography. The intention 
was to bring new meaning to language. Thus, the defamiliarised word implied new logic, 
the ambivalence oflinguistic signs was emphasised and the 'material' content oflanguage 
was put side by side with its abstract essence. Sentences, structured in defiance of the 
accustomed sequence, looked like disjointed collections of words, but aspired to acquire 
meaning in the process of individual interpretation. Motivated as the need to simplify 
complex grammar in order to bring literature closer to the masses, this technique proved 
to attract most negative comments. As one critic pointed out, words written according to 
the new phonetic fashion lost their familiar status and were confusing to readers instead 
of easing their comprehension of literature. 22 The response from the general public was 
equally unsympathetic. The Futuristic experience thus almost invariably ended in 
disappointment on both sides -for authors and audience alike, frequently ending in violent 
clashes. J asietiski accused petty-bourgeois taste for the public's failure to understand his 
message, for rejecting his intention to deliver them from the mundane life. His accusations 
were also directed at the critics, whom he expected to have the foresight to see the 
intentions and logic behind Futuristic strategies. He dealt with this rejection in several 
ways: he put himself among 'the cursed poets' - !es poetes maudits, as Verlain once put 
it-who were ahead of their time (1972:218), he linked himself with Christ, he provoked 
and abused his audience and, finally, he choose to write his own criticism, which 
materialised in the Expose to The Legs of Jsolda Morgan. 23 
22 The critic's name was Stefan Zeromski (1864-1925), the well known Polish novelist. In his 
article Snobizm i postr:p ('Snobbism and Progress'), Zeromski criticised Futuristic poetics, 
mentioning Jasieri.ski by name (in Jaworski 1992:264-268).More on Jasieri.ski and Zeromski in 
Dziarnowska 1982 and Stern 1969. 
23 Henceforth abbreviated to Expose. 
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In the Expose he deals very briefly but aptly, with the two important aspects of a literary 
work relevant to this study, namely that of a plot and of a presented universe: 
Powiesc wspolczesna podaje konsumentowi pewne zasadnicze stany psychiczne , na 
podstawie ktorych czytelnikkonstruuje sobie szereg odpowiadajEJcych tym stanomfaktow. 
Dlatego fabula dla kaidego czytelnika moie si(} tu uloiyc inaczej i na tym polega jej 
niewyczerpane bogactwo. (1972:221-222) 
The modem novel offers to its consumer certain basic psychological states, which would 
allow its reader to build for himself a number of facts, relevant to these states. That is why 
the [same] plot may arrange itself differently for different readers, and in this lies its 
inexhaustible richness. 
The manifold theoretical implications of this statement are consonant with Jasietiski' s 
views on art, while two of them are significant for the grotesque in his works. Firstly, the 
plot must be constructed in such a way that it will engage the readers emotionally and lead 
to a certain reaction on their part. Secondly, the plot must be open-ended and ambivalent 
to allow for individual responses. Such a plot will be realised - in other words the artistic 
process will be completed - only when 'arranged' during the process of perception of the 
work and ultimately enriched by the reader's own life experience. This are the same 
conditions as expected from the plot of the grotesque work. 
Many of J asietiski' s statements quoted thus far concerning the relationship between art and 
reality helped the appearance of the grotesque in his works. As already pointed out, 
Jasietiski considered reality, or life - he frequently used these terms interchangeably - to 
be the only source of art. His reasoning is logical. Since the 'rhythm of contemporary life 
[ ... ] created a totally new kind ofreality - the reality of white-hot steel, tottering on the 
verge of hallucination' (222), art must reflect this heightened reality. What is more 
important for Jasietiski at the stage of his association with Futurism is how to 'reflect', 
rather than what is being 'reflected': in other words, the form is given primacy over the 
content. Referring to his short prose piece The Legs of Jsolda Morgan, and dismissing its 
macabre content as insignificant, he describes in detail what can be taken as an indirect 
method of the grotesque portrayal: 
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Temat w danym wypadku sensacyjny i per-e-wers24 nie ma jako taki znaczenia. Jest on 
o tyle tylko makabrycznym, o ile makabrycznym staje siykaidy problemat,jesb zechcemy 
domys/,ecgodokolica. Spr6jmyzastanowicsiyprzezgodzinynaddomem, okolokt6rego 
przechodzimy codziennie nie zauwaiajlJ,C go zupelnie, a dam ten uro!fnie dla nas powoli 
do rozmiar6w upiornych. Tak samo przez zbyt dlugie wpatrywanie siy w jeden punkt 
zacierajqsiyW oczach naszych kontury realne i moi£my zobaczycw miejscu, gdzie przed 
chwilq stala statuetka, krowyw iakiecie i Chiliczyka. (1972:222) 
The theme is in this case sensational andper-e-wers, and of no importance as such. It is 
as macabre, as any problem that we try to think through. Let us for instance think for an 
hour about a house, which we pass every day not noticing it at all, and this house will 
slowly grow into a monstrous size. The same happens when we stare too long at one point: 
the real contours disappear and in that very place where a small statuette was a moment 
ago, we will see a cow in a jacket and the Chinese. 
In this observation we recognise the description of a process similar to the one described 
by Zamyatin in his 1922 essay on synthetic art (see footnote 12), and illustrated by the 
image of one's hand scrutinised through a microscopic lens, quoted at the head of Chapter 
II. It is impossible to establish whether Jasietiski had the opportunity to read Zamyatin's 
essay or not, but there is an apparent analogy in the way he sets out his views, which 
proves that despite geographic distances, artists reacted in a similar way to the impact of 
science and technology on their perception of the world. The unreliability of the senses has 
been noted - the altering eye of a microscope altered people's perception of the 
surrounding world. It has been realised that objective reality cannot be arbitrarily described 
because it might appear different to different people in different circumstances.25 Jasietiski 
thus believed that everyone must recreate his or her own image of reality, while an artist 
draws only a 'scenario'. Jasietiski's 'novel' about the legs oflsolda Morgan, a few pages 
long, is an illustration of such a scenario which the reader must 'direct' for himself. 
24 Balcerzan (in Jasienski 1972:22) points out Jasienski' sword-play, meaningperverse and styled 
on the German writer Hans Heinz Ewers ( 1871-1943). Jasienski mentions Evers on more than one 
occasion, invariably in a critical context (see Zm{X:zyl mnie }fZYk, 'I am Tired of Language' 
[1972:48]). Kayser includes Evers in his discussion of 'tales of terror', pointing his tendency to 
pervert 'the commonly accepted notions about man's love life' and concluding that Evers's 
grotesques are hollow (1981:142-143). 
25 See the detailed study of literary 'theories of perception' in Polish literature of the twentieth 
century in Barbara Sienkiewicz, Literackie 'teorie widzenia' w prozie dwudziestolecia 
mifdzywojennego. Poznan, 1992. 
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Jasietiski shared Zamyatin's views on the synthetic character of the new art. He 
understood the term broadly. Using the word frequently in his manifestos, he spoke of the 
'synthetic steps' the nation must take in pursuing its objectives (201). He believed that 
modern man needs 'synthetic' sensations (203), postulating that art must provide them; 
that is why it must be 'specially processed by artists into capsules, cleared in advance of 
all superfluous elements and served to the public in a completely ready, synthetic form' 
(212). These direct reference to synthesis, as well as many indirect statements proving 
J asietiski' s tendency to synthetise the most unexpected entities into a new whole, fit well 
with the claim that his art is grotesque. 
J asieliski 's Post-Futurist Career 
I'epO!lbO KOMMYHU3Ma 6eccMepmHblX uoeu, 
llpocJ1aeuemuu oHefl Hamux eeJ1UKOJ1enbe, 
Jle:J1Cy 3a peUtemKOU, KGK 6pac: u 3JlOOefl, -
Mo:J1Cem JIU 6b1mb noJ1o:J1CeHue HeJ1eneu? ! 
A harbinger of victorious Communist ideas, 
A poet of glorious miraculous days, 
I lie behind bars, like an enemy, and common criminal. 
Can there be something more absurd than this?! 
(From Jasieri.ski's last poem 
written in Butyrki prison) 
While Jasietiski's views on art during his life in Poland are well documented both in 
primary and secondary sources, the period of his residence in France, during the years 
1925-1929, remains obscure. 26 His artistic expression during this time is limited to his 
poem The Lay of Jakub Sze/a and his novel I Burn Paris, which will be discussed later. 
In France Jasietiski managed for the first time to legalise his status as a Communist by 
joining the Polish cultural section of the French Communist Party (in Jaworski 1995: 155). 
26 It is to be hoped that the issue of Jasieri.ski's expulsion from France, presently under 
investigation by Krzysztof Jaworski, will soon be published (see Jaworski 1995: 15). 
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He was delegated to organise workers' theatre for the Polish immigrants in France. 27 One 
of his first assignments was to adapt his own poem The Lay of Jakub Sze/a into a play 
staged by the workers. Commenting on this experience in his 'Last Testimony' J asietiski 
noted 'that a writer does not necessarily have to "lower himself' to the level of the 
proletarian auditorium, as some of its self-appointed "nannies" of Hempel' s type28 may 
think' (ibid.: 158). Jasietiski also lectured to workers on literature and was involved in 
combating illiteracy.29 These activities undoubtedly gave him the recognition and the 
contact with audiences he had lost after leaving Poland. On the other hand, along with the 
publication of his 'inflammatory' novel I Burn Paris, this activism might have contributed 
to his deportation from France (see Dziamowska 1982:243). 
When Jasieri.ski arrived in the Soviet Union on 21 May 1929 (in Jaworski 1995: 197), the 
scene was already set for subjecting literature to the political and ideological dictates of 
the Communist Party. The exile of Trotsky in January 1928 and the dismissal of 
Lunacharsky30 from the position of the Commissar for Education in 1929 were just first 
steps in demonstrating the hardening of the cultural policy in the Soviet Union, ultimately 
confirmed in 1932 when the monolithic Union of Soviet Writers was established. 31 
Jasietiski was greeted in the Soviet Union as a writer ofintemational repute, but there was 
more to this reception than simply 'a friendly hand extended over the head of Europe' as 
27 Jasietiski himself estimates the number of Polish immigrants in France at one million people (in 
Jaworski 1955:155). 
28 Jasietiski refers to Jan Hempel ( 1877-?193 7), a political activist, literary critic, editor and a 
member of the Central Committee of the CPP. He lived in the USSR from 1932 where he adopted 
the pseudonym Jan Wislak. He later replaced Jasietiski as the editor of Kultura Mas. Arrested in 
January 1937, he was probably subsequently executed (Jaworski 1995:14, note 22). 
29 See the recollection of one of these workers, Spychala, in Stern 1969: 161. 
30 Anatoly Lunacharsky (1875-1933), writer, critic and political activist. Lunacharsky wrote a 
preface to Jasietiski' splay The Ball of the Mannequins. He was the first Commissar for Education 
in the USSR. 
31 See the section 'Socialist Realism and the Grotesque' in Chapter II, Part I. 
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he put it in the emphatic inscription to I Burn Paris, having in mind Tomasz Dqbal. 32 From 
the moment he put his foot on the Russian soil Jasietiski was overloaded with numerous 
responsibilities even before he had a chance to acquaint himself with the Soviet system. 
In fact, he was nominated as editor of Kultura Mas before he even came to the Soviet 
Union (Dziarnowska 1982:259).33 This was purely a political appointment, the aim of 
which was to create 'the Soviet Polish culture' (polsk1:1 kulturr radzieck1:1) and to support 
it with Jasietiski's authority as the author of The Lay of Jakub Sze/a the policy of 
collectivisation among the Polish population on the predominantly rural Western 
borderland of the Soviet Union. Jasietiski mentions this experience in passing in his 'Last 
Testimony' (in Jaworski 1995: 165-168). 
Another reason for the warm reception of J asietiski in the Soviet Union, was undoubtedly 
his knowledge of French intellectual circles. As Lidin34 remembers, Jasietiski was to 
become a link between Soviet writers and their Western counterparts (in Stern 1969:203-
204). Thus one of the first tasks imposed on Jasietiski by the International Association of 
32 Dlj.bal (1890-1937) was to play an important role in Jasieriski's life in the Soviet Union. A 
prominent Polish political activist, persecuted in Poland for his Communist activities, he found 
himself in the Soviet Union in 1923 as a result of an exchange of political prisoners between the 
two countries. While in the Soviet Union he was active among Polish nationals there, particularly 
in the area of culture. He took care of Jasieriski from the moment of J asieriski' s arrival in the Soviet 
Union, contributing considerably to building the legend of the writer persecuted for his leftist 
convictions. Dlj.bal was executed four days after Jasieriski (Jaworski 1995:15-19). Jasieriski 
c~mments extensively on his relationship with Dlj.bal in his Last Testimony ... (in Jaworski 
1995:130-182). 
33 This information is corroborated by Jaworski, who quotes relevant documents dated 16 May 
1929. The Polish section of the MORP (see footnote 38), headed by Dlj.bal, decided to 'create[ ... ] 
a monthly journal Kultura Mas ('Culture of the Masses') and to nominate comrade Jasieriski as 
its editor.' The aim of Kultura Mas was 'to promote cultural revolution' (Jaworski 1995:19). 
34 Wladimir Lidin (real name Gomberg, 1894-1979) was one ofJasieriski's devoted friends. After 
Jasieriski's rehabilitation he was nominated custodian of his archives. 
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Revolutionary Writers (MORP)35 was to condemn Henri Barbusse36 publicly for failing to 
devote Le Monde, of which he was the editor, to proletarian literature in France, as 
instructed by MORP. Barbusse allegedly allowed Le Monde to become a forum for 'petty-
bourgeois ideology and reactionary politics' for which he was held personally responsible 
(ibid.: 184). This was in essence the substance of Jasietiski' s criticism of Barbusse, later 
published in the October 1929 issue of BecmHUK UHocmpmmoii Rumepamypb1, 'Bulletin 
of Foreign Literature' (Jaworski 1995:197).37 In December 1931 Jasietiski was again 
delegated to launch an attack on Barbusse which ended with a resolution condemning 
Barbusse' s 'betrayal'; this was published in January 1932 (ibid.: 199). Soon after that, 
Jasietiski was relived of the duties of the editor of Jlumepamypa Mupoeoii peeolllOtfUU, 
'Literature of the World Revolution', a journal ofMORP replacing the 'Bulletin', but not 
before he had published several notes of 'self-criticism' including acknowledging 'his 
mistakes' in handling the Barbusse case. 38 
It is evident from these facts that the Soviet apparatchiks had a particular interest vested 
in Jasietiski's arrival in the Soviet Union. Being a deported writer, he was also 'useful' as 
an example of capitalist oppression. The myth of his being a persecuted revolutionary 
writer was created, and his name was used to lend this myth credibility. Dziamowska 
35 
'Mezhdunarodnaya Organizatsya Revolyutsionnykh Pisateley' (MORP). The organisation was 
established in 1925 and was disbanded in December 1935. 
36 Henri Barbusse (1873-1935), the French writer and Communist, and the author, among other 
works, of the book Stalin. According to a note in Jaworski, Barbusse died in Moscow during the 
VII Congress of the Communist International. Jasienski owed to Barbusse the serialised publication 
of I Burn Paris in l 'Humanite (1995:33). 
37 See also Stern 1969:179-186; Dziamowska 1982:280-284. 
38 In Jaworski 1995: 199-200. That Jasienski did not give up easily can be seen in the letter dated 
12 June 1932 addressed to the Executive Committee of the Communist International established 
to reorganise MORP, in which he stated: 'It is unacceptable that new sects emerge under the 
pretext of a Central Committee resolution and under the slogan of stamping out sectarian attitudes. 
[It is unacceptable] that personal scores are being settled under the disguise of problems with 
nationalism and that instead of real reconstruction, the devilish dance for chairs was unleashed' 
(ibid. :95-96). In respect ofBarbusse he says, referring to the minutes of relevant meetings, that 'the 
resolution [ ... ] was accepted unanimously by the whole secretariat of MORP, also by those 
comrades who now lay the blame for the mistake on me' (ibid.:68). 
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summarises one of the articles in Izvestya where Jasietiski might have read with 
astonishment his own 'biography':39 
From this biography he learned that he was banished from his native country for leading 
a theatre on tour reciting his revolutionary poems. He was forced to refrain from signing 
his articles for the Workers' Tribune. 4° From this persecution he escaped to Paris, where 
he suffered abject poverty, sleeping under bridges and working part time in the city 
waterworks. Under these circumstances he wrote the marvellous poem The Lay of Jakub 
Sze/a and the novel I Burn Paris. (Dziamowska 1982:252) 
Of course none of this was true, but the legend of Jasietiski was taking shape, while the 
man himself was told that he had to learn from Soviet workers how to become a proper 
revolutionary. 41 Dziarnowska seems to capture Jasietiski's position in the Soviet Union 
very accurately: 
[Jasienski] realised from fragments of conversation, from articles about him, that they 
actually knew nothing about him. He had yet to meet someone who had read I Burn Paris. 
Despite this, he was constantly praised - he or the legend? He did not want to contest the 
myth right away[ ... ], but was under the strong impression that he was no longer himself, 
that he floated in this unknown world as an invented [person]. He had dreamed about this 
foreign world; he was grateful to it for acknowledging him as one of its own. But whom 
does it acknowledge in him, and what does it expect of him? (1982:255) 
In this way, Jasietiski's case entered the sphere of 'substitutions' - the phenomenon, 
discussed earlier in Heller's quoted essay, Substitution as a Way of Life (1989)- the same 
phenomenon that made politicians become 'experts' on art, and artists play the roles of 
politicians. This also meant that literature was no longer evaluated according to criteria 
of artistic worth but according to ideological content and political expediency. There is no 
point in denying that J asietiski was a fervent Communist, and that he was concerned solely 
with the future of proletarian art, but his views differed substantially from the hard-line 
39 Dziamowska later identifies D<j,bal as the author of this article (1992:259). 
40 Trybuna Robotnicza was a communist daily appearing in Lvov in the early nineteen-twenties. 
41 Dziamowska, who gives this information, refers to the welcoming speech of Bela Illes, a 
Hungarian Communist who has been living in the USSR since 1919 after the failure of the 
revolution in Hungary (1982:253). 
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Stalinist approach, the only approach permitted in the Soviet Union during the nineteen-
thirties. 42 Although he did not speak directly about the grotesque, most of his 
pronouncements show that he favoured artistic experiment, innovation, bold and 
imaginative plotting, all of which foreground the grotesque as one of the chief modes of 
artistic expression. Jasietiski believed that literature must evoke the interest of the reader, 
exploit his intellectual potential, and involve him emotionally. This attitude can be detected 
in his occasional statements on literature, briefly summarised below. 
J asietiski' s statements on literature, appearing initially in Kultura Mas and later in the 
Soviet press, conspicuously display his concern with the form of the new proletarian 
literature. Dziarnowska notes that Jasietiski was a' linguistic purist', namely that he sharply 
criticised 'linguistic weeds [that is] Russianisms, bizarre deformations of the Polish 
language that led to the formation of preposterous dialect' (1982:267). Dziarnowska 
quotes an example (Zylcy chodzEJ po korydorze i orzEJ, ie przeszly wszystkie sroki43 
(ibid. :311 )) which illustrates well the vitriolic character of Jasietiski's criticism. She also 
notes that Jasietiski 'mercilessly chided plagiarism, the mindless mimicking of great 
masters and the pseudo-revolutionary character of [proletarian] literature' (ibid. :293). In 
the fourth and fifth issues of Kultura Mas a long article appeared, reflecting Jasietiski' s 
42 Jasienski' s name figures in a number of cases where he spoke in defence not only of writers, but 
literature as art. This proves that he retained his integrity. Soon after his arrival in the USSR 
Jasienski spoke against the 'anti-Mayakovsky's campaign' (see Stem 1969:172-173). He is also 
mentioned by Kemp-Welch among the writers who in 1934 opposed Yudin's criticism ofDymitry 
Mirsky, ascholarwhofoundFadeyev'snovelLastofthe Udege artistically inadequate (1991: 173). 
J asienski also strongly defended Leonov, when the latter was criticised for the ideological weakness 
in his novel, The Road to the Ocean (see footnote 50 below). On the other hand, Jasienski is 
implicated as a participant in the 1937 'scenario' trial of 'Trotskyites' (Radek and others) 
(ibid.:214), proving that he gave in to the mass psychosis of mistrust incessantly inflamed by the 
vicious circle of interrogations and denunciations. 
43 One can only guess what was intended by this expression which, one may say, is verbally 
Russian, grammatically Polish. The intended meaning, and the one which a native Russian speaker 
would derive from it, is that 'the residents walking in the corridor shout that all the deadlines have 
passed'. To a Pole the sentence is unintelligible; it implies that someone is talking about plowing 
(orac 'to plough' while Russian orat' means 'to shout') and about magpies (pl. sroki 'magpies', 
while in Russian pl. sroki means 'deadlines'). 
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thoughts on language. 44 The article is a mixture ofideology and common sense. The first 
point it makes is that language is not a classless phenomenon, but that within one national 
structure there are as many languages as there are social classes, an idea that clearly 
originates in Marxist teachings. The second point, however, reflects Jasietiski's desire to 
understand what is happening around him: 'the literary language always belongs to the 
ruling class; any new class taking over always revolutionises literary language by breaking 
old linguistic structures and introducing their own colloquial language' he notes. When it 
comes to the key question of whether the working class, after the victorious 1917 
Revolution, should reject the language of prerevolutionary literature, Jasietiski answers 
that 'it would be tantamount to replacing the "bourgeois" threshing-machine with 
"peasant" flails'. Jasietiski expresses the view that the proletariat should not 
indiscriminately reject their cultural inheritance, but 'should adopt and digest it in the 
stomach of its materialistic and dialectic consciousness'. He concludes that the language 
of the proletariat is 'too poor to embrace the complexity of modem life that has already 
been expressed in the language of the educated classes. The revolutionary role of the 
proletariat is to open the sluicegate through which the colloquial language of both the 
peasantry and the urban proletariat will flow as equals into the mainstream [language]' (in 
Dziamowska 1982:301 ). 
Reading Jasietiski's words today, one hears in them an echo of the avant-garde's 
experimentation with new means of expression, and even an echo of Jasietiski's own 
Futuristic manifestos. The style ofJasietiski's criticism is similar: witty, merciless and to 
the point. He pinpoints all the stylistic awkwardness and senseless copying of 'shoddy 
bourgeois literature' (ibid.: 294). J asietiski' s criticism must have hurt more than one literary 
ego, exposing him to subsequent attacks for deviating from 'Lenin's idea of cultural 
revolution' and for failing to understand the difficulties 'faced by the proletarian 
dictatorship at this particular stage of its historical development' (ibid.:324). The 
44 Jasienski touched a very sensitive point, for language - like all other aspects of Soviet reality 
-was in the process of transformation. Sinyavsky's observations on the 'Soviet language' sum up 
the issue very aptly (see 1990:Ch.VII). 
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precedent for the future accusation ofJasietiski as a propagator of 'national opportunism' · 
(nacjonaloportunizm) had been created. 
Even as an avant-garde artist Jasietiski was never truly outspoken on the matter of the 
content ofliterature, except for a few general statements such as 'art must not comfort or 
appease the reader' or that it must be 'like daily bread, deeply topical', both quoted above 
in regard to Jasietiski's association with Futurism. These are far from prescriptive 
statements and leave the artist free to choose the theme of his own work. In this respect 
Jasietiski' s views did not change when he became a Soviet citizen. He continued to 
encourage writers to be imaginative in choosing their plots, and to structure this plot 
clearly; moreover he applied this strategy in his Soviet novel Man Changes his Skin. He 
believed that Western bourgeois literature proved beyond doubt the usefulness of an 
intriguing well-structured plot, which attracts attention and eases the transfer of the 
author's ideas to the reader. Such were the theme and tone of his speech during the First 
Congress of Soviet Writers in 1934.45 
As in his other pronouncements of the Soviet period, including his Congress address, 
J asietiski' s intention to be politically correct while retaining personal integrity is apparent. 46 
Thus, constantly praising all aspects of Soviet life, he was nevertheless clearly asking his 
fellow writers not to relinquish the calling of an artist: 
I believe that Engels's well-known definition of realism - typical individual in typical 
circumstances - is not always correctly represented in our literary work. I have noticed 
that we frequently limit ourselves to stereotypical situations, if only to avoid being accused 
that the created situation is artificial and has nothing to do with reality. This unnecessary 
restriction to portray as typical only a few situations acknowledged by our critics leads to 
schematism and fossilisation. This is the reason why our worker, after having read three 
or four novels about our new constructions and seeing in them typical situations, 
impatiently puts aside the fifth one saying: 'Is this a new novel about our constructions? 
But I have already read it!' (In Stem 1969:200) 
45 Jasienski's Congress speech is available only in the 700-hundred page long stenograph of the 
Congress (Stem 1963:199). 
46 Both Stem (1969) and Dziamowska (1982) are consistent in making this point. 
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In words equally as harsh as he used when he was a Futurist, Jasietiski attacked Soviet 
literary criticism for simplistic and vulgar rejection of works that diverged from 'typical 
circumstances': 
Deciding behind his desk what is typical and what is not, the critic makes vulgar mistakes. 
In his process of evaluation, instead of applying the criterion of the relationship between 
the work and genuine reality, the critic applies the scholastic rule and examines the degree 
in which the work concurs with that or the other fossilised literary stratagem. (ibid.:201) 
The key issue in Jasietiski' s statement is his interpretation of 'genuine reality'. As a 
Futurist, he believed that reality is illogical and unforeseeable. Now he says 'In our 
amazing epoch typical became such circumstances that in any other epoch would be 
artificial and unrealistic'. Comparing these two statements, we see the difference between 
his two positions. The avant-garde artist was overwhelmed by life, by technology, and by 
demographic revolution, and for the most part feared it. The Soviet citizen found life 
fascinating and wanted to extol it. Despite this important distinction, in both instances we 
recognise the same notion regarding the 'extraordinary' quality ofreality both 'then' and 
'now', and we hear an echo of a Futurist pronouncement that the new reality requires new 
forms of art, 47 bold and imaginative. When at one point in his Congress speech Jasietiski 
says, 'draw your fascinating ideas directly from our reality, learn to absorb the reader's 
attention and ultimately his heart and mind', we recall the Futurist J asietiski pronouncing 
art to be part of life, 'its pulse and organic function'. 
Since his early days as a Futurist, Jasietiski had believed as an artist that 'art is creating 
new things'. Never accepting the mere copying ofreality, he believed instead that literature 
must creatively transform reality. In this lies the crucial difference between Jasietiski and 
the vulgar interpretation of realism as advocated by certain interpreters of socialist realism. 
During the Congress in Minsk in 1936 he aggressively attacked this narrow-minded 
approach to the creative calling of a writer: 'I accuse our literature of showing too little 
courage in using invention and fantasy. We frequently repeat that our reality is so rich and 
47 
'[ ... ] I am against all those who try to squeeze new content into the psychological and 
compositional stratagems of old literature' (Jasietiski 'Congress speech' in Stern 1969:202). 
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eventful that the writer's vision of it seems poorer. Frequently we say that plot is not 
needed, that it is enough to show our reality. But fearing fantasy, we impoverish this 
reality.' Ending his Minsk speech, subsequently reprinted in Literaturnaya gazeta, 
Jasietiski pronounced a toast: 'To the bold fantasy that grows out of our reality and does 
not fear to step into its future. For the fantasy and invention, so needed by a socialist 
writer, as the dream is needed by the designer building our wonderful future with the 
bricksoftoday' (inDziarnowska 1982:502-503; Stem 1969:225). Dziamowskanotesthat 
Jasietiski' s speech initiated a vigorous discussion on formalism in literature, faithfully 
recorded by Literaturnaya gaze ta. As a result, the Moscow section of the Union of Soviet 
Writers organised a conference. In his address, Jasietiski again defended the basic principle 
of art, the creative transformation of reality, even if he insisted on qualifying art with the 
adjective 'proletarian'. He began by defining formalism and then proceeded to criticise 
vulgar realism. He attacked criticism of the visual arts as 'even worse than that ofliterary 
criticism', saying that it was inundated with oversimplification and crude commentary. 
'The criterion of understanding is replaced with the criterion of resemblance', he 
continued, eager to illustrate his argument: 
The still-lifes by Cezanne, in their view are formalistic, because the colour of his pears 
does not resemble the colour of real beurres. 48 Only that painter is regarded as a good 
realist on whose canvases people and objects look as if they are real. Is this right? 
We have all seen the portrait ofVoroshilov on his horse. Voroshilov looks like a real 
person, and the horse is real; it even has a mane. But this is not a portrait ofVoroshilov, 
the first marshal of the first socialist country. The artist has failed to represent the essence 
of the word 'Voroshilov'. 
[ ... ]To say that the forms of our 'Impressionists' and the poems of Pasternak are not 
comprehensible, that all the problems will be solved if only [artists] reject these forms and 
begin to write like Pushkin, proves at best complete ignorance. (In Dziarnowska 1982 :503-
504) 
Trying to explain the complexity of the issue, Jasietiski says that great artists, consciously 
or not, could always capture the ideology that shaped their epoch. Only mediocre artists 
chose naturalism and subjective points of view, substituting primary issues with secondary, 
48 Beurre Hardy is a high quality pear. 
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irrevocably losing the perspective of what gave each epoch its particularity. He attacked 
naturalism in the strongest terms: 
Naturalism is an artist's disease that, because ofhis ideological ignorance,49 prevents him 
from applying the correct measure of value. It leads to a photographic reprint, to 
fascination with detail. We find elements of such naturalism in any writer, in my own 
works as much as in the works of others. 
Our Soviet literature, like fresh air, requires furious hatred towards photographism, 
towards empirical narrow-mindedness, towards pottering about with particulars. 
If elements of naturalism are seen in our literature, then in the same degree they are 
seen in our criticism. An obvious lack of taste, a diluted empiricism replacing the 
perception of genuine reality with several versatile set patterns - this is all the ideological 
equipment of certain critics. To tell the truth, a critic pretending to educate the writer has 
to be ideologically his superior. (In Dziamowska 1982:504-505) 
Clearly, J asietiski' s reference to ideology is deliberately vague, in order not to overshadow 
the real message he wants to put across. And this message is simply: leave writers alone, 
let them serve people to the best of their abilities, trust their artistic instincts. However in 
1936 this was expecting far too much. Nevertheless, with suicidal determination Jasietiski 
continued to expose Soviet literary criticism which had by then assumed the firm position 
of an ideological watchdog over arts, not only pointing at its 'shallow, arrogant and 
patronising attitude' to literature but mercilessly deriding it, quoting French writers and 
philosophers. In his speech during the Moscow conference, Jasietiski discussed at length 
the attitude of Soviet critics to the novel The Road to the Ocean by Leonov, a prominent 
novelist, 50 remarking bitingly: 'If the head clashes with the book and you hear the sound 
of an empty barrel, it is not always the fault of the book' (in Dziarnowska 1982: 506]. 51 
49 Jasieri.ski speaks of ideology in general terms, believing that each epoch has its own ideological 
identity. 
50 Leonid Maksimovich Leonov (1899-1994). The novel in question (J{opow Ha 01<eaH) was 
published in 1935. 
51 Dziamowska attributes the origins of this aphorism to the French writer and philosopher Claude 
Adrien Helvetius (1715-1771 ), whose main work Del 'espi ritwas publicly burned by the hangman. 
Helvetius was forced to retract some of his doctrines, although some people maintained that he had 
written openly what many others thought secretly. As kindly pointed out to me by Professor 
Manfred Misch, this aphorism might actually belong to Georg Christoph Lichtenberg ( 17 4 2-1799), 
a German philosopher and satirist. 
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Leonov' s novel gave Jasietiski yet another reason publicly to defend the writer's right to 
his vision, and his right to count on the reader to complete the act of creation, this time 
in an article written for Literaturnaya gazeta. The article Hoeono2ul/ecKuu poem 
xyoo:JICHUKa ('The Ideological Growth of an Artist') gave Jasietiski also the opportunity 
to justify his own writing: 
Leonov's novel forces the reader to think and to ponder over what the author did not say 
or said later, but differently from what we might have expected. Already this makes the 
novel an important phenomenon in recent literature. 
There are books in which everything is clear and straightforward: the author poses 
several questions, and, as the action evolves, he solves them for the reader, giving in the 
end a ready-made solution. The reader's role in such cases is narrowed to the role of a 
passive observer or connoisseur. Myself, I prefer books of a different kind52 - books, in 
which there is no solution on the last page, as required in arithmetical sums; books that 
stimulate our thoughts, that make us think along with the author, that sometimes make us 
oppose his views and look for our own solution to the issues at stake. Authors who allow 
this have every right to respond with the words of Feuerbach: You condemn me for my 
shortcomings, but remember, my virtues depend on them. (InDziamowska 1982:508-509) 
NadezhdaMandelshtam is quoted as saying :'Unanimity did not fall from the skies. It was 
eagerly created by thousands of supporters' (in Kemp-Welch 1991 : 240). In times when 
'no one wanted to risk an open demonstration of their views' (Iwanow 1991:211),53 
Jasietiski spoke against the Party's determining influence on Soviet literature, a stand for 
52 Jasieri.ski's book collection was destroyed after his arrest. His love of books was exceptional, 
as seen in his own description of his Moscow book collection: 
So many books[ ... ] I brought home, placing them on many-storeyed book shelves! At the 
bottom, like fearsome janitors keeping watch on the entrance, stand side by side pedantic 
Littre and talkative Larousse in gold-braided livery ... One floor up live honourable classics 
suffering from asthma. The most space, as in any decent Soviet flat cooperative, is given to 
people who have large families. The fertile old man Voltaire alone with all his 97-volume 
progeny occupies almost a whole mansion. Old Hugo lives with his 57 volumes on three 
floors. Gloomy and immoral (bezboinik) de Sade quietly cohabits with the pretentious, 
sanctimonious hypocrite Chateaubriand, while the two-storey Balzac silently tolerates 
Sainte-Beuve. [ ... ] Leading with them long night conversations, I still expect my long 
awaited friends: jaunty tramp Villon and indomitable Restif [de la Bretonne] with his 
Contemporary Women. (In Stem 1969:204) 
53 M. Iwanow, Pierwszy narod ukarany: Polacy w ZwiljZku Radzieckim 1921-1939. Warszawa, 
1991. 
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which he paid the ultimate price. He was arrested on 31 July 193 7 and jailed in Butyrki 
prison in Moscow. On 21 September 1937 he wrote a letter to Yezhov, stating that he 
could no longer endure the tortures to which he was subjected, and demanding to be 
executed immediately (in Jaworski 1995:130-131). In subsequent letters to Minaev (a 
commissar ofNKVD) and Birshtain (investigating magistrate) he retracted his admission 
of guilt, saying that he was forced to sign it as a result of physical and moral torture, 
adding: 'I signed a false testimony which you dictated to me, [ ... ]I signed it only to buy 
an earlier death, to deliver myself from further pointless torture' (ibid.:136). 
To conclude this overview of Jasietiski's views on art, one could hardly find a more 
pertinent statement than the one by Rimma Volynska in her article Avant-Gardism in 
Jasieliski 's 'The Mannequin Ball': 
Jasietiski 's value [ ... ] lies not in some neat opposition between I 'art pour I 'art and 
Tendenzkunst, nor in the disparity of a youthful poetic Dream and a mature commitment 
to prosaic Reality. It is to be found, rather, in his attempt to reconcile the aesthetic and 
ethical imperatives of art, and in the theoretically complex attitude he assumed toward his 
own writing throughout his entire career. His literary creations demonstrate a consistent 
programmatic belief both in social ideology and artistic autonomy [ ... ]. [1994:378, 
emphasis in original]54 
J asietiski' s dedication to the grotesque throughout his creative life enforces this point. The 
following examination ofhis grotesque writing, beginning with his poetry and ending with 
the collection of short stories he published in 193 7, aims to prove that his loyalty to avant-
garde poetics never faded. 
54 Canadian Slavonic Papers, 1994(XXXVI):3-4. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE AMBIVALENT WORLD OF BRUNO JASIENSKI'S POETRY 
In this chapter Jasietiski's poetry will be analysed with the intention of identifying the 
issues which were central to him, and to show that he found the grotesque to be the most 
effective mode in which to express himself In interpreting his early verse works the focus 
will primarily be on the targets of the grotesque representation, but the device itself will 
be identified in its multiple manifestations. It will be shown that, apart from the fact that 
the way for the grotesque in his poetry was paved by the artistic programmes of the time 
in general and Futurism in particular, Jasietiski shows distinctive personal fondness for this 
device. He used the grotesque as a 'short cut', as a means for stating his views which is 
brief but pregnant with meaning. More importantly, however, the frequency with which 
he uses the grotesque in his portrayal of the world betrays the ambivalence in his attitude 
to people and to modem civilisation. His grotesque portrayal of people allows him to 
focus on the physical, even physiological, aspects of existence. The individual in his poetry 
appears to be invariably a soulless inanimate object or an underdog of the animated world 
leading a repulsive life. Conversely, in presenting the inanimate world, the grotesque1 
allows him to attribute biological, organic functions to the things conventionally perceived 
as still-life. The grotesque mode in the latter betrays his inconclusive view of modem, 
technologically advancing civilisation, discernible in his mixture of admiration and 
apprehension of machines - miracles of advance but invading the space traditionally 
occupied by humans. Last but not least, the dominant type of the grotesque in his poetry, 
the 'morbid' grotesque, responsible forthe apocalyptic image of the contemporary world, 
betrays Jasietiski's critical attitude to it. 
1 See Kayser' s words about the grotesque world: 'The mechanical object is alienated by being 
brought to life, the human being by being deprived of it. Among the most persistent motifs of the 
grotesque we find human bodies reduced to puppets, marionettes and automata, and their faces 
frozen to masks'(l981:183). 
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Since a full collection ofJasietiski's works is still to be compiled, the study of his poetry 
is based on the selection presented in Utwory poetyckie. Manifesty. Szkice, 2 the most 
representative selection ofhis poetry to date. Balcerzan divided his selection ofJasietiski's 
poetic works into several sections. The first three are grouped according to their place of 
publication, generally retaining the thematic and chronological order of their original 
appearance. Section one is devoted to poems published in the 1921 collection, entitled But 
w butonierce ('A Shoe in the Buttonhole'),3 followed by poems from Ziemia na lewo 
('Earth to the Left'), initially published in 1924. 'Poems from J oumals' contains a selection 
ofJ asietiski' s poetry which appeared in various 'new art' publications, mostly in 1921, and 
later, between 1924 and 1927. The fourth section of the selection is based on the principle 
of genre and features three long poems: Miasto ('The City'), Piesli o glodzie ('A Song 
about Hunger') and the longest, generally considered the best of Jasietiski's poems, The 
Lay of Jakub Szela, reprinted from the original book published in Polish in Paris in 1926. 
Balcerzan also selected Jasietiski's translations of Russian poets, mostly of Vladimir 
Mayakovsky. Although these do not lie directly within the scope of this study, they 
provide us with interesting material in support of our thesis that Jasietiski's writing was 
predominantly grotesque, for even a brief comparative analysis of translated poems 
confirms his unusual propensity for this device. 4 The selection of poetry ends with bilingual 
(Polish/Russian) versions of poems, written by J asietiski in Soviet Russia. The poems show 
the tragic fall of his poetic inspiration from the heights of Futuristic parole in liberta -
'words at liberty' - to the 'lower depth' of dedication to 'the Cause'. The tone of the 
poems is serious and pompous, the language stifled and pretentious. There is no spark of 
humour, no jeer so typical of his earlier poems. Whereas his former poems, even if some 
2 Poetry. Manifestos. Sketches. (Selection and introduction by E. Balcerzan). Wroclaw, 1972. All 
quotations of J asienski 's poetry in this chapter are from this source and are indicated by the page 
number only. 
3 The title But w butonierce explicitly illustrates word-play, warning that the phonetic semblance 
is not always matched by the semantic similarity. 
4 It is clearly visible from the examples provided by Balcerzan (1968:205-291). 
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of them are considered to be latent translations, 5 have the undeniable aura of originality, 
his last poems give the impression of being clumsy imitations ofMayakovsky at his most 
dull.6 As a dot at the end of Jasietiski's poetic career stands the last untitled poem in the 
selection, written in the Butyrki prison in Moscow. Mayakovsky' s self-predicted 'the dot 
of a bullet' 7 came, however, from the suicidal shot which ended his life in 1930; Jasietiski 
was shot dead by the Soviet secret police seven years later, soon after completing his last 
poem. By contrast with the three 'Soviet' poems, this last poem occasionally revives 
certain grotesque imagery, so profuse in his Futuristic poetry ('moon like a clown[ ... ] is 
making faces', 'combine-harvesters moan, having eaten their fill of grain' [ 195]). This sad 
poem bears witness to the waste of artistic talent and unfulfilled dreams of serving 
humanity, in other words, to the senseless annihilation of human life (see the fragment 
quoted earlier as an epigraph to the section 'Jasietiski's Post-Futurist Career', on p. 74). 
The volume ends with several theoretical pieces by Jasietiski, mentioned in the previous 
chapter. They betray their author's inquisitive and observant mind, his courage in 
contesting established tastes and values; they show the artist's intensive search for his own 
truth and for the language which would best serve his art. This angry and confrontational 
tone of his articles stands in contrast to the last position in the volume, written in 1931 Cos 
5 Examining Jasienski's techniques applied in translating Russian poets (Mayakovsky, Esenin) 
Balcerzan comes to the conclusion that apart from 'open' translations there is a group of texts 
among Jasienski's works which should be classified as latent translations. In his definition, 'latent 
translation' is what is presented to readers as an original creation, although 'it has a number of 
structural elements of a foreign-language text written earlier and by another author'. In Balcerzan' s 
opinion, there are many reasons why the author of such a translation conceals his tactic. He 
believes that it is being done in the full understanding that sooner or later such a ploy is going to 
be exposed. Balcerzan places his concept of' latent translations' in the category ofliterary allusions 
(1968: 218-219). 
6 See Balcerzan: '[Apart from the autobiographical details] the whole stylistic rest is taken from 
"late" Mayakovsky. Steps. Rhythm. Intonation. Phraseology. Syntaxis. Metaphor.[ ... ] Everything 
originates in [poems] Xopouw, in Bo Beeb zoJtoc and other poems of "late" Mayakovsky' 
(1968:285). 
7 See Mayakovsky, <l>Jteflma-no360H0l(HUK: Bee 'tGUfe oyMaTO- He nocma6Umb JIU llYttULe mO'IKY 
nyJtu 6 cBoeM KOHtfe. ('I think more and more often- shouldn't I put the dot of a bullet at my end?' 
(1965:275). 
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w rodzaju autobiografii ('By Way of Autobiography'). 8 The intention of pleasing and 
appeasing the 'comrade-reader' is forcefully evident in this declaration of submission to 
the system. Fortunately, Jasietiski's rebellious nature and artistic instincts 'saved' most of 
his writings of the Soviet period from the total dullness and conformity manifested in this 
short piece. 
'Art must be an all-penetrating, mind-blowing surprise. YJ 
Throughout his artistic career Jasietiski continued to structure his work around a carefully 
thought-out plot. That is why even in his poems the themes he tackled and the causes he 
advocated can be relatively easily established. One of the issues especially close to his 
heart was art. Not only did he frequently speak on theoretical concerns but he 
systematically exemplified them in his own creative works. Moreover he did it through 
employing such stylistic means as they would always result in a startling piece of work and 
ensure a shocking experience for the audience. The poem Rzyga}EJCe posEJgi ('Vomiting 
Statues'), one of Jasietiski's first statements against traditional understanding of art and 
its role, features art - an abstract concept in conventional logic - as an animated persona. 
At first it is 'undressed Gioconda', then a frivolous lady who eventually becomes the 
poet's lover. 
Jasietiski's insistence on the created universe having its origins in reality is apparent; thus 
his poetry has familiar and concrete points ofreference to time: twentieth century ('film 
company Pathe & Co'), autumn ('behind the window autumness10 sips [sEJCzy si~] through 
8 In Utwory Poetyckie. Manifesty, Szkice. (1972:245-255). 
9 Sztuka musi bye niespodzianEJ, wszechprzenikajEJCEJ i z n6g wa/EJCEJ. Jasieri.ski, To the Polish 
Nation. .. (1972:204). 
10 To translate poetry is an extremely difficult task, but to translate poetry which thrives on 
acrobatic linguistic devices contrived by committed Futurists is outright impossible. The modest 
attempts on my part to translate fragments of Jasieri.ski' s writing, poetry included, are strictly 
philological translations, done with only one purpose in mind: to convey what is most important 
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golden alleys'); and to place: the action moves from a cafe to a literary salon, to a boudoir 
and then to a park and ends in the streets, imitating - or symbolising - the road along 
which art has travelled: from elite to popular. However this familiar modern city setting 
is invaded with bizarre images: 'musical notes terribly bored sit on a piano keys', 
'undressed Gioconda stands in her panties on the table, loudly asking for cacao-choix', 11 
white statues 'dressed in their stoniness always stand "in place" 12 invariably correct', and 
a 'wooden janitor dares to laugh'. The grotesque character of these images is obvious: 
Gioconda is a woman pictured in the famous painting by Leonardo da Vinci, the symbol 
and embodiment of art itself Her appearance in a night club is a grotesque animation of 
an image from the portrait, while the way she appears - in panties and asking for an 
alcoholic beverage - is offensive. What was high and sublime in a symbol is trivialised and 
ridiculed by Gioconda's undignified conduct. Statues, as well as musical notes, are 
attributed by the poet with conscious actions and an ability to choose while, in the same 
context, the humanness of a janitor is at best ambivalent, he is a wooden object with no 
trace of emotions. It is plainly visible that the poet synthetised elements customarily 
belonging to different realms and different aesthetic codes, and expressed them in a lingu,a 
which derives from various linguistic resources. The grotesqueness of the presented world 
intensifies to the extent that familiar streets become populated with 'dancing nonsenses' 
while night becomes 'drunk with champagne and lips', imitating the poet's own state - his 
infatuation with Lady Art, and his intoxication 'after a tenth [glass of] Cliquot'. There is 
no explanation, though, why the reality is altered, or that it has been altered at all, for the 
reality is presented in the poem without any awareness of its strangeness. 
for the grotesque - the meaning and imagery. The form of stanzas, punctuation and capitalisation 
of certain words follow the original. Whenever possible, neologisms are invented to obey the poet's 
practice. In this case 'jesiennosC' is derived fromjesien, meaning autumn. 
11 A popular chocolate liqueur in Poland. 
12 Jasietiski, as proposed in Futuristic programmes, 'tried' the linguistic potential of words to the 
utmost. The use of quotation marks implies that the expression is meant in figurative (further 
reinforced by the word 'correct'), and not what would be expected in the context of statues - literal 
sense. 
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In the grotesque world everything is possible, including statues throwing up in the park. 
These very statues which are most readily associated with the concept of art, in J asieri.ski' s 
poem are 'vomiting' - a function in itself of dual significance, referring both to trivial 
physicality and to the sublime, life-saving process of purification. Staying true to his own 
diagnosis expressed in manifestos that 'life and art in Poland are under threat of 
suffocation' unless a 'tracheotomy' can be performed (198), Jasieri.ski prescribes vomiting 
as means for (old) art to purge itself of the harmful toxins of the past. The grotesque 
character of the poem Vomiting Statues is paramount (and tantamount) to the 
precalculated strategy of scandal and shock, and well illustrates statements like the one 
made in the manifesto: 'no one in 1921 may create as before' (211). 
The pattern applied in the Vomiting Statues - the evolution of art from elite to popular 
manifested by the tone of the poem - is echoed among others by Zm rx:zyl mnie j ~k ('I 
Am Tired of Language' 13). Poetry (read: old art) used to be 'a mistress of elegant 
gentlemen', but at present art is democratic, is part oflife and enjoys it together with the 
poet. In the end, nature, art, and the poet are united in the carnival oflife, for, as Jasieri.ski 
proclaimed in the manifesto, 'art is the sap and the joy oflife' (203). 
Jasieri.ski continues his denunciation of the 'old' art in the poem lpecacuana 
(' Ipecacuanha')14 but this time he chooses a different strategy. As perceptively pointed out 
by the editor of the volume, Balcerzan, the poem is a paraphrase of the poem H e3HaKOMKa 
('An Unknown Lady')15 by Aleksander Blok. This information considerably enriches the 
scope for the interpretation of Jasieri.ski' s poem. In his own poem Blok, a leading Russian 
Symbolist 'discerns his former ideal in a lone and enigmatic woman of the night in a 
13 Translation as in Carpenter 1983:30. 
14 
'Jpecacuanha - the root of South American shrub used as emetic and purgative'(Concise 
Oxford Dictionary 1992:626). As in the previous poem, Vomiting Statues, this title is also 
deliberately chosen by the author, immediately to sensitise the reader to its grotesque content. As 
Harpham points out, 'the issue of titles or naming can be crucial to the grotesque' (1982: 12). 
15 In some sources translated as The Stranger. 
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tavern' as Evelyn Bristol put it (in Moser 1992:417) - an understanding embraced by 
Jasietiski. By imitating Blok, Jasietiski engages in a polemic, both stating his own 
viewpoint and mocking not only Blok personally but the whole Modernist movement, of 
which Symbolism was a part. Blok, even if threading into the realm of the grotesque, 
builds his idea of art through esoteric symbolic imagery. Dim lights and misty darkness 
create a backdrop for the sudden appearance of a mysterious young lady enshrouded in 
silk. The poet's consciousness floats between reality and dream. At one moment the 
woman is 'untouchable' - a symbol ofideal beauty, and the next moment she is a drunken 
monster - nbRHoe llyooeuUJe. 16 J asietiski takes up the polemic with the most famous of 
Russian Symbolists by ridiculing his poetics through an allusion to vomiting, effectively 
demonstrating in this way his disgust with overly-aesthetic and decadent Modernism. He 
uses a number of means that the grotesque puts at his disposal. His grotesque becomes 
more brutal than that of Blok, starting with an exploitation of the ambiguity oflanguage 
itself Pleasant to the ear, the unusual word 'ipecacuanha' stands, in fact, for an 'exotic 
bush, the roots of which are used to induce vomiting' (Balcerzan in Jasietiski 1972:5; see 
also footnote 14). Jasietiski uses the word in his poem twice, first as the title, in the sense 
just elucidated, second, as its last word, in the completely incongruous context: 
A wiecz6r by/em maleliki ... 
Plakalem w kEJciku do rana 
0 smutnej niebieskiej Pani 
Z oczami jak ipecacuana ... (1972:7) 
And in the evening I was little ... 
I cried in the corner till morning 
About the sad blue Lady 
With eyes like ipecacuanha ... 
We may also note that the last stanza shows a sudden change in tone, from the ironically 
polemic to the outrightly mocking. This becomes especially evident in a close comparison 
with Blok' s poem. For Blok 'the blue and bottomless eyes' of his mysterious lady 'flower 
16 Blok, A 'He3HaKOMKa' in Selected Poems. Oxford, 1972:90-91. 
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on the far away shore', seducing the poet and inviting him to come and discover in them 
the secrets of art. 17 In J asietiski' s poem the eyes of the lady form an incongruous conection 
with the emetic plant, pointing out the elusiveness, or even the emptiness of the symbolic 
imagery used by Blok. 
The poem Jpecacuanha is marked by distinctive imagery: ladies in foxes, ladies made of 
velvet and silk, and the froggy gaze of gentlemen ( 'Siedzieli w krzeslach panowie, Patrzyli 
wzrokiem inbim ... '),as well as a 'creamy boredom' and a 'night with breasts', belong to 
the real world - or do they? The implied narrator, the poet, is not sure himself: '(perhaps 
it's only my dream ... )' 18 he doubts in the second line of the first stanza, echoing - or 
mocking - Blok. The ambivalence is sustained; the narrator - the poet - as a source of 
information proves unreliable and the reader is left to figure out the plausibility of 
presented characters and events alone. Of course, it can be argued that the poem as a 
whole is a metaphor, and images, even if grotesque, refer to reality only through their 
symbolic relevance. But the word 'perhaps' successfully rebuffs the metaphor, and places 
the poem entirely in the realm of the grotesque. 
Although this study focuses on the grotesque imagery and other devices which make the 
work grotesque - and the prosody is seldom one of them - here an exception should be 
made in order to show that Jasietiski's attack on the 'old art' is total. To achieve the 
desired effect, he manipulates the versification to the point of compromising its poetic 
value. J asietiski, who on many occasions was praised for his exceptional virtuosity in using 
even the most difficult metric forms, 19 makes lpecacuanha his only poem having the 
tediously monotonous rhythm of a beggar's ballade: seven and eight syllable, four-verse 
17 Compare with He3HGKOMKa: 'lf O'IU cuHue 6e300HHble Ifeemym Ha Oa.rtbHeM 6epezy. B Moeu 
O)'Ule Jte:JK:Um coKpoeuUJe, lf KJtJO'I nopy'leH moJtbKO MHef' (Blok 1972:91) 
18 (A moZe mi tylko Sni si y. .. ) Jasieriski puts in parenthesis, which definitely draws attention to this 
particular statement. Compare with the similar line in Blok's poem: lf Ka:JK:obzu ee'tep, e 'lac 
HG3Ha'leHHblU {lf!lb 3mO mOJtbKO CHUmCR MHe?) (1992:90). 
19 Jasieriski's achievements in prosody are discussed among others by Balcerzan (1968) and 
Kolesnikoff (1982:42-51). 
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stanzas with the regular rhythm of three accented syllables in each line, and regular rhyme 
abab. 20 This monotonous prosodic routine is matched by repetitions of certain lines, for 
instance: 'I read rhythmical verses', 'Rhythmical stanzas I read', 'in my mind Skryabin 
wandered around. .. ' (emphasis added). The penultimate stanza, composed of almost 
identical lines, brings the atmosphere of dullness to its culmination: 
I bylo wszystko, jak wsz¢zie. 
I bylo wszystko, jak dzisiaj. 
I by/a w trzecim rz¢zie 
Pani w niebieskim lisie. (1972:6) 
And everything was, like everywhere. 
And everything was, like today. 
And in the third row there was 
A lady in blue fox. 
After reading routinely rhythmic verses for the same lethargic audience, and hearing the 
'steady splashing21 of [their] hands', the poet has enough of boredom in the form of a 
fleshy and shapeless malignant tumour, 'sarcoma', destroying art. He breaks the spell of 
the melodramatic monotony of Symbolism by 'breaking the moon' and having an affair 
with night, whose 'breasts are bulging', reminding the poet of his first love. A pattern of 
change in tone from semi-serious to clownish tomfoolery, noted in previous poems, is 
repeated here. Monotonous and decadent art, which until now served the decadent elite, 
is transformed into a vivacious participant in the poet's happiness. Although in the last two 
stanzas the pattern of rhyme remains the same, the rhythm of the regular three stressed 
syllables is interrupted by the occasionally added fourth stress, and sentences are broken 
into short dynamic statements. The system of versification used in this poem thus becomes 
a part of the message the poet intends to convey, and a part of his fervent attack on the 
old art. It aims to show that the poetic style used by the Symbolists perpetuates monotony 
and boredom and its use for the modern poet is strictly limited to a parody. 
20 It parodies Blok' s only slightly more complex versification: ten and eight syllable. 
21 In the original: Pluskali miarowo w rrce -unusual use of the verb pluskac(to splash), instead 
of klaskac (to applaud) emphasises routine, rather than enthusiasm. 
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After mocking and even ridiculing 'old' art, the poet arrives at the point at which he has 
to be more specific regarding the issue of new art. The poems I Am Tired of Language and 
To Futurists are thus directed toward the present and the future. Jasietiski again turns to 
vivid grotesque imagery, exceeding by far the limits necessary for the clarity of the 
message he wants to convey. This makes clear that the poet is already comfortable with 
the device of the grotesque even at this early stage in his creative career, and is determined 
to turn it into a powerful tool of expression, uniquely his own. Continuing his 
preoccupation with matters of art, in I Am Tired of Language Jasietiski boasts that he is 
capable of writing like other great artists, but in accordance with his earlier theoretical 
pronouncements in manifestos he promises to create 'new art, the art ofblack cities. It will 
be strong like vodka and tasty like a gingerbread.' This simple message is delivered 
through elaborate means such as irony, comparisons built on provocative imagery, 
metaphors - frequently used in their primary, that is literal meaning - street jargon, 
common expressions, and intricate inversions. The poet tells his audience that he is tired 
and bored with 'Niagaras of all the tongues'. He brags that he can build 'cathedrals and 
brothels with words', and assures his audience that he knows words which are 'as swift 
as roe-deer'. He can be calm and savage, passionate and sophisticated, but being at 'the 
crossroad of epochs' he stands now 'cynical, with a cigarette in mouth'. In his apartment 
he has 'wallpapers [made] of poems and poems [made] of wallpapers'. Down with this art, 
he exclaims, admitting that today he wants to glorify 'black', ignorant and common boors. 
Both the technique and the theme of the poem I Am Tired of Language is developed 
further in another poem addressed To Futurists. It is a poetic 'manifesto' which 
summarises Jasietiski's theory about new art. Playing with words, through puns and 
inversions, he threateningly rebuffs old philosophers and art of the past: 
Jui nas znudzili Platon i Plotyn, 
i Charlie Chaplin, i, czary chapel -
rytmicznym szczfidem wszystkich gilotyn 
piszyten ape!. (1972:51) 
We are bored by now with Plato and Plotinus, 
and Charlie Chaplin, and, mysteries of chapels -
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with a rhythmic clang of all the guillotines 
I am writing this appeal. 
'Life in its logicality became demonic and illogical' he said in the manifesto, offering a cure 
and a solution to this 'ghetto oflogicality' by making the public aware that 'life is a ballet 
of possibilities and revelations'. His poetry will bring a 'deluge of miracles and surprises' 
- he promises (204). The poem To Futurists consolidates theory and practice through the 
grotesque representation of life in a city: 
Dziwy po mie.SCie skaczEJ}uipierwsze, 
zza krat park6w rzeihy wylai!J, 
kobiety w 167kach skandu}EJ wiersze 
i chodzEJ z niebieskEJ twarzEJ. 
Po cztery glowy ma kaZdy z nas. 
Przestrach nad miastem zawisnEJ niemy. 
Poezja 
z rur sir:wydziela 
jak gaz. (1972:51) 
First wonders are bouncing already in town, 
sculptures are creeping in parks from behind iron bars, 
women in beds scan poems 
and walk blue-faced. 
Each of us has four heads. 
Mute fear hangs over the city. 
Poetry 
diffuses from pipes 
as gas. 
The poet fears the worst: 'We all shall be destroyed', but soon his faith in the future leads 
him to herald the new order: 
Zn6w b(Xlzie wiosna raz tylko na rok 
i jedno slolice w niebo sir:wkro.SCi. 
Jaktynk 
obleci ze S\Viata 
barok 
poetyczno.SCi. (1972:53) 
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Again spring will return for once in a year only 
And only one sun will pimple22 itself in the sky. 
Baroque 
of poeticality 
will fall of the world 
like a plaster. 
'Labels' put on words by previous poets need to be ripped off to reveal real life. 
Idziemy 
wydrzec z lawy meta/or 
twarz 
rysuj l:JCIJ si fJ 
Swiata. (1972:54) 
We are going 
to tear out from the lava of metaphors 
emergmg 
face 
of the World. 
The tone of the poem is serious; it deals with serious issues, close to the poet's heart. 
The lyrical 'I' relinquishes his artistic vocation and declares unity with the crowd: 'Let 
poets go to heaven. I am with you.' He refuses to be lured by the beauty of romantic 
landscapes: 
Promo siywdzi(X:zy chmurek rokoko, 
na plafon nieba rzucone bazie. 
Niko go wi (X:ej ksi yzyc - gonokok 
t~knotlj nocy nie zarazi. (1972:53) 
Clouds rococo gives its airs and graces in vain, 
catkin thrown over the plafond23 of the sky. 
No longer will the moon-gonococcus 
infect us with the longing for night. 
22 i jedno slolice w niebo si y wkro.SCi - wkro.SCi is a neologism derived from krosta, meaning 'a 
pimple' but is used as a verb 'to pimple' itself into something. 
23 French for ceiling, especially one enriched with paintings. (Concise Oxford Dictionary 1992) 
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Instead, he will pull like 'a magician' out of his fellow-poet's head what we may call the 
ingredients of contemporaneity: 
[ . .] 
do my, 
okryty, 
ksi{:iyce 
i dragi, 
kobiet{: z dzieckiem, 
flagi wszystkich nacji, 
bezcenne slowa po dolarze karat. (1972:53) 
[ ... ] 
houses, 
ships, 
moons 
and dredges, 
a woman with child, 
flags of all nations, 
priceless words for one dollar carat 
Taken as a whole, the above quotation is in the end a bizarre arrangement ofincompatible 
items, incompatible because in their own right they belong to distinct, independent 
categories and yet they are listed together in random order and without any elucidating 
explanation, illustrating that mental 'jump through the void and salto mortale' advocated 
by Jasietiski. Even if to a conventional mind such a list seems illogical, in the incongruous, 
grotesque world ruled by the laws ofits own intrinsic logic it assumes definite significance. 
This unorthodox synthesis of diverse items reflects the true nature of the modem world, 
and designates novel parameters ofits new beauty. It firmly and aptly illustrates J asietiski' s 
belief that the ultimate shape and character of the modem world is derived from a 
summary of incompatibilities, which in its essence renders it grotesque. This peculiar 
compilation of objects, concepts, people, and nature is at once a quaint allegory of modem 
life, and the grotesquely symbolic representation of its diverse aspects, served to the 
audience without any discriminating intervention ofreason. Technically, the poem shows 
affinity with another artistic movement gaining prominence at that time, namely 
Surrealism. It also makes use ofits artistic means. Surrealism, seen as an artistic method, 
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may be taken as a mutation of the modem grotesque. 24 The poet presents himself as an 
agent able to gain access to the 'subconscious depths of the human mind and bring [its 
elements] to the surface, by expressing them in forms or words with a suitable symbolic 
apparatus'. At least, such are characteristics of literary Surrealism in the view of the 
conservateur-en-chef of the Louvre, Germain Bazin. 25 Another reason to look at this poem 
in the context of Surrealism is its visual aspect. The poem recalls a profoundly grotesque 
surrealistic painting, by Salvador Dali26 perhaps, or even more closely to the Slavonic 
background, paintings by Franciszek Starowieyski, the modem Polish surrealist. The 
information contained in the immediately preceding fragment completes that picture: the 
poet-magician orders his friend, Anatol Stem, to lie down, so that the former can perform 
artistic tricks on him. After breaking his skull with a hammer ( whereafter 'rats will clamber 
on it'), he promises to pull out of his head those very artefacts of reality quoted above. 
The 'reality' aspect is heightened by the authentic name of a real person; the description 
of a gruesome act involving his friend is a prank played on Stern by Jasietiski, a sadistic 
image of the split head aims to shock the audience, but this kind of black humour - a 
'perverse glee', as Mc Elroy would say - announces Jasietiski's curiosity about the 
gruesome side of existence, which frequently colours his grotesque. But not only that. 
Reducing the source of J asietiski' s grotesque to his interest in morbidity would deny any 
deeper meaning to his poetry. Surrealism, with which J asietiski experiments here, enforces 
the theoretical significance of this poem as one which attacks logic and rationalism. The 
24 See:' Surrealism can be subsumed within the grotesque as one of its varieties' (Karlinsky 
1976:123). The application of the concept of the grotesque to Surrealism is also discussed by 
Kayser, including important differences ( 1981: 168-173). Futurism is only an artistic movement, 
while Surrealism has a dual meaning: it is both a movement which started in 1920 as a continuation 
of Dadaism, and a method of presenting the world. It is this method, where its proximity to the 
grotesque is noted. Regarding the interrelation between Futurism and Surrealism, Anatol Stem 
pointed out that although Dadaism was foreign to Futurists as a philosophy in its total and absolute 
negation of everything, in practice, both movements, especially in the earlier period of Futurism, 
were showing similar tendencies (1964:46-50). 
25 A History of Art from Prehistoric Times to the Present. New York, 1958:475. 
26 For example, his painting Burning Giraffe, especially the image of empty drawers sticking out 
of the leg of a frontal figure, may be interpreted by means of different concepts which everybody 
can 'fill in' according to their own ideas. 
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poem invites its readers to explore new mysteries of existence, to discover its new kind 
of beauty. 
The Artist and the Mob 
Eo:J1Ce, I/mo 3a :JICU3Hb Hawa!- Be'iHblU pa30op Me'imb1 
c CYUfeCm6eHHOCmblO. 
'Oh, God, what a life! - eternal discord between the 
dream and reality.' 
(Gogol: Nevsky Prospekt) 
Jasietiski demanded that in terms of form and content the new art must be consonant with 
the times or, more specifically, it must be 'synthetic', 'concise' and 'mind-blowing'. His 
views clearly accord with important aspects of the grotesque. The synthetic character of 
the grotesque is almost self-explanatory, for the grotesque joins together various, even 
incompatible elements. The effectiveness of the grotesque in marrying brevity of form with 
multiple meaning was proved by many artists who used this device in their work. Last but 
not least, exploiting the emotions of the audience, the grotesque inevitably ends in shaking 
our beliefin order and harmony; it is the raison d'etre of the grotesque artist to persuade 
us that life in its never-ending mutation is full of surprises. 
In terms of the essence of art, however, Jasietiski insisted that it must be 'human, that is 
for the people; it must be mass, democratic and universal' (203). Jasietiski epitomised his 
idea of human art in slogans: 'Artists, take to the streets!' and 'Everybody can be an 
artist!'. (203-204) As time passed and he experienced more and more problems with his 
audience, he became tom between his ideals and harsh reality. Difficulty in coping with the 
latter gave rise to a number of grotesque motifs in his poetry. Jasietiski's concept of 
human art embraces its creator as well as its recipient. Initially the artist is a young self-
assured egocentric, ahead of others. In the title poem of his first small collection of 1921 
he wrote: 
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ldy mlody, genialny, niosy BUT w BUTONIERCE, 
Tym co za mnq. nie zdq.iq. echopowiem: - Adieu! - ( 1972:25) 
I walk forward, young, ingenious, carrying a SHOE IN THE BUTTONHOLE, 
To those who cannot keep up with me I will echo:27 - Adieu! -
But growing artistically and developing a better understanding of life, Jasietiski realised 
that modern artists have to reckon with an emerging new force, the 'enlightened 
proletariat'. Since the only justification for living is labour, artists can no longer be high 
priests or prophets, but are obliged instead to validate their 'pa,rticipation in life' through 
hard work (201) - he wrote in one of his manifestos. Building an original analogy, he said 
that artists are 'workers' who differ from rank-and-file proletarians only in that the tool 
of their trade is the word: they are 'miners, who drill tunnels in the rocks of 
contemporaneous consciousness' (223). But the events ofreal life infused with a dose of 
cruelty verified his youthful self-confidence, showing him how difficult it is to achieve the 
ultimate goal. Futuristic soin~es often ended in defeat; 'the crowd' either detested or 
entirely ignored the Futurists. Their behaviour and dress code was often considered 
offensive, to say the least, while their poems were rejected as irrelevant and too difficult 
for the uneducated masses - the public responded to their provocative tactics with anger 
and violence, it refused to get futurised. 28 The Futurists must have realised at some point 
that they were not part of the 'crowd', not even ahead of it, but rather above it. The 
constant tussle between the autocratic concept of a prophet and the democratic concept 
of an artist as one of the crowd, a commoner, is evident in Jasietiski' s poetry, and is made 
27 Balcerzan interprets the meaning of the neologism echopowiem, created from echo+ the verb 
powiem 'to say' in the following way: 'the neologism can mean: I will say it like an echo; I will say 
it and go away so fast that you will only hear the echo of my voice' (in Jasieriski 1972:25). The 
capitalisation of the phrase 'BUT w BUTONIERCE' warns the reader about the possibility of 
alternative interpretations, however. While in the literal sense a shoe in the buttonhole is rather an 
outlandish image, in the quoted line it can also be interpreted: I am carrying the volume of my 
poetry (it was published in 1921 under the same title); my poetry is as shocking as the image used 
for the title, and so on. The implications of these three words and the way they are written in this 
poem are multifold. Kolesniko:ff in her book on Jasieriski describes some of the different techniques 
the poet uses in his 'play with words'(l982:27-3 l). 
28 See: Strachocki Spotkanie z Futurystami ('Meeting with the Futurists') and Wat, Wspomnienia 
of Futury?mie, ('Recalling Futurism'), both in Jaworski (1992:308-313; 313-327, respectively). 
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explicit in the poem To Futurists. There the author at one stage expresses the wish to be 
united with and accepted by people: 'I am with you', but almost immediately afterwards 
he evokes an image of a poet-martyr, based on an autobiographical allusion, and 
deliberately juxtaposes images of an 'enraged' crowd and a 'defenceless' poet: 
czekajcie, twarze te skips znaml 
to tlum ten sam, 
kt6ry we mnie w zakopanem 
rozjuszony w bezbronnego ciskaljajka i cegly. (1972:92) 
wait, I know these faces! 
it is the same crowd, 
that in zakopane, 29 
enraged, at the defenceless threw eggs and bricks. 
The incident in question had apparently taken place in the mountain resort Zakopane at 
the very beginning ofJasietiski's Futuristic career. The incident, verified also by his fellow 
Futurists30 is related in detail by Jasietiski in the Expose: 
In August 1921 in Zakopane, returning home from a soiree where I had been reading my 
best poetry, I was accompanied along the whole of Krup6wki Boulevard [ ... ] by the 
listeners who threw stones at me, large enough to split in half the head of an average, and 
even an above-average mortal (unfortunately it was too dark),31 I thought that the 
judgement of our elite public, expressed summarily after the recital, was generally ... too 
flattering for me. In 1921 lapidation was certainly not one of my ambitions. (1972:219) 
By using the Biblical term 'lapidation', Jasietiski put himself again on a level with martyrs, 
and through this concept of martyrdom the case of Christ becomes immediately relevant. 
29 Zakopane is a small town in the Tatra mountains region not far from Cracow. In accordance 
with Futuristic poetics Jasietiski frequently writes proper names with lower case letters.The 
translation retains the lower case of the original text. 
30 See also: Wat, Recalling Futurism (in Jaworski 1992:320). Judging by the frequency with 
which Jasietiski recalls this incident, we may assume that it was of paramount importance to him. 
The fact that he wanted to serve people and that he kept being rejected was one of the most painful 
characteristics of his artistic career. 
31 The irony intended; in the original: (niestety, bylo zbyt ciemno). 
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The essence of the poet's suffering lies in the fact that his 'best' poetry is brutally rejected, 
in the same way as Christ's offer to deliver people from their sins. The way in which 
Jasienski builds the poet-Christ analogy shows his vulnerability to critical opinion and 
throws light on his sensitive nature. Compelled to create in accordance with his artistic 
intuition he could not bear rejection; on the other hand, when the audience applauded him, 
he attacked them with disdain:32 
a w o§wietlonej sali tow. higienicznego 
histeryczne studentki i gawied:i 
oklaskuj11 ziewaJIJC'l estrad~ 
[ . .] 
twarze krwilJ im zachwytu nabiegly 
nalane. (1972:92) 
when in a well-lit hall of the soc. ofhygiene33 
hysterical female students and a mob 
applaud the bored artists, 
[ ... ] 
their pudding faces are shot with the blood 
of ecstasy. 
This indecisiveness in choosing a role for the artist, either being one of the crowd or its 
prophet, is borne out by the fact that both appear attractive to the poet. Becoming a 
popular tribune, apart from being in line with his 'leftist' sympathy for the downtrodden, 
promised the immediate reward of wide acclaim: 'we will surface on the waves of your 
arms and your shoulders' as he said in the poem Hostages (60), while being a prophet, 
although artistically more inspiring, meant suffering and isolation. 
32 See the Expose ... : 'The public was thus unjust, thinking that I do not appreciate its rOle in my 
creative development. On the contrary, I see it as a constant regulator of my creativity, something 
of a safety valve which regulates the value of the work produced by myself.' The message 
disguised in the sarcastic and ambiguous tone of this paragraph is: I must not write what the public 
likes. This contradiction in Jasieri.ski 's attitude to his audience is noted by Dziamowska (1992 :6 7-
70). 
33 According to the information provided by Balcerzan, the Society of Hygiene in Warsaw 
frequently rented out its hall for Futuristic literary soirees (in Jasieri.ski 1972:92). 
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The most immediate prophetic figure is that of Christ. Thus, in a number of poems, 
J asietiski explicitly identifies with Christ, implying that he considers artists to be more than 
mere teachers; he wants them also to be saviours whose role is to liberate or even redeem 
people. In I Am Tired of Language he promises: 'I will create for you the new art ... !' 
which in the context of his Futuristic programmes means: 'I will save you.' The 
subsequent cry: Tlumie, cos mnie okrEJiyl i chcial bic laskami ('People, you, who 
surrounded me and wanted to beat me up with your walking sticks') means 'you have 
rejected me'. The lofty tone and syntactic similarity of this evocation imitates a well-
known Polish religious Easter song, which begins with Christ's rhetorical question-
reproach: Ludu m6j, ludu, c6i:em ci uczynil? ('People, my people, what [wrongs] have I 
done to you?'). 
It should be mentioned at this point that, as Jaworski rightly notes, the avant-garde as a 
rule was secular (1992:67) and the image of Christ, recurring in Jasietiski's poetry, does 
not contradict this statement. Christ is a symbol ofinnocence, generosity, forgiveness and 
redemption, hence its appeal to the humanist in Jasietiski. But he was aware that the idea 
of Christ is in itself ambivalent, for Christ is both God and man. As an archetypal image 
of human suffering, the image of Christ was particularly appealing to the poet's 
imagination, but when identified with the institution of God, Christ was unequivocally 
rejected, and Christ's ultimate goodness and justice was questioned again on humanitarian 
grounds, especially when it was identified with the hierarchy of the Church. 
Anarchistically-inclined Futurists were eager to reject any old structures and institutions, 
especially those that were instrumental in the oppression of the masses, if not directly, then 
through covering up for the oppressors. These overtones sound prominently in a number 
of poems, and a quotation from A Song about Hunger illustrates the point: 
a wieczorem 
z czarnego oszalalego miasta, 
z katedry, 
ciemnymi zaulkami w8r6d "7iew6w i 5Wistu 
w pole plaszcza kry}EJC twarz 
uciekal chrystus, 
gdy nagle tlum go na placu 
dopadl 
pochwycili go za r~e, 
zawlekli. 
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czarni obdarci ludzie od kielni i lopat. 
zaci<Jgneli krzyczEJeego, 
boso, 
na r6g, 
na miejscu samosf}d. 
kucharki zachrypni('Je podnosily pi¢ci: 
- za nasz krzywdy! 
- za nasze c6rki, co si ¥ poszly po hotelach lajdaczy6! 
- za nasze stare zharowane matki! 
- za nasz<J hanby przeplakanych m<Jk, 
- za kt6rf/S dzwonkiem zagluszal i karmil oplatkiem! 
kulakami, laskami, zabili, zatlukli. 
poturbowane, um~zone cialo 
upadlo pod razami spracowanych r<Jk. (1972:90-91) 
and at night 
out of the black mad city, 
out of the cathedral, 
along dark alleys amidst the chanting and zip [of bullets] 
hiding his face in the skirts of his coat 
christ was running away, 
when suddenly the crowd caught up with him 
on the square. 
they snatched his hands, 
they grabbed him. 
clothed in rags black people from trowels and shovels. 
they dragged him screaming, 
barefoot, 
to the corner, 
instant mob law. 
cooks with hoarse voices were wielding fists: 
- for our suffering! 
- for our daughters, that prostitute themselves in second-rate hotels! 
- for our old, exhausted mothers! 
- for the shame of our despair, 
- which you silenced with the bell and fed with a wafer! 
with fists, sticks, they killed him, clubbed him to death. 
[his] battered, tortured body 
fell down under the blows of toil-worn hands. 
Christ is identified here with the institution of the Church through the reference to Holy 
Communion, and his death is politicised: it is presented not as an act signifying the 
redemption of all people but as a retaliation for suffering, retaliation justified by the 
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persecuted and pathetic existence of the masses. Jasietiski's dual attitude to Christ is in its 
essence grotesque, for he cannot reconcile in his image a man, the elevated symbol of 
martyrdom ('battered, tortured body'), and God, the eternal symbol of tyranny. 
Jasietiski's indecisiveness in delineating his own role as an artist is matched by his 
ambivalent attitude to the addressee, namely to the poet's audience. The audience is thus 
a two-faced creature, one of whose faces belongs to a crowd of people and the other to 
the repulsive 'mob'. Initially, the poet is eager to identify with the first face: he woos the 
people with promises to lead them to the future, to create a new art for them, to glorify 
them. In the manifesto he embraces 'the new people whom the World War has thrown to 
the surface, and who are not infected yet by the lues34 of civilisation'. On behalf of all 
Futurists he extends a 'brotherly hand' to them (207). As a poet, Jasietiski is both 
sympathetic to the 'nameless, starved-to-death millions of city dwellers' (78), and 
nauseated by the 'sore tumour of the crowd' (26), or, as he put it elsewhere, the 'black, 
ignorant and uneducated' mob of boors (49). In the poem I Am Tired of Language he 
addresses 'an ecstatic crowd', seeing in it a school oflife and an inspiration for himself: 
Rrce wasze potworne, pokrrcone palce, 
Gigantyczne, czerwone, obro5ni{ie macki, 
[ . .] 
wircej m6wiEJ mi jedne niicaly Slowacki! (1972:49) 
Your monstrous hands, twisted fingers, 
Gigantic, red, hairy tentacles, 
[ ... ] 
tell me more than the whole of Slowacki!35 
In the poem Hostages he places his trust in the crowd as an agent that will elevate artists 
and give them fame: 
34 lues venerea - syphilis. 
35 Juliusz Slowacki (1809-1849) one of Poland's greatest Romantic poets. 
Przyjdzie dzieli twoj -
o tlumie! 
[ . .] 
Wyplyniemy 
na falach twoich ramion 
i bar twych - (1972:60) 
Your day will come -
oh crowd! 
[ ... ] 
We will surface 
on the waves of your arms 
and your shoulders -
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But, directed at the future, Jasietiski's apotheosis of the masses is undermined by the 
repulsive imagery he employs, and this prevents us from seeing his commitment to the 
leftist ideology as fully formed at this stage. At one point it looks as if the distinction 
between the 'crowd' and the 'mob' is clear, the former being associated with the working 
masses and the latter with the class most despised by the poet, the crowd of middle-class 
townsmen who threw eggs, stones and bricks at the 'prophets' of the new art during their 
recitals. But Jasietiski' s consistently applied strategy of contradiction more often than not 
makes his representation of the masses equivocal. In the same context, in the same line, 
standing side by side, are words which in a conventional text are not seen together, for 
they refuse to form a coherent whole. The most conspicuous in its mixture of abuse and 
admiration is the following stanza from I Am Tired of Language: 
0 ekstatyczny tlumie iarty przez syjilis I 
Zaropiale, cuchmµ:e, owrzodzone bydlo! 
Kiedy w czarnym pochodzie nade mnEJ siyschylisz? 
Wszystko mniyjuizm~zylo i wszystko obrzydlo! (1972:49) 
Oh ecstatic mob,36 devoured by syphilis! 
Suppurating, noisome, ulcerated cattle! 
When will you lean over me in your black procession? 
Everything tired me out, everything became disgusting! 
36 In Polish: tlum; according to a Polish-English dictionary it means both crowd and mob (J. 
Stanislawski, Podr~zny slownik polsko-angielski. Warszawa, 1981) 
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Despite the lexicon of abuse exploited in the first two lines, the poet longs to be noticed 
by this crowd - 'when you will lean over me?' is an imploration, for he knows that only 
the crowd is able to 'carry him on the wave of its arms' to fame and glory. The rapid 
change in tone from abuse to a humble request leaves the reader flabbergasted and almost 
helpless in confrontation with the last line of this stanza. How should we interpret it? Is 
it the confession of an unhappy person or the whining of a spoiled child, or perhaps the 
words of someone who has reached his wits' end? This ambivalence is exactly the aim of 
the mischievous grotesque discourse - to prevent the reader from being indifferent. The 
'enormous black mass, terrifying and magnificent' (50), though alluring and indispensable, 
arouses the poet's disgust. His attitude to the crowd is provocative, he woos it, seeks its 
admiration, and at the same time antagonises it through the use of outrageously abusive 
terminology. In the end, most of references to the crowd in J asietiski' s poetry are infected 
with contradictions: admiration is blended with disgust, triviality with exaltation. The 
terminology which contextualises the crowd in his poetry is ominous, especially where the 
poet alludes, through images of blood and revolution, to the mob as an upcoming potent 
social and political force. This comes through in the disquieting overtones of the poem I 
Am Tired of Language: 
[ . .] 
tlum czarny si(: przewala jak olbrzymi wq~ 
zapladnia}EJC brzuchate, tlustopierine samki. 
B(Xiq rodzic pod plotem, pod pr6g, byle gdzie 
malutkich czarnych ludzi sine od bole!fci 
[ . .] 
Wylejecie zatorem za rogatki bram 
olbrzymia czarna masa, straszna i wspaniala, 
i sto tysirx:y pifknych, wypieszczonych dam 
odda wam swoje biale i pachnEJCe ciala. 
Rozsypiecie si(: morzem wielobarwnym, pstrym, 
na wszystko spadnie z gory wasz miai.d±EJCy mlotek 
i pociqgnie za wami popielaty dym 
z tysiqcletnich wszechnic i czarnych bibliotek, 
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Chod:icie, Chod:icie tu wszyscy! PIJSowi! We krwi! 
0 Tlumie! 0 Motlochu! Tytanie! Narodzie! 
[ . .] (1972:49-51) 
[ ... ] 
Black crowd is pulsating37 like a giant snake, 
inseminating big-bellied, fat-breasted females. 
Blue from the pain, they will give birth to little black people 
near fences, on house thresholds, anywhere. 
[ ... ] 
Enormous black mass, terrifying and magnificent, 
you will pour out of the city's gates 
and one hundred thousand beautiful, delicate ladies 
will offer their white and fragrant bodies to you. 
You will scatter like a gaudy, multicoloured sea, 
your smashing hammer will fall over everything 
and grey ash smoke will follow you 
from the thousand years old universities and black libraries. 
Come! Come all of you! Crimson! In blood! 
Oh Crowd! Oh Mob! Titan! Nation! 
[ ... ] 
The 'crowd/mob', a sociological phenomenon, is captured by the poet in a crucial 
historical moment, in its process of becoming a mass, and assuming the significance of a 
political phenomenon. But Jasieri.ski's attitude to it is clearly divided; being a young 
enthusiastic Futurist, he admires it wholeheartedly while as an educated intellectual 
brought up in petty-bourgeois milieu he fears its elemental brute power. 
'Life in its constant strenuous mutation ... ' 
Critics who recognise grotesque elements in Jasieri.sk:i's poetry (for instance Kolesnikoff 
1982; Carpenter 1983), look to Balcerzan for justification of their views. In the 
introduction to his volume ofJasieri.sk:i's poetry, Balcerzan offers a theory that according 
37 In the original: tlum czarny si~ przewala jak olbrzymi w~i; przewala si~- colloquial. 
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to the principle of 'attraction of opposites', elements of the two opposing concepts of art, 
namely Futurism and Expressionism, were in the end, permeating one another and 
'dissimilarities were growing similar'. Balcerzan maintains that: 
The expressionistic point of departure could lead to Futuristic effects, meaning that in an 
artistic portrayal the deformed matter was starting to live autonomously, that from the 
chaos a new order of things was developing. And vice versa, the Futuristic point of 
departure could lead to Expressionistic solutions. 'Spirit' degraded and 'humiliated' by 
matter could become reborn in that matter and impose on it a new, almost 'mystic' sense. 
In effect Jasieriski' s Futurism was, indeed, sometimes expressionistic. (In Jasieriski 
1972:LV) 
Balcerzan raises an important point, although his argument is not developed nor it is 
adequately illustrated with relevant examples. From the point of view of the grotesque 
aspect in J asieri.ski' s writing, however, it deserves further attention. Indeed, the tension 
between the two aesthetics, Futuristic and Expressionistic, 38 is continuously present, not 
only in the poetry, but even in many ofJasieri.ski's later works, especially The Ball of the 
Mannequins and The Nose. The grotesque frequently has its source in that tension. 
Characterising Expressionism in the introduction to his anthology of avant-garde 
movements, Jaworski writes that it 'acknowledges crisis, opposes reality, and voices the 
antagonistic relationship between spirit and matter' (1992:36). He says that the rebellion 
promoted by the Expressionists was social, moral and intellectual in its character. It was 
directed at a society whose norms destroyed individuality and spiritual values and ordered 
them to hide under the mask of convention. In building their vision of the new world, the 
Expressionists reached out to the mythic beginnings and ideals of a primitive commune. 
Judging by its most frequent themes - the horror of war, a dilapidated and demoralised 
urban environment, and oppressive civilisation (see Jaworski 1992: 3 6) - Expressionism 
was in its essence pessimistic, negative, and focused on the past and present. Futurism, on 
38 For Jasieriski there was no contradiction in what is said here. In principle, he rejected all artistic 
schools in his own unique way: 'Cubism, Expressionism, Primitivism, Dadaism outbid all -isms. 
The only remaining option as an artistic current is onanism' (210). Choosing freedom and artistic 
intuition he could create in a way he himself deemed fit, not having to worry about schools and 
trends. Futurism was for him a state of consciousness (see Chapter III). 
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the contrary, was essentially optimistic, positive and future-orientated- such was the tone 
of Jasietiski's manifestos. In his poetry, however, themes vary, but the threatening 
atmosphere is repeatedly enforced by the style and imagery, showing that the poet's 
attitude to the world was akin to that of the Expressionists. This allows us to conclude that 
in theory J asietiski embraced Futurism, but in practice he was much more comfortable with 
Expressionism, especially with its tendency to paint an apocalyptic vision of the world. 
Both aesthetics relied to a large extent on the grotesque as their chief mode of expression, 
although for different reasons. Futurism accepted it as part ofits strategy, Expressionism 
as a mode of representation, in Jaworski's view, includes: 'deformation of reality, 
vehement pronouncements, contrast, dissonance, ugliness'. In poetry Expressionism was 
characterised, he continues, by boldness ofimagery, sometimes even offensive in common 
judgement, by sudden a change of planes, a pathetic, often prophetic, tone. In their poetic 
language the Expressionists emphasised its expressiveness which is why sentences in their 
poems are short, while colours and sounds are vivid (Jaworski 1992:37). For Jasietiski 
Expressionism is a technique which corresponds with his own perception of reality. 
However, it is an artistic convention, which in his application lost essential ties with the 
philosophy which gave birth to it, because it does not have the metaphysical conditioning 
of the movement itself The essence ofJasietiski's grotesque portrayal of the world should 
be seen as rooted both in the Expressionistic dissatisfaction with life and in the Futuristic 
call to rebel against tradition. Moreover, the grotesque granted J asietiski the possibility to 
create a new logic consonant with the times and simultaneously responding to the need to 
shake up the audience. 
In J asietiski' s view life predetermined art, in the sense that the former provided an 
inspiration and, more importantly, the material which artists process into artistic forms. He 
understood life not so much as a notion of being alive but rather as a manner of existence, 
and frequently identified it with reality itself In the Manifesto on Futuristic Poetry he 
wrote: 
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Pochwalamy iycie, kt6re jest wiecznym mozolnym zmienianiem siy- ruch, motioch, 39 
kanalizacjyi Miasto. (1972:214) 
We cherish life in its constant strenuous mutation: movement, mob, sewerage system, and 
City. 
The grotesque underlying this selection intends to shock, but also to tease the public's 
aesthetic taste: a mob, but especially a sewerage system, are the last things one would 
expect to arouse a poets' inspiration. But there is more to it than merely the intention to 
shock. The quotation proves that as an artist J asietiski accepted life as a condition blending 
low with high, trivial with elevated, abstract with tangible. In principle, the eternal goal of 
art is to represent life in its true dimension; focusing only on static self-satisfaction, on the 
lives of the elite, on the spiritual aspects of living in a bucolic sentimentalised setting 
represents, in his view, a falsified image of contemporaneity. The implied message of 
J asietiski' s words is that, in their striving to represent life, artists can no longer ignore 
previously neglected aspects of reality which for him are embodied by the movement, the 
mob and the city. In other words, artists must embrace 'Heraclitean everything', as he put 
it in A Song about Hunger (77). 
Jasietiski wants us to believe that he accepts ('we cherish') and shares the Futuristic cult 
of the city, technology, and civilisation. But his poetry proves the contrary. The image of 
the city which emerges from his poems is identical to the one characterised by Jaworski 
as expressionistic, namely as 'an ugly place, an anthill, where a human being is robbed of 
any individuality' (1992:3 7). Jasietiski himself cried in one of his poems: 
o niewiadomi, bezimienni ludzie, 
zagiodzeni w saharach milionowych miast, 
kt6rym nie miaJ kto podac nawet buiki z masiem. 
o wasze sine, popuchniyte trupy, 
jak o wlasne, 
upomni siy ZClrioczne, wszystkoierne Miasto (1972:78) 
39 In poetry Jasienski used tlum which, as noted, means both crowd and mob. Here, however, he 
uses the definitely pejorative term motioch, meaning: mob, rabble, populace. 
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oh unknown, nameless people, 
starved to death in the saharas of densely populated cities, 
where there is none to offer you a slice of bread with butter. 
the voracious, omnivorous City 
will seek your purple-blue, swollen corpses, 
as if they were its own. 
The reference to the city being a desert becomes a powerful ironic statement that the urban 
crowd is largely faceless and there is no chance of help. For Jasietiski such is the 'City', 
distinguished by the capital letter, which he considers the embodiment of modem life. He 
sees it not as a settlement or magisterial district, but gives it the status of a living organism, 
with face, lungs, hands and excretory system. His city pulsates and suffers; it is a factory 
of people and a crucible. The poet chooses to portray his city in terms of anatomy: the 
pulsating arteries40 of streets (29); tarmac, parched and russet like blood (30); belly of 
cities (30); the black throat of a street (66); ruins grin teeth of blind windows (69); 
voracious, omnivorous City (78); over its black/ace, ploughed with rails, run tears of 
tramways (79, all emphasis added). Being a living organism, the city can suffer. The city, 
and the mob which is both its blood stream (29) and a tumour which rots on its body (26), 
provides Jasietiski with an unfailing source of the grotesque: it is 'stylistic and thematic 
[and] it permeates his imagery' as noted in passing by Carpenter (1983:36). In the poet's 
view it is the character of contemporaneous reality 'on the verge of hallucination' (222) 
and justifies its representation as the intensely gloomy vault concealing 'the tremendous 
secret': 
o, nadzwyczajne wypadki. 
samob6jstwa. podrzucenia. katastrofo. 
kr6tkie spi{ria, tajemnicze poiary. 
czarne strajki, rozstrzelania, napady. 
jaka ogromna kryje siyw was tajemnica. 
nieprzetlumaczalna. 
tajemnica pulsujEJcych miast. 
krzyczy w was ukrzyiowana ulica. 
zyywe, odpreparowane od nask6rka mipw. (1972:77) 
40 The poet speaks of t(:tnice, which in Polish is strictly an anatomical term. 
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oh, extraordinary accidents. 
suicides. abandonments. catastrophes. 
collisions. mysterious fires. 
black strikes, executions, attacks. 
what a tremendous secret is hidden in you. 
untranslatable. 
the secret of pulsating cities. 
your crucified street screams. 
alive, meat cut from the skin. 
It should be mentioned at this point that for Jasietiski 'the city' was Cracow, where he 
came to study. 41 The slow-paced provincial life of this Galician capital was in the grip of 
a demographic crisis caused by the influx of masses migrating in search of the means to 
sustain their existence. A flood of uneducated, unskilled peasants, many of them young 
girls, altered the urban landscape of Cracow, this 'city-mausoleum, a panopticum of 
national mummies' as Jasietiski called it (223). The human tragedy, oozing from every 
corner of this city had a powerful impact on the young poet. Moreover, having a brother42 
studying at the medical school, Jasietiski had access to a mortuary, and perhaps even to 
dissecting-rooms, which further exposed him to the seedy side of human existence, so 
evident in his gruesome imagery and direct reference: 
czarne, natloczone prosektoria 
wyeksploatuj11 wasze zwloki, 
rozdlubilJ resztki waszych cialod ko:fci. (1972:78) 
41 Carpenter attributes Jasienski's 'fascination with the morbid, criminal, and sensational side of 
life' to the literature on the subject, 'especially Russian literature from Dostoevsky to Mayakovsky' 
and not to 'his personal experience' (1983:37). Dziamowska, on the other hand, is adamant that 
it was the peculiar atmosphere of Cracow which supplied the poet with personal experience, which 
she justifies by reference to the content and occasionally even to a form of some of his poems 
( 1982:29-31 ). Obviously, both literary tradition and personal experience played an important role 
in Jasienski's portrayal of the city. It has to be pointed out, however, that in his portrayal of the 
urban environment Jasienski could be equally influenced by Expressionist poetry written in 
German. Dziamowska notes that he knew German and even, as a schoolboy, translated Schiller's 
poems (ibid.: 11, 207). At least two famous Expressionists, Georg Trakl who lived in Galicia for 
a short period, and even wrote a poem about one of its provincial towns, Grodek, and Gottfried 
Benn, could influence Jasienski G. Trakl, Selected Poems. London 1968: 12; for Ben, see A. P. 
Derick Gotfried Ben and his Critics: Major Interpretations 1912-199 2. Drawer 1992. See further 
comments to the image of rats in Jasienski's poetry, in footnote 51 below. 
42 Jerzy, older brother of the poet. 
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black, crowded dissecting-rooms 
will exploit your cadavers, 
will carve the remnants of your flesh from the bones. 
The urban landscape with all its requisites symbolised by the 'movement' (cars, tramways, 
coaches), 'sewage' (accidents, perversion, suicides), 'mob' (crowds of people, lumpen-
proletariat, workers) is for Jasietiski the stage, 'a theatre', where all these requisites 
interact with one another; it is 'a true unadulterated theatre of life, multicoloured, 
Heraclitean everything', which has greater impact on a modem man than the individual 
tragedies of the past: 'I sleep when desdemona is murdered'. The reference to the Greek 
philosopher Heraclitus gains momentum - life is constant change, as in the theatre one 
scene is replaced by another. 43 By analogy with the theatre, life in the city becomes a 
'gratuitous spectacle' for the mob of people who silently watch 'the heavy ballet of death' 
of a horse dying on the pavement (77). 
Jasietiski uses various methods in rendering life grotesque, especially the life in the city. 
In the quotations above, all taken from A Song about Hunger, the grotesque is present in 
the accretion of gruesome details, in morbid imagery, and in the emphasis on all-pervasive 
ambivalence. In the equivocal grotesque world nothing has only one face, thus the city, the 
centre of Jasietiski's universe, apart from being a 'pulsating' and 'omnivorous' monster, 
is at the same time the epitome of human suffering. In Jasietiski's cultural paradigm the 
ultimate suffering is always identified with the crucifixion of Christ, as illustrated inA Song 
about Hunger: 
43 Commenting on heraklitowskie wszystko in the poem, Balcerzan explains that Heraclitus 
represented reality as an 'infinite flux of events, which are in a constant confrontation of opposites' 
(in Jasieri.ski 1972:77) Balcerzan combines in one two points of Heraclitean philosophy, one 
transpiring from the so-called 'metaphor of strife' ('One must know that war is common and right 
is strife and that all things are happening by strife and necessity' (in Kirk 1962:238), and the other 
from the 'river analogy' which is widely known as a saying that you cannot step twice into the 
same river (see ibid.:366-384). G. S. Kirk's interpretation of both 'fragments' in Heraclitus: The 
Cosmic Fragments may be understood as an idea that 'nothing remains stable for long, all things 
eventually change, in no part of the world is everything stable' and that 'the unity of opposites is 
destroyed if strife ceases' (ibid.:244). 
z odrzuconymi bezwladnie 
rfimmi 
ulic 
leialo Miasto krzy:iem. 
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przybili go do ziemi civiekami lamp, 
jarz11ce biale gwofrlzie wiarly si¥, 
jak krzyki. 
przyszla noc 
i przylgnr:Ja do krwawych ramp 
pal11c11 chust11 weroniki. (1972:79) 
with spread apart palsied 
hands 
of its streets 
the City was lying cross-like. 
it was nailed to the ground with hobnails of lamps, 
glowing white nails bite 
like shouts. 
the night came 
and embraced bloody wounds44 
like a burning cloth of the veronica. 
The grotesque in this fragment is derived from a confusion between the sublime and the 
ordinary (Christ and the city), but it is also seen in the personification of the city. The 
metaphor of streets being the cross on which the body of Christ is stretched is grotesquely 
effective in that it profanes the sacred image of crucifixion, and the fact that it smacks of 
blasphemy only intensifies its grotesquely disquieting effect. 
In sustaining the ambivalent atmosphere, the poet frequently turns to nature playing havoc 
with reality, as in the case of the 1921 poemMiasto 'The City'. The brutality of the urban 
environment is underscored by constant reference to the equally oppressive elements. Six 
out of ten parts begin with a reference to rain. In weather like this, one would expect 
people to rejoice in family life in warm cosy homes. But in the poem, the only warm cosy 
44 See the original: i przylgnr:Ja do krwawych ramp pal<JCIJ hust11 weroniki. Building his metaphor, 
the poet plays with the parallel: lamps - hobnails leading to wounds in the body of the city and 
Christ respectively. As he uses it, the word ramp (foot-lights), phonetically resembles another 
word: ran, meaning 'wounds', which comes naturally in this context. In translating I decided to 
focus on the implied meaning, transpiring from the sound, considering the logical meaning of ramp 
less relevant. 
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house is a bordello. In the grotesque universe things are not what they seem. The action 
of the poem is set against a 'pitch-dark' night which further diminishes the chance of clear 
definition and delimitation. The night casts its ominous spell over the city. Apart from an 
ineffective policeman and a few notorious drunkards, a car is noted, wilfully hostile, loud 
and smelly (63). Another vehicle, an ambulance, which appears from the 'black throat of 
the street' is also rendered in a manner that places it within the realm of the grotesque. It 
rushes phantom-like, silently 'paving the road' with its yellow lights and 'sniffing' for a 
tragedy (67). But in this poem neither vehicles nor machines turn out to be the chief 
grotesque images. Surprisingly this role is given to lamps, commonly accepted as obvious 
accessories of a civilised urban landscape, whose light is meant to guide people through 
the night. But that is commonly, for the writers of the grotesque exploit lamps in full 
realisation of their potential for creating an uncanny ambiance, altering everything on 
which they cast their light. Gogol, for one, in HeecT<Uii npocneKm ('Nevsky Prospekt') 
wrote: 'Further, my goodness, further from a lamp! and faster, as fast as you can, pass it 
by', believing, that 'the devil himselflights lamps, only to show everything not in its real 
shape and form'. 45 In J asietiski' s poem, on the other hand, the light of a lamp is used not 
to 'deceive' as in Gogol, but to heighten reality, to expose its brutal essence. The artificial 
light oflamps accompanies illness, death, and perverse sex. Is this the reason then that in 
consequence of seeing it all, in The City lamps go into some kind of a phantasmagoric 
frenzy? 
Znowu ucichlo. 
Deszcz !um.JI g~tszy. 
Zegar na wiezy wybil trzy. 
Wimi~Ojca i Syna!! 
A to co!? ... 
Na skr{X:ie ulic 
Lampy migoclJ. 
Lampy. Lampy. Lampy. 
Wysypaly zza Wfgla lalicuchem. 
Biale. Oszalale. 
45 j{aJtee, paou 6oza, oaJtee om p0Hap51,f u cKopee, cKOllbKO MO:JICHO CKopee, npoxooume MUMO. 
[ . .} CGM oeMOH 3a:JK:Uzaem llaMnbl Oll5l mozo mOllbKO, 11mo6b1 noKa3amb ece He 6 Hacm05lUJeM 
euoe (N. V. Gogol, Co6paHue co'iUHeHuu. MocKBa, 1936:236). 
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Biegnlj gdzieS, uciekajtj gdzieS, feCIJ parami 
Ulicami. Bulwarami. 
Nie zakrtrlJ ni razu. 
Raz- dwa - trzy! Raz- dwa - trzy! 
ldzie mazur. 
Para za partjl Para za partjf 
En avant! 
Eh, zimno! 
Przelecialy armilj szybkEJ, stulictj 
Nad zzi{hniftlJ oglupia/IJ uliCIJ. 
Zarzucily lyse glowy 
Na bakier. 
Zegna siyw trwodze posterunkowy 
I spo:fniony flakier. 
Poppizily dalej w talicu, 
Wywijany dlugi lalicuch, 
Ulicami. 
Zaullmmi. 
Bulwarami. 
Zappizily siyna most nad rzeky. 
W wodzie szarej i sine} 
Przeglf}dajlJ lysiny. 
Lampy. Lampy. Lampy ... 
Na moScie stal jeden, 
Trzymal si y rampy, 
Wymiotowalw czarnlJ wody mite bluzgi. 
Blask mu o~ietla i/Jlty profil starczy ... 
Pod mostem woda bulgoce. 
Przewala siy. Jtrzy. 
Wzdycha i warczy. 
Woda. (1972:67-68) 
Again is quiet. 
Rain is pouring more thickly. 
The tower clock struck three. 
In the name of the Father and the Son!! 
What's that!? ... 
At the street-bend 
Lamps are flickering. 
Lamps. Lamps. Lamps. 
They poured from behind the comer in a chain. 
White. Insane. 
They sprint somewhere, run away somewhere, race in pairs 
Through streets. Boulevards. 
They don't tum even once. 
One- two- three! One- two-three! 
There goes a mazurka. 
Pair after pair! Pair after pair! 
En avant! 46 
Eh, it's cold! 
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Multi-faced, like a fast army fleet 
They flew above a cold stupefied street. 
Throwing their bald heads 
Aslant. 
A frightened constable and belated coachman 
Make the sign of the cross. 
They rushed further dancing 
Briskly, in a long chain, 
Through streets, 
Through alleys 
Through boulevards. 
They came all the way up to the bridge on the river, 
Checking their baldness 
In a greyish-purple water. 
Lamps. Lamps. Lamps ... 
There was a fellow on the bridge, 
He held on to a balustrade, 
Throwing up into black waters his yellow spurts.47 
The brightness exposed his yellow profile of an old man ... 
Under the bridge the water gurgles. 
Pulsates. Moans. 
Sights and barks. 
Water. 
As the last quoted fragment illustrated, the ambivalence is sustained, and exploited. The 
reader is not in a position to resolve whether it is the world that has gone mad, or whether, 
considering the unexpected finale of the quoted fragment, the mazurka performed by 
lamps takes place in the hallucinating mind of a drunken man. Apart from introducing an 
element of confusion, this scene, evoking disgust, has other functions too. It shocks with 
its naturalism, but more importantly it allows the poet to bring readers back down to earth, 
just in case they started drifting into the phantasmagoric rather than the earthly shape of 
things. 
As we have noted, the most obvious examples of the grotesque can be attributed to the 
disparity between the tone and the content, or confusion between the appearance of the 
46 
'Forward!' 
47 In the original: bluzgi - a neologism formed from a verb bluzgaC, meaning 'to spurt'. 
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image and its substance, or occasionally by the emphasis on the extreme, leading to a 
lopsided deformed picture oflife, so, in the above quotation, lamps function in a kind of 
grotesque, surrealistic delirium. The reversal of the customary laws of nature, which 
require lamps to stay put along the streets while people move, is apparent in Jasieri.ski's 
poem, for the lamps engage in an incongruous but elaborate performance, in one instance 
turning the world upside down. Painting a surreal picture of the nocturnal landscape, 
Jasieri.ski aims to reveal the real in reality, that real which in most cases and for various 
reasons - whether egoism, false morality, hypocrisy, or even simple opportunism - is 
pushed out of our consciousness. 
The grotesque effect is frequently achieved by the discord between the tone or style and 
the events related, as in the poem Morga ('The Morgue'), carrying the dedication: 'To 
Jerzy if he wants'. The quiet withdrawn narration relates the death of a woman, an 
insignificant end to an insignificant meaningless life. The incident is not even deserving of 
the word 'death' itself; it is referred to as 'something happened' and 'some people' came 
to 'remove something heavy', 'some inquisitive people looked, asked ... ', 'some 
conversation was heard'. Although the dead woman remains nameless, her ignoble 
occupation is identified: 
Przystanf:/o kilku ciekawych. 
Patrzyli. Pytali. 
Dolatywaly pojedyncze slowa. 
Jakas rozmowa urywana, krotka, 
Prowadzona .SCiszonym staccatem ... 
. . . 25 lat ... Prostytutka ... 
... sublimatem ... (1972:8) 
Some curious [people] stopped. 
Looked. Asked. 
Single words were heard. 
A conversation, brief, 
in a hushed staccato ... 
... 25 years ... Prostitute ... 
. . . with a sublimate48 ... 
48 Sublimate - a chemical substance received in a process of sublimation. 
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The poem imitates the conversation, words which are not heard are given as dots. In the 
process ofinterpretation the dots are 'filled in' with the readers own meaning. The poem 
creates 'a scenario' - the whole tragedy materialises in the reader's mind: 
Klucz zgrzytnfJ/w zamku ... 
Jeszcze ciche oddalone glosy ... 
Jeszcze kroki cichnEJce na gory. .. 
(.. Jak mySli ... jak mySli .. .) (1972:8) 
A key rasped in the lock. .. 
Still the quiet distant voices ... 
Still soft steps going upwards ... 
( ... Like thoughts ... like thoughts ... )49 
As in life, after her death the woman is treated as a leper: even in the morgue she was put 
apart from other corpses. The tranquil and unemotional tone of the poem is in striking 
discord with the individual tragedy, the loss oflife, even if we accept that her actual death 
changed little for the young woman herself, for her life was lost long before she died, when 
she was stigmatised by her 'trade' and remained a nameless outsider. The calm narration 
in a reserved, vague style, mocks the calmness of death, the undertakers are doing their 
work routinely, without a trace of sympathy ('they loudly blew their noses'). In the light 
of a lamp everything looks almost unreal:'( ... The dance of shadows ... )' (8). But it is real, 
we may say 'excessively real' 50 by which, again, the true nature of reality, that is its 
relentless brutality, is exposed. Consequently, after making an almost philosophical 
digression regarding the absolute character of death -
49 In the original: '( ... Jak mySli ... jak mySli ... )',where mySli is both a noun ('thoughts') and a 
verb in the third person singular from 'to think'. Carpenter translates this line as'( ... As she thinks 
... as she thinks ... )' (1983:38). Both logically and stylistically her translation is awkward. There 
is no logical or grammatical reason to treat this phrase as verbal ('as' would need the pronoun 
kiedy), and there is no point ofreference for it (who is she?). Jak mySli is a simile (jak ='like'), 
it is a reflection which zips through (the observer's?, reader's?, the poet's?) mind that painful 
thoughts will eventually calm down, like steps that disappear in the distance. 
50 The term is borrowed from Kayser (1981:158-159). 
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lnic .. . 
Cisza .. . 
Ciemno ... 
Zostawili SAM4, zupelnie SAM4 ... 
SamEJjednEJ na uboczu. (1972:8-9) 
And nothing ... 
Silence ... 
Darkness ... 
They left her ALONE, completely ALONE ... 
By herself only, on the side. 
- the poet introduces rats into the picture, literally sending chills through one's spine. The 
motif of rats is at first introduced in uncertain terms: 
Cos czarnego mign~o ... przepadlo .. . 
Moie szczur? ... Moie cieliz ulicy? ... (1972:8) 
Something black flits by ... disappeared ... 
Maybe a rat? ... Maybe a shadow from the street? ... 
But later the presence of rats becomes definite: 
Z kEJta blysn~a para zielonkawych oczu ... 
Jedna ... Druga ... 
Wpatrywaly si~dlugo, badawczo ... 
Cos szeleicilo po mokrej kamiennej podlodze ... (1972:9) 
From the corner a pair of greenish eyes flashed ... 
One ... A second ... 
Their stare was long, scrutinising ... 
Something rustled on the wet stone floor ... 
The cruelty of the death forces us to feel sympathy for the dead, and the poet deliberately 
leads us towards such an effect. Aesthetically the poem conforms to the Expressionistic 
code: it emphasises the ultimate unsightly aspects of physical death. One may argue, 
though, that philosophically the poem promotes the Futuristic tendency to focus on the 
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material rather than on the spiritual dimension of death. The image of a rat51 in the vicinity 
of the corpse epitomises this dichotomy, for its role in the poem is dual: it aims to shake 
aesthetic custom and to emphasise the ultimate defeat and 'humiliation' of the spirit 
(Futurism), and to enhance the expressive force of the poem (Expressionism). 
As a whole the poem evokes yet another insignificant episode played out on the stage of 
city life. The discord between the tone withdrawn, yet full of objectively reported obscene 
details emphasising the physicality of existence, and the character of events reported -all 
make us think of a camera operator. How often, looking at pictures of horror, we think 
-why don't they rush to help? And yet they do not, they hold tight to their cameras and 
capture the tragedy as it unravels. In search of the artistic technique most suited to the 
times, Jasienski reaches out to cinematography, the only truly modem art form. 52 The 
technique used by cinematography had no past, no tradition. One can only imagine how 
51 Jaworski exemplifies this characteristic of expressionism by referring to 'rats in Trakl' 
(1992:37). Most probably he has in mind a short poem written by the Austrian poet Georg Trakl 
(1887-1914; he died in a military hospital in Cracow), Die Ratten 'The Rats'. Professor Manfred 
Misch directed me to another Austrian Expressionist, Gottfried Benn, whose poem Schone Jugend 
'Beautiful Youth' exploits the image of rats with even greater effect. The poem, which appeared 
in 1912 in a collection Morgue and andere Gedichte 'A Morgue and Other Poems' (Dierick 
1992:4), speaks of a drowned girl and the rats which are found in her breast cavity. While Trakl 
uses the image of rats to merely evoke disgust, Benn's poem shocks and horrifies. The grotesque 
in Trakl is timid, it materialises by the infusing an idyllic landscape ('In the courtyard the autumn 
moon shines white' with morbid images ofrats leaping from everywhere and scrambling 'greedily, 
insanely' flooding 'house and sheds'(l968:23). The grotesque character of Benn's poem is 
aggressive, its tone is morbid, the imagery obscene. Benn mocks a folk song of the same title, for 
his 'schone Jugend' is a literary cliche which destroys the expectations of the readers, as pointed 
out by Dierick. Benn's attack is, in his view, 'directed at the bourgeois overestimation of the 
beautiful' ( 1992: 4). Jasienski 's poem - intentionally ornot- has the same title as Benn's 'Morgue' 
cycle, but its tone is less taunting. His grotesque is similar to Benn's, but he refrains from 'the 
grotesque glee' and replaces it with the uncertainty as to what role the rats will eventually play. 
52 In his article '"Ribbon of dreams" is 100 years old' Barry Range writes: 'With hindsight we can 
see that it was a truly momentous event, the birth of the only art form that can truly be called 
modem. Fine art, drama, literature, music - all the other arts had existed for centuries in one form 
or another.' (Star, 28 December 1995: 11) The fascination with this new form of art is documented 
by all sorts of artists, either through writing about it (for example the poem Kinematograph by 
Jakob van Hoddis (in S. Vietta (ed.), Lyrikdes Expressionismus. Tiibingen, 1985:58), or using a 
'kind of a camera technique, narrowing focus' to show certain aspects of life (compare Dierick 
1992:5 when he comments on Benn's poem Kleine Aster 'Small Aster'). 
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the invention of the apparatus that could capture and reproduce not only images but also 
actions must have altered the perception of people a century ago. The camera seems to 
transcend death, because it can revive those who are no longer with us. The phenomenon 
is in itself grotesque because although we see and even touch the images on the screen 
moving and speaking, they remain beyond an invisible barrier and they are unreal. 
J asietiski was chiefly interested in the potential of the camera as a new technique for 
grasping the world, and probing its potential for the truthful portrayal of this world. 53 He 
noted that it permits an artist-reporter of events to retain his anonymity and to withdraw 
emotionally from the world portrayed. A camera can only speak through its images, and 
although through its selective focus it can lead towards a certain distorted54 vision of the 
world, in the end the response and the final interpretation of the picture - as with the 
grotesque - is left to the audience. The 'narrative technique' of a camera, if one may use 
such term, is less obtrusive than that of a conventional narrative text. Jasietiski leads the 
reader towards an understanding of his narrative technique by reaching for a specific 
jargon, for example the word supernumerary, or cinematograph, or assuming a specific 
style in the presentation of events-scenes. To illustrate this we may examine a poem in the 
collection Shoe in the Buttonhole, whose title Przejechali ('Ran him Over') has the 
subtitle: 'Cinematograph'. 55 The poem is a 'screenplay' for a brief episode captured on a 
street. It includes a description of the physical appearance of the protagonists ('a servant 
53 We find a corresponding opinion in Barry Ronge's article: '[initially] no one seemed to know 
what to do with this invention. They were all concerned with scientific advancement and the use 
of film for research and accurate observation' (Star 28 December 1995: 11). 
54 As rightly pointed out to me by professor Joseph Sherman, 'we know only too well that the 
camera can and does lie - it does not tell the truth - it selects and interprets, even perverts'. And 
yet we remain under the forceful impression that what we see is real; photography seems to be the 
most realistic of all arts. Barry Ronge points out this inconsistency, inherent in the cinema by 
saying that 'Film offers us an altered reality that has the ring of absolute truth [ ... ]' (Star, 28 
December 1995:11, emphasis added). 
55 Balcerzan explains its literal meaning as recording of a movement and in its secondary 
meanings as a projector and a cinema (in Jasienski 1972:16). But Jasienski even here evades 
uni vocal interpretation by referring to the 'cinematograph of wheel spokes', illustrating atthe same 
time how poetic imagery changes, adopting to times. 
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girl with freckles in a white polka-dot blouse', or 'an insignificant man in a brown coat'), 
the situation on the street prior to the accident ('Cars. Platforms. Coaches.' and 'Red 
tramway rolled out from alleys') and fragments of dialogue taking place('- Will you 
? "N I ' "' d ' W . "N d ' k c-. I . h . . '") come. . .. - o, can t... , an - ait... - o, no, on t as , ior m1g t give m... , 
and even the sequence of events during the accident itself is vividly presented: 
Trrrrrach! I I 
Stoppp!! 
Hamulec! 
Aaaaaaaaaa! I 
Przejechali I Przejechali I I ( 1972: 16-17) 
Trrrrrach! ! ! 
Stoppp!! 
Brake! 
Aaaaaaaaaa! ! 
They ran him over! They ran him over!! 
The screenplay instructions, encouraged by the desire of the avant-garde to free the word 
from grammar and syntax, use abbreviated, broken sentences. But the episode is fully 
comprehensible. The reader, imitating the eye of a camera, restructures the full picture. 
For the grotesque character of J asietiski' s writing as a whole and poetry in particular this 
type of narrative technique is important because it allows the poet to withhold the 
intrusion of the lyrical 'I', and to remain emotionally distant from the events related in the 
poem. Especially interesting in this regard is the long poem The City. Consisting of a 
number of small episodes, this poem captures the character of the night-life in a 
metropolis, relying on the narrator adopting a role similar to that of a movie camera. 56 As 
a leitmotif in the poem there appears a 'policeman-supernumerary'. The use of the word 
56 This interpretation ofa role of the narrator-poet is close to but not identical with 'kontakter' (an 
intermediary), a 'station, transmitting between the world of nature and civilisation on the one side, 
and receivers on the other' (Balcerzan in Jasieri.ski 1972 :L VL). This is specifically the case in this 
poem, which 'speaks' to the reader through images, and to a lesser degree through its 'polyphony 
of dialogues and quotations' (Balcerzan in Jasieriski 1972 :LXVIl), although, of course, the language 
of the poem is polyphonic, since polyphony is the only language known to a city. 
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'supernumerary', taken from cinematographic jargon, has specific significance: it 
emphasises the symbiosis of art with life, but even more importantly, it serves as a sharply 
ironic allusion to the ineffectiveness of structures destined to safeguard the well-being of 
citizens. The constable appears in various corners of the city, but has no influence 
whatsoever over the events, nor does he want to get involved. His only concern is the 
rainy weather which makes his routine night-shift miserable; he does not venture further 
than the street-comer and sees and hears 'nothing' (62, 63, 70). Exploiting the double 
meaning of the word 'supernumerary', the poet allows this figure to be no more than a 
part of the metropolitan landscape, with no impact on the lives of the people he is meant 
to protect. Thus the implied eye of the camera slides over his figure looking for other 
attractions. Finding one, it stops and intensifies its focus, blowing up the image or the 
scene to unlikely proportions, as illustrated in the example below, where the 'camera' 
focuses first on a building, then captures a window, and finally, peeps in to expose the 
action inside the building. After satisfying its curiosity it returns to the constable to resume 
where it left off: 
Chodzi, chodzi na rogu posterunkowy, 
Co si ~ zatrzyma - nas/uchuje ... 
Nie. 
Okna zapu8cily story. 
Tam w hotelu, 
Swiatlo call} noc si~ pali. 
Ktoschory. 
Po doktora poslali. 
Przez okno widacczasem wysmuk/EJ szatynky. 
Ciemny, g/uchy caly parter ... 
Na trzecim pi(frze 8wiatelko. -
Starszy pan zwabil do siebie 7-ioletniEJ dziewczynk~ 
I gwalci j EJ na fotelu. 
Dziecko ma oczy szeroko rozwarte ... 
Na rogu posterunkowy chodzi 
Tami na powr6t. Tami na powr6t. 
lpatrzyw czarne okna. (1972:70-71) 
The constable walks up and down, 
Every time he stops - he listens ... 
Nothing. 
Windows let their curtains down. 
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There, in the hotel, 
Light shines the whole night through. 
Someone is ill. 
They have sent for a doctor. 
In a window sometimes a slender auburn-haired women appears. 
The whole ground floor is dark, mute ... 
There is a tiny light on the third floor. -
An elderly man lured a 7-years old girl 
And rapes her in an armchair. 
The child's eyes are wide open ... 
The constable is walking on the comer 
Forth and back. Forth and back 
And looks into black windows. 
The disturbingly grotesque effect is achieved when the content clashes with the dis-
passionate mode of presentation, illustrated again in the following example: 
[ . .}Nici nic. 
Maleiiki incydent ... 
Z pokoj6w wychylaj11 siygo8cie przygodni. 
PrzysluchujlJ siy. .. 
Skandal poczuli. 
Na korytarzu stoi Jysy staruszek 
Bez spodni. 
I krzyczy. 
Dziewczyna rozczochrana, w koszuli, 
Wtuli la si y w k11t za schody -
Jfrzy: 
-Nie mogyjui .. 
- On mnie zamfrzyl.. -
Staruszek zaspany 
Mruga w 5wietle oczkami szklistymi od sad/a 
I krzyczy w k6/ko: 
- Trzymajcie J11! Trzymajcie! ... 
- Ona mnie okradla! ... - (1972:65-66) 
[ ... ]Nothing, nothing. 
A minor incident ... 
Casual guests appear from their rooms. 
They listen ... 
Sensed a scandal. 57 
57 The poet switches from the present tense to the past tense for a reason. While the present tense 
reports on the events, the past tense is an intrusion, it introduces in passing his 'authorial' 
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In the corridor a bald old man is standing 
Without his pants. 
And yells. 
A dishevelled girl, in her underwear 
Nestled herself behind the stairs -
And moans: 
- I can no longer ... 
- He finished me off. .. -
Heavy with sleep, the old man 
Blinks in the light his tiny eyes greasy with fat 
And shouts again and again: 
- Hold her! Hold! ... 
- She stole my money! ... -
The narrator in the quoted episodes refuses to share our disgust and contempt for the 
perpetrators, in both cases elderly men, or to share our sympathy for the victims, by 
completely withdrawing his presence and hiding behind an implied lens. The whole burden 
of the horror generated by the described events is shifted on to us, the readers, while the 
narrator remains unmoved and unfeeling as the cold lens of a camera. Nevertheless, the 
statement is made, and we detect in the poem a strong protest against the hypocrisy of 
conventional morality which have made old men into symbols of respect and moral values. 
The grotesque discord between the poem's detached mode of presentation and its 
disturbing content aims to move its readers, to alert them to problems that trouble modern 
society. The episodes presented show that the city deprives people by denying them 
identity. The social sanction against being recognised in the act of wrong doing is not there 
because not only the victims but also the perpetrators remain unidentified. Calamity is 
noted by snooping but indifferent strangers, passers-by, or casual hotel guests. The tragedy 
of the victims remains known solely to them, while chance witnesses only feed their sick 
curiosity. 
Jasietiski frequently achieves the desired effect of surprise and even shock by exploiting 
the confusion of appearances typical of the grotesque, suggesting that the pleasant favade 
might hide an ugly interior while an obscure exterior might occasionally disguise joy and 
comment. Similar intrusions we saw earlier where they were placed in brackets. 
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happiness. Such was the case above where we saw old men engaged in despicably perverse 
acts. Other examples of this strategy can to be found in The City. For instance the idyllic 
description of a house is juxtaposed to its vulgar appropriation: 
Na rogu dom. 
Jasno o8wietlony. 
Roi.owe firanki. 
Cieplo. Przytulnie. -
Burde!. (1972:64) 
There is a house on the comer. 
Brightly illuminated. 
Pink curtains. 
Wann. Cosy. 
A whore house. 
On the other side of the town a different picture - a glimpse of shy happiness - is noted 
unexpectedly by the putative camera amidst the general dilapidation: 
Zimny deszcz. 
Sina rzeka. 
Woda. 
Jrczy. Bulgoce. Narzeka. 
Zerwala SJ,uzy. 
Wzdyma siy. Przybrala groina. 
Toczy z pluskiem czarne bali/d. 
Po brzegach, bokiem, 
MigajlJ domy. Czarne. Pokrzywione. 
Gruzy. 
SzczerzlJ z{hy S/,epych okien. 
U Czarnej Maliki 
Widno. 
Zalatuje harmonia. Wesolo. (1972:69) 
Cold rain. 
Dead-blue river. 58 
Water. 
Groans. Gurgles. Complains. 
It broke sluices. 
It bulges. Its threatening waters have risen. 
58 
siny means 'blue' (from the cold); in Polish it often refers to a corpse. 
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It rolls with splashing black bubbles. 
On its banks, sideways, 
Houses flit by. Black. Deformed. 
Ruins. 
They grin the teeth of their black windows. 
At the Black Mary 
Bright. 
The accordion is heard. Jolly. 
The sensational interest of a young man in the sleazy and morbid side of the urban 
underworld clearly dominates Jasietiski's portrayal of the city. This preoccupation 
frequently converges on the fate of the fallen woman. In The City the poet shows the 
destructive influence of the city on peasant girls who come there in the hope of finding a 
job. Left alone, without the support of close family, anonymous in the equally nameless 
crowd, they eventually turn either to prostitution, or seek salvation from earthly troubles 
in suicide. The suicide motif is presented again with a camera-like emotional blindness. 
The eye of an implied camera scrutinises first the banks of the river, then it glances at the 
fish nets hanging on the oars of boats, slides further, focusing finally on a group of people; 
it even records shreds of conversation: 
Kilku ludzi. Z latarniami. 
Policjant. 
Pochyleni nad czyms czarnym, bezksztaltnym. 
Swiec<J. 
Co? ... 
Woda przynios/a. 
Mroi ... 
Kobieta. Twarzy nie rozpoznaC. 
Zzielenia/a. CuchnlJCa. Tragiczna. 
Brzuch wydroi. 
Ciriarna. W dziewiljtym miesilJCU. 
Z ubraniafabryczna. 
Odwr6cili glowy ch/opi, 
Rybacy. 
-Nowina! ... 
-Malo to sirkurw topi ... (1972:68-69) 
A few people. With lanterns. 
A policeman. 
They lean over something black, shapeless. 
They light their way. 
What? ... 
The water brought it. 
Dregs ... 59 
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A woman. You can't recognise her face. 
It is green already. Ill-smelling. Tragic. 
Her belly swollen. 
Pregnant. In the ninth month. 
[Judging] By her cloth, a factory worker. 
Folk turned their heads, 
Fisherman. 
-News! 
- So many whores drown themselves, don't they ... 
A morbidly grotesque picture is painted here, one depicting an irreconcilable synthesis of 
individual tragedy and the demeaning physicality of death, accompanied by decay and the 
total absence of empathy from the onlookers. The scene makes a mockery of motherhood 
which has turned instead into a macabre farce and a subject for gossip. Like an echo a few 
lines later the same tragedy is multiplied and made commonplace by rendering the realm 
of urban folklore. This time the story is told in the lively rhythm of a happy-go-lucky 
couplet, a form which bitterly mocks a folk song: 
- Poszla dzieucha do miasta. 
- Um-ta-ta. Um-ta-ta-ta-ta. 
- Powr6cila brzuchata. 
- Um-ta. Um-ta. Um-ta-ta-ta. 
- OJ ty wodo, wodo czarna, 
- Smiertelne kochanie. 
- OJ przytulisz ty mnie, wodo, 
- Na ostatnie spaniel 
- Um-ta. Um-ta. Um ta-ta- ta. 
-Na ostatnie spanie ... (1972:70) 
-A girl went to the city. 
- Um-ta-ta. Um-ta-ta-ta-ta. 
- Came back with a belly. 
- Um-ta. Um-ta. Um-ta-ta-ta. 
- Oh, you water, black water, 
- My deadly loving. 
59 In the original the poet use the word m{iy which means 'lees', 'dregs' and 'scum' (of society). 
In the context both meanings apply: the ambiguity is probably intended, to emphasise how thin the 
line is between a human being and refuse. 
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- Oh you will hug me, water, 
- To my final sleep! 
- Um-ta. Um-ta. Um-ta-ta-ti. 
- To my final sleep ... 
The stanza parodies a folk song which belittles the magnitude of death through linguistic 
manipulation. Parodying, or perhaps only paraphrasing a folk song, it shows that the folk 
consciousness shuts itself away from the tragedy by resorting to the mellow euphemism 
'final sleep' instead of facing the problem, which would require naming things by their 
names. 
A mixture of J asietiski' s own curiosity about, and sympathy for the plight of women selling 
their bodies matches the sudden change in tonality with which these cases are presented. 
A good example of this can be found again in The City. Thus, apart from the direct or 
indirect morbidity of passages already quoted, there are also sparks of innocent humour: 
Jak grywalem Ja ci, Stasiu, 
Griega, Musorgskiego, 
Powiedzialas mi ty, Stasiu, 
- Nie kleJ naiwnego. -
OJ, Stasiu, Stasiu, 
Nie kleJ naiwnego. 
Jak czytalem Ja ci, Stasiu, 
Bloka z TetmaJerem, 
Powiedzialas: - Kup mi lepieJ 
Kapelusz z raJerem. -
Oj. Stasiu, Stasiu, 
Kapelusz z raJerem. 
Jak uczylem Ja ci y, Stasiu, 
Skladni, Geografii, 60 
Powiedzialas: - Chcialbys darmo. 
Kaidy tak potrafi. -
OJ, Stasiu, Stasiu, 
Kaidy tak potraji ... (1972:64-65) 
60 Upper case in original, as Balcerzan observes, probably to retain in the stanzas a 'graphic 
rhythm': the second line in the first and second stanzas have two proper names. (in Jasienski 
1972:65) 
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When I played for you, Stasia, 61 
Mussorgsky and Grieg, 62 
You have told me, Stasia, 
- Do not play nai:Ve. -
Oy, Stasia, Stasia, 
Do not play nai:Ve. 
When I read for you, Stasia, 
Tetmajer63 and Blok. 
You have told me: - Rather buy me 
A hat with a plume. -
Oy, Stasia, Stasia, 
A hat with a plume. 
When I was teaching you, Stasia, 
Syntax, Geography, 
You have told me: - You wish it cost you nothing. 
Everyone would do that. 
Oy, Stasia, Stasia, 
Everyone would do that ... 
The above fragment, modelled on urban folklore, alludes to eternally penniless students 
who would like to get a girl without having to pay for her. Through the sudden change in 
the tonality, which considerably enhances the grotesque character of the poem, this 
fragment completes a picture of life which blurs together tragedy, bacchanalia, 
conviviality, farce and pathos. 
Striking in this respect is the final part of the poem, featuring the moment when dawn 
breaks over the city and the night-shift ends for a prostitute whose apparent beatification 
is witnessed only by silence: the simple and human gesture of the Madonna grants her 
absolution, vindicating her sin and rising it to the level of suffering: 
A deszcz pada. 
Deszczpada 
61 This is a diminutive form of the feminine name Stanislawa (derived from Stanislaw). 
62 In the translation the order of the names, here and below, has been changed to retain the rhythm 
of the original. 
63 Kazimierz Przerwa-Tetmajer (1865-1940), a Polish Modernist. 
Drobniutki. 
Aksamitny. 
Blfkitny. 
Powietrzny. 
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Nad rynsztokiem siadly w szereg smutki. 
Placz11 placz sw6j odwieczny. .. 
Ulicami chodzi cisza, chodzi. 
W czarne okna przez szyby zag!Ejda, 
W czarne okna, zamkni {te, jak groby. 
Wspina siyna pa/cow koniuszkach. 
Twarz do szyb zapotnialych przyciska 
lpatrzy ... -
Biale rozczochrane 16iko. 
Rozrzucone czy,Sci garderoby. 
Pod 16:ikiem nieodzowny zwykly sprz{t zlowonny ... 
Na spoconym czole prostytutki 
Spoczyly w ciszy ting-tanglu 
Pal11ce usta Madonny. (1972:72) 
But rain falls. 
Rain falls. 
Tiny. 
Velvety. 
Azure. 
Airy. 
Over the sewage sorrows sit in a row. 
They commiserate their eternal grief. .. 
Silence strolls the streets, strolls. 
It peeps through glass panes into black windows. 
Into black windows, shut,64 like graves. 
It leaps on its tiny tip-toes 
Pressing its face to sweaty windows 
And watches ... -
White dishevelled bed. 
Parts of clothing scattered in a mess. 
Under the bed an indispensable foul-smelling utensil... 
In the calmness of a second-rate night-club 
The burning lips of the Madonna rested 
On the sweating forehead of a prostitute. 
The grotesque has more impact in this passage than anywhere else in the poem. Its 
presence is overpowering and detectable at all levels. The deeply lyrical tone of this 
passage stands strikingly out in the whole context of the poem, yet it also notes 'a foul-
64 Jasieri.ski frequently exploit the ambivalence of language, further expanding the scope of 
interpretation. Here he uses word zamnkni{te which means both 'shut' and 'secretive'. 
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smelling utensil under the bed'. Its sincere pathos, foreign to Futuristic poetics, is 
contaminated by the subject of the implied compassion, which in public opinion does not 
deserve the spiritual exhilaration granted here to women who live by selling their bodies. 
The melancholy of rain and sorrow is juxtaposed against the dramatic display of linen and 
clothing, indirectly referring to the activities that have just been taking place in the room. 
Windows, 'shut like graves', and the sweat on her forehead, speak more loudly than words 
about the silent torment of the prostitute. 'Sorrows' and 'silence' are violently displaced 
from their apparent metaphoric realm to the world of animated beings by the detailed 
descriptions of physical actions they perform: sorrows sit in a row, silence strolls the 
streets and peeps through glass panes (emphasis added). In the anonymous world of the 
nameless, tragedy is acknowledged only by itself 
But for Jasietiski the city is not only a place of alienation. It also is a place where different 
people cohabit. Judging from the poem The City, whose character is specified by the poet 
as 'Synthesia',65 the city is an agent bringing people together, synthetising their fate, 
though not in the administrative sense, but because of the corrupting influence it has on 
them. The agency through which the city lumps all its inhabitants in the same category is 
the sex act. The penultimate part of the poem serves that purpose. Its first two lines built 
an ominous atmosphere, resembling - but ultimately deriding - the Romantic style:66 
Ciemno. Cicho. Czarno. 
Nikt si~nie ozwie, nie zbudzi. 
65 Balcerzan explains that the subtitle refers to the 'synthesis of genres imitating forms of 
journalistic writing and other types of spoken language' (in Jasietiski 1972:62), which is not 
entirely convincing. From the point of view of the profoundly grotesque character of this poem, it 
seems more meaningful to see in the subtitle a reference to the genre which would be capable of 
capturing the complex character oflife in the city. 
66 Typical of this style is the use of the archaic ozwie as opposed to the modem odezwie 'no one 
is heard'. Compare with the opening lines, subsequently a refrain performed by the Chorus in 
Mickiewicz' s Romantic drama Dziady ('Forefathers' Eve'): Cicho wszpizie, glue ho wszpizie. Co 
to bpizie, co to bpizie? ('Silence everywhere, dead silence everywhere. What will happen now, 
what will happen?') (A. Mickiewicz, Wyb6r pism. Warszawa, 1951 :244). 
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Pracuje, pracuje w nocy 
MIASTO-FABRYKALUDZI. (1972:71) 
Dark. Quiet. Black. 
No one is heard, no one awake. 
It works, it works at night 
THE CITY - FACTORY OF PEOPLE. 
In contradiction to what has gone before, the third line makes the absolute silence 
problematic, while the last line comes as a complete surprise. Written in capitals, it stands 
out from the rest of the text, breaking not only its logical construction but also its visual 
harmony. But since harmony is ofleast concern to Jasieri.ski, he proceeds to portray the 
functioning of this incongruous 'factory': 
Przewracajq siyw J6i.Jmch podlotki. 
Straszno. Zaparlo dech. 
Sni im siypierwszy, taki slodki, 
Taki bolesny grzech. 
Czernie}IJ okna. Wszystko Spi. 
Szaaa! ... Czyjes kroki za bramlJ. .. 
Po burdelach, hotelach, po chambre garnie 
Tysiqcem tlok6w w rytmie krwi 
Pracuje gigantyczne Dynamo. 
Na kilometry siennik6w rozparlo siyMiasto -
Wielki parzqcy siykurnik. (1972:71) 
Teenage girls are turning in their beds. 
Horror. They cannot breathe. 
They67 dream of the first, so sweet, 
So painful sin. 
Windows are black. Everything asleep. 
Shaaa!. .. Someone's steps at the gate ... 
In the bordellos, hotels, and chambres garnies68 
Like thousands of pistons in the rhythm of blood 
Works this gigantic Dynamo. 
In kilometres of mattresses the City spread itself -
A great copulating chicken-house. 
67 It seems that there is a minor error in the original text, where the pronoun appears as mi, 
meaning 'I', instead im, meaning 'they'. 
68 French: a room rented for one night. In the original used in singular. 
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Subsequent lines, however, do not pursue the production theme implied by the word 
'factory', but refocus instead on the consequence of indiscriminate sexual encounters - a 
venereal disease. Thus, when the night comes to its end, in doctors' rooms, in clinics and 
hospitals endless lines of patients await a verdict which is invariably the same - positive 
- regardless of whether it affects 'a black labourer or a white banker' it is inevitably 'a firm 
chancre'. This is how Jasietiski sees the role of the city, which brings people together 
through sex and its undesirable consequences. Characteristic of this passage is its parody 
of pathos, sudden change of planes, boldness of imagery and terminology, frequently 
insulting the tastes of general public, qualities that place this fragment in close proximity 
to the poetics of Expressionism. 
Jasietiski's urban poetry uses the city landscape not as a decoration, nor a background 
against which the action develops. More often than not a city is presented as a body which 
by virtue ofits character brings people together and presses them into the nameless crowd. 
The city dictates the lifestyle to its faceless and anonymous inhabitants, it alters their value 
system, it inverts the laws of nature. Life in the city as seen by the poet stands in 
contradiction to the deterministic, knowable world. To represent this life, Jasietiski 
invariably reaches for the grotesque which allows him to expose this reality by 'distorting 
surfaces in order to depict the monstrous existence beneath them', to use Mc Elroy's 
phrase (1989:20]. 
The Social Interests of Bruno Jasieiiski 
Enormous black mass, terryfying and magnificent, [ ... ] 
Oh Crowd! Oh Mob! Titan! Nation! 
(Jasietiski: I Am Tired of Language) 
In his overview of avant-garde literary movements, Jaworski observes that, rethinking the 
role of art and its place in society, the Polish avant-garde had to take into account not only 
the new political independence of Poland itself but also its place in undergoing political 
change in Europe, including the upsurge of revolutionary sentiments. The Polish avant-
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garde also had to specify its attitude towards civilisational transformations and to define 
its attitude to mass culture. But, as Jaworski notes, being primarily interested in finding 
new artistic forms, avant-garde artists were less eager to make their works available for 
promoting the agendas of political parties. In general, concentrating on the social and 
moral ideals ofleftist ideologies, they seldom gave their involvement a concrete political 
form through, for instance, active participation in political movements or making their 
works a platform of direct political propaganda (Jaworski 1992: 67). J asietiski' s case was 
no different, and it is important to view his leftist interests in this context. In accordance 
with Futuristic programmes fortified by an anarchic tendency - typical of youth - to spurn 
any authority, Jasietiski rejected almost everything in the world around him. Communism, 
on the other hand, appealed to him in the same way as it did to many other artists - as a 
movement which was believed to be bringing a new order and a better, more just society 
built on new moral codes, in which people would be judged by their deeds not by their 
possessions. Thus, while denying Jasietiski's interest in leftist ideologies would be 
tantamount to misinterpreting his writing, the views of critics who see in his poems explicit 
'ideology' (Carpenter 1983:40), Kolesnikoff 1982:58) need to be put in perspective. 
Jasietiski had a 'misty' perception of the nitty-gritty details of Communist ideology in the 
early years in his creative life.69 Moreover, his political aspirations were met with distrust 
from left-wing political parties such as the Polish Socialist Party (PSP) and the Communist 
Party of Poland (CPP) which demanded propagandistic art, disregarding matters ofartistic 
innovations and considering them mostly foreign and obscure (see in Jaworski 1995: 144-
69 Dziarnowska mentions that one of Jasietiski's friends called him salonowy komunista 'a 
drawing-room Communist' ( 1982: 14 2). Jasietiski himself recalls his attraction to the proletariat 
as 'abstract' and admits that he believed the proletariat had the power to destroy bourgeois society. 
In 'The Last Testimony' he admits: 'To tell the truth, in my misty understanding of scientific 
socialism at the time, it was not entirely clear to me - and not that important either - what was the 
true driving force that could elevate the working class from the ruins of old system. The essence 
of the matter was in the destruction. [ ... ]If I had to define the gist of my literary activity at that 
time, I would characterise it as a rebellion of a rabid petty-bourgeois suffocating in the cage of 
bourgeois Poland, and promoting the idea of destruction for the sake of destruction' (cited in 
Jaworski 1995:139-142). 
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145).70 On the other hand, revolutionary images and rhetoric in Jasieri.ski's poetry should 
not be taken as direct statements of his ideological commitment, but should be seen in the 
context of other artistic movements at that time. 'The brutal and consciously provocative 
anti-aestheticism of J asieri.ski' s poetry', as Jaworski puts it ( 1992: 6 7), is deeply rooted in 
the aesthetic programme of Futurism, while ideologically his poetry remains vague and 
indeterminate. As is repeatedly seen in both manifestos and poetry, J asieri.ski was foremost 
an artist, and the question of how to make art consonant with the time was his main 
concern. It has already been pointed out that he vehemently rejected reality with all its 
painful aspects. But the suffering, the poverty and the abuse prevailing in this world were 
portrayed as spontaneous - even if undesirable - factors of human existence, frequently 
presented as a result ofindividual perversion or the social pathology of big conglomerates. 
And while this attests to the poet's compassionate nature, it provides no evidence that 
J asieri.ski unequivocally directs blame at the existing social system. Indulging in desecration 
of everything that his society held sacred, the young poet's rebellion was total and 
anarchic. 71 As Lubelski notes, such are 'the characteristics of a prophet, of someone who 
embodies values as yet not clearly grasped, although most certainly terribly important' 
(1973 :65). The notion of anarchy enters the definition of Futuristic programmes from the 
very outset and can be clearly recognised in the tone of Jasieri.ski's first poetic manifesto, 
where serious social concerns are immediately dismissed by the jocular tone of the 
following passages. In one instance he calls for a new house for the nation, and in another 
he shows 'the face of a jester, who glorifies uncontrollable freedom' (Lubelski 1973 :63), 
as seen in the passage, quoted below: 
70 See Jasietiski's own words: '[ ... ] although the party demanded that I reject entirely what I 
regarded as literary work, I chose not to do so. [ ... ]The example set by Romain Rolland, under 
whose influence I remained at that time, told me that without losing "creative freedom" I might still 
become the tribune ofrevolutionary message' (cited in Jaworski 1995:149). 
71 These tendencies are noted among others by Kowalczykowa in 0 pewnych paradoksach 
faturystycznego programu 'About Certain Paradoxes in the Futuristic Programme' (1969) and 
Lubelski in Anarchia i dyscyplina: 0 Polski ch powieiciach Brunona Jasieliskiego 'Anarchy and 
Discipline: About Polish Novels by Bruno Jasietiski' (1973). 
Wi(:Cej slolica. 
[. .. ] 
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Odrzucamy parasole, kapelusze, meloniki, bf(lziemy chodzic z odkryt4 glowlJ. Szyje 
gole. Trzeba, aby kaidy jak najbardziej si{: opalil Domy budowa 6 naleiy ze §cianami 
szklanymi od po/u,dnia. Wi(:Cej §wiatla, powietrza i przestrzeni. Gdyby sejm obradowal 
na powietrzu, na pewno mieliby:imy owiele sloneczniejsz4konstytucjf. [1972:202-203, 
bold in original) 
More sun. 
[ ... ) 
We reject umbrellas, hats, bowler-hats, we will walk with bare heads, with bare 
necks. It is necessary for everyone to get sun-tanned. Houses must be built with glass 
walls facing the south. More light, more air, more space. If the Polish Parliament 
were to hold its sessions in the fresh air, we certainly would get a much sunnier 
constitution. 
This lack of consequence is not accidental either in the writings of J asietiski or in that of 
other Futurists, a point that has been widely noted by many scholars of avant-garde 
movements. Zaworska, among others, observes that Futurists, 'extolling civilisation, at the 
same time expressed their fear of it; they appealed to the logic of scientific thinking and 
at the same time dreamt about the absolute freedom of a madman. [ ... ]They applauded 
discipline and precision, but at the same time they stood for free choice and anarchy' 
(1963:101). Stylistically, Jasietiski's sudden and frequent changes of tone stand for the 
grotesque indeterminacy, for the constant balancing on the 'knife edge' dividing serious 
from trivial and pathos from amusement. In the ideological sense, such grotesque 
'somersaults' attest to an inability - or an unwillingness - to take a definite stand on the 
issues concerned. In the illustration cited above, genuine concern is immediately 
contradicted by an acrobatic mental leap, leaving the unsuspecting reader flabbergasted 
and without a satisfactory explanation about what the artist means by 'the new home'. 
The grotesque plays a crucial role in obscuring Jasietiski's commitment to the left. We 
intend to show that it is abundantly present in all his 'ideological' poems, such as Piesn 
o glodzie ('A Song about Hunger'), Marsylianka ('Marseillaise'), Prolog do 'Futbolu 
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Wszystkich Swi~ch' ('Prologue to the "Football of All the Saints"')72 and Psalm 
Powojenny ('The After-War Psalm'). 
Chronologically, the first poem to develop the theme of revolution is A Song about 
Hunger (1922). Later, in By Way of Autobiography, written in 1931 at the request of the 
Soviet authorities, Jasietiski boasted that in post-war Polish literature it was 'the first 
serious poem extolling the social revolution, the dawn of which was burning in the East' 
(248). Even though the interpretation of the poem was bent considerably to suit the 
political climate of the Soviet Union at the time, the poet admitted certain 'ideological 
imprecisions', as he put it, blaming 'the remnants of petty bourgeois idealism, like shoes 
made without fitting that are too small' for preventing him 'from making a decisive step'. 
Although it is difficult to ascribe any definite meaning to his concept of 'petty bourgeois 
idealism', the fact remains thatA Song about Hunger is rather ineffective in the ideological 
sense. Firstly, the creative process, explained in the poem, does not emphasise the 
conscious or deliberate effort of an artist to expose injustice and oppression. Secondly, the 
social protest is initiated by the individual, while the poet's ideological metamorphosis 
originating in the romantic tradition ('I call upon you, like gustaw')73 is lacking convincing 
motivation. Thirdly, the events presented in the poem are as incongruous as is the poet's 
suggestion that the poem has been created by the city itselfis logically inconceivable. The 
city is shifted to the category of living organisms and attributed with the ability to hear 
everything and write about everything 'in the shorthand of thousands of accidents' 
72 Jasienski did not write the poem itself (Dziamowska 1982: 106). 
73 In accordance with Futuristic poetics Jasienski writes names in lower case. Here Gustaw is a 
main character in Forefathers' Eve by A. Mickiewicz, the principal Polish romantic poet. When 
Gustaw complains of his unhappy love, he is told by a priest: 'Man is not created for tears and 
laughter, but for the good of thy neighbours, people' (1951:258). In the course of the drama 
Gustaw is transformed from a man preoccupied with his unhappy love into a man dedicated to the 
cause of his nation and of humanity ('I and the fatherland are one. My name is Million- because 
I suffer for millions' (285). To mark this transformation he even changes his name to Konrad, 
which is the name given by Mickiewicz to a Lithuanian hero in his earlier work Konrad Wallenrod. 
Konrad is inspired by human suffering, which eventually turns into an open confrontation with 
God: Klamca, kto Ciebie nazywal milo:fciEJ. Ty Jestes tylko m;Jdro:fciEJ. ('A man who called you 
love, lied. You are only wisdom' [284]). For a more detailed analysis of Mickiewicz's work see 
Milosz (1983:222-223). 
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(1975:73). As the prologue to the poem emphatically states, the city writes the 'new 
poetry', the only true and effective poetry which is able to move and inspire modem man: 
o wszystkim pisze miasto w swoich 40-szpaltowych poematach: 
strajki w elektrowniach. przejechania. samob6jstwa. 
oto jest prawdziwa gigantyczna poezja. 
jedyna. dwudziestoczterogodzinna. wiecznie nowa. 
kt6ra dziala na mnie jak silny elektryczny prf/d. 
jak Sr/'lieszne SEJ wobec niej wszystkie poezje. 
poeci, jestescie niepotrzebni! (1972:74) 
about everything writes the city in its 40-column poems: 
strikes in power-stations. accidents. suicides. 
this is the true gigantic poetry. 
the only one. twenty-four-hourly. eternally new. 
it affects me like a strong electric current. 
how ludicrous are all poems when compared to this poetry. 
poets, you are not needed! 
The image of the universe which the poem develops is a concoction ofbrutal reality, and 
delusion. Sometimes it is an unbearable hell on earth, at other times some exceedingly grim 
hallucinatory dream where the city is cross and cross is Christ (See Stema-Wachowiak 
1985: 116: 117) .. The city cries with tears of tramways, while houses engage in a threatening 
dance: 
jeszcze i jeszcze, 
bezksztaltne, wypukle 
domy czarne, obs1izle, karmione deszczem 
napfrznialy jak gEjbki, 
napuchly, 
rozlaly siy, rozpelzly rozdf}te, stulice 
wystEJPi/y na chodniki z ciemno.SCi, 
zsunyly siy, 
przeciyly krzyczEJCEJ ulicf} 
- ludzie! 
- pom6icie! 
- rozgniotEJI 
wyplynyly w u.SCisku skrwawione wnf}trzno.SCi 
i bez j f:ku wylaly si ¥ w b Joto. 
a czarne .SCiany rosnEJ, 
ciEJgnEJ sif:do gory. 
zaslonily cale niebo, 
zakryly szczyty, 
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jakby ogromne olowiane chmury 
na ziemi urz11dzily meeting. (1972:79-80) 
again and again 
shapeless, convex 
black houses, slimy, fed with rain 
bulging like sponges, 
swelled, 
spilled, crawled inflated, manyfaced 
overflowed to pavements in the darkness, 
they came together, 
cut through the roaring street 
-people! 
-help! 
- crushing me! 
smashed bleeding entrails poured out 
without a single groan into the mud. 
and black walls rise, 
extend upwards. 
they covered the whole sky, 
they covered summits, 
as if huge lead clouds 
made a meeting on earth. 
This poem recalls the images of dilapidated houses and the phantasmagoric dance oflamps 
in the poem The City discussed earlier. The city itself has a hundred faces ('stuulice' 74); 
and one of them belongs to a city-victim (represented as Christ) and the other to an 
omnivorous, insatiable city monster-oppressor. The 'reality on the verge of hallucinations' 
validates the oppressive and threatening character of daily life in the city. However, images 
that could be explicitly inscribed into the ideological context of social or political tyranny 
are few in the poem. It is a 'a blind horse, overdriven to death' and some unknown people, 
who died of starvation, becoming 'the bizarre [przedziwny] fertilising sap' of humanity. 
Strong emphasis is laid on the concept of hunger, which in the poem is the sole factor 
dividing the society into the starving and the satiated, that is into the oppressed and the 
74 Jasieriski' s neologism stuulice means 'with hundreds of streets'; it has been created by analogy 
with stulice 'with hundreds of faces'. 
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oppressors. The starving masses are the zombie-like creatures watching the gargantuan 
feast of the rich through the window : 
chodicie tu, 
wolam was, jak gustaw, 
ktorych zapad/e w g/EJ}J policzki 
pozwolEJjasno mi policzyC, 
ile.SCie dni nie mieli w ustach. 
czarni, brEJZowi, biali bracia! 
zgrajo obdarta i wychudla! 
gdy nocEJ ksiyiyc wyjrzy z chmur, 
jak szczury wylazicie z nor. 
pelzniecie, 
wlokEJC nog swych szczudla, 
pod okna, gdzie przy stolach irEJ 
za szybEJ natloczonych barow 
sterty kompotow i homarow 
dranie spasione waszEJ krwiEJ 
i dziwnie oczy wam siy /SnilJ, 
azwas nie sploszy krzyk zegarow. (1972:98-99) 
come here, 
i call, like gustav, upon those 
whose deeply sunken cheeks 
permit me to count 
days when you had nothing in your mouth. 
Black, brown, white brothers! 
you, ragged and emaciated gang! 
at night when the moon peeps from between the clouds, 
you crawl out of your burrows like rats. 
you creep, 
dragging the clutches of your legs 
to the windows, where at the table 
behind the window-panes of crowded bars, 
bastards batten on your blood 
gorge themselves with piles of compotes and lobsters 
and your eyes shine strangely 
until you are frightened away by the scream of clocks. 
The poet unites with the crowd of the hungry and changes the form of his address from 
'I' ('I call upon you', 'I see you', 'oh, my brothers' [99]) to 'we' ('our green bellies', 'we 
suck our saliva', 'we dream of sweet baumkuchen,75 ' 'we devour it violently, in chunks, 
75 Type of sweet cake, baked in layers, a 'pyramidal cake' usually prepared for Easter. 
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choking'[l00-101]), implying that, as Balcerzan puts it, 'the hunger is what unites them' 
(1968:250). Speaking ofhunger, however, Balcerzan neglects to note that the concept of 
hunger in the poem has a variety of meanings. It is associated not only with 'the rivers of 
starved people' who demand bread, but implies also those who merely crave power (98), 
and those that are hungry for blood, as inA Song of Engine Drivers, which constitutes an 
integral part of the poem (see below p. 154). In the semantic field of hunger one may also 
fit the appetite for life: 
iycie cudownym sokiem trysnylo nam w oczy, 
jak pod noi.em dojrzaly ananas! (1972:87) 
life squirted into our eyes its wonderful sap, 
like the ripe pineapple under the knife! 
There is also the unspecified 'hunger' which torments the poet. In order fully to 
understand the ambivalence of the concept of hunger in this poem it is necessary to decode 
the allusion to the personal despair. A Song about Hunger is dedicated to Jasietiski's late 
sister Renia on the first anniversary ofher death, 'instead of flowers', and is preceded with 
a motto from Apollinaire: fibres de tous liens, donnons-nous la main 'free from all the 
fetters, we shall hold our hands' (75). The motto may be taken as a poetic paraphrase of 
the Communist slogan 'proletarians of all countries, unite', which in itself is the last 
sentence of the Communist Manifesto by Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels. It is, however, 
conceivable to see in it an expression of the poet's longing for his dead sister. 76 The 
mention of fetters (moral? family relations? death-life situation?) and the holding of hands 
calls for an explanation, which the poem does not provide. The ambivalence as to whether 
the poet speaks of personal or of public affairs is maintained throughout the poem, as 
manifested by the multiplication of deliberately vague formulations. Part one, for instance, 
begins with this strange two-line address intentionally cut from the wider context: 
76 In the poem Rain Jasietiski refers to her as 'a white lily' and Beatrice, implying that she might 
be his beloved, and in Renia 's Funeral (with a dedication: 'To you, my Little One, anything good 
that I ever did or will write') he describes a funeral ceremony and wedding as identical. Balcerzan 
places this myth-making within the Futuristic tendency to mislead and misdirect the reader (in 
Jasietiski l 972:X). 
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daj twarz do kolan swych przytuli 6. 
krew z twoich palc6w zli.iem. (1972:78) 
Allow to nestle [a] face against your knees. 
we will lick blood from your fingers. 
Judging by the first line, it is a lyrical address to someone dear to the poet, but the second 
line dispels that impression, and by its aggressive imagery contradicts the lyrical 
atmosphere of the previous line. Licking someone's hand evokes the image of an 
affectionate dog and may imply ultimate devotion, but the licking ofblood from someone's 
fingers might lead to the awkward conclusions that we are dealing with strange creatures. 
The archaic verb zli7£m and its plural form implies solemn patriotic or religious songs. 77 
The interpretation remains inconclusive, while the questions multiply. Who is the 
addressee of these lines? Who wants to nestle whose face? Who is 'we'? The grotesque 
indeterminacy leaves wide margins for speculation. The strategy of confusing the reader 
rather than leading towards an acceptable interpretation continues, the grotesque tension 
is not relived in the following stanzas which describe the crucified city (quoted earlier, p. 
117). The bloody fingers may thus be the fingers of this crucified city, and the knees may 
also be the knees of the city. Such direct reference to the city's body parts are only 
possible in the grotesque. The reasons for such strange transformation of the city is not 
given, although contemplated by the poet for a brief moment: 
nie bfd~ iyl, jak kato, ni walczyl, jak samson. 
gJ6d, kt6ry ro5nie we mnie, ciska mnEJ w gorEJczce. 
byJ czJowiek, kt6ry nie jadl, nazywaJ si ~ hamsun 
i zrobilna tym p6:iniej sJaw~i pienifjdze. (1972:80) 
i refuse to live like cato, and to struggle like samson. 78 
the hunger that grows in me, throws me in fever. 
77 The archaic form of the first person plural of the verb lizac'to lick' is used: zli.iem, instead of 
the modern zli.iemy. This form is used occasionally in patriotic songs elevating their character, for 
example in Rota 'The Oath': Nie rzucim ziemi skfjd nasz rod ... ( rzucim instead ofrzucimy). 
78 Cato is known in ancient history for his stem sense of duty and rigid discipline, while the Bible 
(Judges 13-16) attributes to Samson great physical power and lust for women (De-li-lah). It is not 
quite clear which qualities of the ancient heroes Jasieri.ski here renounces. 
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there was a man that did not eat, his name was hamsun, 79 
which later gave him money and fame. 
The stanza formulates what the poet is not going to be or do, a formulation that has 
decisively wider margins than if he had said directly what he is going to do. The hunger 
which 'grows in him' throws him into a nightmare, or some state of fantastic delusion, the 
boundaries of which are not delimited. Such a state obviously yields the prolific grotesque: 
day becomes a dog ('day hauled, bristling its hair') and night 'sings bizarre songs'. The 
ceiling closes in on the poet lying on a shabby sofa, while 'the plaster on the walls splits, 
as if the room smacked its lips', making it obvious that not only does the poet experience 
his vague craving, but also that the whole world is animated by the desire to devour 
another being. The grotesque tension grows when the conditional mode of narration is 
replaced by the direct description of walls whose toothless gums start to masticate, the 
table suddenly starts to dance and the fireplace begins to jump like a puppet. The poet 
feels like a hounded dog and the only possible escape is through the window. He falls from 
the fifth floor, 80 landing on the 'soft mattress of tarmac' and begins his journey up and 
down like a ball. He finds himselfin a state of weightlessness, and begs for help -
-pom6icie! 
- pom6icie!! 
- pom6icie!!! (1972:83) 
-help! 
- help!! 
-help!!! 
- and for kindness: 
79 Knut Hamsun (1859-1952) published his famous novel Hunger in 1888 and was awarded the 
Nobel prize for literature in 1920. J asieri.ski' s ironic, even disdainful reference to Hamsun can only 
be interpreted as a juxtaposition to his own hunger. 
80 It is characteristic of Jasieri.ski's grotesque that he deliberately makes constant reference to 
physical reality identifiable by numbers, names, and other useful data, amidst the most awkward 
and bizarre situations. 
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- nie bojcie siy 
- nie krzyczcie. 
- nic nie zwichnlJ/em. 
- przyci8nijcie mnie. 
- mocniej! (1972:83) 
- don't be afraid. 
- don't shout. 
- i didn't sprain anything. 
-hug me. 
- stronger! 
When he is finally secure in an ambulance, long green palm-trees toss to and fro in his 
skull. He again addresses his dead sister, this time with words which resemble a direct 
sexual innuendo. 
Reniu! 
to ty? 
jak dobrze ie przyszlaS. 
aksamitnymi r{kami po twarzy mnie glaszczesz. 
pami{::tasz wtedy wieczor ... 
deszcz za oknem §piewal 
sluchalem, czy choc jeden nerw Twoj jeszcze driy mnlJ. 
na zielonym cmentarzu teraz skomllJ drzewa 
i jest tak bezlito§nie, przejmujlJCO zimno. (1972:83-84) 
Renia! 
is it you? 
how good of you to come. 
you caress my face with your velvety hands. 
do you remember that evening ... 
rain81 was singing outside the window. 
i listened, if at least one ofYour82 nerves vibrates with me. 
81 This is possibly an allusion to an evening, described in the poem entitled Rain, also dedicated 
to Renia. The rain sets the climate for the mysterious ceremony described in the poem, where 
'white Pierrot, a night poet' reads his poems to the white lily. Later the Pierrot becomes 'the 
grotesque puppet, poor clown, foolish knight of Beatrice'. The poem more than likely relates a 
particular personal episode in the relationship between the brother and the sister. 
82 In accord with the original, the capital letter in the pronoun 'your' is retained here and in the 
next quotation. 
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on the green cemetery the trees now whimper 
and it is so mercilessly, bitingly cold. 
The following two stanzas, conspicuously lyrical and conventional in character, speak of 
the poet's loneliness and sadness: 
chlipilJCY skowyt z krtani na wierzch siywyspinal 
czepia siy Twojej sukni, pelznie ku dloniom. 
uciekac nie mam sily. 
nadchodzi final 
zajadli mali ludzie z psami mniygonilJ. (1972:84) 
a whimpering squeal from the throat climbed to the surface. 
it clings to Your dress, creeps to the palms of Your hands. 
i have no strength to run away. 
the end is coming. 
small bigoted people chase after me with dogs. 
The crowd which pursues the poet, and eventually kills him, picks up his corpse and 
carries it above their heads like a banner. The persuasiveness of this bizarre metamorphosis 
of the individual into a symbol of the victory of the masses is undermined by the vagueness 
of the reasons given for his trauma. The poet, as if aware of this deficiency, performs 
another 'somersault' and changes the tone from the emphatically solemn ('bells were 
belling [neologism meaning to peal) in the bells and in bells their scream died') to the 
openly burlesque: 
gdynagle 
straszny, 
obandainwany 
czlowiek 
podnioslem siyogromny, 
groiny, 
jak wykrzyknik! 
panowie! 
jestem wzruszony. 
widzicie, zbladlem. 
i.egnacie mnie tak pi(knie i tyle tu kobiet, 
ale zapominacie, i£ nic dzis nie jadlem 
i muszyzaraz iscna obiad. (1972:86) 
while suddenly 
horrific, 
bandaged 
man 
i have risen huge, 
terrifying, 
like an exclamation sign! 
gentlemen! 
i am moved. 
you see, i paled. 
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you bid farewell so beautifully to me; and so many women are here, 
but you forget that I have eaten nothing today 
and must now go to dinner. 
The last fragment dispels any doubt: starvation - the physical hunger - is not a threat to 
the poet. The character of the hunger which 'grows' in the poet and 'throws' him in fever 
(see earlier quotation, p. 14 7) remains undetermined. 83 Equally enigmatic remains the 
connection between the poet's sister and the cause of the starving masses. It would be 
inappropriate at this stage to make allegations regarding the character of the poet's 
affection for his late sister, and Balcerzan may be quite right that she became part of 
Jasietiski' s Futuristic myth-building endeavours (in Jasietiski 1972 :X-XI). Nevertheless, the 
point needs to be made that her presence in the poem, the revolutionary character of which 
has been pointed out by Jasietiski himself and the critics, is grotesquely uncomfortable. 84 
83 A different opinion is expressed by Kolesnikoff, who, comparing Jasieri.ski' s poem to 
Mayakovsky's 06JtaKo e wmaHax 'A Cloud in Trousers', writes thatthe cause ofMayakovsky's 
hero's suffering was unhappy love. She argues that Jasieri.ski 'provides a totally different 
motivation for his hero's tragedy'. In her view the protagonist's hallucinations result not from 
unrequited love, but from starvation. Being consumed by a hunger fever, he enters into 'conflict 
with the rest of the world.' Kolesnikoff is emphatic that 'the erotic theme does not appear in 
Jasieri.ski at all' (1982:54-55). 
84 Admittedly, the speculations are somewhat out of place here and yet they are encouraged by the 
frequent remarks made about Jasieri.ski's 'peculiar' personality. Apart from these considerations, 
they might be noted here as an additional feature of the writer of the grotesque. In a fragment of 
personal recollections by J asieri.ski' s close friend, quoted by Stem, the poet is remembered as a man 
'always reserved, embarrassed whenever the conversation touched his private affairs. He frequently 
could not conceal his acute sensitivity, some kind of inner embitterment and neurasthenic 
disposition towards a sudden change from a restless boredom to the explosion of cold irritation' 
(1969:67-68). The French writer and journalist Stefan Priacel remembers Jasieri.ski as 'a bit 
dejected and secretive', explaining it as a consequence of 'la detresse psychique et morale' (moral 
and psychological despair) (in Stem 1969:76). 
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In the grotesque, 'hunger' is always an ambivalent notion; it may refer to different 
categories, including craving for food and sexual desire but also thirst for power. Jasietiski 
was aware of this correspondence, frequently linking sensations experienced during 
physical hunger to those characterising intense sexual appetite - both being the function 
of the body. In The Legs of JsoldaMorgan we read: 'He took her greedily as people take 
bread during the famine' (1966:34), in I Burn Paris the whole action of the novel is 
justified by the hero's ambivalent hunger. He is starving because he has lost his job and is 
suffering emotional anguish after his girlfriend abandoned him. In The Lay of Jakub Sze/a 
hunger and sexual desire are side by side in the same context: 
A musiala:ies ty, Mary§, 
jakiszada6czar mi, 
:ie si ¥ niczym Jui,, jak tobEJ, 
gl6d m6j nie nakarmi (1972:108) 
You probably, Marys, had 
thrown some spell over me, 
that my hunger will not be fed 
with nothing, but you. 
Szela' s desire - 'thicker than raspberry juice and sweeter than honey' - is contextualised 
by the culinary imagery. The hero associates his love for Marys with 'thick broth' and asks 
his young bride to taste it and to drink some of it. For Szela this bizarre food eventually 
proves perilous and he admits that he choked on it as on a treacherous fish-bone. Szela's 
hunger for Marys eventually becomes a symbol of the peasants 'hunger' to own the 
ground and his personal tragedy becomes his strength in defending the cause, which he 
eventually pursues. In this sense, A Song about Hunger can be seen as an earlier version 
of the metamorphosis of an individual into the hero representing the interests of the 
masses. Thus, the poet - the lyrical 'I' - eventually overcomes his 'hunger', by the 
intricate net of allusions associated with personal tragedy, and undergoes an incongruous 
metamorphosis from personal suffering, through what may be taken as an hallucinatory 
dream, to his death from the hands of the mob. The poet eventually becomes 'resurrected' 
but only to die again, this time offering his corpse as a 'rag' which the masses 'may tear 
for a banner' in their marching towards the 'TOMORROW': 
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serce olbrzymie w krtani stanylo i skacze. 
wyplujy pod nogi, w piach wam. 
idziecie! 
krzyczec nie mogy! 
ogromni w zorzy poiodze. 
trup m6j 
krwawy, 
stratowany, 
czerwony, 
jak /achman, 
z kt6rego mote szmat~ na sw6j sztandar udrEJ., 
w Slniertelnym zapatrzeniu lezy wam na drodze, 
po kt6rej przechodzicie 
w JUTRO! (1972:88-89) 
the gigantic heart stopped in the larynx and jumps. 
i will spit it under your feet, on to the sand for you. 
you go! 
i can't shout! 
[you are] enormous in the fire of the morning light. 
my corpse 
bloody, 
flattened, 
red, 
like a rug, 
from which they tear a piece for their banner, 
lies in its deadly stare on the way, 
on which you will march 
towards TOMORROW 
The grotesque character of this passage, and of the stages of this bizarre metamorphosis, 
stem from treatment of the human body which defies all laws of nature. Resisting the laws 
of gravitation the poet's body jumps up and down like a rubber ball; withstanding time, 
it lives again through past experiences; disregarding death, it returns to life but in the form 
of a red banner. The intonation never settles at a specific emotional tonality but teases the 
reader with an unsettled character: it plunges from solemn ('closer and closer came the 
walls. one cannot push aside crawling wall-papers') to clownish, (a ku ku! 'a fig for you'); 
from pathetic ('with my hands apart I fly up to the ceiling and again I fall to the ground') 
to prosaic ('don't shout, i broke nothing'). The reader's reaction remains thus unresolved, 
for the account of the stages through which the poet goes is as humorous as it is 
disturbing. 
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The grotesque affects the character of the poem on many levels, but the most unsettling 
grotesque imagery is associated with revolution, presented not as a social protest, but as 
any unrestrained carnivalesque revolt turning the world into a bloody festival of death, a 
revenge directed not only against the well fed, but also against nature, God and the world 
at large: 
.SWiat postawiony pod .SCiany, jak maly, blady czlowieczek, 
mrugaJ bezradnie oczkami, gdy kolby8my wznieSli do ramion. 
pJakaJ zmartwiony chrystus o dusze swoich owieczek, 
gdy salwfJ gruchnyly lufy i 8nieg siy krwifJ poplamil 
nam-li dzis skomlec nad trupem, gdy hymnem tftni nerw, 
czaszk<J o ziemi¥ grzmocic i krzyczec: nie przeklinaj? I (1972:96-97) 
the world put against the wall, like a pale little man, 
helplessly blinked its eyes, when we raised rifles to our shoulders. 
christ cried worrying about the souls of its flock, 
when barrels discharged a volley and snow was stained with blood. 
must we wail over its corpse today, when the nerve pounds with praise, 
and to bang its skull on the ground and to shout: don't curse?! 
The above fragment is taken from A Song of Engi,ne Drivers. The narrative voice is the 
plural 'we'. This protest-song is as overladen with revolutionary rhetoric as it is with 
coarse imagery and language85 but the emerging vision of revolution is not enticing. The 
poet does not focus on the positive change which revolution might bring, but rather on its 
power of destruction, emerging from the morbidly grotesque images employed. Thus, 
rebelling workers drag the sun to the ground and cut its throat with a knife, and a mob 
throws itself over the corpse to drink its gushing blood. As presented in the poem I Am 
Tired of Language, the fires of revolution were capable of consuming libraries and 
universities, in A Song about Hunger equally off-putting are the frightening descriptions 
of 'strange days, full of crimson terror', a true carnival of death and blood - the 
phenomenon overridden with contradiction and incongruity as its verbal formulation 
indicates. The world is 'a heavily armed war-ship, consumed by inferno', the earth is a 
85 In Polish, different words are used to distinguish the body parts of humans from those of 
animals. Jasienski uses words Jeb 'head', Slepia 'eyes', mordy 'muzzles', which in Polish are 
normally used in reference to animals and are considered vulgar in reference to humans. 
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'huge propeller, swung to the left by black little people' (emphasis added). But contrary 
to expectations, the category of oppressors is esoteric; it consists of God ('party-less god 
cried over us with rain'), time ('the wheel of time squashed us'), nature ('starless nights 
witness sailors' skin being cut out of the flesh', 'red tongues of northern lights licked our 
faces to blood') and the sun: ('old and bald like Bismarck's head, shined into our eyes, into 
our muzzles' 86). The poet, who according to Futuristic programmes wanted to 'blow the 
minds' of his readers, here reaches for strong grotesque visions. The violent tone, the 
images relating to scenes of murder and contempt for life in general, have a dominating 
impact in this fragment. In the image of revolution painted by the poet there is nothing 
alluring that the political propaganda could use. On the contrary, we detect here an almost 
misanthropic ill-disposition towards people and a disregard for life in general. Even when 
the revolution breaks, 'the world like a pale little man' blinks its eyes in fear and 'the great 
bright NEWS' comes accompanied by blood, bullets and corpses. 
Of all Jasietiski' s works, A Song about Hunger is the poem that is the most complex and 
difficult to interpret. Not much help is to be found in the various attempts made at 
interpreting it in the context of Vladimir Mayakovsky' s acknowledged 1915 masterpiece 
A Cloud in Trousers. Balcerzan, who remains to date the most significant scholar of 
Jasietiski's poetry, maintains that A Song about Hunger is a latent translation of 
Mayakovsky's poem (1968:254), a view also adopted by Kolesnikoff, who includes an 
attempt to introduce a scale of artistic merit into her comparison of J asietiski' s poem with 
that ofMayakovsky: 'As Edward Balcerzan has pointed out, [Jasietiski's] poem in a way 
'corrects' the ideological shortcomings of A Cloud in Trousers, but artistically it does not 
match the original' (1982:58). However, Anatol Stern emphatically disagrees with this 
theory, maintaining that Jasietiski's poem is 'a riposte' and that the similarities between 
the poems are 'strictly formal' (1969:34). Stem's view, although less sensational, seems 
to be more in line with the actual character of A Song about Hunger, which should be seen 
as an original creation, although it reiterates the fundamental burden of A Cloud in 
86 Balcerzan notes that in the reprint of the poem, published in Earth to the Left this metaphor 
becomes: 'sun bald fiery gendarme' (in Jasienski 1972:96). We can see that the intensity of the 
feeling of oppression increases. 
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Trousers: away with your love, away with your religion, away with your system, and in 
that order. These three 'aways' emphasise not only the profoundly romantic path from 
individual to general, but also reiterate the anarchic character ofFuturistic rebellion against 
everything associated with the old. On the other hand, no other poet influenced Jasietiski 
as much as Mayakovsky did. This influence, however, must be seen as affinity not as 
imitation. 
In 1924 a group of Futurists published a collection of their poetry Earth to the Left, in 
which Jasietiski featured prominently. Apart from republishing A Song about Hunger, 
J asietiski included a number of poems which maintain the tone of rebellion. In Prologue 
to the 'Football of the All-Saints' he continues his sacrilegious defamation of God, the 
oppressor and the actual debtor of people. The world is rendered grotesque through 
unusual metaphors and unexpected comparisons, while the unconventional linear 
organisation of the stanzas perpetuates the chaos reigning in the world: 
domy skacz11 w konwulsjach sklepieli 
krew bulgoce ustami rynien 
r~e moje wyci11gam Sl.epe: 
oddaj oddaj c6:i£s nam winien! 
gwiazdy z nieba lec11Jak wi.5nie 
ostre dreszcze wstrzljSajlj 8wiatem 
znowu przyjdzie zgwalci i ci.5nie 
noc-megiera w kolczykach 8wiatel(I972:32) 
houses jump in convulsions of vaults 
blood gurgles through the mouth of gutters 
I extend my blind hands: 
give give back what you owe us! 87 
stars fall from the sky like cherries 
sharp shivers shake the world 
again the night-shrew will come in the earrings of lights 
to rape and to chuck away 
87 The poet applies here unusual punctuation marks, while commas and full stops are dropped, a 
colon, exclamation points and question marks are retained. 
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The poem addresses God directly and is best described in terms of a palimpsest 'written 
into' a prayer, the original content of which has been effaced to make room for 
blasphemous reproaches and incongruous demands, such as -
-and 
daj nam tak:ie do dzbanka z mlekiem 
z chmur ly:ieczk11 zbierac koiuszki (1972:33) 
let us scoop from clouds the head [of cream] with a teaspoon 
for a jug of milk 
po alejach twojego raju 
daj nam si¥przespacerowa6(1972:33) 
allow us to walk 
on the alleys in your eden 
In the name of the suffering masses, 'holy in their anger', the poet rejects God's sacrifice 
as a means of redemption. The stanzas imply that the real suffering is here on earth, and 
the real felony has been committed by God who appropriated people's reasons for being 
angry and made them his own: 
po c6ipo c6ina krzyiu po!fcisz 
laski swojej skfJPisz wybralicom? 
dobrzy ludzie cisi i pro!fci 
dawny88 5wiat ten zbawili talicem 
dlugo by/es ze swoich slug rad 
placz nad nami 5wi fi)lmi w zlo!fci 
o twe racje kt6res nam ukradl, 
z aniolami rzucamy ko8ci! (1972:34) 
why why do you fast on the cross 
keeping from the chosen your good graces? 
88 Quite possibly this line is affected by a misprint, that is, the adjective dawny (ancient, former, 
old) appears instead of the adverb dawno (long time ago). In the latter case the line should be 
translated as: 'redeemed this world with a dance long time ago'. 
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good people quiet and simple 
redeemed this old world with dance 
you were happy with your servants for a long time now 
cry for us holy in our anger 
for your rights that you stole from us 
with angels we cast the dice! 
The grotesque in this poem does not intensify its iconoclastic tone and character, but 
rather disarms it, preventing the poet from falling into the trap of pathos, despised by 
Futuristic poetics. 89 Pathos in the grotesque can only function as a parody of itself, which 
is the case in this poem. The minor ironic overtones and grotesque imagery familiarise 
God, bringing him down from the pedestal of the cross and equalising his suffering with 
that of the everyday life of the people: 
przyjm nas! przyjm nas! wszyscysmy Swi{X:i 
dobrzy ludzie pro8ci i cisi 
po c6i twarz twa jak kula rt{X:i 
sloricem czarnym nad nami wisi? 
jakoibrama twoja zamkni{:ta? 
otw6rz! otw6rz slyszysz kolatam! 
przyszly lata naszego .SWi {ta 
wszystkich ludzi z ca/ego .SWiata. (1972:33) 
receive us! receive us! we are all saints 
good people simple and quiet 
why does your face like a ball of mercury 
hang over us like a black sun? 
how can it be that your gate remains closed? 
open! open you hear I am rattling! 
years for our holiday came 
for all the people of the whole world. 
Frequently in Jasietiski's poetry the problem only drafted in one place is taken up and 
given fuller treatment elsewhere or, if the issue is especially important to the poet, the 
89 See Balcerzan: 'Pathetic style is tearing words from the concrete and taking them to the sphere 
of abstract. Pathos excludes the poetic joke, because the joke reveals the character of a linguistic 
sign. One can only play with a word understood as a material thing, while one cannot play with a 
pure sign[ ... ] because in itself it is not comic' (in Jasienski 1972:L). 
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same theme is reworked in more than one version. Such is the case with The After-War 
Psalm, which has the same tone of iconoclastic rebellion that sounded in Prologue to the 
'Football of All-Saints', although the end of the war is celebrated in heaven as well as on 
Earth: 
[ . .] 
niech taliczy ten kto dotljd drial 
na niebie dzisiaj wielki bal jest 
[ . .] 
pan bOg pojechal na wakacje 
i S..Vi~i w raju gra)EJ w football (1972:29) 
[ ... ] 
let dance all those who were trembling 
there is a great ball in the sky today 
[ ... ] 
god went away on vacation 
and saints play football in the eden 
The title of the poem implies a genre typical of religious worship, but it is misleading. 
Instead of the lyrical, laudatory and imploring character expected from a solemn religious 
song, the poem reads as an 'antipsalm', as noted by Balcerzan (in Jasieri.ski 1972:28-29). 
The universe that emerges from the poem is as incongruous as the war itself, as illustrated 
by the following quotation: 
z trotuarow jak z iyznej podlanej grzpiy 
podnosily si~biale ifioletowe kwiatki 
ludzie padaJ11c na twarz krzyczeli: nie bpi~! 
i plakali nie wiadomo nad kim 
na zielonych karuzelach bladzi policjanci 
gonili zlodziejow na drewnianych koniach (1972:31) 
from pavements as from a fertile watered flower-bed 
white and mauve flowers were rising 
falling on their faces people were shouting: i will not! 
and were crying without knowing for whom 
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on the green roundabout pale policemen 
were running after thieves on wooden horses 
The grotesque exposes the absurdity, nonsense and horror of war but is equally effective 
in painting a utopian picture of the wonderful future. The poet, the lyrical 'I', appears as 
a replacement for Christ: 'I will lead you all in our red dance.' He announces that Christ 
has disappeared and will not come to forgive sins, but people must unite in their 
forgiveness: 
odpuszczamy swoje nieprawo:fci ! 
calujmy ustajedni drugim! (1972:31) 
we forgive all the wrongdoings! 
let's kiss the lips of one another!' 
The poem ends in an unexpected twist towards some strange celebration oflife and of the 
human body. The grotesque performance of policemen on wooden horses in pursuit of 
thieves is thus juxtaposed with the equally grotesque dance in front of the mirror when for 
the first time the poet notices that he has hands, as well as everybody else, and this 
observation leads him to the conclusion that there is equality among all people: 
patrzcie! patrzcie jaki dziwny cud 
jaka ogromna szalona nowina 
przed lustrem taliczy w tyl i w przod 
na prawo i na lewo si ¥ kr~¥ 
to jest naprawdy nagle pierwszy raz: 
ja mam r~e! my wszyscy mamy r~e! 
para cudownych kiszek u ramion nam dynda 
mo?emy je zginac rozginac 
podnosicopuszczacile kto chce 
powiedzcie! powiedzcie sami! 
jaka wspaniala winda! 
a ja mam tak?e palce 
ktorymi chwytam i jem 
i nogi na ktorych taliczy! (1972:32) 
look! look what a strange miracle 
what huge crazy news 
i dance back and forth in front of the mirror 
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i turn right and left 
this really happened suddenly for the first time: 
i have hands! we all have hands! 
a pair of marvellous [pieces ofJ guts dangle from our shoulders 
we can bend and unbend them 
lift and bring down as much as one wants 
say! say yourself! 
what a wonderful elevator! 
and i also have fingers 
with which i grasp and eat 
and legs on which i dance! 
Although the foreboding atmosphere of the grotesque apocalypse no longer affects this 
part, the grotesquely bizarre prevails in the way the poet describes the body. Armss are 
pieces of guts and they function like small lifts. It is the reversed picture of the body torn 
apart by bullets and the poet emphatically states 'we shall no longer tear hands and legs'. 
The Utopian vision of the post-war world is built on the image of Eden where angels will 
come to wash people's feet. Everything happens, not because of the conscious political 
action, but because of strange miracles. 
The social revolution materialised for many Polish avant-garde poets as a revolution in art; 
few however reached a degree of radicalism that could be compared with the poetry of 
Bruno Jasietiski, as Stern has noted. Very few poets in the inter-war period, he writes, 
spoke in such a rebellious and uncompromising way against the poetics they had found 
already in place, as Jasietiski did 'in his striving to create the new world of images and 
concepts for the new people' ( 1969: 92). The grotesque in J asietiski' s poetry is consistently 
consonant with the prevailing perception of the world and the artistic programmes of the 
avant-garde at that time. It had its source in Jasietiski's realisation that the world had 
undergone a dramatic change, the significance of which had not yet been fully grasped by 
the public. As an artist he felt obliged to awaken the public to aspects of contemporaneity 
and to expose the unpredictable nature of life. 
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The Grotesque Nature of the Dance-rebellion in 'The Lay of Jakub Szela' 
The longest ofJ asietiski' s poems, Slawo o Jakubie Szeli ('The Lay ofJakub Szela'), 90 was 
written while the poet was living in France. In contrast to his earlier poetry, dominated as 
it is by urban scenery and Futuristic poetics, The Lay of Jakub Sze/a is a narrative poem 
based on an historical event, the peasant 'revolt' of 1846.91 Its poetics is drawn from the 
folk cultural tradition. However, a bold avant-garde influence is evident both in Jasietiski' s 
treatment of the historical data and in his attitude to the folk canon. To analyse the use of 
the grotesque in all its complexity in this poem is a task for another study. Here my 
intention is simply to illustrate that springing from the poet's views on life and art, this 
poem demonstrates that Jasietiski consistently and deliberately reached for the grotesque 
as his own most characteristic means of expression. 
As attested by Brucz, 92 J asietiski' s close Parisian associate, The Lay of Jakub Sze la results 
as much from the poet's 'ideological motivations' as it does from his 'formal passions' (in 
Stem 1968:69). This seems to offer the most accurate and concise characterisation of 
Jasietiski's poem, provided that the term 'ideological' is understood in the general sense 
that Brucz, himself an avant-garde artist, must have understood it - not as a specific 
political theory but as an individual artist's view of the world or the system of his personal 
beliefs. Jasietiski's 'ideological motivations' have already been outlined in his first 
90 Originally published in Paris in 1926. Republished in Poland in a book version by Czytelnik in 
1956. All references in this section are to the later edition, in the collection Utwory poetyckie. 
Manifesty. Szkice (1972). 
91 As noted in the History of Poland, 'Within a few days [of February 1846] the peasant 
movement resulted in the ransacking of some 400 manors and about a thousand casualties. Labour 
services virtually ceased to be performed throughout central Galicia and soon the resistance 
movement spread to the rest of the province. The peasants, moreover, found a leader, a villager 
from Smarzowa, by the name of Jakub Szela, who presided over the lynching of his masters, the 
Bogusz family, then surrounded himself with armed bodyguards. He secured the obedience of the 
peasants within an area of several square kilometres and negotiated with the Austrian authorities' 
(A. Gieysztor et al. Warszawa, 1972:411). 
92 Stanislaw Brucz, a Polish avant-garde poet. During the nineteen twenties he lived in Paris and 
was a frequent guest of Jasieri.ski' s. Fragments of his recollections are reprinted by Stem (1969:67 -
70). 
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manifesto To the Polish Nation. .. (1921 ), in which he wrote that the time had come to 're-
evaluate all the justice and injustice of the past millennium'. The tone of the manifesto 
proves that Jasietiski was aware of the trauma the Polish peasantry suffered because its 
emancipation was neglected and subordinated to the pan-national effort of regaining Polish 
sovereignty. Jasietiski felt that with the end of partition, 'a new house for the extended 
Polish nation' had to be built, while participation in this 'new house' must be established 
according to only one criterion- 'hard, iron, organic work' (1972:201). 
Taking as a theme for his poem one of the most painful events in Polish history with the 
intention of showing it anew, Jasietiski had to substantiate his approach which he did by 
writing a brief foreword. 93 From this foreword we learn that in the background of 
J asietiski' s understanding of history is a view that history is subordinated to interpretation 
as much as everything else in life - 'the pedestals erected by national historiosophy 
[philosophy of history] are falling down and in their place new ones are being erected' 
(1972: 241). With this commitment, Jasietiski set himself the task of rearranging the 
hierarchy of Polish national heroes in order to present it from the point of view of the 
peasants as a social class. He was especially interested in one hero, Jakub Szela, officially 
regarded as a traitor to the national interest when he become the leader of the bloody 
mutiny of peasants in Galicia. The mutiny took place in the early spring of 1846 and was 
directed against the Polish gentry, seen by the official history as 'the only class in Polish 
society whose national conscience was fully awake' (Reddaway 1941 : 3 3 9). 94 As J asietiski 
notes in the foreword to the poem, the official history portrayed Szela as a pawn whose 
authority among the peasants was used by the Austrians to neutralise the gentry who at 
the time were fomenting an insurrection against the Austrian Kaiser. 95 Szela was rewarded 
for his help in pacifying the gentry and spent the rest of his life living comfortably in a 
93 J asietiski' s polemic with the literary works referring to the same historical event is discussed in 
Rawinski (1969). 
94 F. W. Reddaway (ed.), The Cambridge History of Poland. Cambridge, 1941. 
95 See Reddaway 1941:339-342, 352-358; Gieysztor at al. 1972:409-413. 
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small estate granted to him by the Austrian Kaiser. Summarising the method used by the 
official history in creating such an image of Szela, Jasietiski writes: 
Historia oficjalna, grupujlJC w spos6b odpowiada}IJCY jej koncepcji narodowej pewne 
fakty dotyczlJce Szeli i konsekwentnie przemilczajlJC inne, ulepila z tego materialu 
odraiaj IJCIJ postacchlopa-prowokatora, konfidenta rzf./du zaborczego, zdrajcy interes6w 
narodowych, zawsze niewsp6/miernych i CZf'Sfokroc sprzecznych z interesem klas 
upoS/,edzonych. ( 1972:242) 
Selecting certain facts in respect of Szela to suit its own conceptualisation of national 
values and incessantly omitting other facts, the official history fashioned from this material 
the repulsive figure of the peasant-provocateur, the confidant of the oppressor and the 
traitor of the national interest, [while these national values were] always incommensurable 
and frequently contradictory with the interest of the unprivileged classes. 
Jasietiski expressly admits that he does not intend to contest this version of events, 'logical 
in its own sense', but, bearing in mind the class interest of the peasants, he intends to 
create a different image of Szela by 're-selecting these very same historical facts or by 
reaching for new facts which are omitted in the official version'. 96 To illustrate his method 
Jasietiski focuses on the nature of the 'reward' Szela received for his service to the 
Austrians. For murdering the gentry the peasants were promised release from field service 
as well as ownership of the ground on which they were working. This did not happen; 
when the rebellion ended after a few days, the peasants were ordered to return to the 
fields. Szela was arrested and subsequently sent to the distant province of Bukowina. He 
was given a piece of ground and spent the rest of his life there. The official history calls 
Szela' s arrest 'a comedy' played by the Austrians to lull suspicion of Szela' s collaboration 
while his 'exile' is presented as an opportunity to reward Szela with 'a small estate' for 
services to the Kaiser. Jasietiski accepts Szela's arrest as real. Considering Szela's 
authority among the peasants and his rebellious nature, his banishment, in J asietiski' s view, 
was to prevent further unrest, especially since Szela began to realise that he and all the 
peasants had in fact been duped (1972:243-245). 
96 Nie myS/,lJc wcale przeciwstawiacsi~tej, konsekwentnej w ramach swych zamierzeli, koncepcji 
negatywnej, usilowalem stworzyc sobie inny obraz Szeli, drogl} bf/di grupowania tych samych 
fakt6w historycznych po linii interesu klasowego chlopstwa, bf/di tei drogl} czerpania nowych 
fakt6w ze ir6del dotychczas przemilczanych (Jasieriski 1972:242). 
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Following his clearly outlined method, shifting the emphasis and reinterpreting certain 
source material, in addition to recapitulating the official version, Jasietiski builds two more 
versions of his own. One version he outlines in the poem's introduction. This is the version 
of someone who identifies with the peasants as an historically oppressed class; it is a 
convincing reinterpretation of Szela' s role in the mutiny. Basing his argument on 
historically verifiable documentation, Jasietiski concludes that 'from the point of view of 
the peasants, Szela was not a traitor and he did not act with the intention of enriching 
himself, but was a conscious and selfless defender of the peasants deaf to the abstract 
reasoning of [those who stand for] national values' (ibid.: 24 5). Yet another version of the 
rebellion and its leader is given in the poem, it is the version of an avant-garde artist. 
J asietiski juxtaposes three versions of the same event all referring to the same historical 
evidence but each time treated from a different point of view. The only objective criterion 
applied in creating each version is the law of the relativity of our perception of the world. 
Jasietiski proves that any document is subject to individual interpretation which in turn 
proves that there is no such thing as 'the only truth'. The 'class consciousness' or artistic 
vision - applied separately or simultaneously, as is the case in The Lay of Jakub Szela -
are factors that can alter the image of an individual or a deed as well as their ethical 
evaluation. 97 
Jasietiski's poetic version of the rebellion and its hero indicates the poet's move towards 
experimentation with longer epic forms and a clearly developed plot. Jasietiski confronted 
the problem of devising a narrative technique that would distance him from the authorial 
'I' so prominent in some of his earlier lyric poems, for example in I Am Tired of 
Language. The poet had already begun to develop such a narrative strategy in A Song 
about Hunger, in which he admits that 'poems are written by the city' (74), while in The 
City the presentation of events seem to owe their character to a camera-like vision. In The 
Lay of Jakub Szela the narrative method is explained in the prologue to the poem. It 
becomes a precalculated strategy and an open admission that the voice heard in the poem 
97 This notion of the impossibility to establish one objective truth appears with renewed intensity 
in Jasieriski's last unfinished realistic novel A Conspiracy of the Indifferent. 
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is not that of the poet himself, but rather the voice of a song - 'bleeding and angry', - a 
song that was picked up in the field: 
W biale noce, od riysk i gumien, 
poro8nifi)'ch i mchem, i mg/EJ, 
pozbieralem tf piesli, jak umiem, 
i przynoszy skrwawionEJ, z/11-
[ . .} 
Raz ta piesn - zaszla mnie w iycie, za 11/kEJ, 
powali/a, przygniot/a, kaza/a: slui! 
i wyrwala mi JfZYkJak p/ony klJkol, 
a miast niego wetkny/a mi n6i. 
Przysz/a zimlJ skostnia/a, skomla/a: milczy! 
przypyta/a sif: ogrzej! Jrcza/a: krew! 
A w zanadrzu uros/a w iar/oczne wilczy 
nakarmila sifsercem, siygnyla trzew- -
[ . .} 
na glinianej przynoszy wam misie 
tf zllJ piesn- - m6j najwi(kszy skarb! (1972:102-104) 
During white nights, from the stubbles and barns, 
overgrown with moss, and fog, 
I collected this song, the only way I know, 
and I bring it to you bleeding and angry. 
[ ... ] 
Once this song called on me in a rye-field, past the meadow, 
it threw me down, pressed to the ground, ordered: serve! 
it pulled out my tongue like a worthless ear of corn, 
and instead it put a knife in my mouth. 
Frozen to death it returned in winter, whimpering: I am silent! 
it begged: warm me up! it groaned: blood! 
But in my bosom it grew into a voracious wolf, 
it fed on my heart, it reached into my guts - -
[ ... ] 
in a clay vessel I bring you now 
this angry song- - my greatest treasure! 
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The prologue speaks of the song as an incongruous, grotesque being possessing life and 
desires ofits own. Through the process of personification, the song becomes a threatening 
creature that groans, moans and begs; it is a malicious and bizarre beast - 'a voracious 
wolf that feeds on the poet's heart and pulls his tongue out, but nevertheless it remains 
his 'greatest treasure'. Through this conspicuously threatening grotesque imagery the 
prologue sets the atmosphere for the rest of the poem as ambivalent, bizarre, and violent. 
From the vantage point of narrative technique, the prologue clearly indicates the shift of 
the narrative viewpoint from 'I' to 'it', that is to the song with its rich folk tradition,98 the 
song which is able to proceed on its own. Jasietiski needed that 'mask' of a folk song for 
reasons of 'narrative mimicry' 99 to expose 'the essential truth about the anti-feudal 
insurrection' (Rawitiski 1971 : 8 9) and to 'transmit dissatisfaction with social injustice, to 
provide slogans of revolution in the form closest to common experience' (Kolesnikoff 
1982:61 ). Although these views are legitimate, the prologue to the poem clearly indicates 
that above all Jasietiski needed the folk song form to shield himself from charges that the 
universe he creates in the poem is bizarre and departs from the natural harmony and order 
of life as we know it. 
Because the poem simulates the brisk rhythm of merry and dynamic folk songs, one of the 
most overpowering impressions The Lay of Jakub Sze/a has on the reader is that its 
universe is in constant motion. Initially the whole universe - animals, people and objects 
- seem to be living in mirth and harmony. The poem begins with 'a formidable grotesque 
fresco' (Rawitiski 1971: 86), which relates a frantic wedding dance. It seems that there is 
no limit to utter happiness in this unrestrained union of man and beast, nature and objects: 
98 Although the influence of folk canon on the poem seems to be the favourite topic of its analysis 
by critics thus far, there still is considerable potential not only for comparative (formal) but critical 
(semantic) analysis of Jasienski's ingenious use of folk songs. For a comparative analysis see M. 
Rawinski 'U genezy wczesnej tw6rczosci poetyckiej Brunona Jasienskiego'. Wroclaw, 1969, and 
'Slowo o Jakubie Szeli Brunona Jasienskiego wobec folkloru', 1971. 
99 Known as the skaz technique in Russian literary criticism, it was first described by Boris 
Eikhenbaum in his 1924 essay 'KaK c~enatta llluHellb r oroJUI'. The significance of this technique 
for the writer of the grotesque is considerable. Erlich, who accepts skaz as a mask assumed by an 
author, characterises it as 'the mimicry of intonational, lexical and phraseological mannerisms of 
a low-brow narrator' (1969: 146). 
Talicowala izba, st61, 
cztery konie, piljty w6! 
Talicowaly krowy z ob6r, 
jak w tancerkach by! niedob6r. 
Talicowala izba, sieli-
Jak ci bida, to siy i:eli! 
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Z korimi - wiadra, z ludimi - konwie, 
jeden Bog ich z kt6rych stron wie. 
Talicowaly skrzypce, bas, 
biala droga w czarny las. 
Wyrzucala nogi-wierzby 
na go.SCiiicu, bo i gdzieihy? 
Talicowala izba, wies-
Jak ci bida- mam ciygdzies! (1972: 104-105) 
Dancing were a table and a room, 
four horses, fifth was the bull. 
Dancing were cows from sheds 
ifthere were not enough dancing girls. 
Dancing were a room and a hall -
If you are poor, get wed! 
With horses - buckets, with people - jugs, 
only God knows how they do it. 
Dancing were a violin and a bass viola, 
white road leading to the black forest. 
It was throwing its legs-willows 100 
on the road, where else? 
Dancing were a room and a village -
If you are poor- I don't know you! 
Sterna-Wachowiak rightly points out the device of'folk anthropomorphism' (1985:117) 
which here as much as elsewhere in the poem permits objects, celestial bodies, fragments 
oflandscape and animals not only to imitate human behaviour but also to coexist amicably. 
The dance seems to embody an innocuous suspension of all natural laws for the period of 
100 Literal translation. Jasienski refers to the element considered to be typical of the Polish 
landscape in which country roads are usually defined by the rows of willow trees. Since in the 
poem the road is personified, according to the logic of the poem, it has to have legs like any other 
being. 
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the celebration defined by Bakhtin in terms of a carnival ceremony as 'the second life of 
the people, who for a time enter the utopian realm of community, freedom, equality, and 
abundance' (1984b:9). 101 The grotesque seems to be of that playful kind frequently evident 
in folk literature, including fairy-tales, where various wonders and miracles are accepted 
without the blink of an eye. But under this apparent harmonious coexistence of 
incompatible phenomena there lurks a premonition of possible tensions. It can be detected 
in the references to poverty. The proverb Jak ci bida, to si~ i:en! ('if you have worries -
get married') draws our attention because it is clearly out of context and it disrupts the 
logic of the stanza. 102 Its use seems to be justified only by the rhythm and the rhyme of a 
folk song, yet, the reference to poverty is made again, this time more directly: jak ci bida 
- mam ci~ gdzies ('if you are poor - I don't know you'). The jubilant tone of the poem 
is also undercut by its imagery: cows replacing dancing girls, horses dancing with buckets, 
people with jugs. The most bizarre is the surrealistic image of a road dancing 'on the road, 
where else?' - a clearly intended tautology, betraying the kind of humour which is typical 
of the author of the grotesque - a smile through clenched teeth. 
Nevertheless, the whole universe continues this strange dance even when it reaches the 
culmination of the action when a similarly vivacious rhythm of folk dance characterises all 
the scenes depicting the bloody mutiny of peasants: 
Jak dojrzaly izby 
w polu samych brzd<J<:y, 
podkasaly kiecki-!fciany 
po iniegu lec11cy. 
101 The application ofBakhtin's theory and his concept of carnival to this poem is limited, for its 
climax does not depend on the 'carnival sense of the world' as defined by Bakhtin (1984a: 122-123) 
but rather on its grotesque aberration. In Bakhtin' s view carnival wars are 'bloodless' (ibid.: 125); 
Jasienski's war is real although it is disguised as a celebration of freedom. The suspension of 
hierarchy - the temporal fraternity of the gentry and the peasants - as demanded by Bakhtin, 1s 
entirely illusory in Jasienski's poem. 
102 Jasienski's use of the proverb exposes its ambiguity. Normally bida (dialect; its correct form 
bieda) in this proverb means 'trouble', 'worries', but it can also mean 'social deprivation'. That 
Jasienski uses it in its alternative, unusual for the proverb meaning, becomes clear, when he refers 
to poverty again, this time directly. 
Przegonilje wiatrak, 
w dyrdy biegl przez odlag, 
ruszylw taniec opftaniec, 
poszly wiary z podlag. 
Taiicowali cztery dni 
ani wi~ej, ani mniej. 
Taiicowali pilJflJ noc -
runlji dwar jak zgnily kloc. 
Taiicowali rach-ciach-ciach 
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i po drogach i po wsiach. 
Taiicowali, gdzie kto magi. 
Tryskal, pryskaJ 8nieg spod nag. 
SzedJ .§nieg. Bra/ mraz. 
BiegJ zbieg. W mraz wrasl. 
Z ust krew - as kier. 
Znad drew mg/a skier. (1972:140-141) 
When huts saw 
all these sprats in the fields, 
they tucked up their skirts-walls 
running through the snow. 
The windmill overtook them, 
running swiftly through a fallow land, 
mad, 103 it rushed into the dance, 
wooden shavings striking on a floor. 
They were dancing for four days 
nor more, no less. 
They were dancing for the fifth night -
the manor fell like a rotten log. 
They were dancing rach-ciach-ciach104 
on the roads and in villages. 
They were dancing where they could. 
Snow spattered, splattered from under their feet. 
103 Opftaniec means 'mad', 'possessed' or 'frantic'. Judging by the way it is used, it may qualify 
both the dance and the windmill. 
104 Read: rakh-chyakh-chyakh. According to conventions of onomatopoeia, this word formation 
imitates both the sound oflegs shuffling on the floor in a dance, and the sound of cutting, not only 
cutting through the air with a sharp blade, but also sawing a log. 
Snow came. Frost set. 
Fugitive runs. Froze stiff 
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Blood from mouth- ace of hearts. 
Sparks mist above the trees. 
The jolly rhythm of the dance is emphasised by replacing the quatrain with the distich. The 
organisation of stanzas clearly imitates the rhythm of dance itself The jubilant tone is only 
interrupted by the last stanza. This stanza confirms the menacing nature of this dance, 
which initially we only could sense in the image of huts running through the snowy fields 
like women with their skirts tucked up suggesting that they might be running in great 
anxiety. The windmill, which in its awkward shape imitates a human figure, especially that 
of a madman throwing his limbs uncontrollably in all directions, like huts, evokes laughter 
at the same time as looking alarmingly disturbing. 105 But the truely frightful nature of this 
dance becomes apparent only in the stanza that makes reference to the image of a fugitive, 
wounded or perhaps killed. It is a frosty night, blood is frozen on his lips, while the 
ominous glow of burning manor houses illuminates this gruesome scene. The simile: the 
blood on the lips - ace of hearts - the dead man and the association with the image of 
cards - not only entirely destroys the remnants of the corpse's humanity, but also 
introduces an element of circus, if one imagines the blood frozen on his lips in a heart-like 
shape that makes him look like a clown. The focus on the visual aspect of the scene 
instead of on its content, in other words the focus on how it looks and not on what its 
emotional implications are, is typical of the grotesque challenge to our own sense of 
tragedy. 
Fully to understand the function of this image in Jasietiski's poem, one has to know 
nineteenth-century Polish patriotic literature. The 'fugitive' as a rule was an insurgent 
fleeing from the tsar' s army or prison, and whose image the whole nation worshipped as 
an embodiment of patriotism. 106 Jasietiski, who makes it his aim in the poem to weigh 
105 As Khouri notes, the image of the human body is one of the most effective referents for the 
grotesque. (N. Khouri, 'The Grotesque: Archeology of an Anti-Code.' Zagadnienia Rodzaj6w 
Literackich. Vol. XXIIl(2), 1980:21. 
106 Compare the opening passages in Wierna rzeka ('Faithful River', 1913) by Stefan Zeromski. 
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national independence against social freedom, ridicules the cherished symbol of the 
national tradition. Even if we understand that the rejection of any tradition - not merely 
that which is 'national' - was part of Jasieri.ski's aesthetic programme, the way he 
demonstrates it - through the grotesque degradation of the ideal - is the main cause of the 
poem's acrimonious reception in Poland. 107 Probably if Jasieri.ski had written his poem in 
a realistic mode and argued the cause of the peasantry in a more direct way, the poem 
would have been much more palatable to the public, but the point is that J asieri.ski did not 
intend to negate the value of the national struggle for freedom, the benefits of which he 
was reaping by living in a free Poland - even ifhe was temporarily staying in France. 108 As 
he stated clearly in the introduction to The Lay of Jakub Sze/a, he only intended to show 
another truth, a different perspective from the one commonly accepted. 109 His intention 
was not to falsify history or to present the rebellion, the bloody mutiny, as an objectively 
justifiable deed. He was as horrified by its vicious brutality as any one in his sane mind 
would be, which is why the image of the rebellion is grotesque and ambivalent. The mutiny 
is both a vicious massacre and a celebration, which can be interpreted as Jasieri.ski's 
attempt to understand why the rebellion was so brutal. He saw it as revenge for the 
'millennium' of oppression and slavery; hence the peasants in the poem dance with squires 
101 Criticism of the poem is briefly summarised by Dziarnowska (1982: 15 8-164 ), while J asieriski 
himself noted in his 'Last Testimony' the disappointing reception of the poem among the 
Communists, quoting Dlj,bal who summarised it as 'an antiquated petty-bourgeois individualism 
manifesting itself in the overexposure of the poem's central protagonist, the peasant leader Jakub 
Szela, at the expense of too schematic a portrayal of the peasant masses themselves, who in the 
poem are present only in the background' (in Jaworski 1995: 152). 
108 An acquaintance who met Jasieriski in Paris recalls how much he missed Poland: 'He was 
gloomy, agitated, simply sad. He spoke of how much he missed Cracow, that he would give 
anything to be there again. [ ... ] He wanted to know everything about Cracow when he learned that 
I had left the city only recently' (Zechenter 1965:7). 
109 From the nineteenth century onwards, the perception was that only the nobility was involved 
in the independence struggle, while the peasantry remained indifferent, if not altogether hostile to 
the cause of national sovereignty. Such a portrayal is perpetuated by Zeromski's novel Faithful 
River or his novella Rozdzi6biq nas kruki, wrony ... ('We Shall Be Ripped Apart by Crows and 
Ravens ... ') which describes a drastic incident involving a peasant ripping off the clothes from a 
dead insurgent. 
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'tooth for tooth' and that is why the blood flows in huge quantities as seen in further 
stanzas which describe the routine of destruction with cold precision: 
Talicowali w tyJ i wprost, 
kto po lodzie, kto przez most, 
[ . .] 
Talicowali z chlopem pan 
milczkiem-boczkiem kolo .SCian. 
TaliczyJ rupca, taliczyJ dziedzic 
iaden nie chcialw miejscu siedzieC. 
Talicowali zl/h o zl/h -
z sieni oknem i na klomb. 
Talicowali z gory w d61, 
coraz kt6rys w talicu padal 
Talicowali raz po raz 
chlopska kosa, paliski pas. 
Od ogr6dka do ogr6dka 
ciekla rowem krew jak w6dka. 
Talicowali - z panem pien 
Byla noc jak bialy dzien ( 1972: 142) 
They were dancing back and straight, 
some on ice, some on a bridge, 
[ ... ] 
They were dancing lord with peasant 
silently-quietly next to walls. 
Land-steward danced, a squire danced, 
none wanted to sit in place. 
They were dancing tooth by tooth -
from a hall through a window and on a flower-bed. 
They were dancing up and down 
Now and again someone was falling down. 
They were dancing one by one 
peasant's scythe and squire's waist. 
From garden to garden, 
blood streaming in a ditch like vodka. 
They were dancing - squire with a trunk. 
The night was as white as day. 
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The grotesque character of these stanzas is more explicit than it was in the fragment 
quoted earlier. The reader clearly realises that this ominous dance is an encoded 
description of something horrific: there are direct allusion to fires ('the night was as white 
as day'), 'blood streaming like vodka', although the similarity to the wedding dance is 
maintained. We may recall that at the end of the wedding dance 'a stream of vodka flew 
in a ditch' (111 ). 
One of the principles of the grotesque is that nothing should be taken at face value. The 
dance, its explicit joviality, along with the poem's exuberant tone, mask the true nature of 
the events which the poem portrays - the most cruel and brutal slaughter of defenceless 
people caught unaware on a cold early spring night. The truth is that whole families were 
savagely wiped out in several districts while their manors were burned. 110 Transposing 
Szela from history into the imaginary world of his poem, Jasietiski remains true to the 
actual historical account of the mutiny itself - that is, as true as the demands of the 
grotesque permit him. 
The fact that he chooses to portray the rebellion as a dance is grotesque from the start. 
The brutal act is presented as something which usually evokes pleasant associations, 
something which epitomises happiness. The underlying basis for such grotesque device 
derives both from the semantic and the visual juxtaposition of dancing with fighting. The 
idea of dance is to bring people together; dance is designed as an orderly, harmonious 
movement. A seemingly similar interaction of people takes place in a fight. But the idea 
of fight is to set people apart; the only reason for their coming together is to destroy one 
another. The fight is an act ofaggression which entirely contradicts the amicable character 
of dance. The juxtaposition is false. It is not only intrinsically contradictory but also 
ironically ludicrous if one considers that the movement in a dance is based on the intention 
110 The horror of the actual massacre of gentry which took place in 1846 survives in the memory 
of the people in Galicia to this day. I recall reading as a child a collection oflegends Przy kominie 
o szarej godzinie ('Evening Stories at the Fireplace'), dominated by stories about haunted half-
burned manors, filled with horrific cries of brutalised people, where at night human corpses sawn 
in half fall down the chimney. 
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to play and look gracious, while the movement in a fight is a premeditated act to inflict 
harm. 
This illusory affinity between a dance and a fight is reflected by language which permits 
figurative references to dancing also to designate fighting. Thus the bona.fide expression 
zataliczyc z kimS, 'to dance with someone', if taken figuratively means 'to argue' or 'to 
fight'. Being an avant-garde artist, Jasietiski well knows how language can be used to 
manipulate reality. He applies set metaphoric expressions, expecting the reader to adapt 
semantics in accordance with the situation presented. To a native Polish reader the 
fragment sounds like a sequence of innocuous, frequently used proverbial expressions: 
zataliczycz kimS, 'to dance with someone', means 'to teach someone a lesson' or 'to settle 
accounts', which in itselfis a metaphoric expression for avenging injustice, like ztjb za Ztjb, 
'tooth for tooth', or 'tit for tat' are universally understood as repaying wrongs; taliczyc 
do upadlego, means 'to dance till you drop'. But although clearly identifiable, these 
expressions are not used in the poem in precisely the same wording as they are 
traditionally known. The poet incorporates them in a folk song, introducing minor stylistic 
alterations, for example instead of zlJb za ztjb ('tooth for tooth') he uses ztjb o zlJb ('tooth 
by tooth') which compels the reader to confront these expressions simultaneously in both 
their figurative and their literal meanings. Thus the image of a squire dancing with a 
peasant 'tooth by tooth' till they drop captures the motion, the determination and the 
sinister nature of this 'union' of antagonistic social classes. 
The image of the dance-rebellion and its structural components resemble the wedding 
dance; the method of putting together people, animals and various other bodies and 
objects which we normally do not see interacting, is indeed similar both. However, the 
differences are more significant. A parallel reading of the two dance scenes reveals 
Jasietiski' s approach to building his grotesque images. Thus in the wedding dance, for 
instance, the buckets are dancing with people. All the elements necessary for the grotesque 
are vividly present in this image which is simultaneously ludicrous and incongruous; it is 
also ambivalent, for the relationship of a human being with an object is not openly defined. 
It is simply contrary to common sense for a sane person intentionally to engage in a dance 
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with an object, although the fantasy as such is harmless, especially if taken out of the 
poem's context. In the dance-rebellion, the grotesque situation is built differently. We see 
people: 'lord with peasant' dancing with one another, 'land-steward' and 'a squire' 
dancing solo. Formally, there is nothing strange in the image as such, again if it is taken 
out of the poem's wider context, while the content, the meaning hidden under this 
seemingly normal appearance, is vital for the grotesque. Jasietiski' s constant game of 
playing form against content - what we see against what it actually is - is an ironic 
statement that any endeavour to strive towards the 'one and only' version of events is 
futile because each of us- for different ideological, ethical or aesthetic reasons - has his 
own version. 
Jasietiski adopts various artistic strategies to demonstrate his point. Although both the 
wedding and the rebellion dances look formally similar, there are significant differences, 
especially important forthe intensely grotesque character of the dance-rebellion. One such 
difference is the technique seemingly adopted from silent movies. If one reads the stanzas 
describing the battle, there is no reference to sound- everything happens in total silence. 
In the wedding dance, by contrast, not only are specific musical instruments mentioned 
(violin, bass viola), but actual music is heard; the whole concert is presented as a 
conversation between various instruments in the wedding orchestra. The function of music 
is to create the wedding atmosphere and to inform the readers about the bride's feelings. 
The lack of references to sound in the scene of rebellion contrasts the dynamic commotion 
with the deafening silence, which in turn throws an even more menacing light on the whole 
scene. The characters peopling this scene might be crying and shouting for help, screaming 
in horror and pain, but we only see the image, the visual half of what is really happening. 
The grotesque character of this scene intensifies as our response to it is unresolved, for 
even if we suspect that the scene refers to the killing of defenceless people, the commotion 
- people running ('none wanted to sit in place'), some are waving dangerous objects -
potentially evokes laughter. 
Another very important difference is that in the wedding dance there is much less emphasis 
on human participation. The reference to the cows replacing girls in a dance can be 
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interpreted in terms of sordid folk humour and J asietiski' s own rather misogynic treatment 
of female characters in all his works. In the dance-rebellion, the human body is central -
both literally and as a shape- so that despite typical grotesque ambiguity, the 'dance' can 
be unequivocally visualised in all its horrifying brutality. 111 The huts and windmills in the 
earlier fragment are not only personified but they physically resemble the human body. 
This time, however, the union of humans and objects is no longer innocuous and the 
'peasant's scythe and squire's waist' as well as the squire dancing with a 'trunk' of a tree 
openly alludes to the landowners being brutally murdered in cold blood. 
The parallel between the wedding dance and the rebellion is only formal, including the 
duration of each of the dances: the wedding dance lasted 'four nights, fifth was the day' 
(111). The rebellion lasted 'four days no more no less' and the night was the fifth (141). 
The slight difference in emphasis (the wedding at night, the rebellion mostly during the 
day) makes us look more closely at this apparent parallel and only then do we begin to see 
the intrinsic logic of the poem's structure; we begin to understand why Jasietiski decided 
to open the poem with a description of Szela' s wedding. 
Under the surface of jovial tonality in the opening fragment the true nature of this dance 
lurks: initially unspecified but subsequently openly disclosed. It is the wedding of the 
thirty-five year old Szela with a young girl not yet fifteen years old. The conversation of 
musical instruments predicts a bleak future for her ('a growler -widower will beat you' 
(106)), while Szela's love is presented as devoid of tenderness: 
ldi:ie, Marys, taiiczyC, idi:ie! 
Jui mi dzis ciy nikt nie wydrze, 
Jui nie ujdziesz, jakbys w dno wrosl, 
juinas ZWi<JZalksiyiy powroz. (1972:108) 
111 See Mc Elroy: 'As an aesthetic category, the grotesque is physical, predominantly visual. Its 
true habitat is in pictorial and plastic art; in literature, it is created by narration and description 
which evokes scenes and characters that can be visualised as grotesque' ( 1989: 6-7). This of course 
applies not only to the scene of dance discussed here, but to any grotesque work, and the 'visual' 
quality of Jasieri.ski's own writing is frequently emphasised in this study. 
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Go, Marys, dance, go! 
Now no one can snatch you away from me, 
now you cannot escape, as if you were rooted in the bottom, 
now we are bound by a priest's rope. 
The celebratory, happy atmosphere of a wedding is suffused with agitation and unspecified 
apprehension in a manner typical of the grotesque world where things are never what they 
seem to be. A reader expecting a sentimental description of a happy event is disappointed 
and confused when what is supposed to be a knot oflove is referred to as 'a priest's rope', 
and when a voluntary union based on love is exposed as a union foregrounded by mutual 
self-interest. The girl's motivations for marrying Szela are earlier exposed in one of the 
songs as her greed 'for a bed of carrots' (106); we now learn that Szela's reasons are 
rooted in lust. The failure of this union becomes reality when Marys takes a lover, a young 
farm-hand, Wicus, whom an enraged and jealous Szela kills. The reasoning Szela applies 
to solving his private marital problem is the same as the reasoning he applies to solve the 
social problem. Jasietiski sees Szela both as a man and as a symbol of the peasantry, thus 
his wife means to him what ground means to the peasants. The man who stole his wife, 
the farm-hand, is like a squire who appropriated peasants' right to own ground. To expose 
the similarity of this relationship, Jasietiski uses the grotesque to present the intimate 
encounter of Marys and Wicus: 
'Weimi~ Wicu,i sob11przykryj. 
'Lepszy dzieli od nocy przykrej. 
'Taka mdli mnie straszna lubosC. 
'Jeno p6jdimiysob11 ubosC. 
- Daj mi, Mary,i daj mi z bliska 
- twoich piersi kretowiska. 
- Jak dwie ski by twoja kibi 6, 
-daji'e mi siyplugiem wskibiC. (1972:113) 
'Take me, Wicus, cover me with yourself. 
'The day is better than an unpleasant night. 
'I am queasy with this strange love, 
'if you only came and horned me with yourself. 
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- Give me, Marys, give me closer 
- the molehills of your breasts. 
- Like two ridges is your waist, 
- let me plough them with my plough. 
Jasietiski's use of the word-stock typical of peasant life (to horn, molehill, ridge, plough) 
emphasises the peasant consciousness, but the image of Marys as earth, and her bold erotic 
presentation, are born in the flamboyant avant-garde imagination of the poet. 112 The 
conspicuously grotesque figure of woman-like-earth lying spread with 'molehills of 
breasts' and 'two ridges of waist' is simultaneously the image of a woman and of earth. 
Equally grotesque and ambivalent is the reference to the sexual act in terms of ploughing 
the soil. Szela is aware of this parallel relation, hence on the way back from the Governor 
he thinks of his soil in the way he would about his wife: 
Chocsiyod znoju tysiEJcem trcz mieli, 
potem zapladniaj kaidy jej kEJf -
cudzy ci na niej wyro.'inie Jrczmieli, 
obey jak bficart nie wiedziec skEjd. 
Suce starczylo ps6w z jednej wsi by, 
o fy- pokoleii toczy si y targ. 
Spi, rozwalila na slolice skiby 
tysiEJCem czarnych sromowych warg. 
Darmo za chlopa dziedzic JEJ wydal. 
ci yilw iyc dalej z jednEJ we dw6ch - -
Trzy wskazujEJce paluchy wide/ 
wskazujEJ paJiski, kosmiczny brzuch. ( 1972: 129-130) 
Even if you shimmer from the toil in thousands ofrainbows, 
inseminate her113 every corner with your sweat -
someone else's barley will grow on her, 
foreign like a bastard who comes from nowhere. 
112 This eroticism could easily have turned into vulgarity had Jasieri.ski not been sufficiently 
selective. For instance, if instead of the univocal verb przykryj 'to cover' (e.g. to keep warm), he 
had used pokryj which has an ambivalent meaning like the English verb 'to cover', one of the 
meanings of which implies the mounting of animals. The word-play is sufficient to enhance the 
grotesque without compromising the artistic value of the passage. 
113 In the original ziemia (feminine) meaning 'earth', 'land', 'soil', or 'ground'. 
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A bitch can find enough dogs in one village, 
about her - the generations have bargained. 
Sleeping, she sprawled her ridges in the sun 
with a thousand of black lips of pudendum. 
For nothing114 the squire married her to a peasant. 
Its hard for both to live with one for much longer - -
Three index-fingers of dung fork 
point at the lordly, cosmic belly. 
The poem's logic that the human body and the earth are similar in shape and function 
reflect Szela' s own philosophy that nature and the people are one and are subordinated to 
the same laws. In Slavic folklore it is not unusual to refer to the earth as 'mother-earth'. 
Everything in The Lay of Jakub Sze/a seem to fit archetypal folk imagery, but Jasieri.ski 
ironises the sublime interpretation of this simile. The nurturing and procreation that 
traditionally unite female and land in one force responsible for sustaining and perpetuating 
life is exposed as debauchery and fornication in his poem. Both earth and a woman are 
lascivious creatures, both capable of giving birth only to illegitimate offspring. Marys 
might have given Szela a bastard child from her coupling with a farm-hand, while the 
ground carries a bastard yield. The grotesque degradation of the traditional understanding 
of female-earth in the poem is meant to motivate the bitterness and brutality ofboth Szela 
and peasants in their respective acts of cruel retaliation. 
Thus while formally the presentation of the rebellion is indebted to the wedding dance, its 
meaning is parallelled with Szela's retaliation for his wife's betrayal. Szela's encounter 
with his wife's lover exposes his determination to fight for what belongs to him. The scene 
stands out from the poem's phantasmagoric mobile spectacle as surprisingly static and 
realistic, as if it were a rehearsal for the scene of rebellion: measured, calculated motion 
with the intention to kill. We may even note that like the duration of the wedding dance 
and the rebellion, Szela's revenge is also measured in four and summarised on the count 
of five: 
114 In the original darmo, meaning 'free of charge', 'for nothing', but also 'in vain', 'to no avail'. 
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Jak uderzyl Sze/a raz, 
Przykl'}kl WicuS, zgil}l si~w pas. 
Jak uderzyl Sze/a drugi -
poszly nosem krwi dwie strugi. 
Jak uderzylw skroli, nad brwi<J, 
przysiadl WicuS, charknEJI krwiEJ. 
Jak uderzyl czwarty z prosta, 
upadl WicuS, tak jui zostal 
Otar! Sze/a krwawy farsz: 
[ . .} (1972:113) 
When Szela hit him for the first time, 
Wicus kneeled, bent in half. 
When Szela hit the second [time] 
two streams of blood came from Wicus's nose. 
When Szela hit him in the temple right above the brow, 
Wicus crouched and coughed his blood. 
When Szela hit him the fourth [time] - straight, 
Wicus fell and stayed this way. 
Szela wiped the bloody stuff: 
[ ... ] 
The grotesque is perceptible not in the scene itself but rather in its juxtaposition with the 
context. It follows the vibrant love scene; our sympathy is divided, for we know that Szela 
kills the younger man not out of love for his wife but in revenge for snatching his 
possession. Jasietiski does not idealise Szela; he presents him as an obdurate peasant who 
cares little for higher feelings and lofty ideals. J asietiski' s Szela has his own view of things 
and imposes his own law. 
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The personality of the historical figure of Szela and whether or not his wife betrayed him 
is only as important as the poem's grotesque character. 115 The historical data which is 
identifiable in the poem, including the name of its hero as well as the names of villages 
(Smarzowa, Siedliska (172: 142)) in which the rebellion took place, is part of Jasietiski's 
plan to shock the audience, to highlight the issue of social oppression which was only 
partially resolved during J asietiski' s lifetime, 116 by touching an extremely sensitive national 
nerve. From the point of view of the grotesque, the inclusion of authentic historical figures 
in an otherwise fantastic universe is designed to render this fantastic universe grotesque. 
Thus although the comparison of Jasietiski's Szela with the historical figure is interesting 
(see Stern 1969: 101-113), its relevance to the poem's interpretation is limited. 
Discrepancies significantly enough generally concern minor facts, 117 unimportant from the 
point of view of the poem's 'cause'. Inaccuracies are introduced deliberately and despite 
J asietiski' s thorough knowledge of the historical data (see ibid.: 107). These 'inaccuracies' 
clearly indicate that the poet was concerned less with creating a character true to historical 
documents than with creating a metaphor for the peasants' struggle for freedom so 
misunderstood and misrepresented by official historians. The one major 'discrepancy' has 
a similar significance- Szela in Jasietiski's poem is hanged. This deliberate 'alteration' of 
known facts further proves that Jasietiski treated documents and history only as a point 
of departure from which he constructed Szela as the property of his artistic imagination. 
He warned readers to expect this in his introduction: 
115 As Stem notes, the real Szela was obsessively jealous but Jasieri.ski could not have known this 
as this information was established after the poem was written ( 1969: 108-109). The 'lover' motif 
is thus clearly Jasieri.ski's invention subordinated to the intrinsic logic of the poem. 
116 The partial emancipation of peasants took place approximately twenty years after the rebellion. 
In Jasieri.ski's time peasants were still subjected to repressive policies. The land was in possession 
of the gentry and if not by law then by economic hardship peasants were still forced to work on the 
landowners' fields. 
117 For instance, Szela's age in the poem is thirty-five while the real Szela was forty years old at 
the time of the rebellion. In the poem Marys is Szela's fourth wife and her age is fourteen and a 
half (miala rokow polpi(:tnasta), while in fact seventeen-year old Salomea was his second wife 
(Stem 1969: 102, 108). 
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Gdyby nawet Sze/a historyczny nie istnial, to, w interesie o caly .SWiat 8wiadomo5ci 
klasowej wzbogaconej kultury polskiej, naleialoby go wymySli 6. 
Gdyby Sze/a isniejEJCY nie by/ bohaterem, to i w6wczas, w imiy mFXJze.riskiej epopei 
krzywdy chlopskiej, naleialoby go d±wignEJc na wyzyny heroizmu. 
Tym bardziej, skoro istniali skoro posiada wszystkie cechy bochaterstwa, obowiEJZkiem 
naszymjest go ozywiC. (1972:245) 
Even if the historical Szela had not existed, he should be invented for the benefit of Polish 
culture enriched by the whole [new] world of the class consciousness. 
Even if the real Szela was not a hero, even then, in the name of the martyrdom suffered by 
the peasantry, he should be elevated to the levels of heroism. 
But since he existed and had all characteristics of a hero, it is our duty to bring him to life. 
Jasietiski's statement should be read as a perpetuation of his views on the reciprocal 
relationship between art and life: life fertilises art which in turn nourishes and shapes life. 
Thus J asietiski' s expression 'bring to life' should not be taken literally but metaphorically. 
Any character brought to life in a work of art exists only in the illusory world, on the basis 
of mutual understanding between reader and author. While in realistic literature this 
understanding is less important, in a grotesque work it is paramount. Taken at face value, 
the grotesque work leads to endless misunderstandings, that is why Jasietiski frequently 
faced the hostility of his readership. 
J asietiski' s approach to historical data is not surprising; it is the same attitude he expressed 
earlier to life in general. The analysis of Jasietiski's earlier poetry sought to demonstrate 
that on many occasions the poet questioned the possibility of knowing the ideal truth. He 
examined the altering effect that different phenomena have on objective reality. The 
camera, for instance, could show only a small fragment oflife; hunger caused the poet to 
hallucinate; lamps seen through rain looked as if they were in a phantasmagoric trance. To 
these natural physiological and psychological phenomena which may alter or influence 
one's perception, J asietiski adds 'class consciousness', posing the question not only 'what 
truth?' - for instance, the truth of day or the truth of night, the truth of eye or the truth of 
camera? - but more importantly, 'whose truth?' - the truth of a victim or the truth of a 
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tormentor?118 In The Lay of Jakub Sze/a it is the truth of the peasants, the truth of the 
oppressed masses that is juxtaposed against the officially accepted truth. While the earlier 
poems probe the relativity of 'truth' in examples drawn in the present from the poet's 
immediate surrounding, in The Lay of Jakub Sze la J asietiski examines the problem in 
relation to a subject taken from the past. Strictly speaking, the subject could also be 
imagined or placed in the future, but its emotional resonance would not have been so 
powerful as when the national tradition and accepted history is openly revised. 119 This, 
however, is not at all a sufficient reason to treat The Lay of Jakub Sze/a as an historical 
poem or as the biography of the peasant leader. Literature was for Jasietiski, as he put it 
in the Expose, 'a refined game' and those who do not understand it, he calls 'barbarians' 
(1972:218]. 
118 Compare with The City where the two different versions of the same incident are juxtaposed: 
the view of a 'dishevelled girl' moaning that the old man 'finished' her off and the view of the old 
man shouting that she stole his money (quoted on p. 128). 
n9 Jasieri.ski's method is comparable to that of Zamiatin in his dystopiaMbr 'We' in which he 
probes the combination of technological civilisation and ideological fanaticism describing its effect 
on the imaginary society of the future. The fact that Zamiatin's anti-totalitarian satire has a ring 
of authenticity is purely coincidental. In 1922 Zamiatin could not have known that his vision of a 
totalitarian society would materialise almost literally under Stalin's dictatorship. 
CHAPTERV 
THE CONFLATION OF BODY AND MACHINE 
IN THE LEGS OF ]SOLDA MORGAN1 
One of the central themes in Futuristic poetics was the modern technological phenomenon 
of the machine. In this chapter, Jasieri.ski's early prose work, a novella Nogi Izoldy 
Morgan ('The Legs oflsolda Morgan'), 2 will be examined with the intention to show both 
its author's perception of the machine and its impact on his perception of the human body. 
As in his poetry, in The Legs of Isolda Morgan Jasieri.ski also relies on the grotesque, 
which effectively hinders the possibility of distinguishing his own views as the author of 
the story from those ofits narrator or its chief character, Berg. The grotesque serves also 
as a distorting mirror in which the absurd dehumanised world of modern hybrids 
composed of human, mechanical, and animal elements mocks its own incongruity. 
For the Futurists the machine was not only a specific artificial structure of components put 
together with a designed purpose, that is an apparatus using and applying mechanical 
power, but it was also an important concept of an organised system, a concept of shape 
and function. The machine featured in all Futuristic programmes, and its understanding 
predetermined the distinctiveness of Italian, Russian and Polish Futurism (see Jasieri.ski 
1972:235-237). But, regardless of this attitude,3 the machine became one of the most 
1 In this study, reference is made in the text to collection Nogi Izoldy Morgan i inne opowiadania 
('The Legs of Isolda Morgan' and Other Stories'). Warszawa 1966:19-35. In this chapter, all 
quotations from this source are indicated by the page number only. 
2 Jasietiski refers to The Legs of Isolda Morgan as ksi1Jika ('a book') and powiesc ('a novel'), 
explaining its brevity (less than 20 pages) in terms of its having an 'architecture of reinforced 
concrete' (powiesc ta ma wla§nie tyle stron ile ma [ . .], i jest w architekturze swojej 
:ielazobetonowa) (ibid.: 17). In terms of genre, critics refer to it either, as Jasietiski requested, as 
powiesc'novel' (Lubelski 1973), or nowela 'short story' or 'novella' (Stem 1969:207). 
3 In Jasienski' s understanding, Italian Futurism saw the machine as 'the model and ideal of an 
organism', Russian Futurism 'a product of man, and his servant' and, as represented by him, 
Polish Futurism looked at it as man's 'superstructure and his new organ' (1972:235-237). 
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important tokens of modernity (Peiper in Jaworski 1992:208). For Jasietiski the concept 
of the machine based on the principles of 'economy, purpose and dynamics' made him 
think of an ideal artistic composition ( 1972 :202). He considered 'the telegraphic apparatus 
of Morse [to be] a 10004 times greater masterpiece of art than Byron's Don Juan' 
(ibid. :205). As a modem man Jasietiski realised the potential of the machine as an 
apparatus in expanding the knowledge of the world. He made that point in The Polish 
Futurism (Summary) where he wrote that the machine is man's 'new organ' (Ibid.:236), 
'a tentacle' with which man will 'embrace the world' (ibid. :237). In his poems he depicted 
the joy of speed and its impact on the view of the world, as in the poem Milosc na aucie 
('Love on a Car'), where he notes that the speed of a car puts the whole world in motion 
while those sitting in it seem to remain in place: 
[ . .] 
Zbity licznik pokazywal 160 kilometr6w. 
Kolo nas lecialy pola rozpluskanych, iJJ/tych zb6i. 
Kolo nas lecialy lasy, i zagaja, i mokradla, 
Jakas ll}ka, jakas rzeka, jakas w drzewach skryta wieS. 
[ . .] (1972:10) 
[ ... ] 
Golden odometer was showing 160 kilometres. 
Next to us were flying fields of yellow com splashed all over. 
Next to us were flying forests, and woods, and swamps, 
Some meadow, a river, and a hamlet hidden in the trees. 
[ ... ] 
In other poems, such as Ran him Over (see earlier p. 125-126) a streetcar is responsible 
for the death of a man, while in The City a vehicle assumed certain frightening animal 
characteristics (see J asietiski 1972: 63, 6 7). Similar ominous implications of using machines 
4 Jasietiski usually used cyphers instead of written numbers. It was part of Futuristic policy of 
using any possible means to draw attention to what is being said. One agrees that 'a thousand' 
implies metaphorically a large quantity, while written as a cypher, 1000 emphasises precise 
calculation. 
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are evident in the poem Trupy z kawiorem ('Corpses with Caviar'), where a joyous ride 
in a motorcar ends tragically for its passengers: 
ZatwostepiEJ latarnie w oszlalym rozp(Xl,zie, 
ZamigocEJ siydomy i osun;jl siyw d6l 
P6jdEJ slupy i slupy i kosmate galrzie, 
Samym lotem z Joskotem rozcinane przez pol 
A w ustronnym salonie kiedys p6mo wieczorem, 
Kiedy b(Xl,zie zn6w jasno i wesolo i ile ... 
Blady lokaj we fraku nasze trupy z kawiorem 
Poda sennie na tacy wytwornemu milieu ... (1972:15-16) 
The street lamps will dance a 'two-step' in maddening acceleration, 
Houses will flash and sink down. 
The lamp-posts and lamp-posts and shaggy branches will go 
With racket cut in half by the very speed. 
And some late evening in a spacious drawing room, 
When again it will be bright and merry and bad ... 
Pale lackey, dressed in a swallow-tail coat, our corpses with caviar 
will serve on a tray to the refined milieu. 
The unexpected final point emphasises the grotesque play with the absurd. The image of 
corpses with caviar is incongruous, macabre, yet humorous, for we sense in it the poet's 
mockery directed at the refined social elite. With the help of this mischievous joke, the 
poet wriggles out of giving the reader a key to the poem's deeper meaning. 5 The point 
about machines however subtly, is made: machines pose a threat to human life. 
Jasietiski's references to machines, both in their conceptual and material form, are 
ambivalent. He simultaneously embraces their potential and fears them. The car can kill; 
from here there is only one step to seeing machines as malevolent mechanical creatures. 
Their shape and functioning blur the clarity of distinction between human and mechanical, 
5 Corpses with Caviar is one of the poems from the collection A Shoe in the Buttonhole. Its 
nonchalant style and elaborately grotesque imagery (for example, fingers are 'little half-corpses 
anaemic and blond' and can 'dream of someone who can drown them in kisses') show affinity with 
the poetry of Russian Ego-Futurists. The poem is one of those that were meant to prove that 
Jasietiski could write like Severyanin, as he assured his readers in I Am Tired of Language (see 
1972:47). 
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affecting the primordial conceptualisation in the polarity human versus animal. With these 
suppositions in mind, Jasieri.ski begun writing his bizarre story about legs. But Jasieri.ski's 
view of the machine is as much the result of his own reflection as the result of vivid 
discussions in the circle of his associates, where a prominent position was held by Tytus 
Czyzewski6 the author of Hymn do maszyny mego ciala ('Hymn to the Machine of My 
Body'), published in 1921. The poem is as unconventional in its layout as it is in its 
ambivalent imagery. It is written in two columns with diagrams representing the structure 
of the human body and links between its various organs. Using technical terminology, the 
poem describes the human anatomy. Czyzewski writes about the cables of veins, twisted 
wires leading to the heart, the body's battery, and so forth. In its conclusion, the poem 
identifies the functioning of a human body with the functioning of a machine: the brain 
sends a telephonic message to the body's other organs and orders them to switch to iyj 
'live' (see Carpenter 1983:27). This poem, which Jasieri.ski must have read- it was first 
published in the same Leaflet of Futurists1 in which he published his own manifestos -
must have appealed to his imagination by its novelty in looking at the human body and the 
functions of its organs, but it might also have awakened his apprehension, for it reduced 
a human being to an automaton. Czy:lewski's philosophical fantasy disregards the 
biological complexity and the interdependence of human organs and reduces life to simply 
turning a switch on or off. 8 It is thus possible that Czyzewski's poem prompted Jasieri.ski 
to investigate the impact of the machine on the consciousness of modern man, both in its 
character and in its extent, for he posed this problem in The Legs of Isolda Morgan, where 
6 
'Tytus Czyzewski stands out from the rest of the group of Polish Futurists: he was [20 years] 
older, and he was a painter as well as a poet' - Carpenter writes of him, emphasising his first-hand 
knowledge of Western European artistic and literary movements, which he gained while studying 
painting in Paris (1983:21). Jasienski admits that he met Czyzewski for the first time in 1918, soon 
after he, that is Jasienski, returned from Russia (1972:224). 
7 Translation suggested by Carpenter (1983:3); it refers to Jednodni6wka faturyst6w where 
Czyzewski, as well as Jasienski, was one of the editors and contributing authors (see Jaworski 
1992:191). 
8 Jasienski admits in the summary of Polish Futurism that he disagrees with Czyzewski's view of 
machines, which was close to that ofltalian Futurism (1972:226). 
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he describes 'the process of infection of the modern human psyche by the machine' - as 
he commented in the summary of Polish Futurism (1972:225). 
The novella The Legs of Jsolda Morgan was published in Lvov in 1923 (Jasietiski 
1972:217) but Stern suggests that it might have been written at the very beginning of 
Jasietiski's creative life, earlier than most of his important poems such as, for instance, A 
Song about Hunger (1969:210). Indeed, the novella shares many ofits characteristics with 
Jasietiski's poetry, especially its morbid tonality and outlandish metaphoric language: 
'jumping kaleidoscope of trees in the diaphragm of a window' ( 19), 'over the swollen "I" 
of the city a giant dot of the sun' (21) or 'enormous black face of the sky, all in the 
pimples of stars' (25). It also creates a similar conspicuously grotesque universe where 
everything is possible, where, for example, life is granted to dismembered limbs, trams 
'spit and swallow people' (21), and boundaries between reality and nightmare cease to 
exist. As Jasietiski explained in the Expose,9 the character of the story results from 'the 
accelerated rhythm of contemporary life, which with relentless logic [ ... ] creates an 
absolutely new kind of reality - a reality of white-hot steel, tottering on the verge of 
hallucination' (1966:18) As in poetry, here too the narration reports astonishing events 
without due astonishment and refuses to admit the absurd and the tragedy which it reports. 
The narration persistently maintains the present tense and, as is the case in many of 
J asietiski' s poems discussed earlier, it is modelled on a technique used in cinematography. 
For this reason the descriptive element is reduced to a minimum. The dynamic narration 
resembles a scenario with 'precise instructions for the camera regarding the change of 
planes and angles' (Lubelski 1973 :78) but does not take any emotional position in regard 
to the related events which happen in spite of normally accepted causality. Occasionally 
the narration slips into stream of consciousness mode which exposes the protagonist's 
compulsive obsession with a female body, or his inexplicable fear of machines. 
9 Jasieri.ski frequently wrote introductory notes to his own works, feeling that he alone was best 
equipped to explain their meaning. He even wrote Manifest w sprawie krytyki artystycznej ('A 
Manifesto in Respect of Literary Criticism' 1921 ), where he denounced existing literary criticism 
as biased and ignorant. He also called upon all authors to write reviews of their own works, 
especially when 'the thing' broke free of the generally accepted canon. He expected artists to be 
'creators, propagators and confessors' of their own art (1972:215-217). 
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The story also resembles J asieri.ski' s poetry in its urban setting and the strangely ominous 
character oflife in the city. But while in his poetry the grotesque vision of the world could 
be taken as the poet's own, here it is attributed to the protagonist, although the grotesque 
character of the plot and its open-endedness prevents us from drawing a final conclusion 
in this respect, and makes us wonder how much of the protagonist's apprehensions are the 
author's own. This ambivalence is precalculated by the author who uses the first line of 
his poem Ballada o tramwajach ('A Ballad about Trams') as an epigraph to The Legs of 
Isolda Morgan giving full credits, namely, the title and his own name as its author (see 
Jasieri.ski 1966:19).10 At the end of the story an extensive fragment of the poem is cited 
again, but this time it is attributed to the story's fictitious character, the protagonist Berg. 
In the same way as the epigraph 'This will happen one afternoon or morning ... ' pre-empts 
the story's cryptic content, the extensive quotation which comes as a flash in Berg's mind 
at the end of the story re-emphasises the inevitability of fate in the world which is strange, 
threatening and absurd because it is dominated by the machine: 
To si ¥ stanie jednego popoludnia czy ranka, 
niespodzianie, zwyczajnie, tak, jak wszystko si ¥ staje, 
zobaczycie, :ie naraz na naroinych przystankach 
nie przystanlJ loskotem mijajl}Ce tramwaje. 
B¢1Jp¢zicw podskokach, przeskakujlJC z szyn w szyny, 
dlugie szyje poprzecznic przewyloclJ, jak nurki 
zasapane, czerwone, oglupiale maszyny 
18-tki, 16-tki i 4-ki .. .11 (1966:35) 
This will happen one afternoon or morning, 
unexpectedly, ordinarily, as everything always happens, 
you will see that suddenly on comer-stops 
trams, passing with rambling, won't stop. 
'
0 The poem is not included in the 1972 selection of Jasienski's poems. The role of epigraphs was 
aptly captured by Zundelovich, a Russian critic close to the Formal school. In his study of the 
grotesque in Gogol, he noted that 'undoubtedly, an epigraph in general is a kind of mask behind 
which the author hides when, wishing not to speak directly, he nevertheless wants to express his 
attitude to the story' (1992: 117). Jasienski' s choice of epigraphs should always be viewed in this 
light. 
11 The line should read: osiemnastki, szesnastki i czworki (which is the plural form of numbers 
eighteen, sixteen and four) to rhyme with nurki (see footnote 4). 
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They will dash in leaps, jumping from track to track, 
they will come right through12 the long necks of cross-streets, like divers, 
breathing heavily, red, stupefied machines 
18's, 16's and 4's ... 
The fragment of the poem perpetuates the ambivalent portrayal of machines in The Legs 
of Jsolda Morgan: a tram13 is a familiar means of transport, identified for the sake of 
convenience by numbers, but at the same time it is some strange monster terrorising 
people. The horror evoked by the monster trams is however downplayed by the 
description of their ludicrous behaviour, - they jump and dive across streets that 
themselves resemble some kind of long-necked hydra-like beasts. Instead of logic and 
order, the universe which the poem creates is ruled by 'surprise' and 'unexpectedness'. By 
ascribing his own poem to the protagonist of the story, Jasieri.ski suggests that he might 
be sharing some of Berg's views. Considering the absurdity underlying Berg's perception 
of the world, we would prefer to know where Jasieri.ski' s position coincides with the 
position of his protagonist, and where he is giving him a critical rebuff However, the 
riddle is difficult to solve and in the end the epigraph and Jasieri.ski' s open and latent self-
quotations mentioned earlier confuse instead of revealing, undermining the readers' trust 
in the narrator of the story, making him unreliable. 
The unreliable narrator is the one who 'vacillates between an all-knowing, all controlling 
perspective, implying that he is synonymous with the author, and one that indicates he is 
mocking the reader as well as himself and his work' (Muller Cooke 1982:242). Such 
tactics are frequently used by the authors of the grotesque, for they successfully enhance 
the ambivalent character of the whole work. Jasieri.ski uses this tactic in his story not only 
to express his own apprehensions, but also to save himself from being exposed to criticism 
12 In the original przewylocEJ which is a verb-neologism created from na wylot 'right through'. 
13 The symbolic meaning of a tram in Jasieri.ski' s works is pointed out by Lubelski: 'The motif of 
a tram appears in Jasieri.ski's early poems frequently as one of the most typical elements of the 
urban landscape (for example, Ran him Over, The Heat, Song about Hunger). 'Tram' is a key 
word of Jasieri.ski's poetics, always appearing in the semantic field of 'new technological 
civilisation' synonymous words such as: machine, motor-car, cinematograph' (1973:71). 
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or perhaps even ridicule, on the grounds that being a Futurist he is fearful of machines and 
is unable to comprehend their importance for modern civilisation. 
In The Legs of Jsolda Morgan Jasietiski creates a situation based on absurd assumptions, 
which he attributes to his protagonist, that machines are animated beings aiming to 
subordinate man: 'The machine developed like a parasite, it has bitten through into all 
corners oflife, from a tool it slowly developed into a master' 14 (1966:30). Although the 
universe created in the story initially resembles our own, it becomes increasingly alienated 
owing to Berg's perception of machines. In The Legs of Jsolda Morgan machines are 
pictured as creatures that can work, move, even kill, while people are portrayed as some 
kind of apparatus whose body can be dismembered into parts without showing the effects 
of organic decay. The underlying intention of the tale's plot is to show that the violent 
intervention of machines in human life undermines the accepted premises on which the 
categories of being alive and being human have conventionally been based. The story thus 
illustrates the reciprocal contamination of previously clearly distinct categories of human 
and mechanical as a result of people's fascination with the external, purely material nature 
of life which leads them to misinterpret the essence which underlies these categories. At 
the same time the story neither points out, nor even attempts to specify the essential 
qualities which differentiate people from machines, but the dehumanised world, obsessed 
in the same degree with machines as it is obsessed with the body, 'instills in us fear oflife' 
- as any grotesque world does (Kayser 1981: 184). It instills in us fear of such life as is 
portrayed in the story, and in order to overcome this fear we look for those qualities in 
ourselves which might enable us to retain our humanity intact. 
Authors of the grotesque rely on individual responses to the ambivalent universe they 
create in their works. Thus in the Expose to The Legs of Jsolda Morgan Jasietiski firstly 
14 Maszyna rozrosla siyjak pasoiyt, przegryzla siywe wszystkie zakqlki iycia, z narz¢zia staje 
si ¥ powoli jego panem. 
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warns his readers that the content of the story is 'consciously and consequently double', 15 
and secondly he expresses his belief that in a modem novel 'the plot can present itself 
differently to each and every reader and in this lies its inexhaustible richness' ( 1966: 18, 17, 
respectively). The 'double' character of the story has its source not only in the unreliable 
nature of the narrator, but also in its ambivalently strange universe. At one moment it is 
our familiar world, the next - by virtue of events and images - it assumes some strange 
fantastic qualities resembling those of a horrifying dream or hallucination which are never 
actually admitted, or even implied. 16 The narration moves freely from one plane to another 
without any indications that might provide plausible explanations for those extraordinary 
shifts of realms. The story begins with the scene of an accident where under the tram 
numbered 18 lies Isolda' s mutilated body. Initially everything proceeds logically: an 
ambulance is called, Isolda is taken to hospital where she receives a visit from her lover, 
Berg. Thus far the story seems predictable though tragic. From Isolda' s point of view the 
tragedy is even greater since Berg is unable to offer her love and sympathy. The story 
takes a strange but still a conceivable tum when Berg goes to the clinic and talks to 
someone called Lerche about buying Isolda's legs for five hundred francs. 17 The man's 
15 Stating this, he asked 'P.T. [plenum titulum] critics not to discover America' in this respect. 
Whether critics obliged this request, or were put off by the absurd and highly symbolic plot of the 
story, the fact is that The Legs of Isolda Morgan merited little research. Anarchia i dyscyplina: 
0 Polski ch powieiciach Brunona Jasieliskiego (Anarchy and Discipline: About BrunoJasieiiski 's 
Polish Novels) by Lubelski is one of the few attempts at deciphering the story's symbolism and 
interpreting it as the representation of the Futuristic view of the machine (see 1973:71-75). 
16 Some scholars argue that motifs of insanity and dreams do not qualify as grotesque for they 
provide logical explanation to otherwise absurd stories. For this reason Ludmila Foster, for 
instance, does not accept Gogol's Madman 's Diary as a grotesque work (see 1966: 80). A different 
view is expressed by Kayser who believes that 'from an early date, insanity, quasi-insanity and 
dreams were used to define the source of creativity' and that critics always 'regarded the world of 
the grotesque as a correlative of insanity' ( 1981: 184). Mc Elroy goes even further, making dreams 
and insanity central to the point of view in modem grotesque works (1989). 
17 We may note that in French jargon lerche means 'very little'. Typically of the grotesque 
narrative, attention is paid here to an insignificant detail; the surname of an irrelevant character, 
who never again appears in the story, is meant to lend credibility to the presented events. A similar 
tactic is frequently seen in Gogol's writings. Gogol is known for his insistence on describing in 
detail people or objects with no relevance to the course of events, for instance, his detailed 
description of the carriage in the opening paragraph of Dead Souls. 
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name is an unususal compilation of Slavic Tymoteusz and French-sounding Lerche, which 
together with the type of currency, makes the reader wonder where the action was taking 
place. 18 Nevertheless, it is still 'our' world, even though Lerche 'is not in the least 
surprised' by Berg's unusual request. The reader is allowed to rationalise the situation: 
firstly, Lerche does it for money; secondly, he considers legs to be odpadki, 'refuse' in any 
case. The situation becomes eerie only when Lerche returns with 'a large elongated 
packet, neatly wrapped in packing paper. The packet could easily be mistaken for one 
from a trendy fashion store. The pink ribbon with which it was tied up made it look 
exquisite' (1966:21). The image of amputated legs in a packet tied up with a pink ribbon 
is both grisly and, in some strange perverse way, entertaining. It evokes in the reader 
horror and disgust but also makes us grin, for, as Thomson puts it, 'alongside our civilized 
response something deep within us, some area of our unconscious, some hidden but very 
much alive sadistic impulse makes us react to such things19 with unholy glee and barbaric 
delight' (1972:9). Images which evoke the response described by Thomson are grotesque 
images and they belong to the grotesque universe, the only universe which justifies their 
existence. 
Although such images shatter our beliefin the rational world, the story returns to 'reality' 
and life goes on: Berg continues his work, seemingly unaffected by lsolda' s tragedy, 
provoking gossip about the nature of his relationship with her. But the normality is only 
apparent, and again the question arises: what kind of world is portrayed in the story and 
what kind of creatures populate it? In an unexpected grotesque twist, and in defiance of 
all laws of nature, the legs not only continue to thrive after being cut off the woman's 
18 The actual setting does not play any role in this particular story, but the French-sounding 
surname Lerche, and later mention of francs and of a 'triumphal arch' (ld11 trotuarem w strony 
bramy triumfalnej (1966:31)) suggest that Jasietiski played with the idea of Paris -the capital of 
bourgeois Europe - as a setting for this story, a city in which eventually he was to place the action 
of his next novel I Burn Paris. 
19 For the sake of clarity I should point out that Thomson refers to selected fragments from a 
number of grotesque works from which he selected 'cruel, abnormal or obscene' scenes which 
nevertheless evoke 'laughter' (1972:8), that is, they evoke reactions similar to those which we 
experience reading not only the cited passage but the whole story The Legs of Jsolda Morgan. 
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body, 20 but even become the object of Berg's obsessive admiration. In the end, it was only 
the main trunk of a body that was affected by the accident, while the legs - not brain, heart 
or yet some other part as the reader might expect - were chosen by both the narrator and 
the protagonist to stand as equivalent to a woman. 
From the variety of prerequisites for the grotesque, which apply here, the most 
conspicuous is a part replacing and appropriating the role of the whole. 21 Berg is 
completely satisfied with the legs as an object of his affection and no longer cares about 
Isolda: 
Bergprzesiadywalnadnimi calymi godzinami. Znalkaidy muskuli nazywalgo po 
imieniu. Przesuwaj<Jc rfk<Jwzdluiquadriceps cruris,22 pie8cillekko palcami Wtwnftrzn<J 
strony uda, w tym miejscu, gdzie pachwiny l<jczy z kolanem WEJSki, ledwo dostrzegalny 
mirsieli gracilis, znany takie pod nazw<J 'defensor virginitatis ', najslabszy z wszystkich 
m(J.Sni nogi kobiecej. Calajego bolesna mi lose do Jzoldy skoncentrowala siyferaz najej 
nogach. Godzinami leiaJ teraz na kozetce, przytulony wargami do mi fkkiej, pachn<Jcej 
sk6ryzar6iJJwionych ud,jakdawniej, kiedy pie8cilje, gdy byly jeszcze wlasnoSci<Jfamtej. 
0 same} lzoldzie my SI.al bardzo rzadko. SciSl.ej bi or <JC, nie mySl.alwcale. Scena na klinice 
20 Jasietiski's presentation of amputated legs, without any effects of decay, could have been 
prompted by Czyzewski' s perfectly logical reasoning: 'What does not live does not exist, and what 
does not exist has neither form nor colour' (Co nie iyje - nie istnieje, a co nie istnieje, nie ma ani 
formy, ani barwy) from one of his publications included in A Leaflet of Futurists (1921). 
Seemingly following the same logic but putting Czyzewski's statement in a reverse order and in 
an affirmative mode Jasietiski builds his own reasoning, revealing by this the fragile nature of all 
axioms: legs have colour and form, therefore they do exist, and if they do exist- they live. 
21 Literary criticism knows such situations, where a part assumes the functions of the whole, as 
the synecdoche. Synecdoche, being a form of metaphor (M. Glowinski, Zarys Teorii Literatury. 
W arszawa 1967: 118) creates favourable conditions forthe device of the grotesque, especially when 
the image in question is a human body. With notable success Gogol used this device frequently: 
3oecb Bbl ecmpemume ycbi 'IYOHbie [ . .]. TblCJIHU copmoe UlJlf/,nOK, mambe6, nJtamKoe necmpblX 
[ . .] 3oecb Bbl ecmpemume maKue manuu, KaKue oa:J1Ce 6aM He CHUJlUCb HUKozoa moHeHbKUe [ .. }. 
A KaKue Bbl ecmpemume OaMCKUe pyKaea Ha HeecKOM npocneKme! [ . .] 3oecb Bbl ecmepmume 
Yllbl6Ky eouHcmeeHHy10, Yllbl6Ky eepx ucKyccmea [ . .]. ('Here you meet marvellous moustaches 
[ ... ]. Thousand kinds of hats, dresses, colourful kerchiefs [ .. .]. Here you meet such thin waists, that 
you never dreamed of [ ... ]. And what female sleeves you will see on Nevsky A venue! [ ... ] Here you 
meet the only smile, the state of art smile[ ... ]') (Nevsky Prospekt, 1936:220-221). 
22 The passage resembles certain expressionistic poems by Benn, who as a medical doctor by 
education indulged in detailed scientific renderings of protagonists', or rather their corpses', body 
parts (see Dierick 1992:9). 
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nie pozostawila mu nic, opr6cz uczucia obcoici i obrzydzenia. Co go mogla wlaiciwie 
obchodzic tamta oderwana polowa kobiety, bezksztaltny kadlub, ohydny i tragiczny. 
Przytulony w slodkim wyczerpaniu do cudownych jej n6g, kt6re teraz niepodzielnie 
posiadal, czul siyzupelnie szczf?Sl,iwym. (1966:23) 
Berg was spending hours with them. He knew their every muscle and called them by 
their names. He led his hand along the quadriceps cruris, with his fingers he tenderly 
stroked the inside of the thigh, in this place where the almost invisible muscle gracilis 
which is the weakest of all the muscles in a female leg, also known as 'defensor 
virginitatis', joins her groin with a knee. All his painful love for Isolda focused now on her 
legs. For hours he was lying on his sofa, pressing his lips against the soft and fragrant skin 
of pinkish thighs, as before when he caressed them when they were still the property of that 
woman. About Isolda herself he thought very seldom, or to tell the truth, he did not think 
at all. The scene in hospital left him with nothing but the feeling of alienation and 
revulsion. What could he possibly have in common with that tom-off half of a woman, 
with this shapeless trunk, hideous and tragic? Embracing in sweet exhaustion her 
wonderful legs that were now his undivided possession, he was entirely happy. 
The incident could be dismissed as merely dreadful incongruity, but the author presents 
it as a fact, si~1mltaneously withholding any reference to the possible effects of amputation 
which should logically affect the legs. Such a situation can happen in the absurdity of the 
grotesque world where, as one critic has noted, 'assumptions do not hold true; premises 
never lead to expected conclusions and [ ... ] the scientific laws of cause and effect are 
suspended' (Schoonover 1977: 190). 23 The legs oflsolda enter the realm of the grotesque, 
because it is the only realm where they can thrive. The narrator's focus on their beauty 
confuses the reader who realises that the poor girl deserves sympathy after she suffered 
such a terrible tragedy. Instead, the ghastly reality of amputation is covered with silence 
while the vivid description of palpable characteristics and the anatomy of the amputated 
legs, even introduces an element of humour. Scientific terminology is in line with the 
Futurists' call to extend the literary vocabulary by including scientific terms-proof of this 
is in Jasieii.ski's manifestos - but here we sense more than that: we sense the author's 
intention to show his intimate familiarity with female anatomy. The mention of defensor 
virginitatis comes as a direct mockery of female morals, for even without knowing Latin 
we decipher its meaning as 'the one which guards virginity' and we take it as a witty 
23 H. S. Schoonover, The Humorous and Grotesque Elements in Doblin 's 'Berlin 
Alexanderplatz.' Berne, 1977. 
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comment which the author directs at his female acquaintances. By adding that it happens 
to be 'the weakest of all the muscles' - read 'ineffective' - he makes sure that readers get 
his point. And while the legs remain beautiful, 'the tom-off half of Isolda is referred to 
as 'a shapeless and hideous trunk'. The readers confronted with this presentation of facts 
are confused because they realise how misplaced Berg's affection is. However, the further 
development of events fits Berg's frame of mind: 
To, ie nogi Izoldy po dw6ch tygodniach byly r6wnie r6mwe i .SWieie, jak pierwszego 
dnia po operacji - bylo dla niego rzecztJ zupelnie naturalntJ. Czegos przeciwnego nie 
by/by nawet w stanie pomySleC. Wydawa/oby mu sir: to takim samym nonsensem, jak 
gdyby ktos usilowal twierdziC, ie Nike Fidiaszowej grozi rozklad, poniewai brak jej 
glowy. (1966:23) 
The fact that two weeks later the legs of Isolda were as pink and fresh as they were the 
first day after the operation was for him entirely normal. He would not even think that 
something else could have happened. It would be as nonsensical for him as if someone told 
him that the Nike of Phidias24 had begun to decay because she had no head. 
Berg's reasoning is disturbing because it confuses human (Isolda) and material (statue) to 
the point of ludicrous but frightening absurdity, as was the case in some of the poems 
discussed earlier; Vomiting Statues for instance. The notion that a human body and the 
Nike of Phidias belong to the same category and are subordinated to the same laws of 
nature, is born in Berg's mind as a result of his philosophy that a disjointed part 'still 
remains the organic part of the whole, forever joined with [it] by the unity of indissoluble 
essence' ( 1966: 23). 25 Berg's pseudo-scientific reasoning is based on the false premise that 
essence is limited exclusively to the material sphere, thus the essence of a human being lies 
in flesh; the essence of a statue lies in stone, and the essence of the machine in metal. The 
reader is left without a tangible clue as to whether this concept of essence is acceptable 
to Jasietiski, who maintained that 'Polish Futurism had taught contemporary man to see 
24 Phidias, a Greek sculptor (490-417 BC). Nike-the goddess of victory, whose headless statue 
is attributed to Phidias. 
25 ZreszttJ byly to nogi kobiety iywej, oddzielone od reszty przez prosty przypadek, nie 
przestajEJCe przez to bye nadal jej cz¢citJ organiczntJ, po/EJCZOntJ na zawsze z ftJ iywtJjednoScitJ 
nirozerwalnej osobowo§ci (Jasienski 1966:23). 
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the beauty of his own enriched body in the material forms ofcivilisation' (1972:236-237), 
as it is to Berg. The reader may only guess - and hope - that the author of the story was 
not able to embrace the materialistic concept of man unquestionably.26 
The question of the essence of man seems to be central to the whole story. That is why it 
focuses on the body and on the machine, only to show that the world which builds itself 
on idolising what Jasietiski called przedmiotowe formy cywilizacji 'material forms of 
civilisation' (ibid. :237) is doomed. The grotesque universe which the story creates by 
infusing the human with the mechanical serves as a mirror which reflects the crookedness 
and ugliness of a contemporary world which disregards the spiritual and emotional aspects 
of life in defining the essence of a human being. Jasietiski is aware that it is not the 
intervention of machines into the life of people that introduced the question of human 
essence into the philosophical or literary discourse, for the previous generations of ages 
past were faced with the problem of resolving the nature of the human as opposed to the 
nature of the animal. However, he wanted his contemporaries to acknowledge the machine 
- a phenomenon of modernity - as ready to replace the animal compound in the former 
conceptualisation of the animated world. In The Legs of Isolda Morgan, Jasietiski makes 
this point by revoking the imagery used in the pre-machine age, and re-arranging its 
components in such a way that they create new images befitting the modern machine age. 
As a result, as Kayser put it, 'the mechanical object is alienated by being brought to life, 
the human being by being deprived if it' ( 1981 : 183). The characters of the story are thus 
grotesque hybrids, a cross-species composed of human, animal and mechanical parts. We 
may begin with Isolda: 
26 It does not mean that he was inclined to lean towards Expressionists (compare the views of 
Kolesnikoff 1982:85). Expressionism was unacceptable to Jasietiski because, to the Futuristic 
'tyranny of technology', it responded with the tyranny of spirit, to paraphrase Stern (1969:211). 
Jasietiski must have felt that there must be an approach 'in between' the two opposing views of the 
world, an approach called today 'holistic', but he was not able to express this wholeness of being 
in his works. 
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Dziewczyna miala lat dwadzieicia trzy, dui.e kasztanowe wlosy rozsypane w nieladzie, 
twarz nieskazitelnie pifknEJ i smuk/e, cudowne nogi, siygajEJce w biodrach nieomal 
wysokoici piersi - nieomylny talizman kobiet rasowych. (1966:16) 
The girl was twenty-three, she had a mass of disorderly auburn hair and a face of 
unblemished beauty, she had slender, marvellous legs reaching almost to her breasts - an 
infallible talisman of thoroughbred women. 
This quotation basically exhausts the portrayal27 of the title heroine in the story: in such 
a way we could describe a doll, but not a woman. The emphasis is clearly on those 
qualities of the body which make it sexually attractive, but the description says nothing of 
Isolda as a human being. Her categorisation in terms of 'pedigree'28 brings to our attention 
her market value, as might be the case with an animal, which after all she might be. 
Looking at her lying in the hospital bed, Berg notes her eyes as being like those of a 
tortured dog (20), while in the description of her legs the narrator mentions prciny, 
'fetlocks', instead of kostki, 'ankles'. The emphasis on the animalistic qualities in Isolda 
further emphasises Berg's fascination with her body.29 Awkward in itselfis the elaborate 
description of Isolda' s amputated legs, incomparably more detailed than that of Isolda 
herself: 
Byly to nogi wyzywajEJCO biale i przedziwnie dlugie. Zakoiiczone maleJikEJ, WEJSkEJ stopEJ, 
dostatecznie wysmukle w pf,Cinach, wybuchaly w niesakzitelnie modelowane podudzie, 
bardzo wysokie, twarde i jp:lrne. Od drobnych malelikich kolan udo biale, o aksamitnym 
polysku, pokryte bylo cale sieciEJ ledwie dostrzegalnych niebieskich iylek, nadajEJCych 
kobiecemu cialu powag~ marmuru. Drobne stopy tonyly jeszcze w plytkich, 
lakierowanych pantofelkach, a czarne, jedwabne poiiczochy okalaly je powyi.ej kolan, 
podobnie jak w momencie, kiedy jeszcze unosily swojEJ w/aicicielky. (1966: 22-23) 
27 In view of Foster's definition, such a portrayal is grotesque as it is 'based upon a minor feature 
exaggerated all out of proportion' (1966:76). 
28 It can also mean 'racial', the meaning which comes to fore in one of Jasieri.ski' s later works, the 
short story The Nose, where the shape and the size of the protagonist's nose came to signify his 
value as a member of society. 
29 Nadia Khouri in her article The Grotesque: Archeology of an Anti-Code, speaking about the 
significance of images conflated of the human and the animal, notes that 'the animal remains the 
material principle in which man recognises his subrational desecration and his attachment to his 
body' (1980:20). 
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The legs were provocatively white and strangely long.30 Ending with a small, narrow, 
highly arched foot, rather slender at the fetlocks, they exploded into the immaculately 
modelled calf, very long, hard and firm. From small knees the white thigh, velvety in 
sheen, was covered with a net of almost invisible delicate blue veins, which bestowed on 
a female body the dignity of marble. Tiny feet were still immersed in shallow lacquered 
shoes, while black stockings embraced [the thigh] just above the knee, in the way they did 
when they still were carrying their proprietress. 
The profoundly lyrical tonality and poetic atmosphere in the passage quoted befits the 
portrayal of expanses of some modernist landscape rather than the portrayal of Isolda' s 
severed legs, and as such it is incompatible with its gruesome subject matter. Each such 
entry makes Isolda less and less human. It makes her a beautiful plaything and a hurt 
animal, a decadent femme fatale who - even if unwillingly - is the reason for her lover's 
demise. It even may imply that she possesses supernatural powers: her legs are persistently 
qualified as cudowne, 'marvellous'31 and she reappears in a tram waving at Berg with her 
handkerchief after she has poisoned herself with sulphuric acid. Her name signifies esoteric 
romantic love32 but in fact she is only an object of bodily lust. To the reader she appears 
all these put together, but not a human being. There is too much of the incongruous and 
unfamiliar about her for the reader to feel sorry for her. 
Berg belongs to the same category of grotesque figures as Isolda, although his animalistic 
side emerges only when he is struck by extreme terror. Otherwise he acts like a robot, for 
he is a manlike machine. The most revealing in this respect is his reaction to lsolda' s 
accident: 
30 Such switch of adjectives is a grotesque tease, for under the circumstances one would rather 
expect 'strangely white and provocatively long'. 
31 Cudowny is an adjective derived from cud 'miracle'; it means both marvellous and able to 
perform miracles. The ability oflsolda' s legs to prosper by themselves is sui generis a miracle. Her 
foreign surname Morgan (in Polish surnames usually have gender forms) may either be 'the 
surname ofa banker' (Dziarnowska 1982: 90), or rather, as suggested to me by Professor Sherman, 
an allusion to Morgan le Fay - a beautiful sorceress and sister of the legendary King Arthur, the 
hero of the British Romantic Idylls of the King by Tennyson, which Jasienski might have read if 
not in the original then in Polish translation. 
32 As in Wagner's Romantic opera of Tristan and Isolde. J asienski mocks the Romantic heroine 
by emphasising her physical and erotic nature. 
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Berg stamJl u n6g. Przygotowany by!, ie trzeba bpizie cos powiedzieC, ale w tej 
chwili nie m6gl sobie wla8nie przypomniec nic odpowiedniego. 
( .. ci r:ikie, puszyste .SWiece kasztan6w w dlugiej, bezwzglpinie prostej perspektywie, 
chlodny, wilgotny smak ust opartych o us ta, cieplo drobnej rfki odczuwanej przez zamsz 
dr~ .. · ki . ? r~wlCZ ... pam1{%asz . ... 
Spr6bowal si y nawet u8miechn<JC, ale oczy jego padly w tej chwili na obwis/IJ lini r: 
koldry, moduluj<Jcej niepoj{%1J pr6iniy poniiej bioder. 
(..Boie, Boie tylko nie mySl.eC. . .) 
Jakas lepka, slodka ciecz podeszla mu do krtani. 
I zn6w kasztany, i zn6w smakwilgotnych ust, i dluga, Wf.JSka noga, wynurzaj<Jca sir: 
z slonecznej piany sukienek. 
(.. csssicho, przeciei nie bpiy krzyczal . .) 
Jak<J zabawn<J min(: ma doktor. Lewy Wf.JS mu opada, jak u chrabEJSzcza, a na koiicu 
nosa malutki pryszcz. 
I wtedy spotkal jej oczy, oczy wyl(idego, skatowanego psa ( .. u ojca, na podw6rzu 
- potopili mu szczeni(%a .. .), jakby iebrzlJCe o litos6, wpatrzone w niego z naprr:ionym 
wyczekiwaniem. 
Poczul, ie pod tym wzrokiem miesza si ~ ie rumieni si y jak sztubak, ie stoi tu Jui 
parr: minut, ie trzeba nareszcie cos powiedziec i ie on przecie:i nic nie powie. 
I nag le zachcialo mu si y uciec. 
(..na ulicy ludzie, doroiki, turkot, tramwaje, trrr .. .) 
Dlaczego ten doktor ma tak<J dziwn<J minr:? 0, tu jest klamka, teraz tylko do siebie. 
(1966:20, emphasis in original ) 
Berg stood at her bedside. He knew that he would have to say something, but at this 
moment he actually could not remember anything suitable. 
( ... the heavy, fluffy candles of chestnut trees in a long, unconditionally straight 
perspective, cool, sultry taste of lips leaning on lips, the warmth of a small hand felt 
through the chamois of a glove ... remember? ... )33 
He even tried to smile, but at this very moment his eyes rested on the drooping line 
of the duvet, a modulating incomprehensible void below her hips. 
( ... God, God, only not to think ... ) 
Some sticky, sweet fluid rose to his larynx. 
And again chestnut trees, and again taste of sultry lips, and a long, narrow foot, 
appearing from the sunny froth of the dress. 
(shhhha, well, I cannot yell ... ) 
What a funny face the doctor has. His left moustache is dropping like that of a beetle, 
and at the tip of his nose there is a pimple. 
At this point he met her eyes, the eyes of a terrified, tortured dog ( ... at his father, in 
the yard - they drowned its puppies ... ), as if begging for mercy, looking at him with an 
intense expectation. 
He felt that her sight confused him, that he blushed like a school-boy, that he was 
already standing there for couple of minutes, that he had to say something eventually, and 
that after all he would not say a word. 
33 The punctuation follows the original; commas instead of full stops emphasise the flow of 
thought which disregards syntactic or grammatical order. 
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Suddenly he wanted to run away. 
( ... there are people on the street, street-cars, a rumble, trams, trrr. .. ) 
Why has this doctor such a strange face? Oh, there is a door handle, now only to get 
home. 
Berg's chaotic thoughts expose his spiritual emptiness and his attachment to the external, 
physical aspects oflife. From our humane point of view, he has denied Isolda the most 
obvious comforts in her tragedy, namely love and compassion. At this point Berg seems 
to be the embodiment of Futuristic ideals, and if so, of Jasietisk:i's own views. Jasietisk:i 
wrote that 'art is neither a mirror nor the anatomy of the soul' (1972:214). In his view 
modern man has overcome sentiments; in his manifestos he declared 'the erotic moment 
to be one of the basic functions oflife in general' (ibid.: 206), and he rejected 'the romantic 
sadness of roses and nightingales' (ibid:215). Berg's relationship with Isolda is limited to 
the body, that is to sex, and since legs symbolise female sexuality, 34 it fits into the 
materialistic conceptualisation of man, which Jasietisk:i, as a Futurist, supported. On the 
other hand we are not certain whether or not Berg is a parody of J asietiski' s Futuristic 
ideals, and therefore a parody of himself personally. The profoundly ironic fact that Berg 
is defeated by the monsters he himself created makes us think that love and compassion 
would save him from the onslaught of machines.35 But to say it openly, Jasietisk:i would 
have to admit the existence of a world which is not perceptible to our senses. However, 
using the grotesque, he could imply it, for 'the intensity of grotesque irony lies in the 
absence of a fixed point of view.[ ... ] In the grotesque no one can come away sure of what 
was said in earnest and what was said in jest, for both perspectives are valid' (Muller 
Cooke 1982:327). 
The automaton-like qualities ofBerg become even more apparent through the description 
of the sexual encounter he has with an unknown girl - presumably a prostitute, since 
34 In the European cultural code a nose is said to embody masculinity. By analogy, legs symbolise 
female sexuality, as for instance in the case in Brecht's early poetry. Jasienski consciously aludes 
to this code by taking a line from Dostoevsky's Brothers Karamazov as the second motto: Ach, i 
c6ito za n6ika! N6ika troszkr:spuchni(:ta ('And, what a leg! Leg a bit swollen'). 
35 Lubelski speaks generally ofwarto5ci ludzkie, 'human values' (see 1973:73). 
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money was involved. They meet, they do not speak, he just follows her to her lodging. In 
her small but tidy room he only notices her body, her breasts and well shaped hips. Then: 
Przypomnial sobie, ie od dw6ch miesi~y nie mial iadnej kobiety. Wzi11IJEJ lapczywie, 
tak jak ludzie biorEJ chleb w czasie glodu. Biodra miala mifkkie i elastyczne, jak 
spryiynowe, podnosily siy i opadaly rytmicznie, tak ie moina bylo pozostawac 
nieruchomym, a akt odbywal siy sam przez siy. (1966:34) 
He remembered that he had not been with a woman for two months. He took her greedily 
as people take bread during the famine. Her hips were soft and resilient, as if made of 
springs; they were bouncing up and down rhythmically, in such a way that he could stay 
motionless and the act was taking place by itself. 
A moment before he had witnessed a similar act performed by the machine: 
Za chwil(: przyciEJga jego uwagyogromny tlok wznoszEJCY siy i opadajEJCY z jednostajnEJ 
dokladno.SCiEJ. Wydobywa siy z niego gluche, zm~zone sapanie. Bergowi przychodzi na 
mySl akt plciowy. Przypatruje siy prawie z przeraieniem, jak olbrzymi tlok spada i 
podnosi siy niezmordowanie. Maszyna sp6lkuje. - Dlaczego one jednak same siy nie 
rozmnaiaJEJ- m6wi Berg i czuje zimne mrowie wzdlui krygoslupa. - Dzikie, pezplodne 
zwierzfta- rzuca Berg nie oghjdaJEJC siy za siebie i przy§piesza kroku. (1966:24) 
Then his attention is drawn to an enormous piston which lifts itself up and with 
monotonous accuracy comes down. Heavy breathing, dull and tired, emanates from it. It 
reminds Berg of a sexual act. Almost terrified, he looks as the giant piston falls down and 
lifts itself unflaggingly. The machine copulates. - Why they do not procreate by 
themselves? - says Berg and eerie chills creep along his spine. - Savage, barren beasts -
Berg throws at them without looking, and quickens his step. 
In the description of both sexual encounters, we observe the device of 'cross-reference': 
It is not only that the girl's body is 'as if made of springs' but it is also the mechanical, 
rhythmic, up-and-down emotionless motion, a routine rather than a meaningful, passionate 
expenence. 
Berg is one of the first in J asietiski' s gallery of grotesque images of dummies, automaton-
like bodily shells resembling human beings only by shape and functions, but essentially not 
human. Berg has lost the ability to commiserate with Isolda in her tragedy and the capacity 
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to show her his love.36 His grotesque origins make us ambivalently unresponsive to his 
own misfortunes, for unlike Isolda who was deprived of her human qualities by others -
her lover and the narrator - Berg forfeits his own human qualities on his own account, 
because of his pseudo-logic. That is why despite an atmosphere of tragedy and horror, at 
the end of the story he enters the realm of slapstick comedy: when he holds desperately 
on to an over-hanging street lamp in order to save himself from a tram wanting to kill him, 
he evokes laughter rather than tears. While the portrayal oflsolda was not tragic enough 
to arouse our sympathy, in the case of Berg we doubt whether he has earned our pity 
because there is nothing in him with which we can identify. 
Other characters in the story are machines presented as ludicrous monsters. Machines are 
especially open to grotesque portrayal 'because of their activity and energy which, 
although non-organic, recall and above all exceed human organic activity and energy. But 
machines do not only exceed human power, they especially do so arbitrarily and inflexibly, 
unhampered by socio-ethical laws' (Khouri 1980:21). Berg's interaction with machines 
is a modern version of the relationship primeval man held with nature. Jasietiski touches 
upon this issue briefly in his summary of Polish Futurism: 
Czlowiek pierwotny ub6stwial iywiol, poniewaz uczuwal wobec niego sw1:1 callwwifl:J 
bezbronno§C. Na dalszym szczeblu stosunek ten zamienil st~ na stosunek buntu do 
zdetronizowanego niewiadomego [ . .} (1972:226) 
Primeval man worshipped elements because he felt his total helplessness in relation to 
them. On higher levels [of development] this attitude changed into one of rebellion towards 
the degraded unknown [forces] [ ... ] 
The story does not directly expose Berg's 'worship' of machines, except by imparting the 
information that he was an engineer, but rather implies it by revealing his worship oflegs, 
36 Jasienski is obviously trying to determine the meaning oflove, which for him is a spiritual event, 
and sex which, in the end, is a function of the body. In his poetry, prose, and in his play The Ball 
of the Mannequins, Jasienski portrays lust and sex as the main motivations which animate his 
protagonists. References to love are almost absent in his works. In the 1972 collection of 
Jasienski's poems, there is only one poem, Tango Jesienne (The Autumn Tango) dedicated to the 
mysterious Z. K. which is lyrical enough to fit the category oflove poems (see 1972:23-24). 
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that is the body. But his consciousness must still be in transition from primeval to modern, 
because machines appear to him as malevolent beasts. He feels trapped, he feels he is 
losing control: 
[ . .} Strach duszony w gl{i:Ji skrada si y i zaghjda mu w oczy. 
- Trzeba to przemySl.eC, przemySl.ec - powtarza Berg i jednocze§nie czuje, ie 
wla.SCiwie na wszystko juijest za niego z gory przemySl.ane. Wyj.SCia nie ma. [ . .} 
Berg czuje siy nagle osaczonym. Wszystkie maszyny, ogll}dane kiedykolwiek, 
wypelzaj11 z zakrytow 5wiadomo.SCi i otaczaJ11 go ielaznym pier.SCieniem. (1966:26-27) 
[ ... ] Fear suppressed inside creeps out and looks into his eyes. 
- I need to think it through, to think it through - repeats Berg and at the same time 
he feels that actually everything had already been thought through for him. There is no 
way out. [ ... ] 
Berg feels suddenly beset. All the machines he ever saw now crawl out of all the 
comers of his consciousness and surround him with an iron ring. 
The more Berg thinks of the problem the more intense it becomes and he comes close to 
losing his mind. Everything which has anything to do with machines has the ability to 
'suddenly' assume grotesque qualities - even a smile turns to be a horrifying grotesque 
gnn: 
Nadchodzi tramwaj. Na widok jego Berg wzdryga si ~ Chee mu si y krzyczeC. Patrzy w 
twarz pasaiera z prawej strony. Jest dobroduszna, spokojna i zadowolona, jak maska. 
Nagle pod naporem wzroku maska p(ka na dwoje potworn11 szczelin11 u.5miechu i Berg 
widzi na chwily czerwonCJ, otwart11 paszczy szalelistwa o kilka centymetrow od swojej 
twarzy. (1966:27) 
A tram comes. Upon seeing it Berg shudders. He feels like screaming. He looks into the 
face of a passenger on the right. It is kind, tranquil and content, like a mask. Suddenly 
under the pressure of his sight the mask breaks in half in a horrific crevice of a smile, and 
just a few inches from his face Berg sees a red wide-open muzzle of madness. 
Here Berg's terror reaches its climax and is expressed through an incongruous, grotesque 
image of a face-mask37 breaking in half in a smile. A token of friendship is taken as a sign 
of madness. Although the grotesque character of The Legs of I solda Morgan relies chiefly 
37 Kayser considers images of 'faces frozen into masks [and masks taking] over the role of the 
faces itself typical of the grotesque (1981:183-184). 
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on grotesque imagery to strengthen the effect in this case, the author reaches for the verbal 
grotesque, putting into one odd semantic cluster the adjective 'horrific' and the noun 
'smile'. 
Looking for the sources of his predicament in the external world instead of trying to find 
it within himself, Berg feels that he has to destroy machines. The world around him 
becomes enchanted, similar to the one in a fairy tale - 'the black void looks now even 
darker' and 'the eyes of manometers become strange and mesmerising' - but instead of 
some outlandish overgrown seven-headed dragons, he is facing machines: 'enormous 
contours of wheels appear in front of him like black wings of giants' and 'in the bright 
light of his torch, the eyes of manometers glow like two brutish lanterns'38 (28). A number 
of entries which rely on the passive voice and other syntactic structures with impersonal 
effect, such as: 'everything was thought out for him' (26), 'someone's hand lifted him up', 
'a powerful bony hand leads him, carrying him over the factory hall' (25), indicate the 
possibility of supernatural intervention, but should be read rather as an irony which 
emphasises the arrogance of Berg, an engineer by profession, 39 in his relentless belief in 
logic which leaves no space for the spiritual and illogical spheres of existence. For Berg 
this is the end of the road, but the author is not certain whether his own views on the 
machine do not spell a dead end for him as well, for he manipulates Berg's speech in such 
a way that the reader is not able to determine unequivocally whether certain opinions 
belong to Berg, to the narrator, or to the author himself, or whether they are shared by all 
three of them. Such is the case in the fragment quoted below: 
38 The Polish S/,epia, as in the original, is used only in reference to animals. 
39 This is one of the motivations for making Berg an engineer. There are some other implications 
of Berg's profession, but these are not developed in the story. For instance, Berg as an inteligent 
- in Polish applies the same concept of intelligentsya as in Russian, namely it refers to all educated 
people - stands high in the social class structure. Berg himself is confused, which is made clear in 
his speech during the meeting (1966:29-31) and his final refusal to join with the masses. His social 
uncertainty is parallelled by his uncertainty about who is he in relation to machines: an oppressor 
(as an engineer), or a victim (as a human being). At one point he realises that machines hate him 
and that theirs' is 'the primordial hatred ofa worker towards his exploiter' (ibid. :24). Later he feels 
that he himself - a human being - is oppressed by machines. 
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Zblimmy siydo koiica z matematycznEJ dokladno!fciEJ. Wkrotce wszystko dookola 
nas zasfEJPiEJ maszyny. Bfdziemy siyporuszali wirod maszyn. Kai.dy nasz ruch czynimy 
zaleinym od maszyny. Oddajemy broii Zdajemy siy w rrx:e obcego, wrogiego nam 
:iywiolu. [ . .}Na razie nikt tego nie widzi, nie rozumie. JesteS!ny zaSl.epieni swojEJ moq 
Wyjicia nie ma.[ . .} Bronicsiynie moina. [ . .} Truciznajestw nas samych. ZatruliS!ny 
siywlasnEJ mocEJ. Lues cywilizacji. (1966: 31-32) 
We are coming to the end with mathematical exactitude. Soon machines will replace 
everything around us. We will move among the machines. Every one of our actions will 
depend on the machine. We are giving up our weapons. We are giving ourselves into the 
hand of hostile foreign elements. [ ... ]At present nobody notices it, nobody understands. 
We are blinded by our power. There is no way out. [ ... ] It is impossible to fight back. [ ... ] 
The poison is in ourselves. We have poisoned ourselves with our own power. Lues of 
civilisation. 
Always precise in using typographical signs to guide the reader through his text, at the 
beginning of this paragraph Jasietiski omits a hyphen to indicate that the text will convey 
the words of Berg, although the paragraph evidently seems to convey Berg's words 
directed to a worker. The omission is deliberate as the paragraph ends with 'Lues of 
civilisation' - a phrase which belongs to Jasietiski and figures in To the Polish Nation. 
Manifesto on the Immediate Futurisation of Life (1972:207). 
Jasietiski used the machine-beast analogy for the first time in The City, portraying the 
ambulance as a monster 'sniffing for tragedy' (1972:67). In The Legs of Isolda Morgan 
the concept of machines as hostile, conniving monsters is developed by the verbs czychaC, 
'ambush', czaic siy, 'lie in waiting'. While these verbs evoke images of hunters: 'The 
animal lies in ambush' (Zwierzyprzyczailo siy i czyha [1966:24]) and 'Now he sees that 
the machines lie in ambush everywhere' (Teraz widzi, ie maszyna czycha na niego 
wsz¢zie (26]), the admission that Berg feels 'ambushed' (osaczony [26]) and that he feels 
'small and helpless, surrounded by these iron beasts, left at their mercy' ([Berg] czuje siy 
malelikim i bezradnym w otoczeniu tych ielaznych istot, oddany im na pastwy [1966:24]) 
shifts him to the category of their prey. In Berg's mind machines are 'iron creatures' while 
people, including himself, are reduced to helpless victims. The victim-oppressors binary 
extends to social conflicts. Jasietiski senses the significance of the role machines may play 
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in the context of social condition40 but cannot grasp it at this stage. In his speech, Berg 
alludes to the bourgeoisie and to exploitation as if parallelling social conditions to the 
machine-oppressor versus human-victim relationship, but this analogy degenerates into a 
grotesque logic sui generis for which Berg has already become known to the reader. 
Berg's speech echoes the apprehensions of nineteenth-century debates that machines 
would render the human work-force redundant, but it uses twentieth-century rhetoric 
loaded with fiery pseudo-ideological exclamations: 
- Nast@il dzie.ri zemsty. Swiadomy swoich cel6w proletariat staje do walki. 2£by 
walka by/a owocna, trzeba przede wszystkim u.SWiadomic sobie, kto jest §miertelnym 
wrogiem. Wystarczy tego wroga zniszczyC, a zlo b{Xizie usuni{ie. Takim wrogiem jest 
niewEJtpliwie bur:iuazja, ale nie jest to wr6g zasadniczy. [ . .} Wr6g jest inny, bliiszy, z 
kt6rym robotnik styka si y codziennie przy pracy, kt6ry niepostrze:ienie pochlania jego 
sily, zdrowie a niekiedy i iycie. Wrogiem tymjest maszyna. [ . .] 
Ale robotnik zawsze nienawidzilmaszyny. Od samego poczqtku by/a ona dla niego 
n{Xizq i przekle.ristwem. Dziesiqtki tysi~y bezrobotnych, tysiEJce §mierci i okaleczeli, 
wdowy i sieroty bez chleba- oto czym jest dla robotnika maszyna. Teraz, gdy nastal czas 
walki otwartej i zwycitskiej, zadanie proletariatu leiy tutaj: oswobodzic ludzkosc od 
maszyny. Naleiy zniszczyc maszyny, zniszczycnatychmiast, je:ieli nie chcemy, :ieby ona 
nas zniszczyla. (1966:29-30) 
- The day of revenge caine. Aware of its goals, the proletariat begins the struggle. 
In order to make this struggle fruitful, one must realize who the enemy is. The moment this 
enemy is destroyed, the evil will perish. Unquestionably the bourgeoisie is such an enemy, 
but it is not the foremost enemy. The enemy is different, closer, the one whom workers 
meet every day at their workplace, who unnoticeably consumes their strength, health, 
frequently even their life. This enemy is the machine. [ ... ] 
But workers always hated the machine. From the very beginning it meant poverty and 
dainnation for them. Tens of thousands of jobless, thousands of deaths and injuries, 
widows and orphans without bread- this is what the machine is for workers. Now, when 
the time caine for open and victorious confrontation, the role of the proletariat is to free 
humanity from the machine. The machine has to be destroyed, destroyed immediately, if 
we do not want her41 to destroy us. 
40 Stem is not entirely correct in saying that The Legs of Jsolda Morgan 'lacks any social accents' 
(1969:210). There is actually an embryonic debate about whether machines are the allies of 
workers (student's speech [1966:30]); also there is the issue of individual versus collective which 
is alluded to. 
41 In Polish, 'machine' is of feminine gender. 
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The tone of this speech is as ludicrous as its subject matter is absurd. Ideological cliches 
sound familiar, especially because of their demagogic tonality which betrays an explicit 
intention to manipulate the powerful social force that workers became in the twentieth 
century. Berg despises workers, he even thinks they are less 'intelligent' than machines 
(31 ). He cannot stand any manifestations of humanity and actually he hates people as much 
as he hates machines. Telling in this respect is Berg's reaction to the apparent happiness 
of a blue-eyed worker who once saved his life and who gains his strength from belonging 
to the collective: 
Caly pachnie, bije od nogo slolice, rados6, mac: My! My! 
Berg patrzy mu w twarz i bierze go szalona ochota wydrzec mu ff: jego radosc i 
zobaczys w tych okrl:}g/ych oczach zwierz~e przerai£nie. (1966:31) 
He is all fragrant, he shines with sun, happiness and power: We! We! 
Berg looks into his face and is consumed by the desire to tear out this happiness and 
to see in his round eyes the horror of an animal. 
The novella's universe maintains a definite semblance to ours by reference to workers, 
factories, elements of the familiar urban landscape, and even through references to social 
tensions but is made alien by its population consisting of creatures that, although 
possessing human bodies, function like automata, and others that are able to imitate human 
and perform some functions of the human body while actually being mechanical devices. 
Analysing certain aspects of the grotesque in this work we come to understand the 
distorted logic behind the organisation of the created universe, and the false premises on 
which its values rest. Although the presentation of machines as menacing omnipotent 
creatures results in powerful grotesque imagery in its own right, 'filled with ominous 
tensions', and as such typical of the literary grotesque (Kayser 1981: 184], more important 
to us is the shadow these images cast on a portrayal of humans as cold mechanisms. 
The novella The Legs of Isolda Morgan has been discussed here not for its artistic merits. 
The style of the story is uneven and sometimes pretentious, and even its author renounced 
it in the autobiography he wrote in the Soviet Union in 1931. It is doubtful that this quaint 
story will ever be reprinted. Yet it was necessary to include it in this examination of the 
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grotesque in J asietiski' s works, firstly because it includes some conspicuous illustrations 
of modern grotesque imagery, secondly because in a mixture of wit and morbid vision it 
conveys the fears of a generation that suddenly realised that it stood on the threshold of 
the new era, and thirdly because the story attempts to capture the labour pains of what the 
author feared the new man might become, an emotionless 'material man'. 
CHAPTER VI 
I BURN PARIS AS THE GROTESQUE NOVEL 
Wherefore thus saith the Lord God of Hosts, Because ye 
speak this word, behold, I will make my words in thy 
mouth fire, and this people wood, and this shall devour 
them. 
(Jeremiah 5: 14) 
Jasietiski's first novel PalyParyi(I Burn Paris)1 appeared in French2 in 1926, initially 
serialised by L 'Humanite, and subsequently published in book form by Flammarion. Its 
hero Pierre is a young proletarian who falls a victim to retrenchment, and loses his 
girlfriend Jeannette who prefers richer men. Pierre's physical hunger and jealousy melt in 
him into the overpowering feeling of hate towards all people. He decides to destroy the 
world which he finds demoralised and obsessed with money, and poisons the city's water 
conduit with the plague bacillus. As people die in their hundreds, Parisians blame one 
another for the epidemic and, in order to save themselves, they follow a separatist policy 
of joining into groups of common interest whether on the grounds of the same nationality, 
religion, race or political views. The critical situation of the city facing the deadly disease 
permits the author to expose the wickedness of human nature, characterised as it is by 
pettiness, greed, nationalism, racism, and ideological and religious fanaticism, all of which 
is intended to justify Pierre's retaliation. But death remains indifferent to these divisions, 
reaping a substantial harvest. In the end, only a handful of prisoners survive - the novel's 
1 In this chapter, reference is made to the 1957 Warsaw edition (based on the earlier Polish 
publication (Warszawa: R6j, 1929), with the introduction by Juliusz Kaden-Bandrowski) put out 
by the Publishing Cooperative: Czytelnik, with an introduction by Anatol Stem. In this chapter, 
all quotations from this source are indicated by the page number only. 
2 It was published asJe brule Paris, in serial form inL 'Humanite, between 14 September and 13 
November 1928. It is believed that the novel was written in response to Paul Morand's essay-
lampoon, Je Brule Moscou, in De main, April 1925, where Morand explicitly ridiculed Communist 
Russia, especially Mayakovskyandhis relationshipwithBriks. SeeJangfieldt 1991: 132,233, and 
Kolesnikoff 1982:74-75. 
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'chosen', destined to establish a new world based on absolute equality. The 'comrade 
prisoners', as they are called by the narrator, gather the corpses of the dead and burn them, 
purging the world both literally and metaphorically of its past ills. The novel shares many 
features with Jasietiski's poetry and The Legs of Isolda Morgan: it betrays the intention 
to shock the reader; its universe is morbid and bizarre, its dehumanised hero is lost in the 
deceptive labyrinths of life in the city. The incongruity of human existence in the 
metropolitan environment and the author's craftiness in disguising his own views add to 
the list of affinities. 
The novel is composed of three parts, the first of which discredits the world, 
metaphorically represented by Paris, the second describes the complete destruction of this 
world, while the third is a mixture of the 'paradise' emerging from the ashes of the city, 
and the parallel portrayal of the spread of the epidemic to other French cities. The universe 
contrived in the novel is irreversibly corrupt, decadent and aesthetically revolting, so is its 
population. The emerging proletarian classes receive marginal attention and carry no 
transforming significance; they are faceless, uneducated brutes, represented by a few 
obscure heroes whose only passion is hatred. Their scant portrayal epitomises more the 
fears prevalent in some of the intelligentsia, evident earlier in J asietiski' s own poetry, 3 than 
hopes that their envisioned classless society will be able to solve the problems of injustice 
and oppression. The plot of the novel is astonishingly morbid and lacks the consistency of 
a literary epic: the main character, Pierre, dies halfway through. His actions are 
acknowledged by none of the other characters in the novel, while his motives are 
ambivalent and ludicrously insignificant, especially when juxtaposed to their monstrous 
consequences. Pierre is neither a hero nor a victim, just a pitifully mediocre creature, cruel 
and perhaps insane, who usurps the role of the redeemer of the unspecified oppressed 
masses. 
Establishing the novel's main theme is difficult; it is neither the fate of an individual, nor 
the tragedy of the city, nor the triumph of justice. One of the aspects of the reality 
3 I commented on this briefly in Chapter III. 
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contrived in the novel is the bizarre fragmentation of the world: thoughts are broken into 
'beads of sentences' (17); the city is split into 'the beads ofimages' (27); a body resembles 
'separate pieces of a chopped earthworm' (23); life goes on in the 'stuffy plant-pots of 
flats' (46); time is measured in 'drops-molecules' (33); movement is 'divided into atoms' 
(33). This sense of the disintegration of all aspects of life is captured by one of the 
characters: 'Paris, like a solution into which someone poured a strong reagent, was in the 
process of rapid decomposition into separate ingredients'. 4 The absurd fragmentation of 
the city actually becomes the main theme of Part II, where Paris, plagued by the epidemic, 
breaks into isolated entities - states with their own governing bodies. Even a brieflook at 
some aspects of the figurative language of the novel reveals that nothing may be taken for 
granted, nothing is what it seems to be: thoughts are 'like frightened away doves' (28), 
like 'entangled and winding streets' (31 ), while streets 'stretch into infinity like a rubber 
rope, tied to a leg, like a lizard jumping from under one's feet' (30) or are simply 'rivers 
of people' (40); 'words are like cobblestones' (47) while cobblestones are 'bald, scalped 
skulls' (18); a friendly voice is 'round and polished like a bullet' (56); the sky is 'an 
American flag with stars of stars' ( 44); the police have faces of dogs (16) or are 'navy-blue 
bats' ( 44) while prisoners are 'like beads in a rosary' ( 46). 
Being Jasietiski's 'most prominent prose work' (Lasota in Jasietiski 1966:11), the novel 
was from the very beginning the subject of controversy. It has been condemned for its 
emphasis on eroticism and debauchery; it has been criticised for its focus on metaphysical 
and moral issues at the expense of revolutionary themes and the class struggle5 at the same 
4 Paryijak roztw6r, do kt6rego ktoswlal silny odczynnik, rozkladalsir:w oczach na odr(hne 
skladniki (1957:192). 
5 For instance, the article Apokalipsa wedlug Brunona Jasieliskiego ('The Apocalypse according 
to Bruno Jasietiski'), published in Kultura Mas 1930(4-5), maintained that I Burn Paris 'was 
intended as a revolutionary novel, but appeared as an apocalyptic book, very well suited to the 
bourgeoisie as a moralising warning against coming disasters'. Kolesnikoff attributes the article 
to Jan Wolski (1982:83) while in fact it was written by Jan Hempel (Wislak). See also K. Jaworski 
1995:150. 
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time being labelled as vulgar (Communist) propaganda.6 D<ibal, to whom Jasietiski 
eventually dedicated I Burn Paris, in his recommendation of the novel to Barbusse, 
classified it as 'one of the few psychological literary works written in the spirit of historical 
materialism' (in Stern 1964: 118). In a more recent criticism, Stern, for instance, considers 
I Burn Paris to be 'a fantastic novel uniting the two most important characteristics of 
social literature of those troubled times: catastrophism and hope for a miracle - in this 
case, the miracle ofrevolution'. Further he stated that the novel 'infects [zaram] us with 
its anxiety and hatred of the world of the satiated and rich, and with the belief of the 
ultimate victory of the starved and deprived' (in Jasietiski 1957:8). Rawitiski focuses on 
the place of I Burn Paris in the tradition of catastrophist literature of the time, concluding 
that Jasietiski's novel responded to a number of myths about dangers threatening modern 
civilisation (1968, Ch. III). Lubelski, on the other hand, believes that I Burn Paris is not 
a catastrophic novel but its antithesis, and that apocalyptic motifs play the role of 'a 
gesture towards the readers, a manoeuvre calculated at evoking in them violent reaction' 
(1973 :85). Finally, without a clearly stated basis for her assessment, Kolesnikoff implies 
that I Burn Paris is a utopian novel. 7 In this chapter, I set out to prove that there can 
hardly be a single category - whether that of genre, theme, nature, hero or style - that can 
define the essential nature of I Burn Paris more adequately than the category of the 
grotesque. But to assess the full scope and complexity of the grotesqueness of I Burn 
Paris is a daunting task, far exceeding the framework of this study. In order to prove my 
thesis that the novel is yet another of J asietiski' s grotesque works, my survey of the 
grotesque in the novel will be limited to a brief analysis of the novel's content and form. 
As Ludmila Foster notes in her essay aiming to elucidate the nature of the grotesque in a 
literary work, A Configuration of the Non-Absolute, the grotesque may affect both 
6 A brief overview of criticism of the novel can be found in Stem's Introduction to I Burn Paris 
(1957:7); in Stem 1964: 116-123; and in Dziamowska 1982:241-244. 
7 Chapter Five: 'I Burn Paris - A Utopian Novel' (1982:7 4-85). Kolesnikoff does not suggest why 
she considers the novel 'utopian'. She limits her study to a summary of its content with a brief 
survey of the possible literary genesis of the novel. Of interest to me was her brief analysis of some 
stylistic devices through which Jasieriski 'defamiliarises' the world. 
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substance - that is, '"what is being told"' - and treatment - that is, "'how something is 
being told"' (1967:38). In the case of I Burn Paris, the grotesque can be detected both in 
its 'substance', as seen in the logic of the plot, the setting of the novel, its characters, their 
actions and motivations, among other features; and in its 'treatment', beginning with the 
figurative language, the unclear point of view, the unreliable narrator, the unstable 
narration, and the tone, which is frequently incompatible with what is being narrated. 
Various grotesque devices frequently overlap, concurrently affecting the essence of the 
novel and its presentation, and creating a final impression of unbearable incongruity; 
unbearable because the narrative is structured on absurd notions that aggressively attack 
our own understanding of life. The novel prophetically - that is, far ahead of time -
explores one of the most abhorrent pathologies of our twentieth-century history - a 
phenomenon of mass murder, trying to establish reasons that might possibly justify the 
genocide. The 'substance' and its 'treatment' in I Burn Paris are tightly interconnected: 
the weird plot, based on flawed logic and a distorted image of the world, depends on a 
peculiar manner of expression, involving various figurative devices. For practical reasons, 
in this chapter, some of the formal aspects of the grotesque in the novel will be discussed 
first, followed by an analysis of the plot, its structure, and the nature of the narrator and 
hero, the setting, the imagery, and ending in a brief summary of the destabilising effect of 
the grotesque on the novel's character which ultimately thwarts any attempt to assess its 
nature unequivocally. 
One of the conspicuous characteristics of I Burn Paris is its peculiar style, a constant 
tussle between concise statements8 and syntactically elaborate sentences of which most of 
the fragments quoted in this chapter are composed. However, it is not the syntactic 
complexity which makes Jasietiski's style grotesquely ambiguous but rather its saturation 
with figurative devices, the lumping together of similes, comparisons, hyperboles, 
metonymies and metaphors to the extent that the reader loses track of the logical 
8 As seen in the following, randomly chosen examples: Pierre podszedl bli:iej. ('Pierre came 
closer.'); Pierre usunql si~ nie§mialo na trotuar. Ktos uj11l go za rami{! Obejrzal sif! ('Pierre 
shyly stepped down on the pavement. Someone grabbed his shoulder. He looked back.'); Switalo. 
('The sun was rising.') (1957:28-29). 
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coherence between the words in a sentence. Outlining the character of I Burn Paris, Stem 
notes that its style is 'full of metaphors and ornaments', firstly because it forms a bridge 
between Jasietiski's poetry and his prose, and secondly because such was the style of the 
epoch, for which even a jocular term, 'metaphoritis', was coined ( 1969: 14 5-146). Finding 
some metaphors used by Jasietiski artificial, Rawitiski, for instance, qualifies the artistic 
devices in I Burn Paris as 'pretentious' and 'cheap secessionist effects', though he 
considers these' stylistic borrowings from Modernism' balanced by the ideological content 
of the images created with their help (1968, Ch. III:37). In his cautious approval of 
Jasietiski's method, Stem shows better understanding of the function performed by 
figurative language in I Burn Paris. In his view, Jasietiski 'uses and even abuses' artistic 
devices aiming to 'de-automatise and estrange the universe' created in the novel 
(1969:146). 
Considering the saturation of the narrative with various artistic devices, even if we have 
to accept that the style of I Burn Paris is, indeed, partially affected by 'the fashion of the 
epoch', there is sufficient evidence that J asietiski carefully calculated most of his figurative 
expressions, devising for them a number of functions. One of the most important functions 
of these artistic devices is to render the world strange and different in comparison to the 
one perceived by the reader. In the realistic style, figurative devices such as comparisons 
or similes or even metaphors are used to make the text more lucid, to explain abstract 
concepts by tangible and familiar images. This seldom applies in grotesque literature. Thus, 
almost as a rule, the figurative devices in I Burn Paris confuse rather than illuminate 
whatever concepts or images they are meant to qualify. The initially straightforward 
devices such as simile or comparison grow out of their communicative function to the 
point that they become grammatically ambiguous and logically ambivalent, as in the case 
of a comparison, meant to record the state of Pierre's mind: 
[ . .] Niejasne, gorqczkowe mysb, jak sploszone gol(hie, odlecialy go nagle, 
zostawiaj<Jc zupelnq proini(: i lopot skrzydelw skroniach. (1957:28) 
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[ ... ] Blurry, feverish thoughts, like pigeons flew away suddenly in a flutter, leaving 
behind a complete emptiness and the flapping of wings in his temples.9 
This simile, linking the thoughts of a man with the pigeons frightened away, might be 
accepted - perhaps with some reservation - as a realistic device. However, the mention 
of 'the flapping of wings in his temples' creates a tension between the figurative and the 
literal meaning of the whole sentence, rendering the simile ambiguous and thwarting its 
communicative value, making it grotesquely incongruous. This is similar to the incident 
of Pierre being accosted by a policeman while standing on the street, not knowing what 
to do with himself after having been thrown out of work. The policeman, who represents 
the hostile world, is rendered grotesque by a metaphor which emphatically conveys 
Pierre's feelings towards this world: 
[ . .] T lusty granatowy policjant o twarzy buldoga, z wyczyszczonym numerkiem na 
obroiy, warkmjlmu nad uchem, i.e zatrzymywacsiyw tym miejscu nie wolno. (1957: 16) 
[ ... ] A fat navy-blue10 policeman with the face of a bulldog, with a polished number-
[plate] on a dog-collar, growled over his ear that he is not allowed to stand in this place. 
Although the first part of the expression ('a fat navy-blue policeman with the face of a 
bulldog') is ambiguous - there is no indication of whether we are meant to take the 
confusion of human and animal literally or as a metaphor - its grotesqueness may be 
disputed; the image evoked strikes us rather as a caricature of a fat policeman who 
resembles a bulldog. But the narrator's earnest pursuit of the explicit grotesque, leads him 
to elaborate here on the policeman's animalistic features (dog-collar, growled) to the point 
9 Providing relevant citations, Kolesnikoff finds that Jasieriski's style resembles Hamsun's 
description of hunger: 'whenever I had been hungry for any length of time it was just as if my brain 
ran quite gently out of my head and left me with a vacuum' or 'I felt a scorching heat in my head, 
and something pulsated in my temples' (see Kolesnikoff 1982:83). Refraining from contesting her 
theory, I take the opportunity to point out that Hamsun's style is realistic and unequivocal as 
opposed to Jasieriski's, which clearly is grotesquely ambiguous. 
10 Here 'navy-blue' -the colour of the uniforms of the French police. In the interwar Poland the 
police were also identified by the colour of their navy-blue uniforms, stigmatised as a symbol of 
oppression. 
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that he enters the realm of the grotesque; the figurative meaning gradually vanishes, and 
the literal remains: the policeman ultimately appears to be a dog in the same way as in the 
former example the impression was conveyed that not thoughts but real pigeons flew away 
from the character's mind. Sometimes this effect of absurdity does not manifest itself 
within a sentence but within a paragraph: 
Z bramy SEJSiedniego palacyku wychylila si yglowa starszego, siwawego myi.czyzny. 
Zgry :lliwa, zla glow a. Glow a powiedziala glo8no lamanEJ angielszczyznEJ [ . .}. ( 195 7 :2 77) 
From a door of the neighbouring mansion appeared the head of an old greying man. 
The peevish, evil head. The head spoke loudly in a broken English[ .. .]. 
The reader's sense oflanguage is taken by surprise: the first seritence may be figurative, 
but the following two convince the reader that his initial impression was wrong. The 
metaphor is rendered literally by the narrator and the image which it creates is grotesque. 
The part of the body acts on its own, the possibility of a joke is rebuffed by the head's evil 
look, and, as we learn later, it informs a man of the death of his lover. 
The metaphors in the novel are profoundly ambivalent; they confuse the narrative's 
perspective, so to speak. Frequently they are composed in such a way that they may be 
interpreted as referring both to the inner experience of the various personages and to the 
state of affairs in the outside world, never allowing the reader to reach a conclusive 
definition of this perspective. For instance, in a fragment which conveys the early hours 
in the city, the deeply distressed Pierre waits for his beloved Jeannette in front of her 
house. She has not returned home for the night. 
Gdzies daleko, na jakiejs niewidzialnej wiezy, zegar wydzwonil drugEJ. Wolno, jak 
chlopcy w szkole - wyuczonEJ na pamiyc lekcjy, powtarzaly JI/ za nim nad pulpitami 
dach6w inne wiei.e. Potem znowu cisza. Ciy:ikie powieki, jak muchy pojmane na lep, 
trzepocEJ niezgrabnie, na chwil¥ podfrunEJ, by znowu opasC. Gdzies na dalekim 
wyboistym bruku zaturkotal pierwszy nieSmialy w6z. Wkr6tce wyjadEJ wozy po Smiecie. 
Nagi, chropawy bruk- lyse, oskalpowane czaszki zywcem zakopanego tlumu- spotkajEJ 
je dlugim krzykiem-lomotem, podawanym z ust do ust przez nie koriczEJCIJ siy nigdzie 
dlugosc wyobraialnej ulicy. Trotuarami przebiegnEJ czarni ludzie z dlugimi wl6czniami, 
zanurzajlJC ich ostrza w drgajlJCe jak plomyk serca latarni. 
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Suchy jazgot obolalego ielaza. Senne, budz11ce si{J miasto podnosi z trudem 
oci{Ji.ale powieki i.aluzyj. 
Dzieii. 
Jeannette nie wr6cila. (1957:18) 
Somewhere far, on some invisible tower, the clock struck two in the morning. Other 
towers, like schoolboys' well memorised lesson, repeat it slowly over the desks of roofs. 
Then again silence. Heavy eyelids, like flies caught on a fly-paper, flutter ungracefully, 
flying up and immediately falling back. Somewhere the first timid carriage rumbles on a 
distant pavement. The lorries will appear soon to collect waste. Naked, uneven 
cobblestones 11 - bald, scalped skulls of a crowd buried alive - will meet them with the 
prolonged scream-pounding that will be passed from mouth to mouth along this never-
ending imaginary street. Along the pavements, black people will run with long spears, 
immersing their blades in the flickering like the glimmer heart of a street-lamp. 
The dry clamour of an aching iron. Still sleepy, the awakening city lifts up with 
difficulty the ponderous eyelids of window shutters. 
The day. 
Jeannette did not return. 
This extract illustrates the narrative slipping into an almost incomprehensible stream of 
images which may be born in the distraught mind of Pierre12 but may also be taken as the 
portrayal of an oppressive city landscape. Earlier, the narrator reported that on receiving 
the news that Jeannette did not return home, all Pierre's thoughts disintegrated ('The news 
took him by surprise, in one blow scattering beads of sentences so labouriously strung 
already in his mind' 13). The epithet 'invisible' is ambiguous and we do not know whether 
the tower cannot be seen because it is too far away, or whether it is invisible because it 
exists only in Pierre's imagination. The mention of 'responding towers' points to the 
physical existence of the tower in question while the epithet 'imaginary' qualifying the 
noun 'street' suggests that the landscape might exist only in the mind of the protagonist. 
Moreover, through carefully selected comparisons and similes ('eyelids like flies caught 
on a fly-paper', 'cobblestones- bald, scalped skulls of a crowd buried alive', 'heart ofa 
street-lamp'), through personification implying that iron can experience pain and the city 
11 In original b ruk which is a paved part of the street. 
12 A similar point is made by Stern (1969:50). 
13 Wiadomosc ta zaskoczyla go znienacka, rozsypuj11c jednym uderzeniem nawleczone Jui w 
my.Sb z takim mozolem paciorki zdari (1957: 17). 
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can open its eyes, through choice of words ('scream-pounding', 'black people' 14) and 
images (spears immersed in a heart, never-ending street, the city opening up 'with 
difficulty the ponderous eyelids of window shutters'), the atmosphere of gloom and 
morbidity is introduced. This atmosphere is enhanced by the sounds of the city which, by 
implication, echo in the mind of the protagonist: the pounding ofbells, clock-towers, the 
rumble of a 'timid carriage', 'scream-pounding' of wheels on a pavement and 'the dry 
clamour of an aching iron'. Ultimately, readers have to recognise that the object of 
portrayal in this passage is grotesquely vague, by which the distinction between the inner 
and outer worlds is no longer consequential - the fragment refers to a dreary morning in 
the city and at the same time to Pierre's despair, one being the grotesque metaphor of the 
other. 
Another aspect of Jasietiski's style, important for the grotesque, is its optic quality. It is 
difficult to understand exactly what Jasieri.ski meant when he wrote in his manifesto on 
Futuristic poetry: 'Once and for all we finish with all the descriptions (painting) [ ... ]' 
(1972:213; parentheses in original). It appears that quite the contrary is true, for in 
14 Jasietiski's uses the adjective 'black' frequently all examples from Jasietiski 1972): 'black 
rogues', 'black city', 'black march', 'black crowd' (49); 'black people', 'black libraries' (50); 
'black crowds', 'black houses' (58); 'black night' (62), and so forth. It seem that this adjective 
epitomises Jasietiski's ambivalent attitude to reality, especially to people: 'Enormous black mass, 
terrifying and magnificent' (50); here the adjective may qualify workers, whom he admired, as in 
'shouting of the rebellious black crew'(98), and the mob, whom he feared and loathed as in The 
Song About Hunger: 
ogromny tlum 
z /askami, 
czarny, 
jakpow6dz 
ro§Jie, 
wije si(:za mnlJ 
dlugi, 
jak ogon. 
zamkn(di drzwi! 
za p6ino! 
nie mam gdzie si(: schowa6! 
huge crowd 
with walking sticks, 
black, 
like a flood 
grows, 
winds behind me 
long, 
like a tail. 
they closed the door! 
too late! 
I have nowhere to hide! ' [84]. 
Here the same ambivalence applies. Moreover, in Kolesnikoff's interpretation, 'black people' are 
'savages [who] bury their spears in the hearts of lanterns' implying that the city is a 'jungle' 
(1982: 81]. Considering that Jasietiski was writing in images, it is possible to accept this description 
as almost a photographic reproduction of an image seen in a dim morning light where only 
indistinct outlines are visible. 
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Jasieri.ski's poetry as well as in/ Burn Paris, we see clear emphasis on the visual attributes 
in almost all metaphoric expressions, especially those which are grotesque. We have 
already noted in Jasieri.ski's poetry the unprecedented visual appeal of his style. Even the 
most abstract concepts were given form, shape, dimensions, smell, colour, taste and the 
ability to act - that is, those factors which render them visible. Thus, language was a 
waterfall (1972:46), words could run and have a price (ibid.:46, 53), silence walked and 
peeped through the windows, sadness cried (ibid. :72), nerves could be played like violin 
strings (ibid.:47), music notes sat and yawned in bored, boredom was slippery and of 
cream colour (ibid. :6); in the poem To Futurists, wonders were bouncing, fear hung, 
poetry was diffused (ibid.:51-54). This situation can only happen in a grotesque universe 
that allows abstract and tangible to mingle freely. Moreover, ascribing abstract concepts 
with physical qualities allows them to become perceptible by the senses, it makes them 
'visible' and allows them their grotesque existence. 
At the very beginning of his seminal study, Bernard Mc Elroy makes it clear that 'As a 
phenomenon in art, the grotesque is physical, predominantly visual; its true home is in 
painting and sculpture [ .. .]. In literature, it exists in precisely those works that use 
language to evoke for the reader a vivid visual image which is perceived as grotesque' 
(1989:ix). Such is the case in I Burn Paris, where Jasienski utilises this technique of 
'visualisation' to the utmost: sentences are threaded like beads (17), the babble of his 
beloved is colourful confetti (20), a vacuum is audible like the sound of falling time (33), 
the day is a wall (25). Apart from the peculiar quality ofJasienski's method of expression, 
there is a direct indication that the narrator captures the world in images, some of which 
are already framed pictures; he simply communicates them, and by analogy commands the 
reader to receive the communicated text as a vision: 
Paryi zwolna budzil siy ze snu. W rudych, spr6chnialych framugach okien 
przygarbionych hotelik6w tu i 6wdzie ukazywaly si y Jui profile starych, rozczochranych, 
na wp61 golych kobiet, majestatyczne w swoich wygnilych ramach jakwidmowe portrety 
prababek tej bezpaliskiej dzielnicy, gdzie prostytucja jest godnoScilJ dziedzicznlJ, jak 
gdzie indziej tytul rodowy lub stanowisko notariusza. (1957:25) 
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Paris was slowly waking up from its night sleep. In russet, mouldering window-
frames of hunched little hotels, here and there appeared profiles of old dishevelled, semi-
naked women, majestic in their rotten frames, like ghostly portraits of great-grandmothers 
in this derelict suburb where prostitution is a hereditary rank, as if it were the family name 
or the position of a public notary. 
One of the first impressions conveyed by this framed vision is that of obscenity accepted 
as a commonplace landmark: dilapidated, dubious third-rate hotels, slovenly uncombed old 
prostitutes - half-naked semi-people (profiles) -with the grotesque jeer compared to the 
distinguished matrons and dignified by the frames in which they appear rather than by who 
they are. Here, as well as in all the material quoted in this chapter, the emphasis on the 
physical and the visual is constantly maintained, reminding the reader that the novel must 
not actually be read but visualised, for only then is the full impact of the grotesque 
achieved. 
Almost literally painting the landscapes of Paris, whether supposedly real or admittedly 
appearing in the delusions or dreams of the characters, Jasietiski writes as if playing with 
various techniques of painting. In the case of 'waves of cars, leaving on the rocky shore 
of pavement white froth of ermine capes, swallow-tail mantles, necklines and 
shoulders'(40), we seem almost to recognise an Impressionist painting. Only looking 
closer do we notice that it does not have the subtlety and charm typical of the 
Impressionists; instead, a weird grotesque incompleteness oozes from the 'painting' -
synecdoche, a compilation of fragmented bodies, pieces of attire scattered against the 
unfriendly stony background. The gruesome image of the pavement represented as bald, 
scalped human skulls in the earlier quotation descends almost directly from surrealistic 
imagery, while the full grotesqueness of the metaphor reaches us only when we 
simultaneously read and visualise it, as is the case with Pierre's terrifying dream: 
[ . .] Z ziej1Jcego przer{hla ziemi, z otwartej paszczy metra, piyla siy w gory 
nieskoliczona harmonijka ruchomych stopni. Jeden za drugim wyjeidialy z hukiem coraz 
to nowe szczeble, zawalone pokotem obszarpanych, bezwladnych cial Wierzcholek 
schod6w, na kt6rym leial Pierre, znajdowal si Y Jui gdzies wysoko w chmurach. [ . .} 
Z mrocznej czeluici rozwartej jezdni w rozdziawionlJ czelusc nieba plynyly 
ruchome schody czarnlJ lawlJ wyn(Xiznialych SpiljCych ludzi. (1957:23-24) 
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From an abysmal air-hole in the earth, from an open muzzle of a metro, climbed an 
endless harmonica of a moving staircase. Ever new rungs were appearing one after another 
with a terrible rumble, swamped by the masses of ragged, lifeless bodies. The summit of 
the stairs on which Pierre was lying was already somewhere high in the clouds. [ ... ] 
From the dark abyss of a gaping street into the gaping abyss of the sky ran the 
moving staircase, laden with masses of emaciated sleeping people. 
As noted in most of the quoted examples, here also several grotesque devices overlap, 
ending in the profoundly grotesque final image, bizarre and menacing. The vision of stairs 
laden with a human mass comes dangerously close to the picture of some monstrous 
conveyer belt feeding an equally monstrous mincing machine. The animated image of 
'moving staircase' together with the gaping street and an open muzzle of a metro, form 
a contrasting background to motionless gaunt bodies of people, which completes the 
morbidly grotesque image. 15 
At the same time, ambivalence creeps in. The reader realises that the narrator's 
information might not be accurate. The vision of staircase, according to him, appeared in 
the hero's dream, but just a few paragraphs before, the narrator with equal confidence has 
related Pierre's supposedly real experience, which was equally quaint: 'from the tiled abyss 
of an underground railway' appear stairs where 'unshaved, ragged people, in eager haste, 
take their places on the steps close to the warm grating'. From that grating comes the 
'stale, rotten warmth of gasping Paris's breath' and 'people in tatters[ ... ] soon cover the 
whole staircase in their mass'. Pierre - 'too tired to drag himself any further' - takes 'an 
unoccupied spot at the top of the stairs, between two grey witches wrapped up in rags, 
greeting any newcomer with a hostile growling'. And there, amidst wet, slimy rags soaked 
with rain and fusty sweat, with his head on a 'pillow of a step covered with phlegm', Pierre 
'was overcome with a heavy feverish drowsiness' (22-23). 
The grotesque, as exemplified above, originates in the overpowering emphasis on the 
unsightly and repulsive characteristics of the world surrounding Pierre, while the mention 
15 See Bakhtin: 'the grotesque ignores the impenetrable surface that closes and limits the body as 
a separate and completed phenomenon. The grotesque image displays not only the outward but also 
the inner features[ ... ]' (1984b:317-318). 
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of the witches emphasises the intimidating ugliness of the whole scene, simultaneously 
introducing the element of uncertainty as to how real this world actually is. The border 
between conscious and unconscious images is blurred to the point that they can be 
interchanged without any break in the narrative's communicative value. The aim of such 
'imprecision' on the narrator's part is to show, without really saying it, that there is no 
escape from this oppressive universe, neither into a dream nor into hallucinations: this 
world will haunt you and hound you wherever you are and whatever you do. Thus the 
nature oflife as presented in the novel is constantly balanced between illusion and reality; 
it is like its images - 'transcategorical hybrids [ ... ], confused, unresolved, unstable and 
filled with great but uncertain significance' to use Harpham's words (1982:21): 
Kontury przedmiot6w zaostrzyly si yjak oprowadzone oJ6wkiem, powietrze stalo si y 
rzadkie i prze:iroczystsze pod szklanym kloszem sslJCej pompy miejskiego nieba. Domy 
stawaly siy rozciEJgle i przenikliwe, wciskaly siy niespodziewanie jeden w drugi, to zn6w 
wydlui.aly w nieprawdopodobnej, absurdalnej persepktywie. Ludzie nosili twarze 
zamazane i niejasne. Niekt6rzy mieli po dwa nosy, inni -po dwie pary oczu. Wi{Xszosc 
miala na karku po dwie glowy, jedna dziwacznie wtloczona w drugEJ. (1957:39) 
The contours of objects became sharper as if encircled with a pencil, the air became 
thin and translucent under the glass dome of the pump[-like] city sky. Houses became 
stretchable and permeable, and to penetrate one another unexpectedly, to extend eventually 
into some improbable, absurd perspective. People wore blurred and unintelligible faces. 
Some had two noses, others - two pairs of eyes. The majority had two heads attached to 
the neck, one strangely forced into the other. 
Taken as one image, the portrait of the city is immediately recognisable as grotesque -
strange double-nosed, double-headed creatures which the narrator calls 'people', 
expandable, ghostly houses; the atmosphere ominous and the images ludicrous. While 
outlines of objects are distinctly clear, faces are blurred and indistinct. The feeling of being 
trapped is introduced through the device of reducing the universe to the size of a pump. 
The narrator's hint that the vision is born in the starved Pierre's mind should be accepted 
with reservation. Just a few paragraphs later, the narrator reports the conversation Pierre 
has had with one of his acquaintances. Etienne explains to Pierre how to earn money 
pandering teenage girls as prostitutes to older men. The conversation ends with the 
conclusion that in order to look real one has to create a 'full illusion': 
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[ . .} Towar pewny. Trzeba tylko umiec to podac w odpowiednim sosie. 
Przedstawic: krotka sukieneczka, fartuszek, warkoczyk z kokardlJ. Na gorze pokoiki -
szkolka: .SWipy obrazek, J6i£czko z siatkl}, pulpicik szkolny, tablica, na tablicy-kred1:r 
2x2=5. Pema iluzja. Znden starszy pan siynie oprze. (1957:41) 
[ ... ] The goods are reliable. One just has to know how to present them and serve with 
the right gravy. To introduce: short dress, school uniform, pig-tail with a ribbon. Upstairs 
rooms - the little school: a holy icon on the wall, little bed, school desk, blackboard, and 
on the blackboard- in chalk: 2x2=5. A full illusion. No older man will be able to resist 
it. 
The reality portrayed in the novel constantly veers between the real and the illusory, and 
this greatly enhances the grotesque nature of I Burn Paris. The question of the nature of 
the novel's universe is important, especially in view of Stern's assessment of its character 
as fantastic. Fantastic, namely pure fantasy as seen in fairy tales or science- fiction - 'is too 
static for the grotesque' (Foster 1967: 41). The grotesque must always evoke associations 
with reality whether by juxtaposition, contrast or extension. The imagined world of fantasy 
does not have that impact on the reader demanded by the grotesque; the fantastic universe 
is too improbable to be taken seriously by the reader. But, in the realm of the grotesque, 
the categories are never fixed: they suddenly interchange, creating a new category and a 
new quality. It always evokes the sense of incongruity and discord between the created 
universe and the existing conception of what is natural and fitting (see Clayborough 
1965:70). Thus, although it is true that the highly ambivalent character oflife portrayed 
in I Burn Paris affects the place and time of the action, one has to reconsider calling the 
novel fantastic, for how is one to accept the impact of precisely rendered details? Already 
the title imposes a strong feeling of reality, placing the action in the capital of France, 
while the use of the present tense verbal form unequivocally establishes the time 
perspective. This is followed by the detailed topography of Paris, from the Moulin Rouge 
and Maxims to the Eiffel Tower, Montmartre, the Sacre-Coeur, the Pantheon, the Place 
de la Bastille, and Notre-Dame Cathedral, as well as dozens of other names of suburbs, 
parks, streets, squares, buildings, all of which are unmistakably identifiable with Paris. 
Apart from that, there is ample direct and indirect reference to the historical chronology 
of events as well as to the epoch in which the events portrayed in the novel take place. The 
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story begins one November evening, the plague strikes on the eve of the French national 
holiday- Bastille Day, the Fourteenth of July - the plague ends on 4 September. Modern 
technology such as vehicles and the underground railway system, as well as mention of 
some contemporary heroes, such as Gerbault16, and the tenth anniversary of the October 
Revolution in Russia makes the date precisely 1926-27. But the familiarity of this 
background is illusory and deceptive, for in the same breath the narrator equally 
convincingly paints landscapes that belong to an entirely different - but seldom fantastic 
- category. The incongruity is not that these images are completely unfamiliar, but that 
they are grotesquely misplaced. Their association with the real and familiar is carefully 
maintained to achieve an atmosphere of bizarre strangeness. Such, for instance is the case 
with the sea imagery which defamiliarises the novel's universe to the point that it becomes 
grotesque: 
Nad wieczorem lun<jl deszcz i pod chluszcz11cymi strumieniami wody twarde 
kontury przedmiot6w zafalowaly lagodnie, wydlu:iaJIJC siy w glljb, jak zanurzone w 
wartkim, pzrezroczytym nurcie. 
Zapadalzmrok. Zapalone latarnie, jak tluste, bezbarwne plamy na atramentowej 
powierzchni nocy, niezdolne ani wsi<JknEJc w nil}, ani jej roz5wietli6, zaludnily koryto 
ulicy wodorostami cieni, fantastyczn11faun11 niezgruntowanych gl{hin. 
Urwiste brzegi, pelne fosforyzujlJCych, magicznych grot witryn jubilerskich, gdzie 
na skalach z zamszu, wyluskane z muszel, drzemilJ wielkie jak grochy dziewicze perly -
prostopadlymi :fcianami wydlu:ialy siyw g6ryw daremnym poszukiwaniu powierzchni. 
Szerokim WIJWOzem loiyska, z szumem elastycznych lusek opon plynyly stloczone 
stada dziwacznych i£laznych ryb o ognistych, wybaluszonych S/,epiach, ocierajlJC siy o 
siebie poilj,dliwie bokami w oblokach blykitnawej ikry benzyny. 
Wzdlu:istromych brzeg6w, poruszjlJC siyz wysilkiemjaknurkowie w pzrezroczystej 
galarecie wody, brnyli olowianostopi ludzie pod ciy:ikimi skafandrami parasoli. 
(1957:19-20) 
By the evening, rain came in torrents and, under the splashing streams of water, hard 
contours of objects rolled gently, extending into the depth, as if immersed in the rapid 
translucent current. 
The dusk set in. The lighted lamps, like greasy, bleached stains on the inky surface 
of night- unable neither to permeate nor illwninate it- peopled the street-bed17 with the 
seaweeds of shadows, the fantastic fauna of impenetrable depths. 
16 Alain Gerbault (1893-1941) was a French sailor who, as the first man ever, sailed alone across 
the Atlantic without calling into port. He was born in Laval (see footnote 20 below). 
17 In the original koryto ulicy, literary meaning 'the river-bed of the street'. 
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Precipitous banks - full of phosphorescent, magic grottos of jewellery glass-cases 
where, on the rocks made of velvet, doze shelled bean-size maiden pearls - extended 
upwards with its perpendicular walls, in their vain search for the surface. 
In the wide ravine of a [street-]bed18, with a hum of rubber scales of tyres, swam 
crammed schools of bizarre iron fish with fiery, bulging eyes, rubbing against one another 
lustfully in clouds of the bluish spawn of gasoline. 
Along the steep banks, moving with difficulty, like divers in a translucent jelly of 
water, lead-footed people fought their way under the heavy diving-suits of umbrellas. 
The city-ocean analogy is developed in such a way that readers are left speculating: is this 
the incomprehensible delusion of the protagonist, or is it the perspective of the narrator? 
Is it the description of some unusual ocean, or the metaphoric description of the city? 
Mysterious and inhospitable expanses of ocean well suit the author's intention to portray 
the menacing character of the urban environment; he persistently develops this image 
throughout the novel, ending with the 'sea of purifying fire' which irrevocably devours the 
city (335). Thus the streets are not only torrents of water but also a 'noisy stream of[ ... ] 
black mob' ( 40) and 'waving oceans of streets' (53), populated by 'ill-boding apparitions' 
(65) and 'monsters with bulging eyes' (66). The midinettes do not come out on the street 
but 'gush in boisterous waves through the semi-open sluice-gates of shops' (52) and cars 
stream 'like dead inert birds, carried away on the surface of a black shiny current' (85). 
People are vulnerable, they depend on 'tides' which throw them on to the shores of 
boulevards (39). In this landscape the Moulin Rouge is a lighthouse, not only because it 
plays the role of the enticing yet deceiving19 place of entertainment: 'Huge, glowing 
windmill rotated slowly around its axle, luring ludicrous Don Quixotes [seeking] pleasure', 
but also because it physically resembles an ordinary lighthouse: 'a violent wave of cars was 
hitting the pavement next to the glazed lighthouse-like entrance-hall'(both 39). The 
'ocean' imagery captures equally well the chaos in this world of 'chimerical absolute 
liberty' (52) and expresses the utter helplessness and feeling of infinite loneliness 
experienced by Pierre: 
18 Joiysko, as previously used koryto, means river-bed. While in koryto ulicy (see above) the simile 
was intended, in this case loiysko stands on its own, its use is unusual. The metaphoric character 
of this passage disintegrates; the narrator, thinking of one thing describes another. In the end, the 
reader is confused as to what is really being described. 
19 Jasietiski uses mami EJC from ma mi C, meaning both 'to deceive' and 'to lure'. 
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Cieple /ale zmyly go jak drzazgy i poniosly bez busoli, na oSlep. 
Rozpoczyly siy zn6w dnie bezcelowej, bezladnej tulaczki po rozkolysanych 
oceanach ulic, noce pod mistycznymi parasolami gwiazd, samotnos6, jakiej ne zaznal 
nigdy Alain Gerbault, 8mieszny Sancho Pansa huStany miesi¥ami na bezbrzeinych 
prze8cieradlach Atlantyku. (1957:53) 
Warm waves washed him away like a splinter and carried him away without 
direction, haphazardly. 
Again came days of aimless, disorderly wandering through the waving oceans of 
streets, nights under the mystic umbrellas of stars, loneliness never known to Alain 
Gerbault,20 ridiculous Sancho Panza for months rocked on the shoreless sheets of the 
Atlantic. 
Here Pierre is a helpless 'splinter', in another place he is caught by 'the old waves, well 
known to him, like a ball' (66). While we may reconcile one or even several such similes 
or comparisons, the author's insistence on the image of the city-ocean creates a disturbing 
ambivalence which emphasises the nothingness of individual human existence. 
The equivocal nature of the novel's universe closely relates to the novel's setting. The 
reader is affected by the nightmarish incomprehensibility of the universe which, although 
it seems authentic in respect of place and is rooted in an historically genuine milieu, it is 
nevertheless organised according to false logic and unconvincing causality (see below); it 
is populated with people living not by reason or feeling but by their odd obsessions; and 
it consists of strange images. There are also other factors which make the setting of the 
novel grotesque. The space of the action in the novel, both literally and figuratively, is 
absurdly alienated from the rest of the world - literally by a cordon of troops and fear of 
the plague, figuratively by allowing it to assume the character of a bizarre masquerade. 21 
Initially it is the celebration of Bastille Day which justifies this estranged universe: 
20 See above, footnote 16. Jasieri.ski must have been impressed with Gerbault's achievement. In 
his poem Hostages, he uses Gerbault's name as a symbol of victory (1972:60); here however, his 
loneliness is mocked as insignificant by comparison to that suffered by Pierre. Nevertheless, 
Jasieri.ski names his communist hero Laval after Gerbault's place of birth. The main achievement 
of Laval is to sail on the Seine to get food supplies for the starving proletarian republic. 
21 Foster, for instance, notes that 'Among the most favoured settings of the grotesque story are a 
masquerade, a circus, parties of all sorts, because they provide for additional alienation from 
reality; sort of inner circle within a story.' (1966:76) 
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Na ciasnym kwadracie pomipizy 'RotondlJ' i 'D6mem 'osiem rozstawionychjazz-
bandow ostrymi taskami synkop ewiartowaly zywe mi~o nocy na posiekane ochlapy 
takt6w. R6inojfZ)!czny tlumAmerykan6w, Angielek, Rosjan, Szwedek, Japoliczyk6w and 
Zydowek demonstrowal spazmatycznym talicem SWIJ nieopisanlJ radosc z powodu 
zburzenia starej Bastylii. 
[ . .] Papierowe lampiony kolysaly sir lagodnie jak nenufary na zwierciadlanej 
powierzchni nocy. (1957:75-76) 
On the crowded square between the 'Rotonda' and the 'Dome', eight jazz-bands 
hacked22 the living flesh23 of night with the sharp choppers of syncopation into the diced 
offal of bars of music. The multilingual crowd of Americans, English, Russians, Swedes, 
Japanese and Jews, 24 demonstrated through a spastic dance their inexplicable joy because 
the old Bastille was demolished. 
[ ... ] Chinese lanterns made of paper swung gently like water-lilies on the reflective 
surface of night. 
The intensely grotesque image of the night being 'hacked' with the axe of music foretells 
the foreboding finale of this celebration, which is to assume the definite, menacing quality 
of the truly grotesque. In an ordinary masquerade, people dress or put on masks to 
disguise their true identity, while in I Burn Paris various characters change or accentuate 
their attire to emphasise their distinctiveness and their belonging to a specific race, 
religion, culture, nationality or ideology. A Russian immigrant Solomin, for instance, 
throws away his taxi driver's uniform and puts on the uniform he was wearing as a captain 
in the Russian Imperial army. While the matter of dress-code may be merely ludicrous -
for who thinks of outfits looking into the eyes of death? - the fact that the plague 
decimates the city to the perpetual accompaniment of music and dance definitely takes on 
the significance of the grotesque:25 
[ . .] Talice zreszflJ nie ustawaly. 
Na tarasie kawiarni 'Dome' Murzyn, gra}IJCY na jazz-bandzie, w pol urwanego taktu 
runlji w podrygach na bfhen, .5miesznie wierzgajlJC w powietrzu nogami. Rozbawiona 
22 In original ewiartowa6, meaning 'to divide into quarters' as a slaughtered animal. 
23 In original mi~o, meaning both 'flesh' and 'meat'. 
24 Literally, American, Russian and Japanese males and English, Swedish and Jewish females. 
25 Like the proverbial irony of the Titanic tragedy. Word of mouth has it that there was still music 
heard on the Titanic while it was being swallowed by the icy waters of the North Atlantic. 
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publicznosc nagrodzila ten nowy trick spontanicznym brawem. Murzyn jednak nie 
wstawal. Odwr6cono go twarzEJ do gory. By! martwy. (1957:77) 
[ ... ]Anyway, [the dancers] carried on dancing. 
On the terrace of Cafe 'Dome' a Negro who played in the jazz-band crashed on to 
the drum in the middle of a broken bar, ridiculously kicking his legs in the air. The 
cheerful public rewarded this new trick with spontaneous applause. Yet the Negro did not 
get up. He was turned face upwards. He was dead. 
Thus the action of the novel unfolds against a bizarre cacophony of jazz music, 'ominous 
trumpets of ambulances' (77), gunshots, cries and prayers, until it all dissolves in the 
overpowering sound of church bells: 
Na Sacre-Coeur bily dzwony. 
Z Notre-Dame, z Maddeleine, z malych rozrzuconych koiciol6w odpowiadaly im 
placzliwym podiwifkiem dzwony Paryia. 
[ . .} Gluche, j(kliwe dzwony nad miastem olowianymi pi~iami tlukly we wklfS/EJ 
spi:iowEJ piers i z wn{trza koiciol6w odpowiadalim lomot kurczowo zaci:fnipych rEJk i 
gorzki poboiny mamrot. (1957:85, with minor changes repeated on p. 179) 
W cerkwi na ulicy Darn metropolita w zlotych ryzach gfStym, dostalym basem 
czytal ewangeliy i dzwony dzwonily wszystkie jak w dzieii wielkanocny. 
W synagodze przy ulicy Victoire nad pasiastym tlumem w talesach plonyly Srl!iece 
i ludzie, jak j(Z)Jki niewidzielnych dzwonow, kolysali siy w wahadlowych ruchach, a 
powietrzejakdzwon, odpowiadalo lamentem. (1957:86, with minor changes repeated on 
p. 179) 
Na Sacre-Coeur bily dzwony, nieustanne, placzliwe, bezradne. (1957: 153) 
In the Sacre-Coeur the bells pealed. 
From Notre-Dame, from the Madeleine, from small scattered churches, the bells of 
Paris responded in a tearful echo. 
[ ... ] Over the city, dull, moaning bells rumbled into their concave bronze chests with 
lead fists, and from the church interiors there came the pounding26 of convulsively clenched 
hands and a bitter, pious mumble. 
26 Here the meaning of lomot, 'pounding', and tlukly siy, 'rumbled' are interchangeable and in 
Polish both may be used with reference to a heartbeat. The expression 'pounding of clenched 
hands' is absurd; we speak of the pounding ofaheart. Jasienski very seldom uses the word 'heart' 
directly, not only in I Burn Paris but in his other works as well. Nevertheless, here the gerund 
'pounding' together the rumbling of bells implies a huge heart, pounding in inexplicable fear in the 
collective consciousness of Parisians. 
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In the Orthodox church on the Rue Daru, a metropolitan in gold habiliments read the 
gospel in a dense, dignified bass and all the bells pealed as if it were Easter Sunday. 
In the synagogue on the Rue Victoire, the candles glowed over the striped crowd, 
[dressed] in tales, and people, like the tongues of invisible bells, swung in a pendulum-like 
movement, and the air, like a bell, answered with lamentation. 
In the Sacre-Coeur the bells pealed, unceasing, tearful, helpless. 
Apart from the fact that trumpets and bells herald the end of the world in a way 
reminiscent of the cataclysms described in various books of the Bible,27 on the temporal 
level they create the atmosphere of ultimate pandemonium. As in many other instances, 
here too the morbid mood overlaps with the bizarre imagery evoked, in turn, through 
metaphors which create the semi-fantastic, semi-real world of the grotesque as summed 
up by one of the characters, Mr Lingslay, a prominent American businessman who as 'a 
soloist of some mad revue, had already accustomed himself to constant changes, which 
were daily introduced by the stage manageress Death' (276). In addition, the ludicrous 
partition of Paris - one of the most admired cities in the world - and its subsequent 
destruction subverts the normal and desirable order. Alcohol is proclaimed as 'the best 
serum' against the plague and 'demented [oszala.M Paris defends itself with wine' (85). 
It is no longer the capital of France celebrating its national holiday, it is a caricature of 
everything that is base, unscrupulous, decadent and narrow-minded in the world. But even 
this interpretation is undermined in the grotesque, firstly because of the subjectivity of 
perception - the narrator accepts the grotesque as real and acceptable as reality itself: 
everyone has their 'own Paris, so much different from the Parises of other people who 
walk the same streets we do' (2 7) - and secondly because exactly the same events happen 
in other places. The novel ends with the almost literal repetition ofits beginning, only the 
name of the city changes to that of Lyons. 
Jasienski's manner of expression, which favours compound metaphors supported by 
strange similes and uncommon comparisons, is ideally suited to the grotesque; it 
undermines the straightforward interpretation of the narrative. The rich verbal stock used 
27 For example, The Revelation of St John the Divine (8: 1-8). 
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by Jasietiski evokes imagery bordering on the fantastic, summoning a response ranging 
from bewilderment to revulsion and even terror; in other words, it promotes the grotesque, 
for-to use Harpham' swords - 'grotesque forms in fact almost always inspire ambivalent 
emotional reaction' (1982: 8). Humour, seen by some scholars28 as a necessary element of 
the grotesque, is almost undetectable in I Burn Paris, although not entirely absent. As 
Foster points out, even 'non-comic grotesque[ ... ] lacks the consistency and the pathos of 
[the truly tragic]' ( 1967: 43). The atmosphere throughout the novel is thus predominantly 
morbid and ominous, notwithstanding its last part, which portrays a new, supposedly 
better world. Frequently, when the tension reaches its climax, the narration resorts to 
scornful irony or clownish grimaces which disarm the sense of morbidity or even calamity 
which has just started to seep into the reader's consciousness, and render it merely 
ludicrous. Some of such discrepancies between the content and the tone of the narration 
will be pointed out in the course of this chapter. Here the issue may be illustrated by what 
is a conspicuous example of the grotesque discord between the character of the event and 
the narrator's manner of presenting it: 
Na asfalcie pozostala jedynie w11tla dziewczyna, wij11ca si yW niepoj ft)Jch zygzakach 
b6lu. Kratka plisowana sp6dniczka podwin~a siydo gory, odslaniajlJC drobne, prawie 
dziecinne kolana w naszyjnikach zbytkownych podwi EJZek i nie8mial11 bi el chlopi {rych ud, 
wychylajlJCych siy niby pryine rozj11trzone wyie z gtstwiny kremowych koronek. Ostre 
lakierowane pyszczki pantofelk6w drgaly ustawicznie. 
[ . .] 
Dziewczyna nagle wzbila siycalym cialem w g6r~ z nieludzk11 sillJ uderzyla glow11 
o asfalt i przycichla. [ . .] Filigranowe n6iki, osnute niedostrzegaln11 paj{rzyn11 
policzochy, zastygly sztywno zadarlszy w gory zdumione pyszczki pantofelk6w. 
(1957:79-80) 
On the tarmac there was only a frail girl, writhing in the unimaginable zigzags of 
pain. A short pleated skirt tucked up, baring her petite, almost childish knees in the 
necklaces ofluxurious garters and a timid whiteness of boyish thighs, leaning out from the 
28 For example, Jennings favours the balance between the fearful and the ludicrous in the 
grotesque: 'The grotesque is an intimate combination of both features. It can never lie entirely in 
the realm of the terrible, for it arises only when terrible is treated playfully and rendered ludicrous. 
On the other hand, it can never be completely innocuous or playful, even if the fantastic or 
scurrilous form of play is meant' (1963:16). 
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thicket of cream-coloured lace like vigorous vexed snakes. The mouths29 of her pointed 
lacquered shoes twitched persistently. 
[ ... ] 
Suddenly, the girl's whole body rose up and with an inhuman force she hit the tarmac 
with her head, then she became calm. [ ... ]Her dainty legs, covered with a barely visible 
web of stockings, froze stiffly pointing the mouths of her shoes upwards. 
The image of a dying girl is deprived of facial features, while her protruding convulsed 
limbs are by the reader's normal standards given undeserved prominence. The dignity of 
death is rendered laughable. Jeannette dies looking like the 'sex-toy' she was in life, and 
even in death she evokes no pity. The focus on Jeannette's sensuality is similar to that seen 
in The Legs of Jsolda Morgan. The physicality of death is emphasised through the 
deliberately grotesque image of legs sticking out from under the skirt, and convulsively 
jerking and kicking. The horror of the scene is disarmed by the narrator's interest in the 
girl's attire, while by comparing the legs of the dying girl to snakes the author makes her 
even less human. Because the narrator fails to recognise Jeannette's humanness even in 
death, she becomes no more than a grotesque marionette, and the emotional impact of her 
tragedy is significantly reduced. 
The strategy illustrated in case of the portrayal of Jeannette's death applies elsewhere, 
even in the least expected situations, as when the narrator comments on the findings of a 
pilot who flew over the city and reported the cataclysmic conflagration of Paris; even then 
the cynicism is striking: 'inclined to an easy affectation, granny-Europe grew sentimental 
over the fate of this unfortunate city and began to cry with true, non-glycerine tears that 
day' (337). The horrendous tragedy of Paris has merited only a melodramatic reaction, 
betraying the narrator's familiarity with the grotesque's predisposition to present 'the 
terrible in harmless guise' (Jennings 1963: 16). Such sudden turn-abouts in the tone of the 
narration render the tragedy as absurd and pointless, while the element of the comic, 30 
29 Developing the image of Jeannette's legs as snakes, Jasieriski describes her shoes as pyszczki 
which, in Polish, is a diminutive form for the mouths of animals. 
3
° Foster notes that 'The grotesque comic differs from other types of the humorous, because due 
to the devices by which it is created, its effect depends upon the collapse of the reader's logic. The 
comic effect is not detached amusement, or pure joy, but leaves the reader wondering and at times 
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however disturbing readers may feel about it, makes the seriousness of the tragedy 
doubtful. As pointed out in the chapter discussing The Legs of Isolda Morgan, the 
reader's attitude to such a narrative is in the end one of horror and disbelief The narrator's 
lighthearted attitude to the death of thousands upon thousands of people makes the 
experience of reading I Burn Paris a mind-boggling one. 
The narrative tone awakens the apprehension caused by the impossibility of establishing 
the narrator's point of view and his attitude to the actions of the novel's protagonists. The 
position of the narrator is important, because through him the reader hopes to learn the 
author's own position towards the created universe and its moral, social or philosophical 
foundations. Initially, he seems to be a typically omniscient narrator: for instance, he 
knows from the beginning that 'in a few hours, this strange city will be condemned to 
death' (29). In places, the narrator comes very close to expressing the author's own point 
of view, assuming the collective 'we' form of address but betraying his own sentiments, 
as illustrated by the almost philosophical digression regarding the uniqueness of one's 
experience in a big city: 
{ . .]I miasto, przemierzane przez nas co dzieli, oderwane paciorki obrazow, ktore 
utrwala nasz wzrok na negatywie pami(Xi, zrastajEJ. siyw nas w jednolite poj(Xie miasta 
dopiero nawleczone na fy niewidzialnEJ. ni 6 rozsianych po nim naszych krokow, fy 
nieuchwyfnEJ. mapy naszego wlasnego Paryi.a, jaki.e innEJ. od Pary:i6w innych ludzi, 
przebiegajEJ.cych tymi samymi, co i my, ulicami. (1957:27) 
[ ... ] And the city through which we wander daily, the detached beads of images that 
our eyes fix on the negative of memory, merge in us into the homogenous concept of the 
city, but only when we string them on the invisible thread of our steps scattered on its 
streets, this invisible map of our own Paris, so much different from the Parises of other 
people who walk the same streets we do. 
Although the reflections of the author permeate this statement, the style reflects the 
narrator's predisposition for extravagantly elaborate imagery and syntactic complexity, 
casting doubt on the author's relationship with the narrator. The narrator's voice blends 
in form, content, and tonality with the voices of the characters, adopting their points of 
even uncomfortably so' (1967:42). 
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view and their attitudes to life. Thus in Part I it is impossible to establish whether the 
bizarrely grotesque visions of Paris are born in Pierre's paranoid mind or whether they are 
true-to-life descriptions of dreary metropolitan landscapes rendered to the narrator's best 
ability. In Part II it is impossible to distinguish between the narrator's views and the views 
of various characters, for instance, the Chinese boy and future revolutionary, P'an Tsiang-
Kuei, Boris Solomin, the American businessman David Lingslay, or the views of the 
Communist Laval. The tone of narration changes constantly from objective to personal, 
from solemn to ironic, to derisive. Even in Part III the narrator does not distance himself 
critically from the narrative, sharing the characters' disdain for the old, recently destroyed 
civilisation and partaking in their indiscriminate enthusiasm for building the new one. 
Thus in the chapters conveying the life-story of P'an Tsiang-Kuei, the narrator's voice 
becomes almost indistinguishable from that of P' an. In this way, the portrayal of the 
familiar world of rural China - as seen by the teenage boy - can stand as exemplary 
realism: temperate tonality, the style direct and easy to understand, sentences 
straightforward and moderate in length, unequivocal, emotionally neutral imagery, so 
distinct from the paranoid perception perpetuated by the narration in Part I. This is the 
style we usually expect from an omniscient narrator, but also the style in which the 
experience of the familiar is retold. However, when P'an comes into contact with the 
foreign European civilisation, the narrative enters the realm of the grotesque, 
unequivocally assuming the point of view of P' an. For instance, during the first encounter 
with a motor car, the Chinese boy's curiosity and admiration are invaded with fear of the 
unknown: 'uncanny carriages racing on the streets, without any rails, without horses, 
withoutjinrickiman' (95). As he grows older, P'an hears more and more bizarre stories 
about white people that are 'hated by everyone' and imagines them to be 'magic, all-wise 
creatures' (98). Trying to accustom himself to their culture he adopts their words to his 
own language, to the amusement of both the readers and the author. Thus the boy learns 
from his mentor Czao-Lin that the weird carriage's surname is Au To Mo-bi! and its names 
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vary from Bra-Zje31 , Pa-Nar, Dai-Mier, to Na-Pier, Re-no and Mer Ce-des (100). 
Jasietiski here clearly enjoys his creative imagination, making yet another point that the 
perception oflife is subjective and personal. But since he prefers the grotesque to serious 
debates, instead of explaining his point he simply illustrates it with a grotesque device -
he defamiliarises language. While objects remain unaltered, their names assume unfamiliar 
grotesque forms. 32 The situation is different in the case of houses. In this case, it is the 
familiar image that is defamiliarised to the point of the outlandish grotesque: 
GdzieS, o wiele, wiele Ii, stojlJ olbrzymie, potworne miasta, gdzie biali ludzie 
meiszkajlJ w wielopiytrowych skrzyniach i w skrzyniach tych, zamiast schod6w, w gory 
i w d61 pfdzlJ ruchome pudeleczka, podrzucajlJC w jednej chwili mieszkalic6w na 
najwyisze pi#ra. Pod ziemilJ dlugimi rurami mknlJjak blyskawice wagony, przewoiljc 
w ciljgu minuty przechodni6w o dziesiljtki Ii. Aby bialy czlowiek nie potrzebowaltrudzic 
siy sam, dniem i noclJ w wielkich fabrykach pracujlJ na niego ogromne maszyny, 
wyrzucajlJC mu od razu gotowe rzeczy. Chcesz ubranie - bierz i wkladadaj. Chcesz 
kolaskFJ- siadaj i Jedi Ani rykszy ani koni. Wszystko maszyna. Dziwne, ciyikie slowo 
- ai bucha od niego rozpalonym :ielazem. Nawet po to, aby zabijac wrog6w - nie 
pojedynczo, lecz hurtem - biali ludzie wymysbli podobno tei specjalne maszyny. 
(1957:98) 
Somewhere, many, many li33 away, there are enormous, monstrous cities, where 
white people live in multi-storeyed cases, and in these cases, instead of stairs mobile little 
boxes rush up and down, instantly lifting inhabitants up to the highest storeys. Under the 
ground there are carriages speeding like thunderbolts along the interminable tubes, and 
carrying passing pedestrians by tens of Ii away in a minute. Not to toil himself the white 
man [invented] huge machines that work for him day and night in the large factories, 
instantly throwing out for him ready-made things. You require clothes - take and put on. 
You require a coach - sit in and drive on. No jinrickiman, no horses. Everything is a 
machine. Strange, heavy word - you feel it blazes with white-hot iron. There is a rumour 
31 The origins of this name are unknown; Kolesnikofftranslates it as 'Brasey' (1982:79) but it is 
possible that Jasienski derived it from 'Bersey' - electric vehicles, which enjoyed a certain 
popularity at the tum of the century (see The Car. Its History. Cathay Books, 1979:23). The 
remaining names refer to: Automobile, Panhard, Daimler, Napier, Renault and Mercedes. 
32 In respect of the above, Kolesnikoff comments: 'I Burn Paris abounds in passages where the 
author "refuses to recognise" familiar objects and describes them as if they were seen for the first 
time' (1982:79). Kolesnikoff's point denies the author that distance he might want to keep from 
the universe he creates. The perception oflittle P'an is more authentic in the way it is presented in 
the novel; that is, it is conveyed by the narrator who identifies with the protagonist. 
33 Kolesnikofftranslates this word as 'leagues' (1982:79). My translation retains the expression 
used by Jasienski, as an additional proof that the narrator identifies with P'an. 
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that even for killing their enemies - not individually but wholesale- white people have also 
invented special machines. 
As one might expect, the boy's dream consists of similar imagery: 
Od takich rozm6w ma/emu P'anowi krtcilo siyw glowie i mlotem dudnilo w 
skroniach. Po nocach 5nily mu sir olbrzymie, :ielazne miasta, gigantyczne, potworne 
maszyny z rozdziawionymi, stalowymi paszczami; z paszcz ich wylatywaly potokiem 
gotowe ubrania, kapelusze, parasole, kolaski, domy, ulice, miasta ... I budzlJC sir w nocy, 
P'an marzyl wyro§nie, przedostanie sir tam[ . .], wykradnie tajemnicr bialych ludzi 
[ . .]. (1957:99-100) 
From such conversations the head oflittle P' an reeled and it felt as if a hammer was 
pounding in his temples. At night he dreamed of enormous iron cities, gigantic, monstrous 
machines with wide open steel muzzles. From these muzzles were streaming ready-made 
garments, hats, umbrellas, coaches, houses, streets, cities ... And waking up at night P'an 
dreamed: he will grow up [ ... ],he will steal the secret of the white people [ .. .]. 
The novel's universe, as well as the psychotic perspectives of various characters and their 
so-called dreams all have the same features- they are concoctions typical of the grotesque 
universe. The grotesque does not differentiate between invention and reality, and neither 
does the narrator of the grotesque. The enigmatic nature of the narrator, his mischievous 
confusion of realms, identities, actions and beliefs, as well as the instability of his views 
and attitudes, frustrate any attempt on the reader's part to establish a link between the 
author, the narrator and the novel's characters. 
One may argue that the purpose of the kind of narrative strategy encountered in I Burn 
Paris - that is, of presenting various points of view as directly as possible - is to achieve 
the maximum objectivity, to show the world as others see it. The point is that despite all 
those different points of view, none of them distinguishes itself enough to justify individual 
mention. On the contrary, their significance lies in the fact that they all produce the same 
image of a world that is grotesquely distorted, emotionally handicapped and lopsided. 
P' an' s perception of the cities of whites is very similar to the monstrous city that exists in 
the mind of Pierre, and in the narrator's own relation of the urban landscapes depicted in 
the novel. This vision of the world as morally and socially corrupt was earlier seen in the 
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author's, that is, in Jasietiski' s own poetry and is also evident in the coverage oflife in 
Paris he sent to the tabloid magazine Wiek nowy ('The New Era') where he observed that 
Paris is 'a strange, ancient city' which appears to the foreigner's eye to represent a 
civilisation 'devoured by consumption'. He wrote that 'Paris consists of a number of 
isolated cities with distinct individuality, cities joined only by the net of trams, buses and 
a metro'. He was most explicit in describing the decay of 'Lower Montmartre - an 
insidious net developed on foreigners' money- a suburb of debauchery. [ ... ] The mad city 
of dancing-halls, restaurants, pubs - dead during the day, not resembling its own self' In 
his view, Parisians were 'fed with erotic gruel' which caused some of them to 'react like 
people who had eaten too many sweet preserves'.34 
The apparent confusion of the origins of various points of view in the novel prevents the 
reader from establishing Jasietiski's own attitude to its content, whether affirmative, 
critical, ironic or even satirical. Especially when it comes to the pivotal act of Pierre 
poisoning the water system of Paris with the devilish intention of killing millions of 
people35 the reader not only wants to know but feels he has the right to know what 
Jasietiski personally thinks about this act. The grotesque ambiguity of the narrative 
strategy renders such an investigation inconclusive and leaves the reader in a state of 
considerable apprehension. But such is the objective of the grotesque narrative. 
The lack of balance in the attitude to life in all the characters is startling. It reaches its 
formal epitome in the case of Rabbi Eleazar hen Cwi identified with a flat-fish, in a witty 
grotesque image. Considering that the novel is set in Paris, one of the chapters begins with 
34 Jasienski earned his living in Paris by writing articles for Wiek nowy, which was a society 
magazine published in Lvov and to which, according to Dziarnowska, Jasietiski contributed 'more 
than 30 letters' during his first year in Paris. All the entries are quoted here following Dziarnowska 
1982:145-146, 165, 166. 
35 Compare Jasietiski's comment in a letter his friend: slaby jestem w statystyce a szczodry w 
millionach 'I am incompetent when it comes to statistics, but I am generous with millions' (in 
Dziamowska 1982:162). 
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several paragraphs describing the ocean, at the bottom of which lives a fish called a 
flounder: 
[ . .] Wzif:}i ktos ryby, rozciEJ JEJ wzdlui grzbietu przez pol i polowy poloiyl na 
piasku. Ryba jl/jdra ma tylko jednEJ strony- prawi:J. LewEJjej stron<Jjest ziemia, dno. 
Od nieuiywania organu organ zanika. Wszystkie organy jl/jdry z lewej, nie 
istniejEJcej strony przeniosly siy na prawi:J. I z prawej strony, jedno obok drugiego, patrzy 
zawsze w gory para malelikich, beznamiytnych oczu. 
Oczy patrzEJ zawsze w gory, oba po jednej stronie, poczwarne, niesamowite, 
dziwaczne, a lewej strony-w ogole nie ma. (1957:155-156) 
[ ... ]Someone took the fish, cut it in half along its spine and put it on the sand. The 
flounder has only one side - right. Its left side is earth, the bottom. 
An organ, if not used, vanishes. All the organs of the flounder moved from the non-
existing left side, to the right one. Thus on this right side is a pair of tiny dispassionate 
eyes, one next to the other, always staring upwards. 
The eyes always look up, both on the one side, monstrous, uncanny, weird, while the 
other side does not exist at all. 
After reporting his observation of life in the depths of an ocean, the narrator returns to 
describing the more familiar scenery of Paris, the suburb of the Hotel de Ville, inhabited 
by Polish and Russian Jews. 'Deposited' there for decades, they settled in 'a solid, 
insoluble, isolated ghetto' (156). And, as in a previous image, waves, ships and sea-fauna 
created a unique turmoil on the 'aching surface of the ocean' (155). Here too, the human 
flat-fish lives amidst the 'seething masses of people, the surfacing and falling of new 
cabinets, the crashing and racing of events' (156). Like the flounder, Rabbi Eleazar lives 
oblivious to 'the surface of the solution of city life': 
Rabi Eleazar ben Cwi ma dwoje osadzonych blisko siebie oczu i oczy patrzEJ zawsze 
w gory, beznamiytne, malelikie, bliiniacze, obrocone ku niebu, w ktorym zdajEJ sif: 
widziec jakies dla nich tylko dostrzegalne rzeczy. Od nieuiywania organu organ zanika. 
Rabi Eleazar ben Cwi widzi wiele rzeczy niedostgmych ludzkiemu wzrokowi, a nie widzi 
tych najprostszych; ma jednEJ tylko stron(:- fy zwroconEJ do nieba, a tej obroconej ku 
ziemi - w ogole nie ma. (1957:157) 
Rabbi Eleazar ben Cwi has two closely set eyes and these eyes always look upwards, 
dispassionate, tiny, identical, turned to heaven36, where they appear to see some things 
36 Used by Jasietiski niebo is ambivalent, it means both 'the sky' and 'the heaven'. 
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which are only perceivable to them. An organ, if not used, vanishes. Rabbi Eleazar hen 
Cwi sees many things that are inaccessible to the human sight, but he does not see those 
most ordinary things; he has only one side - the one turned to heaven - and the one turned 
towards the earth is not present at all. 
These two quotations, especially when taken individually, are not grotesques. In the case 
of the fish, its description is witty though accurate. So also is the description of the rabbi 
whose portrayal, though rendered with a great deal of irony, enables us to capture the 
main features of his face - his eyes. The reader understands that because of this irony, the 
reference to eyes must not be taken literally but as an expression of the rabbi's attitude to 
life. But the full significance of the second image is realised only when the two images are 
juxtaposed, and judging by the arrangement of the text, such a reading was intended. The 
parallel reading confuses the realms: the rabbi becomes much less human, while the aquatic 
universe enters into a reciprocally metaphoric arrangement with the human world. This is 
done for a reason, namely, to open the rabbi's religiosity to mockery: 
0 rabim Eleazarze moina by powiedzieC, i£ ma do dyspozycji osobnlJ lini~ i 
rozmawiac mote z Bogiem o kaidej porze, bez obawy, i£ mu ktos przerwie. ZreszflJ rebe 
Eleazar wie, i£ Pan Bog, jak kaidy Zyd, nie lubi by go nagabywano, gdy jest zaj(ty, i 
wie Jui, w jakich godzinach moina porozmawiacz nim najswobodniej. I Pan Bog ma za 
to slabosc do rebego Eleazara, i nie bylo jeszcze wypadku, aby mogl mu czegos 
odmowi6. (1957:159) 
One may say that Rabbi Eleazar had at his disposal separate lines and could speak 
to God any time of the day without worrying that someone might interrupt him. Anyway, 
Rebe Eleazar knows that the Good Lord, like any other Jew, does not like to bothered 
when he is busy, and knows during which hours it is best to talk to him. Because of this, 
the Good God has a weak spot for Rebe Eleazar, and it is yet to happen that God would 
refuse him when he needed his help. 
The intention of such ironic entries is not to elevate the rabbi but rather to downgrade 
God, who appears to be little more than the rabbi's business partner. In the context of the 
whole novel, the above case illustrates one of the strategies used by Jasie:riski to expose 
religion not only as an important factor dividing people, but also as a handy tool for 
manipulating others into obedience. 
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Stern is absolutely right in saying that 'the "formalism" of artistic devices37 obscures the 
clarity of political meaning and of the propagandistic significance of the novel' (1969: 149), 
especially if the phrase 'formalism of artistic devices' is replaced with a more 
straightforward categorisation of Jasietiski's style as grotesque. But the grotesque in I 
Burn Paris also affects other aspects of the novel, such as the plot, the hero, the logic 
which structures the narrative into consecutive events, and so forth. Because of the novel's 
problematic nature, the narrator must be dismissed right away as its bonding agent. As far 
as the plot and the hero are concerned, their bonding quality is repudiated by the novel's 
structure. I Burn Paris is composed of three parts, each of which differs significantly in 
respect of its theme, set of characters, objectives and even the tone of narration. Part I 
concerns itself with Pierre, the character whose humble background and some unfortunate 
turn of events in his life, namely his loss of employment and of his beloved, push him 
towards utter desperation, ending in his poisoning the whole of Paris with plague 
microbes. Part II looks at the effect the plague has on the inhabitants of Paris. Pierre, the 
chief protagonist of the previous part, dies at the very beginning of Part II, while the 
narrator proceeds to expose the behaviour of some other Parisians who pursue their petty 
interests instead of uniting forces to combat the mortal danger of pestilence. Part III 
describes the rebirth of Paris after all its inhabitants have died in the epidemic, that is, all 
except a handful of prisoners who by the virtue of their isolation remained uninfected. The 
dominantly morbid tonality of Part I dissipates in Part II into a mixture of the apocalyptic 
vision of the decaying Paris and a satire on the self-satisfaction and moral smugness of the 
middle classes. Part III focuses on the restoration of the world according to new, 
presumably better laws, demonstrating several outbursts of enthusiasm and happiness. 
Apart from a number of stylistic devices which intrinsically maintain the grotesque 
character of the narrative, there are other devices which affect the perception of the novel 
in the process of the reader's juxtaposition of its content with his own criteria about what 
37 Here we understand 'formalism' as a means to 'de-familiarise' the world. Stem traces the 
origins of Formalism back to the Opoyaz, that is 'The Society of Poetic Language', a group of 
Russian scholars who intended to 'fathom the philosophy of the word' by the scientific exploration 
of the poetic language. He considers the poetic style of I Burn Paris to be characterised by the 
'Formalistic hermeticism', for which 'Soviet critics excused Jasietiski because of his emphatic 
stress on social and class problematics' (1969:146-147). 
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is normal, orderly and admissible. 38 Part I is based on an inane logic, considering the 
relationship it establishes between the premises of Pierre's actions and their effect; Part II 
has a structure as incoherent as the life it portrays; Part III is a misrepresented Utopia. 
However, because each part is a segment in a larger whole, its individual character is 
imparted to this whole. Thus the logic, the structure, the optimistic ending of the novel, 
are all affected by the characteristics of all its components, and have to be assessed in this 
interdependent relationship. 
Everything that has its beginning must have its end is one of those simple rules which we 
are ready to accept without further elucidation. However, between the beginning and the 
end - or the cause and the result - lies a whole vastness of associations and connections. 
Some of them are probable, logical, tangible, reasonable or acceptable, while others are 
improbable, absurd, elusive, excessive, or simply inadmissible. The grotesque favours the 
latter, consisting of concepts which against all reason and probability unite cause and result 
by surrendering the sense of symmetry, harmony and proportion, but their relationship is 
presented to the reader as rational, acceptable and the only one possible. In other words, 
the grotesque validates its own flawed logic not only as the normal order of the day, but 
as the only order possible in the world. 
The issue of flawed logic inherent to the grotesque was discussed in the chapter on The 
Legs of Isolda Morgan where the scientific laws of cause and effect were suspended 
entirely, as for example in the case of the dismembered organs that continued to live. 
Similar cases have already been quoted in respect of I Burn Paris: figurative expressions 
are rendered literally, for instance the speaking head (277) or wrinkled lemon in glasses 
teaching children to read (93). However, I am less interested in that kind oflogic, than in 
the logic which is infinitely more horrifying and perilous to humanity. From the beginning 
it is evident that in I Burn Paris - intentionally or not - Jasietiski exposes a reasoning that 
38 Foster notes that the grotesque might be intrinsic due to the 'discrepancies in the text itself 
(evident in quotations above) and extrinsic due to the discrepancy 'between the author's 
presentation and the reader's familiar frame of mind' (1967:41). 
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obeys the laws of scientific possibility and practical probability, yet it is impossible for the 
reader to admit this reasoning as normal. 
The plot of the whole novel develops logically: Pierre is losing his job, he is unemployed 
and angry, he meets his friend who works in the laboratory, one day he visits the 
laboratory and learns all about microbes, his disillusionment grows beyond his endurance, 
he decides to avenge his suffering and introduces the microbes of the plague into the water 
system of Paris on the night preceding the Fourteenth of July celebrations. The timing is 
impeccable, Pierre's reasoning is precise: the night is hot, everyone is on the streets 
dancing, people quench their thirst. 39 The rest is a matter of time. As Paris succumbs to 
the grip of pestilence, a handful of prisoners is destined to survive because, as the narrator 
motivates it, they do not use the same water system as the rest of the population and rely 
on separate food storage (320). What a precise chain of consecutive events! But if we 
juxtapose the beginning and the end of the novel we see that, although the logic of the 
narrative is scientifically realistic, its intrinsic rationale is frighteningly deviant. 
The intrinsic rationale of Part I rests on the figure of Pierre, who seems to be a close 
relative of Berg from The Legs of Jsolda Morgan, including a certain affinity with the 
39 The fact that in The Legs of lsolda Morgan Jasienski had already written that 'after all, 
tramways, as well as the water-supply system are used by everybody' (Przeciei i tramwaje, i 
wodociEJgi, z kt6rych korzysta kai.dy, to teimaszyny [1966:30]) is worth mentioning here because 
it emphasises the intrinsic logic of Pierre's thinking, namely that everybody relies on the water 
system. Betraying a certain affinity between the author of The Legs of lsolda Morgan and the 
protagonist off Burn Paris, this fact proves that Jasienski might initially have been concerned with 
the destructive potential of modem technological civilisation and that originally the novel was 
conceived as purely catastrophist. He might have changed his plans later, imbuing the action of his 
hero with ideological considerations, even if these are unspecified. By contrast, in the 1934 Russian 
version of the novel, this motif was subjected to the most drastic revision. In the 1934 version, 
according to Balcerzan, Pierre does not want the destruction of Paris. Hence the whole section 
leading to the actual contamination of the water system had to be rewritten: for instance, Pierre 
does not meet Rene, for he does not need access to the laboratory where the microbes of the plague 
are stored. Pierre is only an involuntary tool in the hands of the French imperialist government, 
which supplies him with the deadly microbes. He thus only follows instructions, and just a few 
seconds after he has carried out the orders, he is arrested by patrolling workers and immediately 
executed for sabotage (1968:326). 
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author himself40 Pierre is obsessed with a woman whom he lost to rich men in the same 
way as Berg was obsessed with Isolda whom he lost because of machines. Pierre's 
perception of the world is affected in a similar way by the loss of Jeannette as Berg's when 
he lost Isolda; it seems that in both cases the sanity of the protagonists disintegrated to the 
point of paranoia, but the narrator chooses to withhold any information which would 
definitely clarify this issue for the reader. Berg was driven by fear and hatred, while Pierre 
curses them all - machines and people - because they all keep him away from Jeannette: 
Srodkiem bulwaru, calujlJC siy co krok, idzie przytulona do siebie para. Maly 
kapelusik. Dlugie smukle nogi. Jeannette!! Para wchodzi do naroinego hoteliku, nie 
przestajEJc siycalowaC. Znow auto-przeklfie auto!-zatarasowalo drogy. (1957:42) 
In the middle of the boulevard, a couple walks, cuddling and kissing all the time. A 
little hat. Long, slender legs. Jeannette!! The couple enters a small comer hotel, kissing 
non-stop. Again a car - damned car! - blocked the road. 
Pierre's inexplicable hatred is incomparably greater than Berg's and he not only threatens 
but carries out his vengeance. From the ideological point of view, his thinking is more 
informed, and because he understands that money buys food and sex, he also realises the 
extent of social inequality. However his realisation of the class composition of society is 
based on the confusion of personal wrongs (lost love) and social injustice (lost job), which 
dissipate in him in the agonising feeling of hunger and render him incapable ofidentifying 
the real enemy. He perceives life as a 'deluge oflustful corporality' (53) and sees the 
enemy in 'men with necks of salami' (38), or 'men without faces' (43), and their doubles, 
always qualified by an adjective indicating excessive obesity of body and purse: 
[ . .} Taxi z Jeannette odjechalo. Przed bramEJ hoteliku zostal opasly jegomos6, 
sprawdzajlJC przy 8wietle latarni zawartosc pP<atego portfelu. Na obwislych policzkach 
dogasajEJjeszcze rumielice do8wiadczonej przed kilku minutami rozkoszy. Na oble8nych 
wargach wi{Xinie ostatni pocalunek Jeannette. (1957:43) 
40 Evident, for instance, in the scene when Pierre is beaten with sticks by the mob (83), or seen in 
the analogy between Pierre and Christ (67), which existed in the poetry between Christ and the 
poet. 
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[ ... ] The taxi with Jeannette had just left. In front of the hotel, in the light of a lamp a 
rotund gentleman was standing checking the contents of his bulging purse. The blush of 
ecstasy experienced a moment ago is still colouring his flabby cheeks. On his lustful oily 
lips wilts Jeannette's last kiss. 
Pierre sees these men everywhere and always sexually involved with Jeannette, who in the 
meantime multiplies in hundreds, and is everywhere, in every third-rate hotel. The streets 
of Paris are full of petite Jeannettes being caressed and devoured in a sexual act by fat 
men: 
[ . .] Ulicami przelewaJy sifnieprzebrane tJumy ludzi, grubych, spasionych mficzyzn o 
szyjach z salami. Kaidy z nich mo:i£ zeszlej nocy, mo:i£ przed chwilEJ, mogl spac z 
Jeannette. [ . .]Pierre z uporem maniaka wpatrywalsifW twarze przechodni6w starajEJC 
sif dostrzec w nich jakis S/,ad, jakis najdrobniejszy skurcz pozostawiony przez rozkosz 
przeiytEJ z Jeannette. [ . .] 
Jeannette nie bylo, nie bylo jej nigdzie. 
A jednak by/a wsz{Xlzie. Pierre widzial, rozpoznawal JEJ dokladnie w sylwetce 
kaidej dziewczyny wychodzEJCej w towarzystwie amanta z drzwi kaidego hoteliku, 
przejeidiajEJCej obok taks6wki, znikajEJCej nagle w czeluiciach pierwszej spostrze:ionej 
bramy. (1957:38-39) 
[ ... ] Through the streets were flowing innumerable masses of people, fat, obese men with 
necks of salami. Every one of them could have slept with Jeannette, perhaps last night, 
perhaps a moment ago. [ ... ]With the obstinacy of a maniac, Pierre looked into the faces 
of passers-by, trying to find some trace, some smallest contraction left there by the ecstasy 
of their experience with Jeannette. 
Jeannette was not there; she was nowhere. 
And yet she was everywhere. Pierre saw her, literally recognising her in the silhouette 
of every girl accompanied by her beau upon leaving a hotel, [he saw her] in passing-by 
taxis, [he saw her] disappearing suddenly into the abyss of the first available gate. 
The narrator does not ease the reader's growing apprehension about the symptoms of 
Pierre's growing lunacy. Seen in this fragment, the allusion to his 'obstinacy of a maniac' 
is used as a commonplace figurative expression, but not entirely devoid of inherent 
ambiguity. The logic of the narrator's thinking seems to imply that fat men signify the 
oppressive system, while Pierre's yearning- for a woman as well as for food - is meant 
to signify the yearning for social justice. This supposedly vindicates his radical hatred of 
people and ultimately of the existing order, but the lack of clarity about the reasons for this 
hatred and of acceptable evidence in the novel of social oppression, leaves a wide margin 
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for interpretation. Pierre clearly makes no distinction between hatred and the social cause; 
that is why he chooses 'the loneliness of a turtle' (50). 
Jasietiski had already explored the ambivalence of the notion of hunger, emphasising the 
feeling of polyvalent yearning rather than unequivocal physiological craving for food ('At 
night, with a new burning contraction, more painful than hunger, Jeannette's name 
trembled in him' [30]). Pierre's craving makes him realise that the world is split into those 
who have the means to buy food and women, and those who live in constant deprivation 
ofboth. But in Pierre's mind sickening abundance and horrifying destitution do not inspire 
images of social exploitation but, instead, fuse into a single image of perverted depravity: 
[ . .} Spi {:trzona rzeka cial, banknotow, uczynkow, butelek, wysilkow, lamp, kioskow, 
nog wydf:t1Jfal1J przewala siy powy:iej dachow z hukiem i wrzawlJ. Z rozdziawionych 
paszcz hoteli, jak szuflady z otwartych drzwi szaf, wysypujlJ siywiekowe, niewietrzone, 
przespane na wylot materace, rosnfJ, wystrzelajlJ w gory olbrzymilJ stupi{:trowy wieilJ 
Babel o zgrzytliwych spryiynowych stopniach. A na gorze, na olbrzymim, cztero-
osobowym materacu wszechnarodowego loika (Le lit national) leiy malelika bezbronna 
Jeannette. Po rozdygotanych stopniach w gory pnie si y, jak mrowki, nieprzebrany tlum 
myiczyzn, blondynow, brunetow, rudych, aby na chwily nakryc jfJ, zmtx:zonEJ, ciyikim 
poi<Jdliwym cielskiem, jeden za drugim, wszyscy, miasto, Europa, Swiat! (1957:46-47) 
[ ... ]A towering river flows over the roofs with its noisy and rumbling bulging wave 
of bodies, banknotes, deeds, bottles, endeavours, lamps, kiosks, legs. From the widely open 
muzzles of hotels, like drawers from open wardrobes, fall out ancient, unaired, slept-
through mattresses and grow, shoot upwards like a huge hundred-storey tower of Babel 
with a grating staircase of springs. And at the top, on the large four-person mattress of the 
national bed lies tiny defenceless Jeannette. Up the trembling stairs, like ants, climb 
unending crowds of men, blond, dark-, red-haired, only to cover her - tired- for a while 
with their heavy lusty bodies, one after the other, all of them, the whole city, Europe, the 
world! 
This markedly grotesque vision can easily be mistaken for the description of some 
grotesque painting, perhaps technically similar to the one which was retrieved by the poet 
from his friend's head (see quotation on p. 99). As pointed out earlier, from the vantage 
point of the grotesque such a strategy is considered the most effective, for it immediately 
makes the reader see its grotesqueness, the incompatibility of components of which the 
image is composed, and to assess it in relation to his own understanding of normal, real, 
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and logical, as well as to fit it into his own aesthetic codes. The grotesque character of this 
image lies not only in the indiscriminate assembly of things (banknotes, bottles, kiosks, 
lamps), actions (deeds, endeavours) and human bodies (bodies, legs), but also in its 
emphasis on the obscene and lewd. Furthermore this revolting, concupiscent and maggoty 
pile of mattresses is contextualised within the Biblical imagery of the Tow er of Babel. The 
impact of similar images on the apocalyptic tonality of the novel will be assessed later. 
Here let it suffice to point out that this specific case epitomises Pierre's contempt for and 
revulsion with a world obsessed with food and sex, a resentment which applies in the same 
degree to humans as it does to the material world, and which may be illustrated by the 
following grotesque image of cars in a sexual orgy: 
Za ucieka}EJC<J, przodem, rasowEJ i smuk/EJ jak charcica Hispano-SuizEJ o 
wystraszonych S/,epiach latarni, ocieka}EJCEJ ieliskim sokiem benzyny, z ujadaniem i 
skowytem, odgryza}EJC siy nawzajem i na promo usilu.JEJC przypasc nozdrzami do jej 
kobiecego podogonia, sadzily majestatyczne, stateczne jak dogi Rolls-Royce y, 
przysadziste jak jamniki Amilkary, brudne i bezpaliskie jak kundle Fordy i kuse, 
kurtyzowane jak foxterriery Citroenki; pstra, rozjuszona sfora ps6w w okresie rui. Nad 
ulicEJ unosil siyzgielk, omdlewa}EJCY zapach samki, wrzask oblfdnej pogoni, odurzajEJCY 
czad letniego upalnego popoJudnia. (1957:53) 
Behind the pedigreed Hispano-Suiza, slender as a greyhound,41 with the frightened 
eyes of lanterns, dripping the female juice of gasoline, raced Rolls-Royces, majestic and 
staid like great Danes, Amilcars42 squat like dachshunds, Fords dirty and homeless like 
mongrels, Citroens scanty and docked like fox-terriers; a motley enraged pack of dogs in 
heat, barking and yelping, biting back and trying in vain to catch with their nostrils the 
smell of her female under-tail. In the air there was an uproar, a languid smell of a bitch, 
the fracas of mad pursuit, the stupefying choke-damp of the scorching afternoon. 
The grotesque character of this image needs little explication. Firstly its origins are not 
explained by the narrative; at no point can the reader decide whether it conveys objective 
reality or is born in Pierre's mind as a result of his disgust. Secondly, the metaphor 
41 Hispano-Suizas were first among the super-luxurious motor cars of the nineteen- twenties, 
produced by the Paris-based company from 1919, although initially it was founded in Spain in 
1904 (The Car. 1979:140). 
42 The Amilcar was made in France and it was considered its best light sport car during the 
nineteen-twenties (The Car ... 1979: 144). 
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confusing the categories of human, canine and mechanical constantly oscillates between 
figurative and literal meaning. Thirdly, the image created is revolting, yet a dose of wit 
makes it ludicrous. Nevertheless, it is this reality that eventually leads Pierre to the 
conclusion that 'the world is like a badly structured machine that has to be destroyed 
before it can be built anew' ( 49). Although there are occasional references to social 
conditions - 'the world of hostile and inaccessible things' ( 51 ), 'labour is the hygiene of 
a freed body' ( 49) - their impact is insignificant in comparison to the overpowering image 
of the moral baseness of Paris. It is not my intention to judge the impact of Jasietiski's 
strategy on the merit of the novel, but merely to point out that the grotesque ambivalence 
and ambiguity of imagery fosters in the reader doubt about whether the logical premises 
for the protagonist's disillusionment with the world are admissible. 
Not only Pierre's thinking but his stature as the novel's chief character is made 
questionable. Undoubtedly, Pierre is a victim of difficult social conditions as a result of 
which he lost his job and possibly even his partner, 43 but in the reader's view these are far 
from sufficient motives to substantiate his fierce hatred of people. He himself, however, 
not only sees himself as a victim, but even finds reasons to present himself as a hero who 
has taken upon himself a mission to avenge the unspecified 'everybody else'. When in one 
of the early victims of the plague he recognises Jeannette, he does not lament the death of 
his beloved, or curse his own madness, but pours out his insults at the mob of spectators, 
and as if he were a God-sent prophet, announces their final doom. In a way characteristic 
of the manner of narration, the narrator fuses with the hero: 
Rudy czlowiek podni6slpiy.Sci pogrozilniEJ w kierunku cofajEJcych siygapi6w. 
- Wszyscy powyzdychacie, dranie! - krzyczal ochryplym, piskliwym glosem, 
potrzEJSa}IJC w powietrzu pi¢ciEJ. -Nie bylo na was kary! Jajestem wasza kara! To ja 
wytrulem was jak szczury! Ja ukradlem od Pasteura prob6wki z diumEJI Ja zatrulem 
stacjyfiltr6w! Uciekajcie! Ratujcie siy! Nie schowacie siynigdzie! 
43 Pierre does not accuse Jeannette of abandoning him, neither does the narrator censure her for 
her absolute lack of steadfast values. Nevertheless, in the reader's judgement, she is a vain, light-
headed and frivolous creature, who took to prostitution to satisfy her capricious needs. Jeannette 
is actually not introduced in person at all, except in the moment of her death, and there only to 
emphasise her non-human features. 
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Tlum w poplochu i przera:ieniu odstfPOWal pi{Xi:iza pi{XiziEJ. 
- Nie uciekniecie nigdzie! Koniec! - ryczal rudy czlowiek, wymachujlJC w stronr: 
bulwaru Arago. - Nie powyzdychacie od zarazy- przyjdlJ tamci, zza mur6w! Tysi1Jce! 
Dziesiljtki tysi~y! Za mnie! Za mojlJ krzywdr:I Za wszystkich! KamieJi na kamieniu po 
was nie zostanie! Dranie! Bydlaki! Scierwy! (1957:82) 
A ginger-haired man rose his fist and shook it in the direction of the retreating gaping 
crowd. 
- You will all rot, you cads! - he shrieked in a raucous, squeaky voice, waving his 
hand in the air. - There was no punishment for you! I am your punishment! I poisoned you 
like rats! I stole from the Pasteur [Institute] test-tubes with the plague! I poisoned the filter 
station! Run! Save yourselves! You won't hide anywhere! 
The crowd in terror and panic moved back inch by inch. 
- You cannot hide anywhere! The end! - roared the ginger-haired man, waving 
towards Arago Boulevard. Will you not rot from the pestilence - then they will come, 
those from beyond the walls! Thousands! Tens of thousands! For me! For my suffering! 
For everybody! A stone will not remain on a stone after you disappear! Cads! Beasts! 
Scoundrels! 
Pierre is portrayed as a bad actor overdramatising his role, while the motion of his hands 
and 'raucous, squeaky voice' render him ludicrous. By normal standards of social 
behaviour, his outburst is unacceptable and has no substance. His exclamation kamien nie 
zostanie na kamieniu ('a stone will not remain on a stone') is taken from the Bible. These 
are the words spoken by Jesus predicting the destruction of Jerusalem, 44 too obvious an 
analogy to be missed even by the most reluctant church-goer. The function of such 
borrowings from the Bible is to give Pierre the significance of a prophet and to exalt his 
personal rebellion to the status of a 'cause'. But the leap between Pierre's standing as the 
character who is responsible for the death ofinnocent people, and the role he usurps at this 
point, is plainly absurd; his argumentation is feeble, his attack is monstrous. The question 
arises, is he himself a monster? He does not have the quality or stature of a true monster, 
for even the unequivocally diabolic grandeur necessary for the fearful monster is denied 
him. Thus, Pierre's incomprehensible speech evokes chaos instead of horror. Someone 
calls for the police, women become hysterical, someone throws a bottle at him and 'blood 
mixed with wine, the sparkling and foaming stream spouted on the veranda' (82); some 
44 [I Jezus powiedzial} PrzyjdlJ dni, kiedy z tego co widzicie, nie pozostanie kamieJi na kamieniu, 
kt6rego by nie rozwalono. [And Jesus said unto them ],verily I say unto you, There shall not be left 
here one stone upon another, that shall not be thrown down (Matthew 24:2; Luke 21:6). 
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consider him mad. The enraged crowd demands his death, calling him 'a gangster', 'a 
murderer' and 'a dog' (83) which together with the earlier mention of his 'angry dog-like 
look' (81) further undermines his humanity. Eventually he is brutally killed by this 
bloodthirsty mob: 
Pod ciosem trzeciej, celnie wymierzonej jlaszki rudy czlowiek zachwial siy i 
chlustajlJC krwi1Jrun1J/na chodnik. Nakryla go fala rozjuszonych ludzi, las podniesionych 
lasek, szczfk tluczonych syfonow i przejmu}IJCY pisk kobiecy. 
Kiedy fala odplynyla, na trotuarze pozostala nieruchomo splaszczona, czerwona 
gomolka. (1957:83) 
Under the blow of the third, well-aimed bottle the ginger-haired man staggered and 
collapsed on the pavement, spouting blood. He was immediately covered by the wave of 
infuriated people, by the forest of hoisted walking sticks, by the clang of broken siphon 
bottles and a piercing female scream. 
When the wave retreated, a flattened, red piece of stained-glass was left motionless 
on the pavement. 
The scene reiterates the point that even in his death Pierre is denied plausible unequivocal 
definition - he is neither victim nor hero, nor a monster, nor even a deranged madman, as 
the narrative deliberately withholds any information which could suggest his madness. He 
ends as a nameless ginger-haired man - 'a piece of stained-glass'. Although we feel that 
his death is deserved, we are not convinced that justice has been carried out, for in the end 
he dies in a stampede under the feet of a semi-drunk mob consumed by their thirst for 
blood, not even capable of comprehending the monstrousness of his crime. Some of the 
novel's cynicism imparts itself even to the reader, who senses the author's grimacing at 
his own creation: the plot has advanced to the point at which the hero can be disposed of 
Thus with his death, Pierre loses any credibility as the novel's protagonist and even the 
plague in Paris - the only reason thus far for Pierre's literary existence - is attributed to 
a chance: 'the plague left Paris equally unexpectedly as it appeared' (316). 
The continuous onslaught of exactly rendered and rationally motivated details should 
alarm the reader. With the baggage of historical experience which lies between Jasietiski 
and our generation it is not difficult to see in Pierre the predecessor of certain twentieth-
century leaders, to name only Hitler and Stalin, who combined his precise way of thinking 
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and his misanthropic hatred of people, adopting it to their own ideologies, with similarly 
lethal consequences to humanity. All ideological motivations aside, we must realise that 
the plan of killing all the inhabitants of Paris is born after all in the mind of a mediocre 
man, if not an outright madman. The implication that the source of Pierre's anger is rooted 
in social conditions is obscured by the inconclusive nature of his personal suffering, not 
only because it is based on the ambiguity of the concept of hunger, but because we are 
uncertain about the protagonist's mental faculties. The novel's logical foundations are thus 
rendered grotesque not through the intervention of some mysterious or supernatural 
powers that entirely break the rational relationship of cause and effect, but by showing 
how easily the motivation of one's deeds can be manipulated and become 'the cause'. 
Irrespective of the author's intentions, the novel poses the question 'Do ends really justify 
the means?' and, in a manner typical of the grotesque, leaves to the reader to answer it. 
The structure off Burn Paris undermines the significance of the plot of Part l.45 The role 
of the protagonist, the one which determines the plot and theme of Part II, is taken by the 
plague. Yielding to the epidemic, Paris splits into several 'states', each representing a 
single idea, such as race, political system, religion, ideology, which gives it an identity.46 
The absurdity of the situation is conveyed through the grotesque metaphor of the city-
crucible: 
Rozproszkowani w olbrzymiej kadzi miasta ludzie, w obliczu wszystko niwelujqcego 
strychulca 8mierci, czepiali siy kurczowo, w Sl,epym p{Xizie od§rodkowym, kaidego 
elementu wlasnej odr{hnoici, zbijali si ¥ jak opilki ielazne dookola biegun6w magnesu, 
45 The effect of absurdity, in Foster's view, may be achieved through 'a manner of arranging the 
various elements within the work: 'The arrangement of events into plot may be subjected to 
illogical (Sternian) divisions into chapters, or to interruptions by separate, sometimes disconnected 
entities, or digressions. This frequently produces an effect of calamity or of absurdity by 
obstructing the steady, logical development of the story' (1966:79; parentheses in original). 
46 This concept is similar to the one in Edgar Allan Poe's The Masque of the Red Death (1842), 
the story about the prince Prospero who-hoping to avoid the 'red death' that is the plague raging 
through the country - withdraws together with his guests into an abbey where he orders to be built 
seven chambers, each arranged according to a different principle (see Selected Writings of E. A. 
Poe, Cambridge, Mass.1956). This is to add to all other inspirations Jasienski might have had in 
writing I Burn Paris, summarised by Kolesnikoff 1982:Ch.V). 
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dookola Swiqty.ti wlasnego obrzf/dku. Wieie ko!fciol6w, cerkwi i meczetu odprowadzaly 
w niebo, jak piorunochrony, rosnqcy z kaidq chwilq magnetyczny prf/d odrfhno!fci, 
zbijajqcy rozproszone stado ludzkie w samoistne kompleksy rasowe i religijne. 
(1957:86)47 
People pulverised in a huge melting pot of the city facing the all-levelling strickle48 
of death, now with blind centrifugal velocity were convulsively clinging to every possible 
element of their own individuality and were gathering around the shrines of their own rites 
like iron filings around the poles of a magnet. Towers of Catholic and Orthodox churches 
and mosques were like lightning-rods diverting to the sky an ever-growing magnetic 
current of distinctness, grouping a dispersed human herd into individual racial and 
religious complexes. 
The Chinese township 'explodes' united by the racial distinctness - the 'pigment of the 
skin' (86). In similar fashion the Autonomic Republic ofNegroes is created in the region 
of Pigalle and Montmartre, where every white man's head is cut off with 'all the 
ceremonies taken over from the Ku Klux Klan' (221 ). The newly established Jewish state 
- 'the permanent, indissoluble, isolated ghetto' (156) - continues its earlier established 
cohesive existence based on religion, which the epidemic intensifies even further. 
Exploiting ideology, the White Russians as well as the French bourgeoisie find common 
political cause in restoring their respective monarchies, while the Parisian proletariat unites 
its forces to create the Soviet Republic ofBelleville. People of Anglo-Saxon origin enclose 
themselves in a suburb founded on their 'well known' attraction to capitalism, declaring 
'Anglo-American Autonomic Concession' (176). From the theoretical point of view, the 
metaphor of Paris being a miniature copy of the whole world is given a new meaning as 
its figurative sense entirely disappears. This 'reified metaphor'49 of 'pulverised' Paris 
exposes the mediocrity of its inhabitants, who focus on details which in their own eyes 
47 The same paragraph is repeated in the novel again at the end of Chapter II, 1956:153-154. 
48 A straight piece of wood with which surplus grain is struck off level with the brim of a measure. 
In Polish the word strychulec may be used figuratively in the sense of applying equal measure 
(Doroszewski SlownikjfZ)lka polskiego, 1966(X):841). 
49 This particular expression was used by Schoonover ( 1977: 109), while other sources use the 
term 'enacted metaphor', meaning the literary situation when the figurative meaning of the 
metaphor is taken in the literal sense. 
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make them better than others, but which are clearly insignificant in the face of the 'all-
levelling' death. 
Part II is thus a vivisection of the dying but still pulsating metropolis. However, the 
purpose of this painful exercise is not to find the cure but to comment on human nature 
in general. The narrative branches into various side-motifs, diverging into biographical 
sketches of various characters. An extensive biography of the Chinese revolutionary P'an 
Tsiang-Kuei is given in greater detail than was Pierre's in Part I, the life story of the 
Solomin brothers put into hostile camps by the October Revolution is recalled, and the 
double life of an American businessman, Mr David Lingslay, is exposed. All these 
digressions push out of the reader's consciousness the issue of the plague; even to 
Parisians it appears to be little more than a ludicrous creature 'waving playfully with a Red 
Cross flag from the vehicles passing by' (193). P'an sees the plague as a 'European 
disease' (154) which motivates his order to eliminate any white person caught on the 
territory of the 'Independent Yellow Republic'. Seeing the epidemic as a disaster inherent 
to the 'goy' community, Rabbi Eleazar ben Cwi follows the example provided by the Bible 
and uses it as an opportunity to isolate the Jews further. Captain Boris Solomin whose life 
is like 'a sordid German movie' (187) also welcomes the outbreak of the disease as 'a 
long-awaited cataclysm' (192): after the outburst of the disease, life becomes easier for 
him, his taxi is requisitioned for an ambulance, the city is less crowded and the 'Russian 
Imperium' (252) is restored on the territory of Passy. Captain Solomin finds new meaning 
to life, planing to avenge his personal humiliation he suffered from the Bolsheviks. He is 
merciless in his persecution of his enemies, Communists and Jews whom he blames for 
supporting Communism. 50 The French Monarchy has no individuals; its members - the 
Parisian bourgeoisie - expect the plague to rejuvenate their squandered revolutionary 
energy and restore their dissipated moral authority, earned during the 'Great Revolution' 
(203). The Soviet Republic of Belleville, although it has lost some ofits 'best comrades', 
50 Surprisingly enough, despite his unimaginable cruelty manifested especially in the scene with 
a young Jew caught with a Soviet passport, Boris Solomin, representing the White Russians, shows 
a certain humanity. Whether he realises his mistakes or not, his death by suicide proves that he has 
acknowledged that something went horribly wrong in his life. 
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also finds the plague 'useful in a way [for] it cleanses the centre of town and its western 
suburbs from the bourgeois elements' (211). 
Thus the structural and thematic shift in Part II disarms the horror oflife which dominated 
the plot of Part I and renders it unimportant. It also minimises the heinous nature of the 
crime committed by Pierre by providing a motivation for it, excusing it - so to speak - by 
the inferior quality of people inhabiting the world. Everyone is engrossed in sorting out 
their personal animosities, in pursuing their ludicrous ambitions and passions and they all 
choose to be oblivious of the epidemic decimating the city. The plague becomes entirely 
irrelevant, as the reader is more and more persuaded by the narrative that even if the 
epidemic did not happen, Parisians would either kill one another because of racial or 
ideological considerations, or commit suicide, or die of hunger or of some other cause, for 
the world portrayed in the novel has reached such a state of decrepitude that its existence 
is no longer justifiable. Similarly, it becomes obvious that the partition of Paris is also 
irrelevant, in the same way as the division of the novel appears irrelevant, for despite all 
apparent differences, the inhabitants of Paris are all alike in their overwhelming hatred of 
one another. Pierre, who has died at the beginning of this part, actually continues to live 
on in all the other characters. The biographic similarities are oflesser importance, although 
in some cases even these match: almost all the characters have been betrayed by a woman, 
and almost all are migrants, some like Pierre coming from a small village. The most 
important element is hatred, the true equalising factor, which like a leitmotif runs 
throughout the novel, but starts with Pierre: 
Pierre zachybotal caly i zachlysmjl si y piekqClJ nienawiSci<J. [ . .} 
Nie/Malo! C6iznaczyjeden? Tysiqc/Milion! Wszystkich!Miasto! Skfjdwziqctych 
olbrzymich rqk, tych kilometrowych pa/cow, co objylyby jednym u!fciskiem te charczqce, 
pofaldowane gardziele? Wszystkich! Zmiqc! Powalic! Upicsiy ich bezsilnym charkotem! 
R{X:e! SkEjd wziqc tych rqk? (1957:67) 
Pierre wobbled and a burning hatred choked him. [ ... ] 
No! Too little! What difference does it make [to kill] one? A thousand! A million! 
All of them! The city! Where to get such huge hands, such kilometres-long fingers that 
could squash at once all these wheezing crinkled throats? All of them! To crimp them! To 
floor them! To get drunk with their helpless wheeze! Hands! Where to get these hands? 
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Pierre's outburst is unreasonable and unsubstantiated. His misanthropic hatred does not 
end with words. He intends to give it tangible expression, only he does not yet how. 
Suddenly, the idea of how to kill masses of people 'illuminates' him, when he remembers 
the microbes of the plague in the laboratory which he had visited earlier with his friend. 
He remembers what his friend has been telling him about the plague and realises that there 
lies the answer: 
[ .. } Chwily stal jak w ol§nieniu, potem zawr6cil na miejscu i poczEJI isc z 
powrotem, ulicami kt6rymi przyszed/, wprost, przez tlum, jak Chrystus SfEJPa)EJCY po 
wodzie, olbrzymi i majestatyczny, jakby ni6sl przed sobEJ promieniejEJCIJ monstrancjy 
swej nienawi8ci. (1957:67) 
[ ... ] For a moment he stood there as in a revelation, then he turned in place and begun 
to walk back,51 straight through the crowd, like Christ walking on the water, huge and 
majestic, as if he carried in front of himself a radiant monstrance of his hatred. 
The juxtaposition of Pierre consumed by hatred and obsessed with revenge and Christ -
the Biblical epitome of unselfish sacrifice and God's love of mankind - may only be 
motivated by the laws of the grotesque which, in Bakhtin' s words, 'freely blends the 
profane and the sacred, the lower and the higher, the spiritual and the material' 
(1984b:285-286). Such a strategy has a dual role: it ridicules the paradigms established by 
the Bible and mocks their sublime spiritual message, at the same time elevating the 
malicious actions of Pierre to the level of Divine significance. 
The apocalyptic character of the novel is yet another challenge on Jasietiski's part to the 
image of God as the apotheosis of mercy and love of mankind. In I Burn Paris, Jasietiski 
puts his own word on the same level with that of God. The 'I' in the title means that the 
author usurps the power and the rights ascribed in the Bible to God or His prophets. He 
seems to develop an argument that if God had the right repeatedly to destroy people for 
not obeying his laws, 'I' as 'the creator' of a literary work have the same right 
metaphorically to destroy the world which does not comply with my standards and re-
51 Pierre goes back to the laboratory where the microbes of the plague are being kept. 
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create it according to my human principles. Accepting the logic of the Biblical myth, the 
author consequently takes upon himself the self-imposed poetic mission of destroying 
God's world which he considers evil, penalising people - irrespective of their creed, 
ideology, social or material status - with pestilence, famine and war and purifying it with 
the 'sea of the cleansing blaze' (335). 52 On its ruins he builds his own ideal world of 
'comrade thieves' (3 31 ), the world which is based on technology, marked by 'forest of 
giant aerial masts'(352), 'lorries' and 'factory chimneys' (353), subsistence agriculture and 
idyllic family life, perfect equality and intensive voluntary labour. 
Jasieri.ski deliberately 'plays' with the biblical concept of the Apocalypse and not only by 
referring to apocalyptic cataclysms, or extensively quoting from the Bible53 but replicating 
in his novel the intrinsic homogeneity which binds together consecutive stages of the 
common in Judeo-Christian tradition myth that, in order to be re-created, the evil world 
must first be destroyed. 54 The main 'sins' of the Parisians are fornication, and worship of 
money, that is, worship of other gods (compare Jeremiah 5-6). The main theme of the 
novel - the destruction of Paris - has the significance of the Deluge ('A small group of 
prison guards locked up together with prisoners in these unintentional Arks ofN oah' s on 
the waves of universal deluge' [321]), and the destruction ofJerusalem, Babylon, and so 
52 See above footnote 2. It is not my intention to contest the prevailing opinion in respect of the 
title, but to merely to suggest another angle to it. The title obviously anticipates the content of the 
novel which, in my view, is intended as a sacrilegious mockery of a prayer popular in Poland: Od 
powietrza, glodu, ognia i wojny, zachowaj nas Panie 'O Lord, save us from pestilence, famine, 
fire and war'. In this prayer, people express their most basic, archetypal fears, hoping that the 
almighty power of God will save them from the calamities they name. 
53 This especially takes place in chapters where the Jewish sector of Paris is portrayed. Rabbi 
Eleazar appears to be a kind of modern Moses, who conceives a plan of bribing the French military 
cordon and chartering a ship to take rich Jews to America. Concealing the fact that they come from 
the infected Paris, 'the chosen' eventually come to American shores but the ship is bombarded, 
because Mr David Lingslay who also is on board, realises that it is his civic duty to inform the 
coast-guards of the truth and to save America from the infection. He pays for his honesty with his 
life. Because of the extent of references to the Bible, it is impossible to survey them 
comprehensively in this chapter. However, the topic is interesting; it shows the extentofJasienski's 
interest in religion and the complexity of his religious attitudes. 
54 For a summary of myths based on the cyclical conception of the disappearance and 
reappearance of humanity see Eliade, 1974. 
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forth; the morbid tonality of the novel resembles the tonality of passages in the Bible, 
especially those passages that predict the end of the world. Therefore the landscape of 
Paris ravaged by the plague resembles that predicted in the Book of Revelation: 'And their 
dead bodies shall lie in the street of the great city' (Revelation 11 :8). The dead are burned, 
as also predicted in the Book of Revelation: 'And whosoever was not found written in the 
book oflife was cast into the lake of fire' (ibid.:20:15). The rebirth of Paris happens also 
according to the prediction: 'and there shall be no more death, neither sorrow, nor crying, 
neither shall there be any more pain: for the former things are passed away' (ibid. :21 :4). 
Briefly to summarise the treatment of the Apocalypse in I Burn Paris, one should realise 
that the Biblical Apocalypse was meant as the lesson of a loving God to erring humans. 
It is related as a solemn account of horrors which befall sinners and it affects the reader 
as a profound tragedy. Jasietiski's apocalypse has little to do with love; on the contrary, 
it betrays a passion for indiscriminate destruction that originates in misanthropic hatred, 
the sources of which are trivial and grotesquely equivocal. The apocalyptic character of 
I Burn Paris epitomises the fragility of human existence, as if deriding the Biblical myth 
of salutary powers vested in spiritual identity. The narrator relishes morbid details of decay 
and agony, relating them with the cynical precision and objectivity of an observer who is 
unconcerned with the suffering of thousands of inhabitants, frequently deriving perverse 
pleasure in musing over the aesthetics of the scene rather than admitting its tragic horror, 
as in the case of the dying Jeannette, for instance. 
Moreover, Jasietiski uses the 'holy word' of the Bible as a springboard for his persistent 
mockery of religion: 
[ . .] Nad malymi oltarzykami stolik6w pochyleni w naboinym skupieniu ludzie 
przyjmowali hostie ciel~ych i baranich kotlet6w pod modlitewny podiwifk talerzy 
namaszczonych ministrant6w-piccolo. (1957:198) 
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[ ... ] Leaning over the little altars of tables, and to the accompaniment of prayer-
ringing plates [in the hands] of solemn55 piccolos56 - altar-boys, people accepted hosts of 
veal and lamb cutlets with pious concentration. 
The restaurant is identified with the church, and a meal with the Holy Sacrament. The 
iconoclastic character of this fragment is justified by the narrative's insistence that the 
world contrived in the novel is driven by food and sex only (28). It is an example of what 
Foster calls 'the downward metaphor' which is typical of the grotesque (1966:78) - the 
sacred ceremony is downgraded to the commonplace act of dining. The blasphemous 
character of the whole metaphor is intensified by a sequence of irreverent similes: tables-
altars, waiters-altar-boys, host-cutlets, ringing of plates-altar bells, while the mention of 
veal and lamb meat introduces some warped humour. The function of many such 
metaphors in the text of the novel is to trivialise religion. In some cases, it is simply an 
argument developed by one of the characters: 'Christ is a hawker, the oppressors' paid 
agent' (150). But frequently it is an extensive metaphoric image, where the grotesque is 
clearly intended by the author, evident in the text and acknowledged by the reader, as in 
the six-page-long description of a bordello as Eden, where 'obese, swollen bodies' of 
prostitutes circling among the clouds of cigarette smoke look like angels57 on Renaissance 
paintings. Over the counter is residing the maitre de la maison - a Budda-like god with 
puffy, wrinkled face and massive, valuable votive earrings. At some tables there are 
women in expensive fur coats, they 'looked like sinners on paintings by old masters, in 
vain trying to hide their burning nudity with the transparent fringe of their flowing hair'. 
Sometimes a pair is 'rising up the winding, immaterial staircase [ ... ] blessed with a solemn, 
liturgic gesture by the Budda with the obese female face', then the woman is given 'a 
symbolic ring of a room-key and a narrow stole of towel' (32-37). These images appear 
between dream and reality; the narrator's reference to Pierre being drowsy does not 
resolve the origins of the images, for even when he is awake the narrator continues to 
55 In the original, the adjective namaszczeni is ambiguous; it means both 'solemn' and 'the one 
that was anointed with holy oil'. 
56 piccolo - Italian for 'small'; here used as 'waiter'. 
57 Jasienski uses the feminine form of the noun anielice. 
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confuse realms: the fly which constantly buzzes over Pierre's ear is actually one of the 
prostitutes. 
A commonplace vulgarity of the context in which the Biblical or religious imagery is used 
in the novel undercuts the sublime, awe-inspiring genius of God ever present in the Bible. 
For instance, the Tower of Babel, which in the Bible signifies the confusion brought by 
God to people as a punishment for their pride and arrogance, 58 in I Burn Paris is a 
gargantuan pile of shabby mattresses on top of which, as on an altar, lies Jeannette, the 
object of the lust of the whole world. The figure of Christ and his love of people is 
ridiculed in a juxtaposition with the cruel and hateful act of Pierre. Temples of religious 
worship are desecrated in the metaphoric descriptions of restaurants and houses of ill 
repute. Jasietiski's novel has a strong affinity with the Bible, but he consistently and 
persistently deforms the sacred religious writ, rendering it grotesque. He 'uses' the biblical 
myth not to perpetuate or glorify it, but to discredit God and His Divine powers, or to 
elevate his own heroes - whose only claim to heroism is their mediocrity - to the sublime 
nobility of Biblical personages. 
At the very basis of the apocalyptic grotesque is a sense that all forms of life are 
undergoing inescapable decay and disintegration. In I Burn Paris, real and metaphoric 
'walls' are crumbling, moral values disappear, a forceful realisation of the temporal quality 
of existence makes people madly pursue the pleasures of material life. Such a world is 
doomed. According to a scholar of myth, most religions believe that 'a universal ekpyrosis 
will absorb the whole universe in fire thus permitting the birth of a new world, an eternal 
world of justice and happiness [ ... ]' (Eliade 197 4: 127). Mocking the myth, J asietiski obeys 
its laws. The prisoners who survived the plague embrace Communist ideals and the Central 
Committee of the Party 'is constituted' (325). After 'butchering the prison guards who hid 
themselves in the attic' (321), they gather the corpses of the plague victims, throw them 
58 It is believed that the name of the tower originates from the Hebrew word balal meaning 
'confuse' (Who's Who in the Bible, 1994:323). 
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on gigantic heaps and - as if enacting the prediction in Jeremiah, quoted in the epigraph 
to this chapter - burn them: 
Przez trzy dni na wszystkich wielkich placach Pary±a rozbita na ekipy karna armia 
ludzi o ogolonych glowach wznosila olbrzymie stosy z mebli i makulatury, na ktore 
zwalano trupy. Na czwarty dzieli praca by/a ukoliczona. Stosy oblano benzymp naftEJ i 
podpalono. 
Dzieli by/ zupelnie bezwietrzny i SIJSiadujl}Cym budynkom nie grozilo ±adne 
niebezpieczelistwo. Ogieli czarnEJ spiralEJ dymu uderzylw niebo, i podpalone niebo, jak 
dymi11ca strzecha runylo nakrywajlJC miasto bur11 kosmafEJ czapEJ. (1957:336-337) 
For three days on all the squares of Paris, an orderly army of people with clean-
shaved heads divided into teams had been erecting huge stacks of furniture and waste 
paper, on which corpses were piled. On the fourth day the job was finished. The stakes 
were saturated with petrol and kerosene and ignited. 
The day was completely windless and there was no threat of any danger to the 
neighbouring buildings. The sky was hit by a fire, in a black spiral of smoke. Then the 
inflamed sky, like a burning thatched roof, crashed, covering the city with its grizzly, 
shaggy cap. 
The landscape of' smelling rotting corpses' evokes in the survivors 'cold horror' but no 
sympathy. Marching through the city, they see 'everywhere the same picture of a 
boundless mortuary gazing into the naked sky with the enamel of millions of eyes' and 
learn 'the history of the last six weeks, in all its grotesque terror' (323). The prisoners' act 
of setting fire to the victims' bodies becomes a cosmic, that is a 'universal', event. Even 
the sky becomes inflamed. There is more than one meaning to this act of conflagration. It 
cleanses the environment, therefore it is a logical step towards destroying the remaining 
microbes of the deadly disease. But it is also the act of purging the world ofits metaphoric 
illnesses, both moral and social. The place is now ready to be re-created both physically 
and metaphorically. In contradiction to the gloomy universe of earlier parts of the novel, 
the atmosphere of hope and joy is now conveyed metaphorically through the imagery of 
spring-like weather (325), although the time is specified as September (321 ). It is an 
almost perfect reproduction of the mythical paradise, for even 'the dominion of time' 
seems to be suspended (see Eliade 1974:127). On the other hand the spring imagery 
symbolically alludes to the 'April Theses' of Lenin (ulewa oklask6w [ . .} nawiewala 
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kwietniowe reminescencje, 'the downpour of applause blew with reminiscences of April' 
(325). 59 
Part III portrays the foundations of a future proletarian paradise60. Critics, who were 
deceived by the frequency with which the word 'comrade' is used, declared I Burn Paris 
a utopian novel, or an incarnation of 'revolutionary miracle', disregarding the sketchy and 
unconvincing portrayal of this 'brave new world' - to use the formulation of Huxley's 
title61 - as well as its highly subjective appeal. In most general terms, Utopia is a perfect 
and ideal world, which usually promises welfare, justice and happiness to all. Even if we 
accept that each of these terms carries a large degree of arbitrary judgement, a utopian 
world promises to deliver us from the mundane worries of reality. The utopian universe 
which emerges in I Burn Paris on the ashes of the plague victims takes the semantic 
relativity of 'perfect' and 'ideal' to the extreme. Imagining the drabness oflife in this world 
of 'comrade thieves', the reader feels oppressed and repulsed by its population, whose 
chief driving force is hatred of the class-enemy and their emphatic disregard for human life. 
In other words, not much has changed. The logic which dominates this world is absurdly 
unsophisticated, for it tries to persuade the reader that crimes were committed mostly out 
of poverty. The parlance of this Utopia mimics the unrefined style and jargon of the 
uneducated masses; its grammatical clumsiness is exemplified in the speech delivered by 
one of the prisoners. Even an attempt to shorten it forthe purpose of the quotation did not 
curtail its original tediousness. However, judging by the applause it received from fellow 
'comrade-prisoners', the speaker adequately expressed their convictions and attitudes. We 
may conclude that he is by no means a solitary case of aberration: 
59 The document of7(20) April 1917, in which Lenin formulated his fundamental policy: 'Peace, 
land, bread, and all power to the Soviets' (see Dziewanowski 1989:89). 
60 Eliade maintains that the Marxist philosophy of history reiterates the existence of 'the age of 
gold', but puts it only at the end of history, 'so the militant Marxist of our day reads, in the drama 
provoked by the pressure of history, a necessary evil, the premonitory symptom of the approaching 
victory that will put an end to all historical "evil"' (1974:149). See also Sinyavsky 1990:5. 
61 Certain analogies of Jasietiski's novel with the famous novel by Aldous Huxley is explored by 
Rawitiski (1968, Ch. III). 
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-Ja, towarzysze, chcialem rzec slowo wzglfrfem tych towarzyszy, co to z branzy 
kryminalnej. Bfrfzie mifrfzy nami, towarzysze, ze trzy tysiEJCe towarzyszy kanciarzy, 
wypuszczonych z wi~ieJi razem z pozostalym proletariatem. My, towarzysze, po slfdach 
ich ciEJgnEJcnie bfrfziemy. Choe to niby i przestgJCy,jak to mowiEJ, ale przestgJCy, moina 
powiedzieC, przeciwko dawnemu paJistwu buriuazyjnemu, a kogoito wtedy nie uwai.ali 
za przestgJC(}? Niejeden z glodu, z nfrfzy, z bezrobocia 8wisnEJ/ gdzie font kie/basy albo 
jenszEJ szynk(}, nie? Takiego zaraz paJiski, klasowy slfd- bach do ula! Zlodziej i tyle. My 
tam, towarzysze w tych drobiazgach grzebac siy nie bfrfziemy. Jak rewolucja, to 
rewolucja, znakiem tego wolnoscdla ca/ego proletariatu bez roinicy i wyjEJfku, nie? 
[ . .} Teraz :ie§my wszyscy jednacy robociarze, proletariat i kropka. Krascdobytek 
ludowy - wara! My, towarzysze, na bawienie siy z nimi czasu nie mamy. Wladza 
proletariacka kaidy zamach na dobytek komunalny karac bfrfzie bez ceregieli. Niech 
towarzysze-zlodzieje to sobie dobrze zapamit$a}EJ. Co bylo, to bylo, a od dzisiaj - ani 
mru-mru! U nas, towarzysze, slfdow ani procesow nie trzeba. Zlapiemy zlodzieja- grabil 
nasz komunalny majEJtek- i pod murek go! Nam w policj(}bawicsiynie pilno! 
-Dobrze mowi! 
[ . .} 
- ChcEJ po dobroci - roboty huk, a jak:ie, kaidemu straczy. Nie chcEJ- wolna wola. 
Pod murek i po krzyku. (1957:330-331) 
- Comrades, I wanted to say a word regarding these comrades that are in the line of 
crime. There are among us, comrades, some three thousand comrade-crooks, freed from 
the prisons along with the rest of the proletariat. We, comrades, will not drag them through 
courts. Even if they are - as they say - offenders, they are - we may say - offenders 
against the former bourgeois state. And whom they didn't consider an offender? More than 
one pinched here and there a sausage or some ham out of hunger, out of extreme poverty, 
out of unemployment, isn't it? High-handed, class court immediately- shove him into jug! 
Thief and that's it. We, comrades, will not rummage through these details. Revolution is 
revolution, its token - freedom to all the proletariat irrespective and without exceptions, 
isn't it? 
[ ... ] Now we all are all the same workers, proletariat and full stop. To steal common 
property - hands offi We, comrades, have no time to play with them. Proletarian 
authorities will punish any attempt [to steal] communal property without further ado. 
Comrade-thieves must remember it well. What was, it was, but from today - not a word! 
We, comrades, need no courts, nor lawsuits. We catch a thief, he was stealing our 
communal possessions, against the wall with him! We are not eager to play the police! 
- Hear! Hear! Well put! 
[ ... ] 
- If they wish-there is plenty of work, if only, there is enough for everybody. If they 
don't - their choice. Against the wall and it's all over. 
Apart from the unrefined language and style, the simplistic thinking of the speaker and his 
arrogance in respect of human life is very disturbing. It is characterised by total arrogance 
towards human life ('against the wall and it is all over') and total lawlessness ('we need 
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no courts, no lawsuits'); it predicts the terror of arbitrary totalitarian dictatorships which 
were beginning to take shape in Europe. 
Bearing in mind that we are not appraising the author's intentions, but the embodiment of 
his ideas in this novel, we have to conclude that it is difficult to understand why Paris had 
to be so pitilessly destroyed, but even more difficult to accept is that it has been destroyed 
in the name of the kind of world portrayed in Part III. By comparison with the 
overpowering portrayal of the decay in the world in previous parts of the novel, this 
superficial 'Eden' is a ludicrous pastiche composed ofrevolutionary songs, mass meeting 
speeches and propaganda declarations. The life-style of the inhabitants of this 'Eden' is 
reproduced according to the imagery appointed by Soviet propaganda: 
Gdzie niegdys niezmierzon11 tafl11wyS/,izganego asfaltu rozpoicieralsi r:plac Zgody, 
od Madelaine do lzby Deputowanych i od Pol Elizejskich do Tuilleryj, pod lekkim 
podmuchem poludniowego wietrzykafalowalteraz Ian dojrzalego zbo:ia. Zbo:ie to ir:Jy 
wla5nie motorowe iniwiarki, prowadzone przez barczystych ogorzalych ludzi w bialych 
koszulach. Mr:iczyini i kobiety, w takich samych lekkich ubraniach iniwiarzy, zwinnie 
podawali snopy na oczekuJ11ce auta ciy:iarowe. Gdzieniegdzie, na skraju icierniska, 
odpoczywaf 11ce kobiety karmily piersilJ niemowl(:ta. 
[ . .} Przelatuf11cynadparkiem Tuilleryjskim,pilotzauwaiylw nim koloniy, zlo:ionlJ 
z paru tysi ~y bawi IJCYCh si r:dzieci, w jednakowych ubrankach, fartuszkach i male!ikich 
czerwonych czapeczkach, przypominaf IJCIJ pole makowe o miedzr:z po/em pszenicznym. 
Gdzie dawniej rozci11gal sir:Ogrod Luksemburski, bielal teraz w slolicu grz¢ami 
kalafiorow, szachowniclJ kolorowych dzialek, ogromny ogrod warzywny. (1957:352-3) 
Where once stretched the endless sheet of polished tarmac of the Place de la 
Concorde - from the Madeleine to the House of Delegates and from the Champs Elysees 
to the Tuileries - now, under the light breath of the south wind, waved a field of ripe com. 
The com was just being cut by combine harvesters driven by broad-shouldered, tanned 
people in white shirts. Men and women, clad in the similar light clothes of harvesters, were 
agilely passing completed sheaves on to the waiting lorries. Here and there, on the edges 
of stubble fields, resting women were breastfeeding their infants. 
[ ... ] Flying further over the Tuileries park, the pilot noticed several thousand 
frolicking children, identically clothed in aprons and tiny red caps. Their colony resembled 
a field of poppies bordering a field of wheat. 
Where once was the Jardin du Luxembourg, now a huge vegetable garden shone 
white in the sun with its cauliflower patch and its chessboard of colourful beds. 
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As it is, the picture of pastoral collective happiness so fervently painted here fits the 
paradigm of the Marxist utopian dream. 62 Strictly speaking it is not grotesque, for it does 
not generate in us the inexplicable anxiety typical of the grotesque; everything about this 
vision seems to be familiar, although overzealously optimistic and naive in the extreme. 
However, the landmarks of Paris63 turned metaphorically into collective farms - just a few 
years before Stalin's policy of collectivisation begun to bear its horrific yield of 
imprisonment, starvation, and death - remind us of the price paid in the novel for this 
apparent bliss. Then, our spirits are dampened and the grotesque sets in. 
This vision of the future has little allure. Part III may at best be explained as a hasty 
statement to fulfil the obligation J asienski felt he had towards the working classes. 64 In this 
respect, the novel shows the first symptoms of the split between the artist's creative 
intuition and his strong feeling of duty towards self-imposed ideological constraints. In the 
end, both his art and his ideology suffered, for the grotesque diffused the precision of his 
intentions. In drawing what he might have thought as a positive image of life under the 
Communist system, he tried to convey its idyllic tranquillity, mutual understanding and 
selfless devotion to the community, but instead of a convincing and captivating picture, 
he produced a routine and dull propagandistic poster. Deep down, as the artist of the 
grotesque, he was interested more in the image he evoked than in the feasibility of 
endorsing it in reality. Between the first paragraph of the novel: -
Zacz(:io Si(: to od drobnego, nic na poz6r nie znacz11cego wypadku natury zdecydowanie 
prywatnej. 
62 See R. Stites, Revolutionary Dreams. Utopian Vision and Experimental Life in the Russian 
Revolution. New York 1989, specifically the Introduction and Part I. 
63 In the 'true' utopia, the author places his ideal land either in some unknown undiscovered land 
or in an unspecified future (see Glowiriski 1967:435). 
64 According to Jasietiski' s own recollections: 'At that time I strongly felt the need to participate 
actively in the class battles [klasowych bitwach] through the compelling weapon of the word ofart, 
which made me dismiss poetry and sit down to prose-writing. The result of three months work was 
my first prose piece - the novel I Burn Paris' (1972:250). 
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Pewnego pifknego listopadowego wieczora na rogu ulicy Vivienne i bulwaru 
Montmartre Jeannette oSwiadczyla Pierre 'owi, ~ potrzeba jej nieodzownie 
wieczorowych pantofelkow. (1957: 13) 
It all started with a minor, seemingly insignificant incident of a decisively personal 
nature. 
One beautiful November evening on the comer of the Rue Vivienne and Boulevard 
Montmartre Jeannette informed Pierre that she desperately needed a pair of evening shoes. 
- and the events described in Part III, lies the vast unacceptable horror and misery of 
millions of innocent victims. The question of where J asieri.ski' s own views fit here remains 
unanswered. The grotesque indeterminacy obliterated his protest against the lack of 
concern for individual human beings, typical of totalitarian ideologies. It also obscured his 
support for the need to change. For those who read the novel with an open mind, 
however, it exposed the banality of evil in the modem world. As Mc Elroy has put it: 
'atrocities are perpetrated not by monsters but by mediocrities. The evils of the world arise 
not from Satanic grandeur but from the millionfold repetition of shabby vices' (1989: 18). 
This point seems to be lost in the existing criticism of the novel which focuses chiefly on 
the ideological meaning of I Burn Paris. 
CHAPTER VII 
THE SATIRIC GROTESQUES OF BRUNO JASIENSKI 1 
[ ... ] To be made a laughing stock! After all, 
laughter is no joking matter. 
- It means all respect is destroyed - that's what 
it means. [ ... ]People have been sent to Siberia 
for such things. 
(Gogol: Leaving the Theatre ... ) 
All Jasietiski's works discussed in the course of this study express his critical attitude to 
reality, hence his persistent use of the grotesque to expose progressive social and moral 
decay in the world. In his poetry as well as in the prose works discussed in the previous 
chapters, the various references to the feebleness and vulnerability of the human body 
emblematise the author's dissatisfaction with life infected with the 'lues of civilisation' as 
he put it in a manifesto. The morbid scenery and dilapidated urban environment2 create a 
background for the grotesque imagery: the 'vomiting statues' in the first poem discussed, 
the rotting corpses in other poems, the paranormal delusions of the protagonist in The 
Legs of Isolda Morgan, the lunacy of the protagonist in I Burn Paris, and the infectious 
disease destroying the population of one of the Europe's oldest cities are all part of the 
apocalyptic grotesque in his works. 
The differences between the apocalyptic grotesque and satire are substantial, although 
both are rooted in dissatisfaction with the world. 3 The apocalyptic grotesque is always 
pessimistic and its genesis is the author's complete disapproval of the world. Moral 
1 Sections of this chapter have been published in Jewish Affairs, Vol. 51 ( 1 ), Autumn 1996 :30-3 8. 
2 Kolesnikoffspeaks of Jasienski's 'brutal urbanism' (1982:54). 
3 See Jennings: 'The origins of satire are similar to those of the grotesque. There is a distortion of 
reality proceeding from the malicious exaggeration of the bad qualities of the thing satirised. This 
distortion is often of such a kind that its products might inspire fear; but at the same time, it moves 
towards the end ofrendering its targets ridiculous' (1963:60). 
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bankruptcy corresponds with physical dilapidation. The overall tonality of a grotesque 
work is morbid and its imagery is incongruously grim or even macabre. In the apocalyptic 
grotesque, the negative attitude is universal, in that it is directed at people, ideologies, 
social structures, and nature, as is evident in Jasieri.ski' s I Burn Paris; there is no gleam of 
hope unless this universe is completely destroyed to make way for new life. The satirist, 
on the contrary, is an optimist, for through his work he hopes to reform the world. That 
is why he identifies certain aspects of reality - whether in the sphere of politics, 
organisation of society or in human behaviour - with the single purpose of ridiculing it so 
that people will be inspired to strive for change. As a rule satire presupposes the existence 
of the ideal and prompts society or people as individuals to try to start afresh. The 
effectiveness of satiric work lies in the clarity of its satiric targets and in the possibility of 
decoding the ideal, which itself might not appear in the work. As Peter Petro notes in his 
study of modern satire, 'the satiric target has a model, an ideal counterpart: a Platonic 
ideal, or its approximation in reality' (1982: 17).4 Apart from the notion of 'the ideal', 
Petro also introduces the notion of'a moral norm', inherent in satire, using Frye's general 
formulation that 'the norm makes the satire satiric'. While establishing 'the norm' as well 
as 'the ideal' is the responsibility of the reader, the satirist is obliged to make its 
identification possible (ibid.: 17-20, emphasis in original). 
The widest understanding of satire is found in Petro. He defines satire as an 'umbrella' 
term that designates various 'sub-genres' whose common essence is in 'criticism' 
(alternatively called 'censure' or 'attack') and 'humour of the widest possible variety (from 
wit to black or gallows humour)' (ibid. :8; emphasis in original). Petro believes that satire 
can take any form and exist to any degree. It can be both an element in the work 
conferring on it 'satiric "colouring" [or] a satire, a genuine literary form, possessing its 
own "peculiar power"' (9). Among the 'devices' which interact with satire, Petro mentions 
irony, parody, caricature and the grotesque, accepting that the grotesque frequently 
permeates modern satire as is apparent in the works of Gunter Grass, Evelyn Waugh, 
Nathaniel West and Franz Kafka (13-14). 
4 Modern Satire: Four Studies. Berlin, 1982. 
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Only a few scholars refuse to accept the relationship of the grotesque and satire as 
possible. The prominent Russian Formalist Boris Eikhenbaum is one of those who believe 
that the satiric intent contradicts the grotesque. 5 Jennings, on the other hand, begins a long 
list of those who advocate the view that 'the satirical orientation of the work does provide 
fertile soil for the grotesque' (1963:60). Kayser also notes that 'satire[ ... ] has much in 
common with the grotesque and may even help to pave the way for it'. 6 The prominent 
Russian scholar of the grotesque, Yury Mann, accepts that in certain works the grotesque 
may be 'subordinated to the[ ... ] satirical purpose' (1970:141).7 He points out that 
Literature - especially satiric literature - worked out the most subtle ways to substantiate 
[the use ofJ the grotesque, one of which is the transfer of the fantastic to prosaic, everyday 
reality [as was the case] with Swift's Gulliver's Travels where the most unbelievably 
fantastic events are combined with a rational and detailed description of the place and time 
of the action, the adduction of dates and sizes all leading to its supremely comic pedantry. 
(1966:97) 
Mann is preoccupied at this point with the device itself, but one can easily guess the 
function he ascribes to the grotesque in a satiric work, that of a tool in revealing vices in 
'the prosaic'. Mann beleives that 'the grotesque is written not to hide, but to expose' 
(ibid.: 122). It has to be stressed, however, that his assumption is admissible only when 
grotesque is viewed as one of the devices, and does not challenge the objectives of satire 
per se, for the non-satiric grotesque is as much expert in revealing as it is in concealing. 
5 See Eikhenbaum's essay 'KaK c.n:enaHa rmrnenh foroIDI' (originally published in 1918); here 
quoted from 'How Gogol's Overcoat is Made', transl. J. F. Beebe, in Gogol's 'Overcoat': An 
Anthology of Critical Essays, ed. E. Trahan. Ann Arbor, 1982:32. 
6 Kayser obviously draws a distinction here between the grotesque as a device and a phenomenon, 
although he does not define what he means by 'phenomenon'. Nevertheless, he notes: 'Taken as 
a phenomenon, [ ... ]the grotesque is clearly distinguished from humorous caricature and topical 
satire, no matter how broad the transitions from one to the other and how difficult, at times, the 
distinction between them' [1981:37). 
7 In his more substantial study On the Grotesque in Literature, Mann rejects the use of the 
grotesque in 'whimsical fantasies' and literature of the absurd, firmly believing that 'only on the 
fertile soil of humanitarian ideas and social criticism is it possible to preserve and develop the 
traditions of the grotesque in literature' (1966:157), which reinforces my perception of his view 
as limiting the grotesque to its use in satire. 
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Harpham makes this characteristic of the grotesque a basic premise of his book, saying: 
'Beneath this study is the implication that serious attention to the grotesque might unlock 
many secrets' (1982:21). It means, that the grotesque text may easily become 'a mask' 
concealing the viewpoint of the author, and this is where its use by the satirist becomes 
problematic. 
Nevertheless, satirists reach for the grotesque frequently. Justifying this phenomenon, 
Thomson notes: 
The satirist may make his victim grotesque in order to produce in his audience or readers 
a maximum reaction of derisive laughter and disgust; and a grotesque text, on the other 
hand, will frequently have a satiric side-effect or score satirical points, naturally enough 
when one considers that the grotesque by its very nature is aggressive and aimed at 
discomfiting in some way. (1972:41-42) 
However both Thomson (ibid.:41-47) and Petro (1982:132) warn that the relationship 
between satire and the grotesque must be approached with caution. The purpose of satire 
is to criticise and, although this criticism does not necessarily have to be made explicit, the 
reader should be able to point out the individual, group, institution, custom, belief or idea 
that is being subjected to attack. The reader alone must be able to see in the fictional 
constructs of a satiric work the phenomena of the real world that are being criticised. For 
the satire to achieve its effect, its targets must be readily identifiable in contemporary 
reality. This is the condition insisted upon by Petro, who argues that 'the illusion of fiction 
is inevitably dispelled as the reader recognises the satiric target' (ibid.: 17). The grotesque 
relies on both the illusion of fiction and the illusion of reality. It confuses the real world 
with the illusory to the extent that we are unable to separate one from another, because, 
by definition, the chief objective of the grotesque work is to demonstrate that fiction and 
reality may be one. Moreover, the grotesque renders values ambiguous and puts the 
emphasis on the universal incongruity of the world. This quality of the grotesque 
undermines the explicitness of targets demanded by satire. The grotesque obscures the 
directness and direction of the attack, defeating the unequivocal didactic aims inherent in 
satire, for 'the grotesque writer does not analyse and instruct in terms of right and wrong, 
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or true and false, nor does he attempt to distinguish between these'. Thus, although the 
grotesque helps the satirist to awaken the reader's attention to problems by casting a 
profoundly disquieting light over the portrayed universe, care must be taken, warns 
Thomson, that 'the nonplussing, disorienting and generally overwhelming effect of the 
grotesque' will not surpass 'the didactic point which the author of satire wishes to make' 
(1972:42). 
The purpose of satire is not only to criticise but also to ridicule vice. The power of 
laughter is widely accepted. Zamiatin, the author of the well-known dystopiaMb1 ('We') 
put it in a cogently militant metaphor in speaking of 'blasting life with the smile - the most 
deadly of dynamites' ([ .. } 63pb1eanue :JICU3HU cmapmneiimuM U3 ounGMumoe-Yllbl6Koii 
(1967: 237]). The issue of humour is much too wide for this brief analysis of the complex 
relationship between satire and the grotesque. However, a point needs to be made in 
respect of the potential contradiction between the purpose ascribed to humour in each of 
the modes concerned. It has already been noted that the objective of satire is to ridicule 
targets identified as deserving contempt. Thus in order to be effective, satire on the one 
hand relies on laughter while on the other it aims to evoke anger and disgust but, as 
Thomson perceptively points out, satire 'aims to produce these separately' (1972 :42). The 
grotesque - as illustrated earlier in the course of this study, and as emphatically pointed 
out by scholars, including Thomson - 'produces a confusion ofreaction' (ibid. :42), or as 
Harpham puts it, grotesques 'almost always inspire ambivalent emotional reactions' 
(1982:8). Thus, although the grotesque is a powerful weapon which makes ridicule 
possible, care must be taken by a satirist to ward off the unsettling effect grotesque 
humour might have on his work. Thomson elucidates this important point: 
Normally in satire there is an alternation, or at least a distinction, between the ludicrous 
smallness which excites derisive laughter and the gross evil which arouses anger. The 
grotesque writer would present ludicrous smallness and gross evil as being one, 
indistinguishable, and strive for a reaction in which laughter and anger figure 
simultaneously and with equal force. (1972:42) 
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In this chapter I intend to analyse the effect of the grotesque on those of J asietiski' s works 
that are known as satires. In the first of the works discussed, the play Eall MaHeKeH06 
('The Ball of the Mannequins')8 the switch from apocalyptic grotesque to satire seems to 
be inhibited by the author's pessimistic outlook and his negative attitude to the world in 
which he lives. Thus, although he expressly states his intention to 'deride Western Social 
Democracy' ( Jasietiski 1972:253), his objectives are thwarted by the difficulty the reader 
experiences in identifying the play' s unequivocal satiric targets, as well as by the lack of 
any guidance towards 'the ideal' or the moral 'norm'. With more control Jasietiski applies 
the grotesque in his later stories I'lla611b1u 6UH06HUK ('The Chief Culprit') and Hoc ('The 
Nose'), the former intended as an anti-militarist satire and the latter as an attack on the 
racial prejudice adopted as the principal ideology ofNazism. But even in these two short 
stories the distinctness of 'the norm' is impeded by grotesque ambivalence. Frequently the 
impression is overpowering that the text is just a mask for the author who relies on the 
reader to decode in it the author's own fear that his ideals have dissipated in the 
incongruities of life in the Stalinist version of utopia. 
8 Ea.n MaHeKeHoe. llieca B 3-x aKTax. M-JI. 1931. The introduction was written by Lunacharsky. 
According to Matsuev's bibliographic dictionary (see footnote 10) it was described as 'new 
publication of foreign literature' in the sphere of 'Satire. Bourgeoisie. Europe.' 
The Ball of the Mannequins 9 
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... those wooden dolls which are called people. 
(Gogol, in an unpublished diary) 
[ ... ] What does this play have to offer? First of all, there is 
no plot, neither is there any action, there is a total absence 
of any argument, it's full of absurdities and then again, all 
the characters are caricatures. 
(Gogol: Leaving the Theatre ... ) 
The Ball of the Mannequins appeared in 1931 as J asietiski' s first Soviet publication, in an 
edition of 5 000 copies, insignificant by Soviet standards. 10 Its manuscript was never 
found, thus its original language of composition is not known. Stern (1969:212-213), 
Stvpieti (1974:26), Gerould (1977:45), 11 among others, maintain that the play was 
Jasietiski's first attempt at writing in Russian. Stem, on whom other scholars have relied, 
based his opinion on the quality of the language in the play which he finds 'rigid and 
limited to the most common Russian idioms'. A different view is expressed by 
Dziarnowska (1982:258 and 263), who maintains that The Ball of the Mannequins was 
originally written in Polish and that Jasietiski translated it into Russian only later with the 
help of Anna Berzin, his wife. Dziamowska believes that the play was conceived and 
written during Jasietiski's stay in France, and was intended for a French audience. 12 
J asietiski himself implied that by 1931 he was already able to write in Russian (in Jaworski 
9 In this study reference is made to 'Bal Manekin6w' published in Polish, translated from Russian 
by Anatol Stem, in: Bruno Jasienski. 'Nogi Izoldy Morgan' i inne utwory poetyckie. Warszawa, 
1966: 117-209. In this section, all quotations from this source are indicated by the page number 
only. 
10 N. Matsuev, Tpu 2ooa coeemcKoil ;mmepamypbl. Eu6J1uo2papu'tecKui1 y1w3ameJ1b. MocKBa, 
1934 ('Three Years of Soviet Literature. Bibliographic Directory'). 
11 D. Gerould, (ed. and transl.), Twentieth-Century Polish Avant-Garde Drama. Ithaca, 1977. 
12 Dziamowska refers to a letter written by Jasienski to a friend, where he admits that he has been 
thinking of a 'thing for the theatre' and expresses the hope that if acclaimed in Paris, such a play 
would contribute to his success in Poland (1982: 164). The information is corroborated by Lubelski, 
who names the friend as Mikulko ( 1973 :81 ). The correspondence took place in 1926 (see Jaworski 
1995:42). 
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1995: 171, 176), while the first bibliographical source available on the subject refers to The 
Ball of the Mannequins as the 'new release of a foreign book', confirming its reception 
in the Soviet Union as a non-Russian production. There is no conclusive evidence at this 
stage to resolve the dispute, but the language of The Ball of the Mannequins is, indeed, 
awkward and stilted in places, a far cry from Jasieri.ski's usual 'colourful and "muscular" 
style', as Stem puts it (1969:213). 
Rimma Volynska, in her analysis of The Ball of the Mannequins, writes that it 'is a 
thoroughly avant-garde work' (1994:379). Indeed, the genesis of the play can clearly be 
traced as far back as The Legs of /solda Morgan where J asieri.ski created an inhospitable 
universe that sanctions the independent functioning of dismembered body parts and the 
conscious existence of inanimate objects, and where people are no different from 
automata. The action of The Ball of the Mannequins is set in Paris during a carnival night 
and is presented in three acts: Act I takes place in a tailor's parlour, Acts II and III in the 
mansion belonging to the Parisian automobile manufacturer, Arnoux. The satire of the play 
rests on the derisive analogy that 'politicians are puppets'. This common figurative 
expression is literally enacted in the play when the actual politician is replaced by a 
mannequin. The play is thus both satiric and grotesque. 
Thematically the play draws on Jasieri.ski' s Parisian experience, mostly of the world of 
fashion on which he reported in his letters to New Era. It expresses the same critical 
attitude to the world of the satiated, but instead of 'burning it', as he did in I Burn Paris, 
he ridicules its vices. As in his previous works, Jasieri.ski creates a universe ruled by its 
own intrinsic logic of the grotesque which abolishes common sense, rejects the laws of 
nature and confuses perspectives. Especially powerful grotesque effect is achieved by 
obliterating the distinction between puppets, that is, the mannequins, and the humans -
both being played by human actors. Moreover, Jasieri.ski limits the universe of the play by 
setting it on a carnival night which, in the words of Jennings, 'often serves as the 
background for a grotesque situation, partly because of its affinity for freaks and 
monstrous masked figures and partly because ofits radical departure from the conventions 
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of everyday life, its creation of a fantastic world in which standards of identity and 
seriousness no longer apply' (1963 :20). 
The opening setting shows a fashion salon, where mannequins gather to hold their annual 
ball. 13 The conspicuous grotesque explores the external semblance between mannequins 
and human bodies. 14 The mannequins are ideally suited to represent human bodies; they 
talk and hear, walk and dance to the tango and jazz music heard from the floor below, 
where human beings are also holding their carnival ball. The fact that the mannequins are 
'brought to life' led to the notion of 'fantastic grotesque' in the existing criticism of the 
play. 15 Although the 'fantastic' element is indeed strongly evident in the opening scenes, 
there is no doubt that the action takes place in Paris, the fashion capital of the world. A 
number of fashion salons are mentioned (Barclay's, Soule, Alby, Esder (124))16, as well 
as Avenue Kleber (126), and the prevailing fashion trends ('flat women' (126)). There are 
also references to urban landmarks and constant references to people, all of which place 
the action firmly within reality as we recognise it, and this is what makes the play 
grotesque: the fusion of the fantastic and the real. If the mannequins were to exist in a 
world that bears no relation to ours, even if they possessed all our human characteristics, 
their grotesqueness would have to be re-evaluated. In this play, however, the mannequins 
exist only because they occupy the same realm as human beings. 
The universe of mannequins is very similar to the universe which we perceive as human 
beings. Thus the mannequins are male or female dummies of various sizes, by which they 
13 Jennings notes that 'The characteristic motion of the grotesque object is that of dancing, since 
this is the activity most calculated to call forth fear alongside amusement [ ... ]; the monster parades 
itself before us for our contemplation.' (1963: 19). 
14 See Kayser: 'Among the most persistent motifs of the grotesque we find human bodies reduced 
to puppets, marionettes and automata[ .. .]' (1981:183). 
15 For example, Stem 1969:216. Kolesnikofftoo notes Jasienski's use of 'the fantastic and the 
extraordinary' ( 1982: 117), while Volynska speaks of 'the fantastic circumstances [which allow the 
action to develop] according to an inner logic' (1994:384). 
16 That we are unable to identify these salons today makes no difference; names in general, whether 
authentic or not, create the illusion of reality. 
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are identified, although 'in place of heads, they have metal rods typical of tailor's 
dummies' (123). 17 Some lack hands or legs, which not only places them on the lowest level 
of their social ladder, but considerably enhances the humorous aspect of the play: 
Manekin Mf!Ski 4 (zwraca siydo wchodz!Jcego): Jak siymasz, 44? C6isiystalo z 42? 
Czy zabraklo n6g, i:e musiales go diwigac pod pach!J? 
Manekin Mf!Ski 3: Zebyswiedzial, i:e zabraklo. Na ca/1Jpracowniyprzyslano tylko trzy 
pary. Z rfkomajakosdali.5my jeszcze sobie rady, chociaiteitrzeba bylo sztukowac 
damskimi. (pokazuje jednlJ ze swoich r;Jlc) A n6g dla niego zabraklo. Biedaczysko, 
tak si y szykowal na dzisiejszy wiecz6r, tak si ¥ stroil- i masz ci los. Zostal bez n6g, 
i co tu bylo robic7 Prosil, i:eby go nie zostawiac samego, i:eby go wzi!Jc ze soblJ. 
M6wi: chociaiw k1jciku postojy, popatrzy, jak inni chodzlJ i taiiczlJ. Zal mi siy go 
zrobilo. Zarzucilem go sobie na plecy i przywloklem tu. Niech sobie biedak stoi i 
patrzy. Wiadomo, markotnie by mu bylo w pustej pracowni. A moi:e siytu znajdzie 
jakaspara zbytecznych n6g? (1966:127) 
Male Mannequin 4 (turning to the one entering the room): How are you, 44? What 
happened to 42? Doesn't he have legs that you had to carry him under your arm? 
Male Mannequin 3: You've guessed right. In the whole shop we only had three pairs. We 
managed with hands somehow, even though we had to help ourselves to the female 
ones. (he shows one of his hands) But legs were in short supply. Poor thing, he was 
looking so much forward to this evening - and now you have it. He was left without 
legs, so what should I have done? He begged me not to leave him all alone, to bring 
him along. He said: At least I will stand in the comer and watch how others walk and 
dance. I felt sorry for the lad, so I put him on my shoulders and dragged him here. Let 
the poor thing stand and look. It would certainly be lonely for him in the shop. Maybe 
here we might find a spare pair of legs for him? 
According to the flexible rules of grotesque logic, it is impossible to dance or walk without 
legs. However, it is perfectly possible to speak or see without a head. This 
notwithstanding, all the mannequins express their utmost envy of those among them that 
already have heads and look like human beings. These are the high society mannequins, 
used only in the most elegant salons. Thus the social structures of the created universe of 
dummies mirror the social divisions of the real world of humans as we know it. The 
mannequins are also aware of social tension in the human world, they talk about strikes 
17 This particular line is taken from the stage directions, which are here considered an intrinsic part 
of the text as an object of study. See Markiewicz, who speaks of the double nature of a dramatic 
text: 'the only constant invariable form of the existence of a play'. While it serves the live theatre, 
the text of a play remains a literary work ('Drama and Theatre in Polish Theoretical Discussions'. 
Literary Studies in Poland. Wroclaw, 1986: 19). 
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and negotiations between workers and proprietors. However, as the mannequins see it, 
there is little possibility of relief for them; whatever may happen in the human world, the 
mannequins' destiny remains the same - they will remain 'nailed to the floor' (125). 
Humans are their true oppressor. 
Whenever the mannequins begin to talk about humans, they switch to the jargon of social 
struggle. Their ultimate goal is to be free to move around like people. They are indignant 
that humans might learn about their gathering and put an end to 'this little bit of freedom' 
by nailing them to the floor for good (134). The mannequins fear human beings, but even 
more they hate and despise them, believing that people are their imperfect copies, having 
nothing to offer: 
Manekin Mpki 6: Nie wierzy, aby moina siy by/o czegos nauczyc od ludzi. 
Napatrzy/em siyjuidosyctym przyjeidiajEJCym donas elegantom. Przecieito tylko 
nasze npizne kopie. Smiac mi siy chce, kiedy siy patrzy na tych po/amalicow. Ze 
sk6ry wprost wy/aiq, aby garnitury leia/y na nich tak samo idealnie jak na nas. A 
jak grymasz<J, ile majEJ, pretensji, ie to co na nas leiy jak ulal, na nich marszczy siy 
i fa/duje. Te pokraki kailf, krawcom S/,~zecca/ymi nocami i wypychajEJ,watEJ, to czego 
im brak, byle tylko miecjigury podobne donas. Nie pojmujydoprawdy, po co im 
w/afciwie oddajEJ, nasze ubrania? Przeciei tak czy inaczej bpiEJ, w nich wyglfjdali 
tragicznie. I pomyS/,ec tylko, ie to stado pawian6w, kt6re na pr6ino usilujEJ, stac siy 
podobnymi donas, moie swobodnie spacerowaci je:f.dzi csobie od rana do wieczora, 
gdzie tylko dusza zapragnie, podczas gdy my przez ca/e iycie musimy sterczec na 
jednym miejscu. (1966: 128-129) 
Male Mannequin 6: I doubt one can learn anything from people. I have seen enough of 
those swells who visit us. They are nothing more than pathetic copies of us. I feel like 
laughing when I look at those cripples. They would do anything just to be able to wear 
their suits the way we do. And how finicky they are, how unhappy when something 
that fits us perfectly hangs and creases on them. Those cripples force tailors to sweat 
at night over their clothes, substituting with cotton wool what their bodies lack, only 
to achieve the perfect fit, resembling ours. I actually don't understand why they give 
them our clothes. Either way they look horrible in them. And to think that this herd of 
baboons who in vain try to mimic us can freely walk and drive wherever they please 
from morning to night, while we are forced to remain in one place! 
The mannequins worship only the perfect body. In their world of fantastic 'appearances', 
appearance is everything. The mannequins view the world from their narrow 'dummy' 
perspective. Thus they laugh with disgust at human beings' vain efforts to have figures as 
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perfect as theirs. The real sense and fullness of life elude them completely. Their own 
existence depends on the changes in vogue: 
Manekin Damski 2 (melancholijnie): Kto z nas ma przed sob<1-Jeszcze kilka lat iycia? 
Moda zmienia si(Jdzis tak szybko! M6wi1J, i.e plaskie figury b¢<1-Juiw przyszlym 
roku niemodne. Zn6w staff/, siy modne kobiety o wyramie zaznaczonym biu.SCie. 
Jei.eli to prawda, tow przyszlym roku p6jdziemy wszystkie na zlom. 
Manekin Mrski 2: No a c6i siy stanie w takim razie z plaskimi kobietami? Przeciei 
prawie wszystkie kobiety Sf/, teraz plaskie! Wi~ i one p6jdf/, na zlom? A skqd wezm<1-
inne? Przeciei ludzi nie majstruje siy tak szybko, jak nas. Wyja5nil mi to kiedys 
szczeg6Jowo rozmiar 42. 
Manekin Damski 2: Prawdopodobnie niekt6re kobiety taki.e p6Jd<1- na Smietnik. 
Slyszalam, jak nasza wla.SCicielka m6wila too jednej klientce z avenue Kleber tylko, 
i.e u ludzi odbywa siy to chyba jakos inaczej. Widzialam, jak ta sama klientka 
przyjei.diala potem jeszcze nie raz i zamawiala nowe toalety. Tak, z pewnoScif/, 
wszystkich plaskich kobiet nie wyrzucEJ. Kobiety moina przerabia6. M6wi1J, i.e Sf/, 
nawet jakies specjalne pracownie czy fabryki, gdzie przerabia siy je zupelnie na 
nowo. Zaleinie od mody, obciosuje si(J je lub przykleja siy im brakuj<1-ce czy§ci. 
(1966: 125-126) 
Female Mannequin 2 (with melancholy): Who among us will still be alive in a few years 
time? The fashion changes so fast! They say that flat figures will go out of fashion 
next year. Females with fuller chests are in vogue now. If this is true, we all will be 
thrown away as rubbish. 
Male Mannequin 2: Well, what will happen to the flat women then? Most of them are 
flat! Will they also be sent to the rubbish heaps? Where will they find new ones? You 
know that people are not made as fast as we are. Size 42 once explained this to me in 
detail. 
Female Mannequin 2: Probably some women will be sent to rubbish bins. I've heard our 
Madame saying this about one of her lady customers from A venue Kleber. But I 
believe it's a bit different with people. I've seen this lady again and she ordered many 
new dresses. I'm positive that not all the women will be thrown out. They can be 
redone. There are special workshops or factories, you know, where they remake 
people so they look like new. Depending on the vogue, they are chopped into shape or 
fitted with the lacking parts. [ ... ]. 
Mannequins see human beings only as a form, a bodily shell, and their evaluation of 
humankind is based exclusively on outward appearance - on the figure and the attire. The 
mannequins' view of the world is narrowed to their own limited experience oflife, which 
they dogmatically take as the only real experience. Their hatred towards human beings is 
disquieting because the reasons for this hostility are ludicrous. The common-sense point 
is that the mannequins are made by people to display garments in shop windows, not to 
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indulge in revolutionary rhetoric. Their rebellion would be hilariously funny if it were 
contained only in the satiric comedy, ridiculing human vanity or envy. Instead, Jasietiski 
insists on investing the action with a sinister struggle for control and on alluding to the 
puppets as 'oppressed', which leaves us - humans - to be the oppressors. 
The dramatic tension of the play intensifies in Scene 6, when a human being, initially called 
'Man', enters the stage. He was on his way to the ball when on the poorly lit street he 
noticed a perfect female figure and could not resist the temptation of making her 
acquaintance. 18 The 'figure' was the headless Female Mannequin in the Fur Coat, who 
wrapped herselfin a shawl so as 'not to appear different from other women on the street' 
(130). In this way, he intrudes on the mannequin ball. Initially the man is stupefied by the 
uncanny sight of a room full of creatures resembling humans but without heads. Since they 
talk and move, however, he assumes that he has come to a carnival masquerade. He 
compliments the hosts on this conspicuously original idea. But the mannequins are 
horrified that their enemies, humans, will learn their secret. They hastily arrange a trial, 
calling upon the four of the 'bigger sizes' ('According to our custom, the matter will be 
considered by bigger sizes' [133]) to form the court, composed of three judges and one 
prosecutor. 
The action initially develops as a ludicrous farce: a human being is being judged by a court 
of mannequins. But the mannequins are vengeful and very serious, not in the least aware 
of their own ludicrousness. The ominous atmosphere intensifies when we realise that the 
puppets do not seek justice but the 'final solution'. Human life means little to them. As the 
Female Mannequin 1 puts it, human beings are not the obstacle, 'there is always a way to 
18 Here the influence of Gogol is apparent, especially his story Nevsky Prospekt: at night, when 
lamps are lit, 'in narrow shop windows appear things which do not dare to show themselves during 
the day'. In the deceptive lights of the city the beauty happens to be a prostitute, as Piskarev 
discovers and which leads to his death (he cuts his throat) (1936:220-230). In the play, the beauty 
is a mannequin, as the Leader discovers (and his throat is also cut). Equally strong is the similarity 
with Jasienski's own story The Legs oflsolda Morgan where Berg's life is destroyed because of 
his fascination with Isolda's legs. The Leader is also trapped because he is obsessed with the 
'marvellous legs' of the Female Mannequin in the Fur Coat (130). 
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kill them' (124). When no legal defence is provided for the accused, the reader has a right 
to question the legitimacy of this court. But the mannequins are guided by their own 
reasoning: they only have this one night for their pleasure and they are determined not to 
waste it on boring deliberations. The act of indictment is prepared ad hoc and rests on the 
charge of 'unwelcome intrusion', that is, on the fact that the accused has 'spoiled these 
few hours of freedom' (134) which the mannequins have won through cunning and the 
transgression of human laws. The revolutionary jargon in which the mannequins confer, 
in addition to their view of themselves as oppressed, makes us recall Pierre from I Burn 
Paris, the self-appointed saviour of humanity. While in Pierre's case extenuating 
circumstances for his action could be established (unemployment and a broken heart), with 
the mannequins the extenuating circumstances are irrelevant from the point of view of 
objective logic because they are only mannequins, that is objects, and their 'fate' leaves 
us , as humans, emotionally indifferent. 
The 'political' satire19 seems to take shape as the man's identity as an influential Leader 
of the Social Democratic Party is revealed by Male Mannequin 1 who refers to him as 'Mr 
Deputy' and 'a leader, one of the best customers'. Hearing this Male Mannequin (size) 50 
inquires: 'What, what did you say? The Leader? Is it his surname?' (135). The Leader, 
trying to persuade his oppressors to let him free, relies only on his position: 
Leader: [ . .] Zrozumcie panowie, chodzi o powai1u1 sprawfJ. Jutro w przemyS/.e 
samochodowym ma wybuchn116 strajk. Rozumiecie, panowie, sami, ie jako 
przyw6dcapartii robotniczej nie mogytracicani chwili czasu. [ . .] (1966:138) 
Leader: [ ... ] You must understand, gentlemen, that it is a serious matter. Tomorrow a 
strike could be proclaimed in the motor car industry. Surely you understand that as a 
leader of the worker's party I have no time to waste. [ ... ] 
19 The political aspect of satire in the play has been consistently noted by critics. Kolesnikoff, for 
instance, referring to Lunacharsky's appraisal of the play, notes 'fantastic as an excellent means 
of transmitting political satire' (1982: 120), while Volynska notes that in this play 'prevailing 
grotesque elements are blended with biting political satire' (1994:379). 
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Introducing him, Male Mannequin 1 focuses exclusively on the physical aspects of his 
appearance, unintentionally revealing a psychological portrait of a self-centred and vain 
individual: 'He has sloping shoulders, and they make shoulder pads for his jackets. He is 
wearing a black silk corset. He tries on each suit at least three times, always finding at least 
fifteen flaws [ ... ]' (136). Eventually The Leader's extensive wardrobe, and his habits of 
acquiring it, are disclosed. We learn that apart from his expensive suits, once every four 
years the Leader has one suit made in haste and without any fitting. This suit is made of 
cheap material, for it is to be worn during the Leader's election campaign. This piece of 
information explicitly reveals the Leader to be a skilful political manipulator, the 
characteristic that is crucial in creating an ambivalent emotional response in readers, whose 
sympathy for the man facing imminent death at the hands of dummies is countered by a 
growing dislike for the hypocrite. Clearly, by pretending that he is badly dressed the 
Leader projects the image of a poor man - 'one of the people' - and exploits the 
sentiments of his electorate. Generally, however, the satiric point is diluted by its 
grotesque ambivalence. If the oppressed masses judge their leaders only by their looks -
in the same way as the mannequins judge humans - namely, by what they seem to be and 
not by who they really are - then they deserve the leaders they have. The viewer's 
sympathy is not with the mannequins, nor with the Leader, nor even with the oppressed 
masses, because in this play they are represented by mannequins, whose misfortunes, as 
already noted, leave us unmoved. The mannequins are artificial objects with no life or will 
of their own; they are not capable of commitment nor are they fit to experience emotions. 
They are made merely to imitate the shape of a human body and some of its movements 
when animated by a person or by artificial means. 
The qualification of the play as 'political' satire unnecessarily limits the scope ofits social 
criticism. Moreover the play' s 'politics' are constantly confused by a grotesque ambiguity 
about who exactly are the victims and who are the oppressors, for in the grotesque 
universe these categories are never constant. In The Ball of the Mannequins the incessant 
grotesque' swapping of categories' is very prominent. Readers are not able wholeheartedly 
to commiserate with the victims or despise the oppressors simply because either they are 
not identifiable or they are one and another at the same time. While the implication that 
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the puppets represent the oppressed (mannequins-workers) and human beings the 
oppressors (people-bourgeoisie) is entirely unacceptable from our human perspective, 
'politically' the concept is not only ineffective but semantically dangerous, because it 
clearly suggests that the masses have no will of their own and can act only if manipulated 
by external forces. We may also consider the possibility ofidentifying the 'oppressed' with 
the headless, and the 'oppressors' with those who have heads, as reflected in social 
structures both in the mannequins' own universe and in the world of humans. Because it 
is a grotesque play, at all times we have to be aware of this very 'play' with the 
interpretative possibilities that Jasietiski imposes on us - the readers and the spectators -
clearly implying that his ambitions were greater than simply to write 'a grotesque play [ ... ] 
which derides contemporary Western social democracy[ ... ], a revolutionary farce', as he 
admitted in his autobiographical sketch (1972:253). 
Consequently when the trial ends with the unanimous verdict to chop off the Leader's 
head, we are astounded. He is a lustful hypocrite, but the punishment far exceeds his guilt, 
and considering the fraudulent court procedure - there has been no balance between the 
accusing and defending parties - we are not convinced that the ends of justice have been 
served. Moreover, the question, 'Whose side we are on?' seems legitimate. Why should 
we sympathise with the mannequins rather than with our own kind? Even if we agree that 
the Leader is a despicable manipulator, is the radical verdict the correct outcome of what 
we have seen as a comedy of circumstances? The mannequins have no time to waste, 
however, and the sentence is to be carried out immediately, without giving the accused any 
chance of speaking in self-defence. The court procedure is manifestly a mere farce, a 
manoeuvre acted out with the sole purpose of satisfying a convention - a puppet show in 
its true sense. However, if the play is to be regarded as satire, what is the point of this 
ludicrous procedure? What courts are being ridiculed if this is the court of the play' s 
'oppressed'? 
There is a similar lack of clear 'political' satiric direction and motivation in the scene of 
the Leader's execution, where rampant grotesque takes over. The visual presentation of 
the play creates an excellent opportunity to involve its spectators and make them feel the 
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pinch of the play' s grotesque horror - grotesque because it is presented in a scene which 
aims to make the audience laugh. The following are the stage directions: 
(Na §rodek sceny wchodzi Manekin Mtski 6 z noiycami i Manekin-S¢zia z ogromnym 
:ielazkiem. Ustawia szeroko otwarte noiyce w ten spos6b, :ie opiera}EJ siy o podlogy 
jednym uchem i jednym ostrzem. Manekin Mtski 6 trzyma noiyce za g6rne ucho. 
Manekin Mtski 3 podtrzymuje g6rne ostrze noiyc. Manekin-S¢zia stoi w pogotowiu z 
:ielazkem. 
[ . .] Manekiny-Strainicy chwyta}EJ Leadera pod r~e i wlokEJ go na §rodek sceny w 
kierunku otwartych noiyc. 
[Leader] pr6buje rozpaczliwie siywyrwaC, podczas gdy manekiny 8ci1J,ga}EJZ niego palto. 
[ . .] wyrywa}EJC siy, szarpnEJ}z calej sily za rfkyjednego z manekin6w-strainik6w. Rfka 
pozostala w dloni Leadera. Wstrzl:J!fniftY, wypuszcza rfky, kt6ra z halasem pada na 
podlogy. 
Manekin-Strainik pochyla siy, podnosi swo}EJ rfky i spokojnie zaczyna }EJ sobie 
przymocowywaC.) (1966:139-140) 
(Male Mannequin 6 comes to the middle of the stage, holding a pair of scissors and 
Mannequin-Judge appears with a huge iron. They position the pair of scissors widely 
open in such a way that one eye and one blade rest on the floor, while Male Mannequin 
6 holds the top eye of the pair of scissors and Male Mannequin 3 holds the top blade. 
Mannequin-Judge waits with the iron. 
[ . .]Mannequins-Guards drag the Leader to the centre of the stage towards the scissors, 
holding him under his arms. 
[ . .]He desperately struggles to free himself, while other Mannequins pull off his coat. 
[ . .] Trying to get away, the Leader pulls Mannequin-Guard's hand with all his might. 
The hand remains in the Leader's own palm. Visibly shaken, he drops the hand, which 
falls to the floor with a clatter. 
Mannequin-Guard bends down, picks up his hand and calmly fits it back.) 
Scissors as a guillotine and a huge iron as an additional instrument of torture, the man's 
struggle with puppets, hands falling to the floor 'with a clatter' - is this part of a comedy, 
or is it not? The ominous atmosphere of the scene is darkened by the Leader's awareness 
that something horrible is taking place - 'visibly shaken', he is the one who least 
understands what is happening. What had begun for him as a jolly evening ends tragically, 
or at least looks like a tragedy at this point. The mannequins, initially portrayed as 
ludicrous in their all-too human vanity, now reveal themselves as sinister, vengeful 
monsters. But they are not aware of their own monstrosity, in the same way as Pierre felt 
no remorse for killing thousands of Parisians in I Burn Paris. On the contrary, Pierre 
believed that he had every right to do what he was doing; he felt 'like Christ'. Whatever 
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the ideological goals of the author may be, the fact remains that a sinister deed is being 
performed, a human being is being executed by puppets who have usurped the role of the 
oppressed fighting for their right to dance. Are we, as witnesses to this ludicrous 
spectacle, obliged to accept its logic? And even more importantly, does the author expect 
us to accept it, or is he simply 'throwing out' the problem for consideration as he did in 
The Legs of Jsolda Morgan and in I Burn Paris? Jasienski has emphatically left the 
judgement of his play to its readers. 20 
It has been pointed out on several occasions that grotesque work aims to awaken our 
conscience: it provokes us, it poses questions and leaves us alone to find the answers. Of 
course, as spectators we see the spectacle as a reflection of our own reality - perhaps in 
a crooked mirror, perhaps through a magnifying glass - but we always decipher it as our 
own world. Thus, if the mannequins represent the oppressed and the Leader is the 
oppressor, is his death 'an historical necessity', and should it be sanctioned in the same 
way as we should sanction the deaths of members of the bourgeoisie in the aftermath of 
the October Revolution? The reader has to weigh this question carefully on his own, 
considering the implication of the disturbing grotesque which exposes the vulnerability of 
human values when they are subjected to the jargon of ideology. And this is the general 
philosophical point which this 'fantastic tragifarce', as Stern puts it (1969:215), in the end 
forcefully projects to the reader. 
In common-sense understanding, the Leader has been murdered; for him comedy has 
turned into tragedy. 21 But since this is a grotesque world, the laws of nature have been 
20 In the statement in his autobiographical sketch where he speaks about the play, he concludes: 
'In my opinion, this undertaking was brought to a successful end. But let the reader be the judge 
of it' (1972:253). 
21 Normally when we speak about comedy and tragedy in the context of the grotesque, we 
understand them as aspects of the fullness oflife where both these elements are essential to human 
experience (see Jennings 1963:25-26; Thomson 1972:63). Such also was the understanding of 
Victor Hugo (see Clayborough 1965:45-49). Jasieiiski's play does not have this particular 
dimension. The comedy and the tragedy do not fuse; instead both are inhibited by the play's 
grotesque deformation, and rather they are farcical parodies of themselves. Parody is understood 
here as an 'incongruous imitation' (see Petro 1982:12) of tragedy achieved by the 'ludicrous 
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abolished; there is no mention or evidence of the physiological effects of beheading, such 
as blood or physical pain, any more than there was the case oflsolda's legs in Jasietiski's 
earlier work. The Leader does not die after his head is chopped off; he continues to 
function as a living creature: he moves, he talks, and is angry. The tragedy becomes its 
own parody, enforcing further the grotesque nature of the events and the participating 
characters. The mannequinness of the Leader is exposed by analogy: like the puppets 
around him, he too can walk and scream and speak, although, like them, he does not have 
a head. The logic underpinning this scene is the same as the logic of Berg in The Legs of 
I so Ida Morgan who would not accept the decay of the Nike of Phidias simply because she 
was headless (see Chapter V). But while in the case of Berg this logic was intended to 
illustrate the Futuristic consciousness of the protagonist, the logic applied in The Ball of 
the Mannequins aims to prove the non-human nature of the Leader - he does not die 
because, like the Nike, he too is only a mannequin, a version of a statue. He is convinced 
that the whole event is 'a masquerade', 'a conspiracy' to compromise him politically and 
when 'his head rolls on the floor' as the stage directions inform, he does not cry for his 
human head but for his 'ministerial head': 'My head! My ministerial head' (140). 
If one seriously considers these events, the peripeteia is illusory. As a politician the Leader 
was already, metaphorically speaking, a puppet. This is deliberately emphasised by the 
mannequins discussing his behaviour when he comes to fit his suits. Mannequin 1 mentions 
the obsequious behaviour of the atelier's owner, while the employees call the Leader 
'socialist-chloroformist' (136),22 clearly mocking his strategy of lulling everybody's 
awareness of what his political aims truly are. Cutting off his head has exposed him in the 
literal sense as a true puppet. The only thing that has changed is that without his head the 
Leader is no longer perceived by the mannequins as dangerous, for in their opinion he has 
lost all credibility with human beings, a credibility he had only when his 'appendage' was 
on his shoulders. As Male Mannequin 3 explains: 
contrast' between sordid presentation and serious content (see Thomson 1972:41). 
22 Neologism formed from 'chloroform' - a colourless, sweet smelling liquid used as a general 
anaesthetic. 
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Bez glowy moi£ sobie ucieka6, dokljd chce. Chomy do rana tlumaczyl, co siy stalo, i tak 
mu nikt nie uwierzy. Pomys1EJ, i£ gosc tak siy spi/, i£ stracil z kretesem glowy i plecie 
jakiesbanialuki. (1966:141) 
Without his head he can run wherever he wishes. Even if he keeps explaining for the whole 
night what has happened no one will believe him. They will think that the fellow got 
himself drunk to such a degree that he completely lost his head and now talks utter 
nonsense. 
In the context of the situation which leads to the beheading of a human being, the casual 
literal application of a popular idiom-metaphor introduces an element of grotesque 
humour. Playing with the polyvalency of 'head', Jasietiski does not elaborate the common 
allegory where head signifies reason, where the expression Bom, 20J106a ! , 'What a head!' 
means that the person's wisdom is being acknowledged, but parodies it, in a way similar 
to Gogol23 where 'head' signifies insolence and arrogance. Exploring various semantic, 
literal and figurative meanings of the word 'head', Jasietiski' s adds to it the notion of 
'head' being an allegorical representation of social status. According to the grotesque logic 
of the play the protagonist does not die but his beheading is tantamount to his social 
annihilation. In this way, through the grotesque, the absurd laws of the human world are 
convincingly exposed. Such an interpretation is confirmed by the change of name the 
author gives to his protagonist. Initially known only as 'Man', then as the 'Leader', now 
when his head is cut off, his real identity, Ribandell, 24 is revealed. Ironically the name does 
not make him human. Without his title Ribandell is nothing; in the universe of the play he 
only can have a meaning as Ribandell the Leader, clearly implying that, according to the 
logic of the play's grotesque universe, 'head' does not symbolise 'humanness' but status 
23 The head as a superfluous attribute of various functionaries is exposed in many metaphors used 
by Gogol. In MaiicKaJI, HOl/b ('May Night'), for instance, especially the chapter I'oJtoea ('The 
Head'), Gogol mocks the vanity of a careerist. Also Ermilov notes in respect of The Nose: 'He 
mpe6oeaJtocb ZOJI06bl, ~mo6b1 cmamb cmamcKUM coeemHUKOM' ('A head was not needed in order 
to become Councillor of State') (I'eHuii I'ozoJtR, MocKBa 1959:205). 
24 The name Ribandell sounds close enough to the French word ribambelle, used to denote a 
person who has many children; This meaning is illustrated in Nouveau Petit Le Robert dictionnai re 
de la Langue Franr;aise with the line from Hugo: Fais-lui un enfant, deux enfants, trois enfants, 
une ribambelle d 'enfants (1995). 
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associated with one's social position (llun). 25 This explains why the mannequins are no 
longer afraid of the leader, because, as plain Ribandell, he ceases to be 'an important 
person'. 
In this sense, the world of the mannequins is no betterthan that of the humans. Mannequin 
50 is a prominent figure, the judges are chosen among the 'bigger sizes' reflecting the 
hierarchical differentiation in the bizarre community of dummies, while Male Mannequin 
1 is destined to replace the Leader. The fact that there is no distinct qualitative 
differentiation between mannequins and humans means that human beings in general - or, 
using ideological jargon, both the oppressed and the oppressors - are guilty of similar 
follies. Thus the mannequins are exposed as being just as hypocritical as human beings. 
They too attach undue importance to social or political position. Being 'simple' headless 
mannequins they despise and mock human beings, their heads especially: 
Manekin Mtski 6: Tak, noszEJ na plecach te bezksztaltne puste dynie, kt6re nazywajEJ 
glowami. Czyi to nie taki sam koszmar jak ich ubrania? Nie wiem, moi.e SlJ wsr6d 
nich tacy, kt6rych glowy majEJjakies szczeg6lne przeznaczenie, ale wi{kszosc tych 
darmozjad6w uzywa ich tylko jako podp6rek do 8miesznych, przypominaJEJcych 
kominy kapeluszy. [ .. } (1966: 129) 
Male Mannequin 6: Yes, they carry on their shoulders these shapeless empty pumpkins 
which they call heads. Isn't it the same horror as their clothes? Well, I don't know, 
maybe some of them have a special designation for their heads, but most of these 
spongers use them only as a support for these ridiculous hats resembling chimneys. 
[ ... ] 
25 In this sense the Gogolian character of the play is almost self-explanatory, for the themes of 
npeKJtoHeHue nepeo ttUHOM ('worship of position') one occupies in the administrative or political 
hierarchy as well as ttecmoJ1106ue ('ambition') were among the favourite targets of Gogol's satires, 
conspicuously evident in his comedy The Government Inspector, but also in his unfinished play 
BllaoUMup 3-u cmeneHu 'The Order of St Vladimir' and in the short story Hoc 'The Nose'. In the 
Soviet Union this tendency thrived, and this is the theme of Mayakovsky' s vitriolic satires EaHI1. 
('The Bathhouse') and !&ton ('The Bed Bug'). One may quote just one brilliantly ludicrous 
pronouncement by Optimistenko, a character from The Bathhouse: HaM ece paeHo, KaKoe JlUlfO 
cmoum eo 2T1aee yttpe:J1CoeHuJ1., nomoMy, limo Mbl yea:J1CaeM mollbKO mo JlUlfO, Komopoe 
nocma6JleHo u cmoum. ('It is all the same for us what person is at the head of the institution, 
because we respect only that person that is put there and stays') meaning that the respect is derived 
not from the qualities of a person, but from the position which that person occupies. (llbeCbl, 
MocKBa. 1976:235). 
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Their hypocrisy is revealed however, when there is one head available and all want it. 
Realising that its possession would be advantageous, the mannequins argue among 
themselves about who will wear the Leader's head. Signifying power and political career, 
the head thus becomes an object of a struggle which resembles 'the devilish dance for 
chairs', to which Jasietiski's alluded in his 1932 letterto MORP (see Chapter III, footnote 
38): 
Manekin Mrski 2 (podnosi glowyLeadera i przypatrujlJC siyobracajlJW rfiwch): A co 
zrobimy z glow I}? 
Manekiny: Slusznie! Glowa! Co zrobimy z glow I}! 
Manekin M rski 1: Dajcie JIJ mnie. 
Manekin-S¢zia: Dlaczego tobie? Mnie! Ja mu }IJ odcil}lem, wi~ do mnie powinna 
nalei£6! 
Manekin Mrski 3: Czymjl}odcil}les? Zelazkiem? ... Przecieiodci(ii§my JIJ noiycami. A 
kto trzymalnoiyce? Jal Glowa naleiy do mnie. 
Manekin Mrski 6: Wielka mi rzecz: trzymal noiyce! Kaidy moglje trzyma6. Ale ja je 
znalazlem pod stolem w pracowni. Bez noiyc w ogole nie odci(iiby§my mu glowy. 
Wi~ do kogo powinna naleiec? Rzeczjasna, i£ do mnie. 
Manekin Mrski 4: Nieprawda! Do mnie! Jaji} wsunJJlem pomi{Xizy noiyce. (1966: 141) 
Male Mannequin 2 (lifting up the Leader's head, looking at it and turning it in his 
hands): What shall we do with it? 
Mannequins: Yes! The head! What shall we do with the head! 
Male Mannequin 1: Give it to me. 
Mannequin-Judge: Why you? Give it to me! I cut off his head, it should belong to me! 
Male Mannequin 3: With what did you cut it? With the iron? ... We cut it with the 
scissors. And who held the scissors? Me! The head is mine! 
Male Mannequin 6: Big deal: he held the scissors! Anyone could have held it. But I found 
the scissors under the table in the workshop. Without them we wouldn't have cut off 
his head at all. So, who should have it? It's obvious - I! 
Male Mannequin 4: It is not true! It is mine! I put the head between the blades. 
To conclude their argument the mannequins draw lots, but before the draw takes place, 
the male mannequins decide that the female mannequins cannot participate in the draw. 
The selective grotesque logic of the play chooses to enforce at this moment our own logic 
that a male head must sit on a male body. Again a brilliant satiric point is made - again 
universal - that logic can be manipulated and arbitrarily imposed, while the only rule that 
is obeyed is that of expediency. The satiric overtones in this scene are enhanced by its 
conspicuously grotesque nature. We see dummies playing with a human head, fighting for 
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it and bragging brazenly about their 'contribution' to the gruesome act. The horror and 
laughter, the possible and the impossible, the human head and the object of some ludicrous 
struggle - all this is fused in this scene conceived by the author's gallows humour. The 
effect of this scene with the human head being tossed around by the headless dummies is 
a grotesque concoction of horror and laughter. As if this metaphoric and literal play with 
a human head were not enough to satisfy the author's determination to amuse and shock 
the audience, he maintains the tone in which the mannequins draw lots by 'breaking the 
head of a matchstick' and whoever draws the 'headless matchstick wins'. In this 
commotion, Male Mannequin 1 exclaims: 'I've got it! I've got it! Without ahead!' (142). 
The irony is that a matchstick 'without a head' gives him the right to the Leader's head. 
The head - or the position, depending which interpretation we wish to choose - stays the 
same, but the puppets are changing. 
The winner immediately realises the potential this new acquisition holds for him. He is no 
longer satisfied with being 'a perfect-body dummy on a stick', and triumphantly exclaims: 
Manekin Mtski 1: A co wy~ie myS/,eli? Ze po to wygralem glowf1 :ieby pozosta6 tu z 
wami, a z pierwszym promieniem ~itu przekrada6 siy z powrotem do pracowni? 
Dr:ie6, czy wla~iciel i pracownicy nie zauwaiyli czegos? Zn6w przeksztalci6siyw 
kukly na kiju? Przymierza6 ci9gle calymi dniami garnitury, kt6re szyj9 nie dla 
mnie? lwyczekiwa6, a:iebykiedys-mo:ie za rok-dwa, a mo:ie zadziesiy6lat-znowu 
nadarzyla siyokazja, kt6ra mi pozwoli zebra6do kupy wszystkie brakujEJ,Ce czlonki 
i wymkn96 siy na kilka godzin do miasta? Nie! Nie ma glupich! Dose mam tego! 
Duszysiytutaj! Wygralem glowy! Rozumiecie? Ludzk9glowy! Paszport, z kt6rym 
mogy teraz spacerowa6 po calym ~iecie. Chodzi6, dokl/(J. zechcy i kiedy zechcy! 
Klucz, kt6ry otworzy przede mn9 wszystkie drzwi. ldy! Ppizy! Pa/to! R{icawiczki! 
Cylinder! (1966:144) 
Male Mannequin 1: And what did you think? That I won the head to stay here with you, 
and with the first rays of the sun to sneak back to the atelier? To tremble in case the 
owner or his employees noticed something suspicious? To become a dummy on a stick 
again? To fit suits for them which are made not for me? And wait until some time -
maybe in a year or two, or maybe in ten years - the opportunity will arise that I can 
put together all my limbs and sneak out to town for a few hours? No! No, I am not a 
fool! I have had enough of it! I am suffocating! I won the head! Do you understand? 
The human head! A passport which allows me to walk all over the world. Walk 
wherever and whenever I please! A key which will open all doors for me. I am offi I 
am out of here! The coat! The gloves! The silk-hat! 
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The immediate point is made that the moment you climb up the social ladder you despise 
those at the bottom. This arrogance and forgetfulness, typical of social climbers, is evident 
in the rhetoric and tone of the puppet's speech. His perspective conspicuously changes: 
what was previously subjected to ridicule ('hats resembling chimneys') now becomes an 
indispensable accessory of status. The conspicuous visual grotesque of Act I, strongly 
supported with an irony that exposes the intrinsic emptiness and hypocrisy of the universe 
of the mannequins, nevertheless ends on a high note. The puppet with a human head goes 
into the human world with hope and optimism, with a firm belief that he has found true 
freedom. No one will now tell him what he must do; he has the passport to a better life. 
But we, as the audience, do not share his hopes and joy. Seeing his arrogant boastfulness 
we watch the scene with scepticism. The mannequin's view of the human world is 
superficial, his hopes are therefore ludicrous and vain. 
In Act II we move to the residence of the industrialist Arnoux who holds an annual ball 
for Parisian high society, and where Ribandell is anxiously awaited. The real reason for this 
gathering is not to dance but to sort out business-related issues. In short, Arnoux has won 
a tender for the commercially important manufacture of cars. He has won it because he has 
estimated his costs by employing a cheaper work force, cutting down his workers' wages 
by five francs a day. In response to this, the Communists call a strike in his factory. 
Levasin, Arnoux' s main competitor who has lost the tender, supports the idea of a strike, 
hoping that it will ruin his competitor. The Leader of the Socialist Democrats holds the 
key to success for one or the other of these commercial adversaries. His party's support 
of the Communists, or lack of support, will predetermine the victory or failure of the 
strike. Both industrialists resort to tricks. Arnoux instructs his daughter, Angelica, to 
seduce the Leader, and to convince him to withhold the participation of Socialist 
Democrats in the strike. Levasin instructs his wife, Solange, to charm the Leader and 
convince him that the Socialist Democrats should participate in the strike and destroy 
Arnoux. Both names, Angelica and Solange, are derived from the French word ange, 
meaning 'angel'. Jasietiski's heroines caricature the notion of 'angelic' attributes in 
females. The two 'ladies' traffic with their bodies as commodities and the only love they 
know is love of money and of their own egos. Both are experienced coquettes and they 
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eagerly agree to the intrigue, but only for the sake of their own vanity, having little 
concern for the financial success of either Arnoux or Levasin. Angelica is Levasin's 
mistress while Solange is the mistress of Arnoux, facts known to all the parties involved. 
The defeat or victory of either man changes nothing for them, because if not the father -
or the husband, in case of Solange - then the lover wins. 
Nevertheless, the primary intention of the play is not to moralise- at least this is what the 
author wants us to believe if we recall his words quoted earlier - but to present a critical 
image of a social class that has outlived itself. 26 Thus the 'comedy' continues when the 
creature called by the author 'Mannequin-Leader' arrives at Arnoux's ball, but whom 
everyone present at the party takes for an influential politician who holds the key to 
success, the Leader of Socialist Democrats himself. 27 
Ironically, the structural shift of realms from the fantastic universe of mannequins to the 
real world of human beings is deployed not to contrast these worlds - good mannequins 
versus bad human beings - but to mirror them as images of the same moral and spiritual 
emptiness. That mannequins resemble the shape of human body is normal - it is our logic 
- but that human beings resemble mannequins is the 'mannequins' logic' of the play which 
is meant to expose the hollowness of the human bodily shell, the lack of higher qualities 
which really distinguishes humankind from puppets and look-alike automata. As the action 
develops, we begin to understand the significance of the title of the play- The Ball of the 
Mannequins - as applying both to the mannequins and to the humans. In the play' s 
26 Jasieri.ski expressed his antagonistic attitude to the bourgeoisie in the Futuristic collection Earth 
to the Left: Nienawidzimy buriuja nie tylko tego, kt6ry zaslania nam dzisiaj Swiat wytartym 
banknotem swojej g<iJy-lecz buriujajako abstarkcjy,jego widzenie 5wiata i kaid<J, rzecz, kt6ra 
jego jest. ('We hate a bourgeois, not only him who conceals from us the true face of the world with 
a shabby banknote of his mug, but also a bourgeois as an abstract, his view of the world and 
everything else he has') (1972:240). 
27 The similarity of Jasienski's Act II with Gogol's Peeu3op ('The Government Inspector') is 
striking, not only because of the motif of mistaken identity but also because of the issue ofbribery, 
and flirting with two women. One difference is important though: while Khlestakov participates 
consciously and willingly in the deceit, Mannequin-Leader does not understand the machinations 
of the human world. 
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universe, the fantastic world of mannequins and the 'real' world of human beings are not 
antonyms but synonyms, for mannequins behave like human beings and human beings 
behave in a way similar to mannequins, as we saw in Act I. 
As with all good theatre, the visual effect of the play is as important as its text with all its 
stage directions. The conspicuous ambiguity of the human body and its appearance, the 
confusion of identities, the substitution of what it is with what we see can fully be 
conveyed only on the stage. Thus Act I relies on the bold visual grotesque that depends, 
as noted earlier, on the ambivalence generated by the image of a human body.28 The 
immediate visual association between a puppet and a human being is achieved with much 
greater effect than would be possible in fiction. The stage production enhances the 
deliberately grotesque ambiguity, evidently intended by the author who designed a play in 
which human beings (actors) play puppets (mannequins) who imitate human beings. 
In Act II the situation changes, the action moves to the human world, and the real human 
beings (other actors) behave like puppets and take a puppet, Mannequin-Leader, for a real 
human being. The world thus created is not aware of its own grotesqueness, of the 
ludicrous nature of its own actions and appearance. That is why the human beings at the 
Arnoux ball do not notice any difference when a mannequin appears instead of the real 
Leader. Being a politician, that is a metaphorical puppet, the real Leader would behave in 
exactly the same way as Mannequin-Leader behaves, a real puppet with a human head. 
The industrialists are aware of the puppet-like qualities of politicians, which is why they 
intend to bribe him, so he will 'dance to their music'. What seems to be an hilarious 
comedy of circumstances is actually a vitriolic satire brought about by the substitution of 
the Leader with the mannequin. All these shrewd men who really know how to look after 
their own interests are in the end 'taken for a ride' by a dummy. They do not anticipate 
that their approach might be enacted literally, thus they bribe a mannequin who cares little 
for their prosperity. The Mannequin-Leader unwittingly complies with their requests even 
28 See Jennings: 'The grotesque object is a figure imagined in terms of human form but devoid of 
real humanity'. The function of such image is 'to screen from view[ ... ] higher attributes of human 
personality' (1963:9) while its purpose is to evoke both amusement and fear (ibid.:12). 
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though they are contradictory, for he neither sees nor cares for any difference. The real 
reason for his decision is that he wants to dance - that is the only reason he came to 
Arnoux' s ball - but human beings keep pestering him, so in response to whatever they tell 
him, he answers 'yes'. The analogy with Gogol's Khlestakov is telling for it emphasises 
the difference in Jasietiski's approach. Khlestakov is not a big-time swindler, his actions 
are not premeditated, he simply uses the circumstances offered and cooperates with true 
swindlers, because eventually he realises that it is advantageous to him. 29 The Mannequin-
Leader understands none of the benefits of his new position, for he has no understanding 
of human politics. 
Allowing an actual puppet to make fools of real humans indicates that Jasietiski derided 
the Arnouxs, Levasins and Ribandells of this world as much as he derided humans in 
general and their inability or unwillingness to look behind the fayade, the 'aura' of 
greatness, to see what it hides. Jasietiski's vitriolic ridicule of human vanity and worship 
of status makes The Ball of the Mannequins an exposition of his essential misanthropy, 
seen also in his earlier works, most notably in I Burn Paris. There are no positive 
characters in Jasietiski's works, and The Ball of the Mannequins is no exception. 
Jasietiski's characters frequently embody human obsessions and follies: Berg was driven 
by hatred and fear of machines, Pierre was driven by hatred of all people, the personages 
of The Ball of the Mannequins represent greediness, vanity, careerism. Strictly speaking, 
the mannequins are afforded more positive portrayal than humans, at least as seen in the 
scene in which a mannequin drags his limbless companion to a ball. This compassion is 
completely absent from the human world. Significantly enough, representatives of the 
working class, the two members of the Socialist Party, Delegate 1 and Delegate 2, are 
equally loathsome in their servile preoccupation with material possessions and external 
lustre, parallelling the mannequins' preoccupation with figure and perfectly fitting clothes. 
29 See Erlich's comment on Khlestakov as an 'epitome of vacuity[ ... ], someone who does not 
choose the role of mountebank, but drifts into it. [ ... ] Khlestakov does not manipulate events, but 
is manipulated, in a sense created, by them. He is not smart enough to be a schemer: it takes him 
nearly two acts to understand the situation in which he finds himself' (1969: 104). 
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When the delegates come to Arnoux' s mansion, they are less concerned with the outcome 
of their mission than overwhelmed by the luxury of the mansion: 
Delegat 2 (do Pierwszego z zachwytem): Jaki parkiet! Co? Nogi same siy s1izgajEJ. Z 
nieprzyzwyczajenia moina sobie leb rozbiC. 
Delegat 1: To jeszcze kinderszpil! :iebys zobaczyl parkiet w sali balowej! Pedaly same 
taiiczEJ, bracie! Nie trzeba lustr- mo:iesz przejrzec siyw podlodze od stop do glow. 
Delegat 2: Nie! ... A wy towarzyszu, byliSi:ie Jui kiedys w sali balowej u kapitalistow? 
Delegate 1: Wiadomo Nie tu, nie u Arnoux, u innych. Fktycznie w sprawach partyjnych, 
(rozgltjda si~ zauwaiafotele. Do towarzysza) siadaj! 
Delegate 2 (dotyka r(koma fotela, potem siada. Z podziwem): Fajno sobie iyj lJ potentaci 
kapitalu! Co? Jeden taki fotel ile wart? 
Delegate 1: Za socjalizmu kaidy partyjny faktycznie b¢zie mial taki fotel. Jui teraz 
niektorzy ma}EJ. Najlepszy dowod, :ie do socjalizmujuiniedaleko. [ . .} (1966:167) 
Delegate 2 (to Number One, amazed): What a parquet! See? Feet slip on it by themselves. 
One is not used to such things; one can break one's head, that's for sure. 
Delegate 1: That's still kinderspie/! 30 If you only saw parquet in the ballroom! Pedals31 
dance by themselves, oh brother! You don't need a mirror - you can see yourself from 
head to toe in the very floor. 
Delegate 2: Really!. .. And you, Comrade, have you ever been inside a capitalist ballroom? 
Delegate 1: Sure! Not here, not in Arnoux's house, but somewhere else. Party matters, 
you know. (he looks around and notices armchairs. To his comrade) Let's sit! 
Delegate 2 (touches the armchair, then sits on it. Amazed): First-class. These capitalist 
tycoons know the good life! What do you think, how much must such an armchair 
cost? 
Delegate 1: In socialism every party member will actually have such an armchair. Some 
already have it which proves that socialism is just around the comer. 
The prototypes for this particular scene might have originated in the pages of proletarian 
literature to which Jasieri.ski was exposed soon after his arrival to the Soviet Union. He 
noticed the intrinsic contradiction in the struggle against capitalism and the desire for its 
luxurious lifestyle, as he saw it in the texts he had to review for Kultura Mas. According 
to Dziamowska, in one such text by an unseasoned proletarian writer, Jasieri.ski read: 
'Perhaps it is even pleasant to drive in automobiles with women in silks, showing their 
30 Jasieri.ski uses German kinderspiel meaning 'children's game', 'a trifle', possibly to mock the 
pretentious use of a foreign word by the otherwise uneducated delegate. See also the next footnote. 
31 Instead of the word 'legs', the author uses 'pedals' - kind of street argot which forms 
grotesquely ludicrous combination with German kinderspiel. Apart from that, 'pedals' are part of 
a bicycle not of a human body. The speech betrays the delegate as yet another automaton. 
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boobs, with stupid painted faces, to drink champagne with them, to tuck in to delicacies 
and to dance, dance, dance ... But this is not for us.' Jasietiski commented: 'Reading such 
sentences [ ... ] one is under the strong impression that the author's mouth watered while 
he was writing these words. This "But it is not for us!" betrays him completely' (in 
Dziarnowska 1982:293-294). Ridiculing the hapless writer of this passage, Jasietiski 
mercilessly exposes the true feelings of the proletarian writer, his lack of the idealism 
expected of a true Communist, and his obvious love for the extravagant comforts of life 
which he pretends to despise. 
The luxury of the Arnoux mansion makes a similar impression on the delegates, in whose 
view the advancement of socialism is measured by the number of possessions one is able 
to amass. The delegates openly display mannequin-like traits: they talk about dancing, they 
want to look at and admire themselves. There is even a possibility that they might be 
physically composed of parts that are not parts of a living human body- they have 'pedals' 
rather than legs. Slang, like metaphor, may also be affected by grotesque ambivalence and 
'pedals', like any other word, may be taken either literally or metaphorically. The most 
biting satiric point is made through the infatuation of the delegates with sham brilliance 
and luxury: sham because it is superficial; there is no uplifting - moral or spiritual -
substance in it. But even here there is uncertainty as to what or who the unequivocal satiric 
target might be, for the delegates are criticised for their shallowness both as human beings 
and as 'delegates'. The analogy with the mannequins is telling. Despising humans, the 
puppets nevertheless wanted their heads. The delegates despise capitalists but nevertheless 
want to sit in their armchairs and have access to their ballrooms. The party membership 
card makes this access possible, as Delegate 1 admits. To the possible list of satiric targets 
in the play we may thus add careerism, the preoccupation with personal gain and the greed 
of party members, while there is no reason whatever given in the play why these 
preoccupations should be limited only to capitalist countries, rather than to the human 
population as a whole, including Soviet society. This grotesque indeterminacy enhances 
the intensity of the ridicule and amplifies the range of Jasietiski's criticism. 
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Having no ideological commitment, political integrity or understanding of human 
machinations, Mannequin-Leader agrees with everyone, instructing Delegate 1 and 
Delegate 2, who appear to hear the decision from their Leader, not only to demand the 
reinstatement of the five francs deducted from their salary by Arnoux, but, seeing earlier 
that the industrialists 'throw money left right and centre' (170), he instructs the delegates 
to demand an increase of a further five francs. At this point, Mannequin-Leader reads 
aloud one of the proclamations prepared by the delegates, which happens to be the 
Communist proclamation of the strike. 
Manekin-Leader: [ . .}Robotnicy! bez wzgl{Xiu na swoje przekonania polityczne -
zjednoczcie siy w celu wsp6lnego wystlJPienia w obronie swoich elementarnych 
praw. Stworzmy wsp6lny front, ktory zmusi do kapitulacji krwio:iercze rekiny 
kapitalu! Precz z kapitalistycznym wyzyskiem! Zwr6d::ie nasze piycfrank6w. Niech 
iyje wsp6lny front robotniczy! Precz z dyktatur<J, buriuazji! Niech iyje dyktatura 
proletariatu! (skoriczyl czytaC, zloiyl z powrotem kartky. Do Delegat6w) Slusznie! 
Zaraz podpiszy! 
Delegat I: Znaczy ... towarzysz pose/ podpisze nasze wezwanie? Bo to jest ape! 
komunist6w. Nasz to ten drugi, ten kt6ry towarzysz pose/ trzyma w rfku- przeciwko 
strajkowi. 
Manekin-Leader: A po co wlaiciwie drugi, jesh ten jest dobry? [ . .] (1966: 170) 
Mannequin-Leader: Workers! Regardless of your political convictions - unite in order to 
defend your basic rights. Let's create a common front, which will force the 
bloodthirsty capitalist sharks to capitulate! Down with capitalist exploitation! Give us 
back our five francs! Long live our united proletarian front! Down with the bourgeois 
dictatorship! Long live the dictatorship of the proletariat! (he .finishes reading, folds 
the proclamation. To Delegates) Quite so! I'll sign it right away! 
Delegate 1: Does this mean ... Comrade Deputy will sign whose proclamation? This was 
the appeal of the Communists. Ours is the other one, the one that Comrade Deputy 
still holds in his hand - the one against the strike. 
Mannequin-Leader: Why? This one is quite all right. [ ... ] 
The language of the proclamation is as simplistic as that of the workers' speeches in the 
utopian world of I Burn Paris and as the speech of the delegate who addresses the Leader 
in the third person, exposing both his simple-mindedness and bootlicking attitude. The 
aggressive tone of the proclamation is ludicrous, not only because the demand for 'five 
francs' is offset with 'bloodthirsty sharks', but also because of the close juxtaposition of 
slogans which emphasise the power struggle more than they emphasise the call for social 
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justice. Simultaneously, the tone is ominous because, firstly we have seen what the 
mannequins -that is 'the oppressed' - had done to a human being- the oppressor- and 
secondly, because we recognise in this proclamation expressions directly borrowed from 
Soviet propaganda. Although the satiric targets in the play constantly alternate between 
criticism of human folly in general and narrower criticism of its specific manifestations in 
the society in which Jasietiski lives, the ideological significance of the play as merely an 
anti-capitalist farce is feeble. The ideological classification of the Leader as a phenomenon 
exclusive to Social Democrats is purely a matter of emphasis which Jasietiski deliberately 
and consistently avoids to provide. Corrupt careerists are everywhere, ideology or political 
affiliation makes no difference to them. The fact that the resolution of the conflict in the 
play is 'politically correct' from the Communist point of view does not result from a 
farsighted political vision, but is a matter of chance and is attributed to a puppet. 
Mannequin-Leader signs all the necessary documents in support of the strike not only in 
Arnoux's factory but also in Levasin's, not because he is convinced that this is the only 
right thing to do, but because this was the first resolution of the two he was given to read 
(170). His action is thus wholly arbitrary and not governed by any principles whatever. 
Finally, he hands over to the delegates the money which he received as bribes disguised 
as donations 'for the skilfully prepared strike [but] at some more opportune moment' 
(152, 159). He orders that the money be distributed among the striking workers. While the 
delegates accept Mannequin-Leader's decision as an ingenious tactic, Arnoux and Levasin 
see in it the most devious design, with well-considered personal gain for the Leader 
himself. These human beings, like the mannequins, judge others solely by their own 
experience: ifl am a scoundrel and a cheat so must everyone else be. But in the grotesque 
universe there can never be a situation in which 'all's well that ends well'. Here too, the 
'politically correct' outcome - the workers are rewarded while the capitalist villains are 
penalised - is undermined by the fact that the determining role is entrusted to a mannequin. 
The saviour of the workers is not an ingenious politician but a dummy, interested only in 
dancing. His 'wise' decisions are taken in haste, to get rid of the delegates: 'Well, 
goodbye. I am expected. I have to dance.' (172) Human beings and their problems bore 
him, while their behaviour and reasoning elude his comprehension. The simple device of 
putting a puppet in the place of a political leader and making him arrive at a correct 
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decision has undeniable satirical impact, but the satire is directed at all sorts of politicians 
whose success is the result of mimicry, ignorance, good luck and skilful manoeuvring 
rather than sincere devotion to the cause. 
This point is very clearly reiterated later by the Party Delegates who come to receive 
orders about the strike from the Leader of the Party. Talking about the Party, Delegate 1 
- '1' meaning also the one more senior - explains to Delegate 2 that the party is like a 
staircase, and all cannot get to the top at the same time; only those who have the 'knack 
for it' can do so: 
Delegat 1: Kaidy, kto ma Jeb na karku, trafi [na gory}. Mlodziak Jeszcze Jestes i w partii 
niedawno - musisz patrzec na starszych i uczyc siy rozumu. Polityka dla 
pocz1JtkuJ1Jcego to, i.ebyswiedzia/, to samo co plywanie Jodkf.J. Sifjdziesz pierwszy raz 
- i w glowie ci siykr~i. KieruJesz na prawo -Jedziesz na lewo, kieruJesz na lewo 
- Jedziesz na prawo. Wszystko ci wychodzi na wywrot. Dopiero potem, kiedy Jui 
trochy doszlusuJesz, zaczynasz rozumiec: i.eby Jechac w tym kierunku, o ktory ci 
chodzi, trzeba wioslowacw kierunku odwrotnym. Z poczf}tku, dopoki nie chwyciles 
tego sekretu, wszystko ciydziwi, bracie. AJak tylko zaczniesz siymfjdrzyC, wszystko 
przepadlo, poJdziesz na dno. Bo pierwsza rzecz w karierze polityczneJ-niczemu siy 
nie dziwiC, patrzeC, co robif}starsi. Choroy ci siymialo sto razywydawaC, i.e trzeba 
robic inaczeJ - nie gadaJ nic i rob, Jak ci kai;J. Zrozumiec zawsze Jeszcze b¢ziesz 
mial czas. Tak, bracie, polityka to nieprosta rzecz. 
Delegat 2: Ale przecie niekiedy bywa, i.e nawet naJwyisze asy partyJne pokpifJ cos i 
Jamil} sobie kark. Jakwtedy zrozumieC, czy to blfJd, czy polityka? 
Delegat 1: Zanim twoJ leader zlamie sobie kark, ciebie Jui dawno zJedzfJ robaki na 
obi ad. Zebys wiedzia/, i.e Jesli Jui taki leader zlamie sobie kark, to i wtedy ma Jakf}S 
swoJIJ specJalnfJ politycznlJ kalkulacJ(:. Jak pob¢ziesz dlui.eJ w partii - sam to 
zrozumiesz. (1966:168-169) 
Delegate 1: Everyone who has a head on his shoulders will get there [to the top]. You are 
still young and new in the Party - you have to look at your elders and learn to 
understand. To a novice politics is, you must understand, similar to rowing a boat. 
You sit there for the first time and your head spins. You tum right-you go to the left; 
you tum left - you go to the right. Everything is upside down. Only later, when you 
are more informed, do you begin to understand that if you want to go in one direction 
you must paddle in the opposite direction. At the beginning, when you don't know this 
secret, you are constantly surprised, and if you try to be clever, you go right to the 
very bottom. Because the first thing you must know about a political career is not to 
wonder at anything but to look what older [comrades] are doing. Even if a hundred 
times you think that it must be done differently, say nothing, and do what you are told. 
You will have time to understand it later. Yes, brother, politics is not an easy thing. 
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Delegate 2: But sometimes it happens that even the biggest Party aces make a mistake and 
break their necks. How do you know then whether it's politics or a mistake? 
Delegate 1: Before your leader breaks his neck, the worms will first eat you for dinner. 
You must know that if such a leader breaks a neck, then even in this he must have a 
political calculation. When you have been in the Party long enough, you will see how 
it works. 
The seemingly simplistic logic of this conversation is a scathing critique of dishonesty and 
opportunism; it reveals the whole 'know-how' of survival under the changing demands of 
ideology. Its relevance to Jasietiski's own position after his arrival in the Soviet Union is 
striking. One senses that Jasietiski reproduces here the conversations he, as a novice, must 
have held with his older Communist friends, like D~bal for instance, who from the 
beginning of Jasietiski' s stay in the Soviet Union was Jasietiski' s 'number one' ideological 
mentor. 32 From the moment Jasietiski arrived in the Soviet Union he was surrounded by 
intrigues and struggles for power disguised behind 'well-dressed' ideological slogans. In 
his pronouncements on art and literature Jasietiski emphatically criticised the simple-
mindedness, opportunism and hypocrisy of some writers and critics. Thus the significance 
of the mannequin with a human head speaking on behalf of the oppressed is devastatingly 
ironic. The satiric impact of the Communist proclamation of the strike being read to guests 
gathered at Arnoux' s house by the grotesque figure of a puppet is brilliantly double-edged. 
It explicitly allows the Communist cause to be outlined to capitalists through a mannequin 
dummy who has no idea what 'it' is doing, suggesting another explicit perspective, namely 
that Communist declarations may be pronounced by a human dummy who recites them 
without any understanding of the meaning of the words he utters. 
Inter alia, the function of the grotesque in the play is to expose the deceptive nature of 
appearance. An essential part of this deception is played by language. The ability to utter 
words, as noted in respect of Act I, is not exclusive to humans. While the mannequins' 
language - that is, what they are saying - is not crucial to the grotesque, the very fact that 
32 Recalling these days later in his letters to various party officials before and after his arrest, 
J asieriski spoke with anger of 'self-appointed nannies'. He writes directly that 'Dl}.bal played the 
role of my older and more experienced comrade, the always helpful staunch Communist' (in 
Jaworski 1995:158, 165 respectively). 
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they as dummies can speak, is crucial. The opposite applies to the language of humans. 
That human beings speak is normal, but how they use this 'gift' is important for the 
grotesque.33 Assuming that Jasieri.ski's intention was to expose the moral and spiritual 
hollowness of the bourgeoisie, we should consider the significant function oflanguage in 
the play. The very fact that mannequins can speak' degrades' the language of humans. The 
puppets have misappropriated the language of social struggle and of legitimate human 
suffering. This misappropriation incited them to rebel against a human being whom they 
decapitated. On the other hand, lacking as they do any individualisation, their use of the 
language of human beings is intended to convey their marionette-like essence. Jasieri.ski's 
use oflanguage in this play, criticised for its inferior quality, by Stem among others, may 
in this light be regarded as an intentional artistic device to further the sweeping satiric 
purpose ofthis play. 
Jasieri.ski knew Russian long before he came to the Soviet Union. He considered himself 
as having a gift for languages (in Jaworski 199 5: 1 71). It is known that he translated 
Krylov' s epigrams for a school magazine when he was in his early teens (Dziamowska 
1982: 11 ), while later he translated Mayakovsky, Esenin and Lenin. Although the 
occasional rigidity oflanguage in The Ball of the Mannequins may be attributed either to 
a poor translation from Polish or more likely to the haste with which the play was prepared 
for publication, it is unlikely that Jasieri.ski, frequently praised for his exceptional feeling 
for language, would allow phraseological clumsiness and syntactic repetitions to the extent 
they appear in the play without having explicit reasons for doing so. It has to be accepted 
that Jasieri.ski deliberately makes the speech of humans sound like the speech of puppets. 
The automatic repetition of phrases implies that the speakers do not comprehend the true 
meaning of the words they pronounce, and also indicates that they misappropriate 
language as a means of meaningful communication. Thus all the 'human' characters who 
33 The use oflanguage for satirical purposes may be illustrated by Ehrenburg's EypHafl. :JICU3Hb 
Jla3uKa PoumuteaHetfa ('The Stormy Life of Lazik Roytshvanets' 1928), a novel about the 
turbulent life of an uninitiated Communist who pretends to be a simpleton in order to tell the truth 
with impunity. The eponymous dimwitted hero continually challenges the language of set and 
figurative expressions, interpreting them literally, a habit that consistently lands him in trouble. 
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subsequently appear in Act II - Arnoux, Angelica, Levasin, Solange, and the Mannequin-
Leader - speak in a similar way, occasionally repeating identical phrases. One may 
compare scenes with Arnoux (152) and Levasin (160) when the Mannequin-Leader 
hesitantly - not because he finds it inappropriate but because he does not understand this 
gesture - accepts the bribe: 
Levasin: Z:tdnych 'ale', drogi panie ... Z:tdnych 'ale'. SEJdzy, ie mam chyba prawo, jako 
obywatel tego kraju troszczyc siy o jego racjonalny rozwoj i przyczynic siy, 
chociaihy w skromnej mierze, do ulienia warunkow pracy ludzi, ktorzy po5wif',CajEJ 
dobru spolecznemu caly swoj czas i wszystkie swe sily. Doprawdy nie mowmy o tym 
Wif',Cej! (1966:160) 
Levasin: No 'buts', my dear friend! No 'buts'! I am sure that as a citizen of this country 
I have a right to be concerned with its rational development and to contribute, even in 
this modest way, to bettering the condition of the working class that devotes all its 
time and its strength to the common cause. Let's leave it at that. 
Grandiloquent words like 'citizen', 'right' 'common cause' are used, but they mean 
nothing because in the human world communication takes place not on the purely semantic 
level, and words do not mean what they are supposed to mean. Thus 'citizen' means 'I', 
'right' means 'do me a favour', and 'modest contribution' means 'here is some money to 
keep you happy'. Communication is replaced by word-play. This is why human beings 
speak using repetitions, cliches, empty declarations and euphemisms. Arnoux talks of a 
'rational strike' (152) and believes that 'duty comes first, and only later is there time for 
amusement' (151) meaning by 'rational strike' - 'when it suits me', by 'duty' -his private 
business, disguised as the 'well-understood interest of workers' ( 151). Levasin talks about 
the 'fixed policy' of the Socialist Democrats represented by Mannequin-Leader (160) and 
sums up their conversation as 'an interesting debate about the current economic situation' 
(162). So many ideologically charged words - and so little meaning in them. 
The abuse oflanguage is exposed because the Mannequin-Leader is a true dummy, unable 
to comprehend the double meaning oflanguage, he is unable 'to read between the lines'. 
He does not grasp the complexity oflanguage usage in human society. Without hesitation 
he promises both Arnoux and Levasin to comply with their contradictory requests, 
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understanding none of the double significance of their speech and its implications. Human 
beings, on the other hand, accustomed to reading 'between the lines' misinterpret the 
straightforward words ofMannequin-Leader. This is well illustrated by the scene in which 
Angelica and later Solange try to seduce the mannequin. Because the mannequin treats 
human beings as puppets - he is not able to comprehend the difference - and the women 
treat the mannequin as a real person - they see only his head, that is, his status - the 
conversation leads to formidable comical misunderstandings of which only the audience, 
as outsiders to this world, are aware. Mannequin-Leader evaluates human beings in the 
only way he knows, by size and figure. Angelica and Madame Levasin laughably take this 
as proof that the Leader is the true connoisseur when it comes to women: 
Manekin-Leader: Hm ... Jest stosunkowo zgrabna, ale jak na czterdziesty numer trochr 
za plaska w biodrach. 
Angelica: Jak pan szczeg6/owo analizuje kobiety! Obnaia je pan wprostwzrokiem. Jesli 
jednak chodzi o nitt to sir pan myli. Ma zbyt kr6tkie nogi. W sukni tego nie widaC, 
gdyirobi sobie doscwysoko talir. Ale jeS/,i zobaczy flJpan rozebrantt a nie W1Jtpir, 
±e stanie sir to w najbli:iszym czasie, to sam sir pan przekona ... W dodatku ta 
kobieta nie zajmuje sir iadnym sportem, pr6cz milo!fci. A to nie wplywa bynajmniej 
na dobrlJ budowr. (1966: 175) 
Mannequin-Leader: Well ... she has a rather good figure, but for a size forty, her hips are 
a bit too flat. 
Angelica: What a profound analysis of women! You simply undress them with your eyes. 
But in her case, you are mistaken. Her legs are too short. You can't see it when she 
is dressed, because her dresses all have a higher waist. But if you see her without her 
clothes - and I don't doubt you will in the nearest future - then you'll see for 
yourself... After all, this woman does not play any sport, apart from love. But this 
does not improve her figure - on the contrary. 
When Angelica asks what the Leader thinks of her, the mannequin's judgement relates 
exclusively to her figure: 
Angelica: Ale nie wypowiedzial pan ostatecznie swego zdania ... Jakie braki zauwaiyl 
pan u mnie? 
Manekin-Leader (przyglEjdajlJC sirfej badawczo): Nie ma pani prawie zupelnie biustu. 
Dlatego tei suknie na pani nie leilJ zbyt dobrze. 
Angelica (uramna): Co-o-o? No wie pan, to Jui bezczelnosc! (zrzuca porywczo 
ramilJczka z ramienia i obnaia piersi, odwr6cona tylem do widowni) No? Czy 8mie 
pan nadal obstawac przy swoim zdaniu? 
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Manekin-Leader(bardzospokojnieobrzucajtJspojrzeniemznawcy,poczymprawtJrfictJ 
odwraca j tJ z lekka, dotykaj tJC palcami Jopatek): Lopatki nieco wystaj tJ. .. ( 1966: 17 6) 
Angelica: But you didn't say what you think of me ... What are my defects? 
Mannequin-Leader (scrutinising her): You have almost no breasts. That is why dresses 
don't always look well on you. 
Angelica (sulking): Wha-a-at? How dare you! (she pulls the straps down and bares her 
breasts, with her back turned towards spectators) Well? Do you still think that my 
breasts are too small? 
Mannequin-Leader (looks at her indifferently like an expert, then he turns her slightly 
holding her shoulder): Your shoulder blades are protruding slightly ... 
At this point the guests enter the room and see Angelica undressed. Angelica insists that 
her father announces her engagement to the Leader. The mannequin is not disturbed by 
this sudden turn of events, apart from worrying that the excited woman may break his 
finger, that is, damage his body (177). The similar encounter between Mannequin-Leader 
and Solange ends in the mannequin measuring the length of the semi-naked Solange' s legs. 
When this time guests enter and see Madame Levasin undressed, they decide that the 
honour of both women has been tarnished and to defend it they arrange a duel. The 
Mannequin-Leader's wooden indifference34 to their amorous advances is interpreted by 
both women as provocation on his part, as a proof of his finesse in lovemaking, and as a 
consequence of his highly analytical intellect, in the same way as his dealings with the 
Delegates were mistaken for the working of a shrewd political mind. In the eyes of this 
gathering, Mannequin-Leader has everything he needs to be an astounding social success. 
The unmasking of language, and with it the unmasking of the true nature of the play' s 
human world, continues. The need to arrange the duel is understood by human beings as 
the need to obey the custom to defend the honour of the ladies. The jargon of negotiations 
34 The intertextual correspondence with Gogol's The Inspector General is evident. Khlestakov also 
flirts with the mother and the daughter, having no real desire to seduce either of them, and in both 
cases the guests catch him in jlagrante. Jasienski obviously wants the reader to decode his scene 
to see that while Khlestakov' s compulsive courtship of the mother and the daughter is motivated 
by his need to make a conquest (see Karlinsky 1976:165), the mannequin has no understanding 
whatsoever of what such a conquest means. He is literally a wooden doll, thus his wooden 
indifference is literal, not metaphoric. The women's dancing around the wooden dummy evokes 
even more derisive laughter than was the case in Gogol's play. 
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regarding the duel - 'two shots, two holes in the air and a problem is resolved' (189) -
lays bare the hypocrisy of the society portrayed in the play. Earlier the two women were 
shown as harlots who, believing that the dummy is the Leader, threw themselves at the 
mannequin. Now it appears that they have 'honour', and this 'honour' has to remain 
unsullied. The duel - the mannequin learns - is the only way to ensure it. The situation 
becomes even more absurd when Arnoux and Levasin learn that the strike ordered by 
Mannequin-Leader has affected both their factories. They feel betrayed and the duel comes 
close to becoming an execution. Mannequin-Leader is worried that he might be shot in his 
wooden body so that the bespoke suit belonging to a customer, which he is wearing, might 
be damaged. Thus he pleads with the human beings to shoot him in the head - he already 
knows that it is useless. Unaware that he is a tailor's dummy, Arnoux' s guests do not 
understand the mannequin's reasoning, which increases their bewilderment and at the same 
time enhances the grotesquely humorous aspect of the play. For the Mannequin the duel 
is an absurd farce, and the need to play it is beyond his comprehension. Both women are 
known for what they are; their 'honour' is only a technical term, yet another figure of 
speech. Consequently the duel is nothing but mystification, necessary, however, to satisfy 
social convention and the propriety of those who have witnessed what appeared to be 
intimate scenes. Communication is reduced to euphemistic gibberish covering the dirty 
tricks of Arnoux and his 'pack'. It demonstrates how manipulative and ambiguous 
language can be, how useful for concealing true meaning. It explicitly shows how elevated 
words and noble phrases can cunningly camouflage the true nature of lowly deeds in the 
same way as a pleasing appearance may hide a despicable nature. 
Humour is an important aspect of the play and contributes considerably to the play' s 
grotesque character. The device of mannequins imitating humans in itself belongs to 
comedy, but the mannequins in The Ball of the Mannequins are not funny: they are 
threatening, their hostility to our own world makes us rather grin than laugh 
wholeheartedly. The most hilarious scenes occur in Act III where a conspicuous visual 
grotesque exploits its own comic potential. The action moves to the entrance hall in 
Arnoux' s mansion. Through the window the real, though headless, Leader creeps into the 
room with the intention of reclaiming his status-head. This entrance is noticed by 
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Mannequin-Leader who has earlier hidden himself in a knight's suit of armour standing in 
the corner of the room. Seeing the headless creature, Mannequin-Leader assumes it to be 
one of his fellow mannequins and feels obliged to warn him that the life of humans is 
entirely incomprehensible to mannequins and that the newcomer should rather avoid it. In 
reply the Leader, Ribandell, in fury asks for his head to be returned to him, but 
Mannequin-Knight is not convinced by the Leader's display of anger and continues to 
warn him not to get involved with humans. The stage is now occupied by a headless 
human figure and a suit of knight's armour fighting each other and screaming abuse. This 
hilarious skirmish is interrupted by Arnoux's servants. As Male Mannequin 1 predicted 
earlier, the real Leader is not taken seriously by his fellow humans who do not recognise 
him in the headless creature before them: 'Why the hell do you bother with him? Couldn't 
you find a better person to talk to? Don't you see that the guy has plastered himself to 
death?' (186) When Ribandell tries to explain his recent vicissitudes, no one believes his 
outrageous story. He is laughed at mockingly and eventually pushed out of the window, 
while the servants rudely deride him: 'There is obviously something wrong with your head. 
You have forgotten who you are [ ... ] go and look for your head and put it under the tap' 
(184). The fact that they are dealing with a headless individual does not bother the 
servants at all, since they believe that the fellow 'gassed' himself to such a degree that he 
lost his head: 'after all, it is the carnival', says one of them, and being drunk is common 
at such times. The servants evidently recognise the headless man as one of them ('fellow', 
'guy'), which is why they permit themselves familiarity and the use of slang expressions 
for being drunk ('plastered', 'gassed'), which would be unthinkable in case of someone 
with a head, that is, with 'a position'. On the other hand, in addressing the Mannequin-
Leader the servants are extremely polite: 'Sir, were you kind enough to ring for me?' 
(194) The irony is that the mannequin did not ring to summon the servant but accidentally 
pressed a bell. The irony also is that he is a puppet and the servants who are humans treat 
him with respect, simply because he has an appendage that signifies a position of authority 
attached to his shoulders. 
The comedy of circumstances continues to the very end of the play. While the beginning 
of the play seems still to be rooted in the threatening universe of J asieri.ski' s earlier works, 
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where the distinction between the human world and the world of artificial automata is 
blurred beyond recognition, the hilarious comedy intensifies towards the play' s 
denouement. Thus the angry, threatening tone of the final monologue comes as a surprise: 
Manekin-Leader (podnoszEJC rfky): Poczekajcie chwily! Ten czlowiek m6wi prawdy! (do 
Leadera) Drogi panie, nareszcie! Akuratw samEJpory. Malo brakowalo, abym pana 
nie poznal (wsuwa mu do rfki pistolet i popycha na swoje miejsce) Proszy, to 
paliskie miejsce. (szybkim ruchem zdejmuje sobie glowy jak kapelusz) Proszy! 
Paliska glowa! (podaje glowy Leaderowi) Niech pan bierze. Niech pan pr¢zej 
bierze! Jajuimam tego dosyc! Ina co siy, doprawdy, po/asilem? ... Kiedy wygralem 
glowy, wydalo mi siy, ie znalazlem skarb. A niech was licho z waszymi glowami! 
Terazjuiwiem, do czego wam SEJpotrzebne! ... Slusznie zadecydowali5my, aby temu 
anansowi obciEJcglowy. (wskazuje na Leadera) Czyijednakzdola siyje obciEJcwam 
wszystkim? Nie starczy noiyc. ZresztEJ to nie nasza sprawa. PrzyjdEJ tacy, kt6rzy to 
zrobiEJ lepiej od nas. A nam siyzdawalo, ie wy nam tylko nie dajecie iyc! Leczjak 
siyokazuje, SEJjeszcze tacy, kt6rzy chq siy z wami porachowaC. Widocznie zabrano 
siydo was nie na i.arty. To juidlugo nie potrwa. No, a tymczasem, skoro tu wszyscy 
majEJ glowy, to czemu pan jeden mial by bye wyjEjtkiem? Trzymaj pan! (nasadza 
glowy Leaderowi na ramiona i przyklepuje JEJ z wierzchu dlonilJ, ieby lepiej 
siedziala, po czym poprawia Leaderowi krawat i podnosi klapy fraka. Do obecnych) 
Panowie, moiecie kontynuowac [ . .}. (1966:208-209) 
Mannequin Leader (raising his hand): Wait a minute! This man speaks the truth! 
(turning to the Leader) Dear Sir, at last! Just in time. I almost didn't recognise you. 
(Puts the pistol in his hand and pushes him to his previous place) Here, here is your 
rightful place. (quickly takes offhis head, like a hat) Please, here is your head! (hands 
the head to the Leader) Take it. Take it quickly! I have had it! And really, I can't see 
what was so tempting about it before ... When I won this head, I thought I had found 
a treasure. To hell with your heads! Now I know what you need them for! ... We were 
right when we decided to cut off this rascal's head. (points towards the Leader) But 
will we manage to cut off the heads of all of you? There aren't enough scissors to do 
that. Anyway, it is not our problem. They will come, those who will do it better than 
we can. And we thought that you make life impossible only for us! It seems though 
that there are also others who want to settle scores with you. It is no longer a joke. It 
won't last for long now. And now, well, if all present here have heads, why not you? 
Have it! (he puts head on the Leader's shoulders and pats it from the top, to fasten 
it even better, after which he fixes the Leader's tie and straightens the lapels of his 
frock-coat. Turning to the guests) Gentlemen, you may continue[ .. .]. ( 1966:208-209) 
The fact that the closing speech is delivered by the mannequin is in itself grotesquely 
ironic, for a puppet is entrusted with preaching a philosophy oflife to humans. Seemingly 
serious in tone at the beginning, the monologue becomes openly ironic ('I can't see what 
was so tempting in it for me before'), but eventually assumes the tone of a political 
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manifesto, composed of denunciations and threats. Towards its end the monologue 
degenerates, however, into a joke, a clownish performance, emphasised by the stage 
directions. Why, we may ask, did the author who intended to write a political satire choose 
to end it in clownish bravado? Obviously, because the whole play is an all embracing satire 
- there is nothing in it that is not subjected to satirical mockery- nothing is serious. 
Despite the play being written in a mode of comic grotesque, its denouement is accepted 
by critics as J asietiski' s fiery declaration of his Communist ideals. For instance Stem notes: 
Even if we may occasionally find ambiguities in Jasienski's comedy, one thing is 
unequivocal: the final declaration of the play's hero - the mannequin, addressing all the 
capitalists gathered at the ball. [ ... ] These are the words we hear at the birth of every 
revolution. [ ... ]These are the words of the author himself (the mannequin obviously is his 
porte-parole), from the position of the logic of the class struggle. (1969:218) 
A similar view is expressed by Volynska, noting that 'the Mannequin-Leader becomes the 
author's porte-parole' and in his words is a 'fervently [uttered] revolutionary prediction'. 
Almost in the same breath Volynska adds that this 'tendentious statement, a proletarian 
threat hurled at the world and entirely out of character for the otherwise politically naive 
mannequin caught up as it is in its own fantasy of deformation, appears to have little 
relevance to the rest of the play' (1994:390). 
If the final speech is indeed 'entirely out of character' and not relevant to the play, why 
then does the mannequin refer to his own monologue that ends Act I? He speaks of his 
vain hopes and wasted illusions. Suddenly the utterly ludicrous dummy with a human head 
almost evokes our pity. He achieved his 'ultimate happiness' - freedom - only to discover 
that this 'freedom' is yet another sham. If Stern and Volynska are right, and the 
Mannequin-Leader is Jasienski's porte-parole, is he really saying what they are 
suggesting? 
The main technique of The Ball of the Mannequins is that of a game with confused 
identities, disguises and misrepresentations: headless mannequins that find themselves 
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superior to people, the real 'leader' without a head, Mannequin-Leader with a human 
head, then a puppet disguised in a knight's suit of armour, and humans with human heads 
but lacking those characteristics through which we as readers or spectators would 
recognise them as our fellow human beings. Because of the grotesque nature of the play, 
we are never certain what is said in earnest and what is said in jest. There are so many 
questions and no answers. And yet, despite all the potential meanings which the play 
generates, this bizarre universe, this tangle of strange circumstances and confused 
identities, leads to one philosophical reflection - how difficult it is to orient oneself in the 
modern world and its politics. Who is a real human being and who is only a puppet with 
human head? Who is a true Communist and who reads only what others have prepared for 
him to read? Why does the mannequin feel cheated and want revenge? Who are those who 
will come to avenge him? Will they come and kill humans or merely puppets with human 
heads? Why would the mannequin only at this final moment speak for the author, when 
he clearly admits that he himself was duped most of all? Perhaps laughing at everybody, 
Jasietiski laughs at himself most of all? Perhaps this sad ironic laughter- 'When I won this 
head, I thought I had found a treasure' - and this clownish grotesque jeering, mocks his 
own naive belief in the existence of the ideal world, his own inability to see behind the 
fa~ade of Communist propaganda. 
Living in France, Jasietiski could not possibly understand what Soviet life was becoming 
from the time Stalin came to power. He could only perceive the world from the narrow 
experience of life in the capitalist world. And he hated it. When he was expelled from 
France and invited to come to the Soviet Union, he thought he had won the real passport 
to freedom. Arrogantly he looked down on the life he had left behind and entered what he 
thought was 'a real human world'. After arriving in the Soviet Union, he was 'adored'35 
and 'bribed' with responsible. positions; he had mentors and advisers. Like the mannequin 
in a human world, he constantly made errors because he was an outsider in this world and 
35 The 'plump woman' who met him in Leningrad with a huge bunch of red roses was Anna 
Berzin, at the time the wife of an important official in Stalin's government. J asienski married her 
soon after his arrival in the Soviet Union when she divorced Berzin ( Dziamowska 1982: 251, 364-
366). 
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did not understand its logic. He accepted the Party's language literally while the Party read 
between the lines of his pronouncements meanings which J asietiski himself never intended. 
When Jasietiski wrote his first self-criticism in 1930 in response to the accusation of 
'national bolshevism' 36 (in Jaworski 1995: 198), he must have realised that this world was 
not the world it appeared to be from outside. When Jasietiski wanted to go abroad, he was 
refused permission37 or, as happens to the Mannequin-Leader in the play when he wants 
to escape from Arnoux' s mansion, he is told that 'According to orders from the police, no 
one is allowed to leave' (187). 
There must also be specific significance assigned to the scene in which the mannequin 
hides in a knight's suit of armour. The scene is emphatically grotesque: the mannequin 
taken for a human being seeking disguise in a knight-armour creates a complete confusion 
of identities aiming to deceive the oppressors, the puppet-like humans of this world. One 
of the most obvious analogies that this image evokes is that of the eternal knight Don 
Quixote, the transparent symbol of useless idealism. Is it therefore possible that Jasietiski 
tried to hide behind what seemed blind idealism as illustrated in some of his declarations 
and in those soulless poems in which he expressed his devotion to this new world only to 
save his life?38 And is that perhaps why he includes for the censors of the play in its last 
monologue some fiery ideological pronouncements although it is entirely unclear to whom 
they are addressed? To say that the last monologue is 'out of character' is the same as 
36 Sinyavsky explains that 'national bolshevism [is] the first type of Russian fascism, the core of 
the Soviet State' (1988:264). One has to understand, however, that such expressions were invented 
in their do~ens to justify the extermination of thousands upon thousands of people in the mass 
paranoia spread by the Soviet propaganda during the thirties. J asietiski himself was also criticised 
for 'national opportunism' while he criticised Barbusse for 'social fascism' (Jaworski 1995: 198). 
Krejdlin notes: 'Trotskyism, kulak, semikulak, supporter of kulaks - these words led directly to 
the extermination of over two millions of Soviet citizens. We say "rightist-leftist deviation" 
(prawicowo-lewackie), "revisionism" or "enemies of the people" - and again few thousands of 
people disappear' (1994:129). 
37 Jasietiski wanted to go abroad as a correspondent for lzvestya but was refused (Dziamowska 
1982:523). 
38 For example, By Way of Autobiography. These poems are included in the selection of 
Jasietiski's poetry (1972: 178-197). See the introduction to Chapter IV. 
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criticising the language of the play. The Mannequin-Leader is a grotesque figure, not only 
because he is a mannequin wearing a human head, but also because, being a ludicrous 
creature, at the end he discovers how illusory were his hopes that having a human head 
would set him free. It is interesting that of all the attributes of humanity, mannequins want 
human heads, that is status, and of all the rights humans have, the mannequins envy them 
only freedom, only to find that this supposed 'freedom' is merely another illusion. 
In By Way of Autobiography, Jasieri.ski defined the genre of The Ball of the Mannequins 
as a 'grotesque play' and admitted that he was prompted to write it 'because the 
revolutionary repertoire did not have lighthearted spectacles which would enable 
proletarian spectators to laugh at the enemy for two hours with healthy and carefree 
laughter that would give them revolutionary charging' (1972:253). Even ifby writing The 
Ball of the Mannequins Jasieri.ski was responding to a legitimate need,39 his play did not 
have the potential to satisfy that need in the sense in which he apparently envisioned it. It 
had even less potential to evoke a 'healthy and carefree laughter', as he put it. To the 
uneducated 'proletarian' audience the play was incomprehensible; it had shown little 
concern for reality and revolutionary themes, as required by the dictates of socialist 
realism. The cause ofRevolution is promoted by a mannequin wholly unconscious of what 
he is doing. Jasieri.ski's hope that the play would enable the audience to laugh for 'two 
hours at the enemy' was as irrational as the play itself, for the identity of the 'enemy' in 
The Ball of the Mannequins is obscure or perhaps even deliberately obfuscated. 
The discerning reader had even less reason to laugh, for under the veneer of a superficial 
and rather simplistic satire at the expense ofFrench Social Democrats, such a reader must 
have sensed a universal comment on the shallowness of human nature, on the inherent 
pettiness, greed and vanity of human beings. Apart from explicit doubt about the 
39 Ermolaev refers to this in his book Soviet Literary Theories by quoting Kirpotin's view 
expressed during 1934 Congress of Writers that 'Soviet plays had not reached the standards of the 
best bourgeois drama' (1963: 199). Even Stalin was of a similar opinion. In 1929 he wrote in 
regard to Bulgakov's play The Days of the Turbins, that it might be tolerated for the time being 
'because we have not enough of our own plays that are suitable for staging' (cited in Kemp-Welch 
1991:259). 
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possibility ofidentifying people and ideas by what they seem to be, the play alludes to the 
ongoing power struggle, or as the play expresses it, to the fact that 'the staircase' to 
power is getting narrower every day and those who do not fit on it are 'breaking their 
necks'. Cautiously but perceptively summing up the play' s unusual nature, Anatol Stern 
notes that 'in this comedy, more than anywhere else[ ... ], all the pitfalls of ambivalence 
which are hidden in this very genre of the fantastic grotesque come to the fore' 
[1969:216].40 To think that Jasietiski was unaware of these 'pitfalls' would mean that we 
accept that he did not have basic understanding of writing techniques and that the play is 
the work of a confused and immature mind, which is hardly Jasietiski's case. The 
impossibility of arriving at a straightforward and unequivocal interpretation of the play 
made it unsuitable for the Soviet theatre, even if the introduction was written by no less 
influential a figure than Lunacharsky who defended J asietiski' s device of 'the purposefully 
fantastic', arguing that the improbable world where 'headless mannequins speak [ ... ] 
although they do not have heads, and see although they do not have eyes', makes 
Jasietiski's satiric targets particularly accurate. 41 The play was never staged in the Soviet 
Union [Stern 1969:215].42 Meyerhold intended to produce it but his creative plans were 
cut short by his arrest, while the intention to stage the play by the 'unmasked spy Bruno 
40 Stem adds to this that all of this happens 'of course against the intentions of the author'. Writing 
his book on Jasietiski in 1969 in Poland which was a part of the Soviet bloc, Stem uses this clause 
for a good reason: the grotesque and official Soviet literature were never on good terms [see 
Chapter II] Publishing his book, Stem had to balance his integrity against his desire to rehabilitate 
J asietiski' s memory. 
41 Lunacharsky does not explain why, or what 'targets' he has in mind, almost certainly because 
he was a man of taste and discernment and saw exactly what the play was doing but dared not say 
so. 
42 The Ball of the Mannequins has been staged outside Russia, although the information varies. 
Stem mentions England, Japan and Czechoslovakia (in Prague at the Vlasta Burian theatre) in his 
Introduction to the play published in Dialog 2, 1957: 17; and 'before the war this play was staged 
exclusively in the avant-garde theatre of A. E. Burian in Czechoslovakia and in far-off Japan' 
(1969:215). This information appears also in Kolesnikoff's study (1982:121) but the name of the 
theatre director is misprinted and it appears as 'Bucharian avant-garde theatre in Prague'. Gerould, 
briefly commenting on Jasietiski's play, says: 'During the inter-war years, The Ball of the 
Mannequins was performed only in Japan and in Czechoslovakia, where it was directed by the 
famous Czech constructivist Emil Frantisek Burian' [1977:46]. 
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J asietiski' was taken as further proof of his departure from the ideals of Soviet theatre and 
Soviet reality [in Annenkov 1966:11/94-95].43 
Bravery 44 - 'The Unusual Story' 
Dziarnowska' s is thus far the only study to report that Jasietiski concluded a provisional 
contract with the Soviet publishing house Sovetsky pisatel' with the intention of publishing 
a collection of stories under the title 'Niezwylde opowiadania' ('Unusual Stories') 
(1982:498). 45 Three such stories were completed and published separately in Soviet 
literary journals. My;J1Cecmeo ('Bravery') and D1aeHb1ii 6UH06HUK ('The Chief Culprit') 
were published in Novy mir, Hoc ('The Nose') was published inlzvestya. 46 
While both The Chief Culprit and The Nose have been acknowledged as grotesques and 
satires (see Stem 1969: 187; Dziamowska 1982:489-498; Kolesnikoff 1982: 85, 110-124 ), 
Bravery is unanimously defined as an exemplary socialist realist work. Stern maintains that 
'no evidence of the grotesque that always fascinated Jasietiski so much' can be found in 
this story which meticulously reproduces the everyday life of the Soviet Union and its new 
43 AHHeHKOB, IOpttii.J(HeeHUK Moux ecmep'l. I(wm mpazeouu. Vols I & II. New York,1966. 
44 The translation of the title as used by Kolesnikoff ( 1982: 110). In this study, reference is made 
to 'Mystwo' published in Polish, translated from Russian by Zofia Dudziri.ska i Grzegorz Lasota 
in Bruno Jasieri.ski, 'Nogi Izoldy Morgan' i inne utwory poetyckie (1966:71-94). In this section, 
all quotations from this source are indicated by the page number only. 
45 This proves that he was not prepared to give in to the pressure of attacks directed at him for 
using a literary genre which bordered on the grotesque and the fantastic (see Dziamowska 
1982:498; Stem 1969:220. 
46 Hoeb1u Mup 1935 (2), pp. 5-16 and 1936(6), pp. 5-15; lf3eecmufl. 1936-(36-41), respectively 
(as in Kolesnikoff 1982: 142). The stories have been briefly summarised in my essay 'The Art of 
Bruno Jasieri.ski' in Jewish Affairs 1996(51):1. In this study, reference is made to the Polish 
translation of the stories in Jasieri.ski, 'The Legs of Isolda Morgan ' and Other Stories as 
'Mystwo', 'Gl6wny winowajca' and 'Nos'(l966). 
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morality. 47 Although the story is neither satiric nor grotesque in the same sense as the 
other two stories, the view that it is realistic, especially in the terms required by socialist 
realism, is equally unacceptable. It is an 'unusual' story and although its artistic value is 
limited, Bravery proves yet again that the mind of the writer of the grotesque is at work 
here as much as it is in the remaining two 'unusual stories'. 
Bravery is an exemplary illustration of 11epe36b111aiiHb1e 06cmoHlTleJ1bCmea, 'extraordinary 
circumstances',48 as Gogol used to say, or what Yury Mann calls 'fantastic supposition' 
which, in his view, is the point of departure for certain types of the grotesque and 
facilitates satiric exposition of reality. Mann explains that the 'extraordinariness' of 
circumstances creates the 'acceleration' of the action and exposes an unusual- as opposed 
to normal - tension in the situation of the characters, who are placed in a position 
delimited by the question: 'What would happen if we were faced with an unusual event?' 
(1966:90-91 ). Closely related to this is the artificially limited place of action. 49 The action 
of Bravery takes place on board an aircraft carrying Varya - a pregnant Komsomol girl 
- and three men: the young Komsomol activist Misha, the director of a factory Comrade 
Onufrev, and Losev - another Party official who appears to be a womaniser and a 
hypocrite and who is responsible for Varya's pregnancy. The isolation of all these people 
from life is not merely implicit, it is explicitly pointed out by the narrator in the opening 
paragraph: 
47 In all fairness to Stern, he notes that 'this new morality evokes - certainly against the author's 
own wish- no less shock than the morality shown earlier by Jasietiski in the crooked mirror of the 
grotesque. Such is for instance the scene where the young Komsomol-worker, seduced by a factory 
engineer, asks her Komsomol comrades whether she should give birth to a child or not, since he is 
an element foreign to the working class' (1969:220). 
48 This obviously contradicts the requirement formulated by Engels that literature should show the 
'typical hero in typical circumstances'. Jasietiski, who was aware of this requirement, interpreted 
it in his own unique way (see Chapter III). 
49 See Eikhenbaum: 'The grotesque style requires first, that the situation or event described be 
confined to a limited world of artificial experiences [ ... ] utterly closed off from concrete reality' 
(1982:32). Although Eikhenbaum has in mind spiritual more than physical isolation, his definition 
of the grotesque style emphasises an important aspect of the grotesque universe. Compare this with 
the views ofJennings on the grotesque situation (1963:19-20). 
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W ciasnej kabinie niewielkiego samolotu bylo ich pi~ioro. Rozmieszczone po obu 
stronach okna wypelniala blfkitna pustka. Dawna zostaly w tyle prostokl:}ty znajomych 
fabrycznych budynk6w i teraz rozcil:}gala sif: w dole zielona r6wnina, podobna do 
rozeslanej- :ieby mifkko moina bylo opasc- pikowanej koldry. (1966:73) 
There were five of them, sitting in the confined space of an aircraft cabin. The small 
windows on both sides were filled with blue emptiness. The familiar squares of factory 
buildings had been left behind long ago and now the expanses of green plain were spread 
down below - to make the soft downfall possible - like a quilt. 
From the perspective of the enclosed space of the aircraft the earth looks cosy and safe, 
nevertheless the omniscient narrator contemplates the possibility of an aircraft falling 
down. The embryonic plot is based on an anecdote-like situation - four passengers are 
confronted with a crisis situation when the pilot suddenly dies of a heart attack. The 
passengers are aware of their fate: 'Everything was as it had been ten minutes before: the 
aircraft flew softly, without losing speed; only the human beings inside it knew that they 
would never touch ground again' (85). None of them knows how to land an aircraft and 
there is only one parachute which belongs to Misha, an amateur parachutist. 
The next paragraph describes Onufrev' s landing with the parachute while the aircraft 
crashes: 'He looked up into the sky. It was blue and limitless. He could not see the 
aircraft. Perhaps it had never been there? All this was a hideous, agonising dream.' (85) 
But the next day, the newspaper confirms the aircraft crash and the death of all its 
passengers. What happened in the split second before the crash no one will ever know. 
The only version is the one given to the press by Onufrev who miraculously survived the 
crash, in which he claims that he drew the lot which gave him the right to use the 
parachute. Fate, however, is against him. When Onufrev's briefcase is found after the 
crash, it contains a note in which he wrote to his young wife, informing her that Varya 
won the parachute. His version changes; he admits the truth publicly and says that Varya 
and Misha pushed him out because they considered his life to be more valuable than theirs. 
The fact that Onufrev conceals the truth means that he was not comfortable with the actual 
events; he felt ashamed that he survived instead of a pregnant girl. Although the comrades 
forgive him for initially concealing the truth, his wife does not - not because she disagrees 
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with Varya's reasoning that Onufrev's life is more valuable but because, by lying, he has 
denied Varya and Misha their claim to heroism. 
It is impossible to accept this chain of bizarre events at face value as a merely realistic 
presentation done with the intention to uplift the readers of the story. The plot itselflooks 
as it originates in an anecdote; many such anecdotes are popular today. 50 The 'seriousness' 
of this excessive accumulation of extraordinary events must therefore be accepted 
cautiously and assessed rather as a ludicrous background against which difficult moral 
dilemmas evolve. Although the mind of the writer of the grotesque seems to be present 
in the relating of the events - the secrecy, the ambivalence, the unusual circumstances -
the grotesque is subtle and disguised by the story's seemingly serious tone. 51 Even the 
story's characters do not laugh. Thus, looking at the 'caricature' of Onufrev on the first 
page of a factory bulletin, 'Misha with difficulty refrained from laughing: did they imitate 
him well! His hardly visible baldness, as ifincidently covered with a graying strand of hair, 
and his nose slightly deformed - everything the same. It was inappropriate to laugh in the 
presence of Onufrev, even if he was not seeing it' (73). The comment might be a 
concealed satire on the officious seriousness of the totalitarian state where drawing a 
caricature of a Party official equalled treason. The narrator uses the word 'caricature' 
twice, and 'playful drawing' once, contradicting his own emphasis that 'everything is 
exactly the same' as the way Onufrev looks. 
Although the story does not make emphatically satiric statements, it conveys implicit 
criticism. The author exposes the true nature of the characters by forcing them to face 
50 The anecdote operates in a similar way to the popular question-and-answer in English-speaking 
countries, 'Knock, knock. .. who's there?' It usually concerns three or four politicians of various 
nationalities who find themselves on board a plane; there is only one parachute and the question 
is posed to the listeners, who should use it? The final answer usually wittily captures an actual 
political situation. 
51 See: Jennings for whom 'fearsome and ludicrous' are central to his concept of the grotesque: 
(1963: 15); Mc Elroy (1989: 12) and Thomson (1972:21) also state this view; Kayser, although he 
admits that the role of laughter is one of the most difficult aspects of the grotesque, does not deny 
that its presence is essential (1981:187) 
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extraordinary circumstances. The device identified by Mann as 'fantastic supposition' 
creates a hypothetical situation in which the character of each person is revealed. Facing 
death Varya and Misha behave like true heroes, Losev is exposed as a hypocrite and a 
despicable careerist. His character is exposed also through the affair he had with Varya: 
he has lured the young girl into the relationship with pseudo-intellectual verbosity and 
ideological cliches about 'new people' and 'new morality', but when she falls pregnant he 
switches to the explanation that 'the maternal instincts enslave women, [ ... ] and as an 
emancipated true proletarian' she must resist that instinct and abort the pregnancy (77). 
The language yet again is exposed as meaningless, ideologically charged words are used 
as a cover-up, in this case for the selfishness and lack of commitment. But on the other 
hand, Losev is a good specialist, whose expertise is needed and respected. The integrity 
of the prominent party official Onufrev, given all we eventually learn about him, is also 
hardly commendable. From the start he is portrayed as being far from an ideal Soviet role 
model. Although his contribution to the Revolution is emphasised, he seems to be vain; 
his wife is much younger, he conceals his baldness and his age. He is childishly 
competitive, which is seen in the way he approaches a friendly game of chess with Losev 
who, knowing this weakness of the director Onufrev, deliberately loses the game in order 
to win his favour (Losev wants to leave the factory where he is being victimised because 
of his affair with Varya). The story proves that the membership of the Communist Party 
does not free one from fear, hypocrisy, vanity or cowardice. In the end, Onufrev appears 
to be driven by fear and guilt, but he is a survivor, not because he survived the crash but 
because of the way he dealt with it. He is the one whose judgement is left to the reader. 
As the story does not provide clear-cut examples of virtue, it cannot be accepted as 
socialist realism. Its positive heroes, the enthusiastic but narcissistic Misha, 52 and the 
honest but gullible Varya, die. Moreover, they would die in vain, that is, their heroism 
would remain unacknowledged, if Onufrev were not forced to reveal the truth. The people 
of the older generation do not provide the example and moral guidance expected of them 
52 Misha is portrayed as having 'neither a good figure nor a handsome face'. Nevertheless, 'more 
than once, looking at his snub nose in the scratched mirror, he was overcome with amazement that 
this was he, Misha - the same Misha Pokalyuk about whom they write in newspapers' ( 1966 :7 4). 
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by Soviet society. Their authority relies heavily on their prerevolutionary achievements and 
their contribution to the ultimate victory of Communism. This is the way Losev conquered 
the heart of Varya, and this is how Onufrev maintains his relationship with his wife: 
'Initially Onufrev tried to balance the age difference with his prerevolutionary experience 
[in the struggle]' (80). However, their contribution to building Communism is constantly 
questioned, for one is never certain when even a seemingly dedicated Communist will be 
'unmasked as a harmful element' as was the case with Losev, or Ryzhov alias Panteleyev. 
The young people are used and manipulated by their older comrades. 
Instead of a positive outlook on the prospects for Communist development projects, the 
atmosphere of the story is threatening. For instance, in climbing up the party ladder, Misha 
comes close to 'breaking his neck' (zwyci~two nie przyszlo mu latwo, o malo nie skrfeil 
przy tej okazji karku, 'the victory did not come easy, he almost broke his neck' [74])53 
when someone implicated him in sabotage. That 'someone' was soon 'unmasked' as the 
son of a kulak who under an assumed name was admitted to work in a factory (75). 
Another unacceptable aspect of the story, from the perspective of socialist realism - was 
the story's main theme itself: a catastrophe. And it is precisely here that - extrinsically at 
least - ludicrous grotesque humour enters. Dziarnowska cites the following incident in 
respect of the reception of Bravery in the Soviet press: 
[ ... ]the literary press was silent with the exception of a letter from a reader, published in 
Pravda, claiming that the story did not make sense because its author had no idea how an 
aircraft is constructed nor was he aware that it is impossible to open the door of the 
machine while it is in flight and that in a Soviet passenger aircraft the pilot cannot die of 
heart attack, because he undergoes a thorough medical examination every time he is going 
to fly. The Unlikely Story was the title. And that was all. (1982:491). 
Dziarnowska' s reference to this letter illustrates the intellectual atmosphere that 
surrounded literature in the Soviet Union in the second half of the nineteen- thirties. 54 The 
53 We may recall here the comments of the 'Delegates' in The Ball of the Mannequins, as quoted 
earlier. 
54 Anticipating such a vulgar approach to literature, Gogol in Leaving the Theatre ... (an 'after-
play' to The Inspector General) ridicules it brilliantly, attributing the comment about the author 
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writers did not dare to express their views openly, uneducated readers could not bother 
to read between the lines, they needed 'true to life' plausible and familiar stories. The 
'fantastic supposition' of this story defies the realism which the reader of Bravery 
expected. The author of the letter to Pravda did not understand that the story was 
concerned neither with the plot nor its plausible development, nor with the intricacies of 
aircraft engineering. Dziamowska makes yet another valuable observation, pointing out 
that in the officially published Russian literature of the time there were few works, if any, 
which would not have a ready answer to the question about whether Onufrev' s life was 
really more valuable than Varya's (1982:490), which is without a doubt the key question 
of the story. 
For J asieriski the problem of the value of life in the context of ideology emerged long 
before: in the Lay of Jakub Sze/a, especially its stage production, in I Burn Paris, in The 
Ball of the Mannequins. He kept avoiding answering it directly, although seeing the 
easiness with which blood poured, heads rolled and thousands of people died in his earlier 
works, the reader might suppose that the author was weighing ideology against the life of 
an individual. It is difficult to answer what Jasieriski as an individual thought, for the 
grotesque ambivalence of most of his works prevents reaching an unequivocal conclusion. 
That is the point which was made right at the beginning of this study, that it is impossible 
to categorise the author of the grotesque. We can only note the constant tension in his 
works between his abstract humanism, his belief that it is possible to attain an ideal world 
- which made him an idealist, and his rejection of life as it is - which made him lose the 
perspective of life of a real human being, an individual like himself Bravery is the first of 
J asieriski' s works in which we notice this tension easing and the face of a real human being 
emerging from the nameless masses. This tendency is already fully established in The Nose, 
in which J asieriski openly questions ideology as a force which should determine a person's 
right to life. 
of the play to the Voice of an Angry but Obviously Experienced Civil Servant: 'What does he 
know? Not a damn thing. And he is lying, lying; everything he wrote, it's all a pack oflies. That's 
not even the way you take bribes, if you get right down to it...' (1990:84). 
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The story Bravery does not deal with faceless crowds or puppets but with individuals in 
a dramatic, even though hypothetical, situation. It is an open-ended story: the fact that the 
collective forgives Onufrev does not prove that Onufrev was justified in accepting V arya' s 
gift oflife. Fate chose Varya, in the first place, and fate revealed the truth- the briefcase 
survived the burning aircraft (88). 'Fate' here clearly overwrites Communist logic. On 
these premises the reader must find an answer in his own conscience, as well as decide 
whether the title of the story should be accepted at face value or with an ironic question 
mark. Making his story seem 'realistic', Jasieri.ski deceived readers and even scholars who, 
like Kolesnikoff, consider it 'subordinated to the utilitarian requirement that literature 
should offer a didactic illustration of ideological premises and patterns of behaviour' and 
who maintain that 'the moral problem facing Sergey Onufrev, the protagonist of Bravery, 
is very simple. It has to do with basic honesty' (1982: 110-111 ). Jasieri.ski anticipated such 
a reading; that is why Onufrev himself explicitly contests it: 'I should simply say how it 
was. But this "simply" is not simple at all ... ' (1966:89). 
The Chief Culprit 55 
The Chief Culprit can be interpreted both as a satire which mocks the world through the 
crooked mirror of the grotesque, or as a grotesque that leads to a satiric effect. Either way 
it is a powerful statement against the eternal and most self-defeating tendency in 
humankind, the tendency which makes man conceive the most efficient way of killing 
another man. Commenting briefly on The Chief Culprit, Dziarnowska notes that it 
'balances on the verge of the grotesque' (1982:497) while Stern classifies it as 'the 
grotesque inspired by political passion' and maintains that the satire is directed at 'the 
55 In this study reference is made to 'Gl6wny winowajca' published in Polish, translated from 
Russian by Zofia Dudzmska and Grzegorz Lasota, in Bruno Jasieriski, 'Nogi Izoldy Morgan ' i 
inne utwory poetyckie( 1966:95-116). All quotations from this source are indicated by the page 
number only. 
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judiciary of the Polish sanacja56 regime' (1969:219). Volynska considers the story, along 
with The Nose, a 'prose gem', in which Jasieri.ski 'insists on hallucinatory, preposterous 
malformations oflife in order to arrive at socially universal as well as individually human 
satirical profiles' (1994:395). But assessing the story, neither of the scholars sufficiently 
justifies their views. 
According to the subdivision suggested by Petro (1982), the story can be classified as an 
'anti-militarist satire' that relies on irony, gallows humour and the grotesque. The 
protagonist is an anonymous individual, representing both himself with all his personal 
obsessions, and an unspecified 'grey' mass of people who have nothing to say about the 
way they lead their lives. The title of the story refers to the masses of people who want to 
live in peace - 'the chief culprit of moral resistance' (103). The economic power of the 
enemy is also measured by the number of its masses, which is why the masses - 'the 
civilian population, the chief culprit, must irrevocably be destroyed' (104). The chief 
culprit is also the chief character - an insignificant man, the likes of whom make up the 
masses: 'After reading the article he was dumbfounded: he realised that he was a chief 
culprit whose destruction was being masterminded by the biggest brains in military 
headquarters' (103). As an individual he is doomed by the system long before his actual 
conviction in the ludicrous process against participants in an ongoing anti-war campaign, 
which ends the story (116). 
The universe created in this story is grotesque. Initially it is the illusory world of the 
protagonist's dream - a terrifying recurring vision about his life in the trenches. It is so 
vivid and real that the protagonist has difficulty in distinguishing between reality and 
nightmare: 
56 Sanacja (from Latin sano 'to heal') is a term accepted by historians to describe the rule of 
Marshal Pilsudski after his 1926 Putsch which claimed to be healing the Polish state from the 
devastation of partition and economic disaster (see Milosz 1983:383). 
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... Obudzil siy zlany potem, z twarz<J oblepion<J starf<J w proch slom<J. Wci8niyty w 
posciel, rozdarl paznokciami poduszky. Dlugo siedzial dysz<Jc glo8no. Nie magi zdac 
sobie sprawy, co siyz nim dzieje. Znow ten natr{iny koszmar! (1966:98) 
... He woke up wet with sweat, with his face coated in straw dust. 57 Pressed into the 
bed linen, he tore the pillow with his fingernails. Then he sat for a long time breathing 
heavily. He could not grasp what was happening. Again this obsessive nightmare! 
This is also the real world, historically and geographically identifiable. The action takes 
place in the interbellum period in Warsaw. The political leader Marshal J6zefPilsudski is 
identified through his well-known in Polish nickname Dziadek, that is, 'Grandfather', 
earned by his lavish moustaches; reference is also made to his 1926 coup d'etat (see 
footnote 56). However, this real world is so menacing that it does not differ from a 
ludicrous nightmare. Even during peace time the theme of war dominates press articles, 
conversations at work, and social gatherings. Everyone talks about how to defend oneself 
during attacks from air, land and sea. People are forced to participate in self-defence 
programmes, they 'diligently pull on pig snouts of gas-masks' which make them look 
ridiculous, as is the case with one of the characters qualified by his looks as an 'anteater'. 
The scientists who are not busy inventing new, more accurate and more efficient weapons 
spend time inventing special 'cradle-suitcases supplied with oxygen, to be used as gas-
masks for infants in case of an attack, as advertised to the public in beautiful slogans' 
(105). The press debates the effectiveness of all these devices, proving them uniformly 
useless. 
The intensely ironic tone of the narrative is maintained throughout. Thus, soon after one 
war has ended, another began. As there was no comfort for the main character in his 
dream, there is no comfort in reality. Although people tell him that this one is a different 
war, he does not believe them; he has had enough of all the wars and is not interested in 
any cause. He is called a traitor and is forced to give up his job. He is swept by the fever 
of war which consumes the society: 
57 Here the reference is made to the straw mattress, on which the protagonist sleeps. 
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Zamkn<J si yW do mu i probowal przeczekaC. Mialjakies tam oszczfrino!fci, dostatecznie, 
:i£by przeiyC. Byljeszcze w tym czasie naiwniakiem - wierzyl, :i£ mo:i£ zostawi<J go w 
spokoju. 
Znaleziono go w domu i wr~zono karty mobilizacyjn<J. Na ulicach rozkudlane 
matrony urujdzaly Japanki na mlodych ludzi w cywilu i odprowadzaly ich na najbliiszy 
posterunek policji, zdzieraj<Jc im po drodze krawaty. Nie bylo siy gdzie schowaC. 
Wystarczylo wysun<Jc tylko nos na jak<JS ulicy, a kaida zatrzaskiwala si y natychmiast, 
jak pulapka na myszy. (1966:99) 
He locked himself up in his flat and tried to wait. He had some savings, just enough to 
survive. At that time he still was naive - he believed they would leave him alone. 
They found him at home and handed over the mobilization order. On the street 
dishevelled staid women were organising roundups of young men in civilian clothes and 
taking them to the nearest police station, on the way pulling off their ties. There was no 
place to hide. It was enough to put a nose out into the street, and every time it snapped 
immediately, like a mousetrap. 
When the protagonist is arrested, his metaphoric feeling of being trapped is reinforced by 
his physical confinement. In prison he lives the absurd life of an innocent man who in order 
to save himself from torture must fabricate his alleged crimes. And when his fabrication 
is unmasked in court by the advocate of another defendant, he is sentenced to death, 
presumably for exposing the justice system for what it is. Ironically, only for a brief 
moment, when he hears the accusations directed at him, he undergoes a metamorphosis, 
and from a browbeaten terrified man he becomes a hero, his life gains a purpose, for the 
first time he senses that his hate of war is shared by many other people, and with pride he 
admits in court his participation in the invented clandestine movement. When his deceit is 
exposed, he is devastated because, just as the system needed him as an enemy to justify 
its existence, so he needed the absurd invention for his life to have meaning. 
The forces perceived by the protagonist as antagonistic are referred to as 'they', 
'someone', 'gentlemenofthemilitary', 'thepress', 'scientists', 'some general, whosename 
is difficult to pronounce' and 'the general Powderu whose name derived from "powder" 
is easy to remember' (104). The lurking evil powers promoting war seem to be 
omnipresent and omnipotent. As was the case in The Legs of Jsolda Morgan and as they 
are seen in P' an' s perspective of the European culture in I Burn Paris, on the antagonistic 
side are all machines and technology, as well as science: 
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Gazety codziennie przynosi/y oszolamiaj EJCe wie.SCi o nowych supersilnych kr EJ:inwnikach, 
czolgach i bombowcach. Z ekran6w kinowych wielop¢rowe pancerniki powoli zwraca/y 
na niego paszcze swoich dzial Wszystkie karabiny maszynowe i dziala 5Wiata skierowane 
na niego, czeka/y tylko na um6wiony sygnal Nonsensem bylo marzyc o ocaleniu. 
(1966:103) 
Every day the newspapers brought stupefying news about super-powerful cruisers, 
tanks and bombers. From cinema screens, many-storeyed armoured ships were slowly 
turning their muzzles directly at him. All the automatic rifles and cannons in the whole 
world were directed at him, only waiting for the signal to fire. It was nonsensical to dream 
of surviving. 
Occasionally we have the impression that the situation of the protagonist is similar to the 
one of the Mannequin-Leader among the people gathered at Amoux's house in The Ball 
of the Mannequins: although he looked similar, uttered the same words and made similar 
gestures as humans, he did not belonged to this world. The protagonist of The Chief 
Culprit is completely alienated from the society in which he lives. He does not understand 
the reasoning of other people. But the way he is presented by the narrator does not inspire 
our sympathy, he reminds us of a puppet: after being wounded in a war, he passes through 
a hospital where he is patched up like a doll; his nose is saved but he loses one eye. A glass 
eye is fitted, which looked even better than the real one, 'it had more expression' (100-
101 ). Like the mannequins, he too is concerned with his appearance: 
Kiedy wr6cil do domu i obejrzalw lustrze swojl:Jjakby zmi¢EJ twarz z bojafiiwie 
wytrzeszczonym okiem, zrobilo mu Si(: troche nieswojo. Pozbawili go nawet tego, co 
kiedys tak bardzo sobie cenil, odebrali mu przy pomocy noi.a chirurgicznego podstaw(: 
sukces6w :iyciowych- ujmujEJCEJpowierzchownosC. (1966:101) 
When he returned home from hospital and saw his creased face with one fearfully 
gaping eye in a mirror, he felt a little uncomfortable. They had taken away from him even 
what he was so proud of; with a surgeon's scalpel they had taken from him the foundation 
of his success in life - his pleasing appearance. 
Like an insignificant marionette, a plaything in someone else's hands, he does not have a 
name. But only very few characters are singled out as having identity. One of them is 
Glowak, who was an 'idiot' because instead of waiting until he was killed in a battle, 
hanged himself in the lavatory of his army barracks: 
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Rana na pryczy Glow aka nie bylo. Znaleziono go w klozecie, kiedy oddzial zbieral si y 
do wymarszu. Wisial na pasku od spodni zaczepionym na NJczce rezerwuaru - d/ugi i 
niezgrabny, w kalesonach, z jioletowlJ szramlJ na lewym policzku po ranie od odlamka 
szrapnela. Wada plyn{:la szemrzlJC i obmywa}IJC du±e palce jego koicistych nag. 
I tak pozostalw pami~i: d/ugi i wypryitJny, jakby stalw wodzie na pa/each. 
[ . .] W nocy Jan Glowak, d/ugi i bosy, z fioletowlJ szramlJ przez policzek szedlna pa leach 
po szumil}cej wodzie, jak Chrystus. (1966: 100) 
In the morning Glowak was not in his bed. He was found in a lavatory when the 
detachment was ready to leave for a battle. He was hanging by the belt of his pants, 
affixed to the water tank handle - long and shapeless in his drawers, with a purple scar 
from his shrapnel wound to his left cheek. The water was flowing, murmuring, and 
washing the toes of his bony feet. 
And this is how he stayed in his memory: long and stiff, as if he were standing on the 
water. 
[ ... ]At night Jan Glowak, long and barefoot, with a purple scar on his cheek, walked on 
the murmuring water, like Christ. 
Glowak is compared to Christ, but the circumstances under which and the place where he 
hangs himself do not fit the pathos surrounding the figure of Christ. The comparison is 
grotesquely ironic, but the simile is double-edged. On the one hand the pitiful figure of a 
hanging man only resembles Christ as frequently seen in icons and paintings and, on the 
other hand, in his innocence, Glowak is Christ, because he refuses to be a pawn in the 
slaughter organised by others. Our hero does not follow him, because he fears death more 
than he fears killing others. That is why the grotesque figure of Glowak' s corpse is given 
a name,58 while the 'main hero' remains anonymous. 
The other named character in the story is Jagielski - 'the bald fat man looking like an 
anteater in a brown overcoat'(105). These two named characters contribute to the final 
demise of the main character who, drinking a beer with Jagielski, tells him about Glowak' s 
philosophy oflife: 'they will not rest until they kill all of us' (106). The conversation is 
58 Glowak might after all be a real person. As the narrative states later, he hanged himself in 1920 
( 1966: 107). At that time J asieriski was in the army and such an incident might very well have taken 
place in reality. As Jasieriski notes in his 'Last Testimony', his own army experience in the 
Chelmno Military College in 1920 was extremely unpleasant ('two of four months I spent in a dark 
cell'). He was 'bullied and almost had to face a military court' (in Jaworski 1995: 149). Jaworski, 
relying on the information of the poet's brother, fills in that while in Chelmno Jasieriski organised 
'futuristic soirees' where he read inflammatory poems (ibid.: 11-12). The 1920 date is significant 
also for another reason - it was the year of the war between Poland and Communist Russia. 
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overheard by an 'enterprising man in an elegant jacket' who joins the conversation, both 
interested in the topic and wanting to know more about these 'very reasonable, sober 
thinking people'. He finds out that Glowak is no longer 'here', he is 'there, where we all 
should be - for that is the only place to be for a thinking person' (106). In the world 
portrayed in this story, it is better not to have names. Thus, although the name of the 
protagonist is not revealed to the reader, it is revealed to the 'enterprising man', and leads 
to the protagonist's subsequent arrest. Having no idea how to deal with torture and the 
interrogations which aim to force him to confess the names of other members of the 
'illegal antiwar organisation' as well as details ofGlowak's whereabouts, since the police 
are convinced that 'there' means the Soviet Union and they will not accept the explanation 
that he is dead (107), the protagonist gives the names of people from the telephone 
directory, fragments of which he has found in the prison lavatory. When the hoax is 
exposed during the court procedure, people cancel their telephone subscriptions, so their 
names will no longer appear in the telephone directory. 
The universe of the story is peopled mostly with appearances whose identity is either not 
known or is deceptive. An elegant, 'enterprising' and markedly friendly man is a spy who 
reports on the protagonist; an innocent conversation with an acquaintance is taken for 
encoded plotting. When the protagonist is arrested, his defender is convinced of his guilt, 
and he prepares his defence not with the intention to prove that the protagonist is 
innocent, but - ironically - to ask mercy because of his contribution to the country in 
defending it during the war. The fact that everything that is being said is misunderstood 
and misinterpreted generates a profoundly ironic twist not only to the narrative but also 
to life itself Thus the phrase with which the spy approaches the protagonist, that he needs 
his address because he does not want 'to lose contact with soberly thinking people', is 
aimed at obtaining his address so he may be arrested, the friendly handshake has the 
significance of the kiss of Judas, and the protagonist's explanation that Glowak is 'there' 
is interpreted as Glowak being in the Soviet Union while in fact the man has been long 
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dead. 59 Irony affects also the jargon of the press which relies on euphemistic and elevated 
slogans such as 'historical necessity' and 'outposts ofWestern civilisation' (101) to cover 
up the aggressive policy towards the Soviet Union. 
The irony affects the whole narrative, occasionally producing an effect of gallows humour. 
Thus the narrator cynically informs us that the protagonist 'luckily was poisoned with gas' 
(98) and that losing an eye might have been a spot ofluck for the hero, in that it gave him 
some hope of not being called to the war again: 'perhaps now that he has only one eye 
they will finally leave him alone, and will not rush him to war. Anyhow, if one thinks about 
it, one closes the left eye when shooting a rifle, which means that a soldier does not need 
it' (101). The narrator's logic and his bizarre sense ofluck is so different from ours that 
certain passages have to be read several times. Irony affects every bit of the protagonist's 
life. Thus having only one eye is interpreted by others as a sign ofhis heroism and on those 
grounds he wins the favour of a young girl whom he eventually marries. But as he enjoys 
his first morning as a married man, a stray bullet comes through the window and breaks 
a jar of jam.60 His marital bliss does not last long, as his wife, disenchanted with her 
husband, gets herself a lover - a proper army officer. Society expects the husband to 
defend his honour. Although the officer is ready to 'give him satisfaction', that is, to fight 
a duel, our hero, known for his obsessive fear of fighting, recalls that 'not long ago, an 
officer cut a civilian to pieces on the street. The civilian allegedly poked the officer 
. 
accidentally, or in some other way had shown lack of respect. The officer was acquitted 
by the court as defending the honour of his uniform' (102). Irony is the major factor in the 
protagonist's life: ironically, he was born at a wrong time, full of wars; ironically, he 
survived the war to relive its horrors for the rest of his life; ironically, he was an 
inconspicuous average man, with no ambition for heroism, but society expected him to put 
his life on the line; he was married to the wrong woman who married him for wrong 
59 The irony is double: it exposes the misinterpretation but it also makes clear an ideological point 
that by comparison with the military regime in Poland, the Soviet Union is indeed 'the other world' 
- that is, heaven. 
60 This is the reference to the 12 May 1926 Putsch by Pilsudski (see A Zamoyski, The Polish 
Way, Toronto 1988:341-342). 
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reason, and when she betrayed him, people expected him to defend his honour as if it was 
him who committed adultery: 'He did not obtain satisfaction from the officer, he fell even 
lower in the estimation of his wife, who was implacable in the matters of male honour' 
(102). This web of ironies enmeshing his life continues until his execution: he hopes that 
he will be hanged, but as a gesture of mercy his penalty was converted from hanging to 
death by firing squad. 
However, the greatest irony and the main purpose of the narrative is that so much effort 
- intellectual and financial - is put into devising the most efficient defence, but no one 
thinks of the simplest, yet by far the best solution: to prevent the war. One easily grasps 
the tale's implied ideal, the norm which the author has in mind - peace. One of the 
strongest points of Communist propaganda was the promise that when equality and justice 
would finally reign in the world - that is, when Communism achieved its final victory -
there would be no more wars. But until then everyone was expected to 'fight for peace', 
to be a 'rank and file soldier' defending Communism to the last drop ofblood and so forth. 
The whole rhetoric of totalitarian language was based on military jargon. 61 Thus the satire 
in The Chief Culprit is aimed as much at Western militarism as at Stalinist war 
propaganda. But this point is made subtly in the narrative, while the emphasis is on the 
protagonist's fear, on his isolation and lack ofinterest in any cause. The protagonist does 
not differentiate between the war against Communism and the war for Communism; 
neither does the narrative imply that he should. The moral of the story is that any war is 
against the people, 'the grey masses', while victory belongs to those who are high up on 
the socio-political ladder, and server only their egotistical ambitions. 
61 See, for instance: 'The Function of Imagery in the Soviet Press' by Lyndall Morgan in A ULLA 
XXI: Proceedings and Papers. Massey University. 1982: 369-384. Military jargon permeates 
Stalin's own speeches, beginning with his oration at Lenin's funeral: ToeapuUf-uf Mb1, 
KOMMyHucmb1, - JlJOOU oco6020 cKJtaoa. Mbz, - me, Komopb1e cocmaeJt5leM apMUJO 6eJtuK020 
cmpame2a, apMUJO moeapuUf-a JleHUHa. Hem HU1Je20 6b1Ute, 1JeM 1Jecmb npuHaOJte:J1Camb K ::Jmou 
apMuu. 'Comrades! We, Communists, are people of specific constitution. We are those who make 
up the army of the great strategist, the army of comrade Lenin. There is nothing more noble than 
an honour of belonging to this army' (in Morgan 1982:384). 
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In the end, the satiric impact of the story was too universal, too humanitarian and too 
pacifist, to satisfy the requirements of Communist ideology at the time, especially in view 
of the widespread war propaganda in the Soviet Union itself Moreover, from the view of 
the glavlit - the official Soviet censorship - the story's focus on militarist totalitarianism 
drew unnecessarily attention to this propaganda. Although the historical circumstances and 
the place of the action clearly identify Poland, the story's grotesque nature rendered this 
fact insignificant and encouraged the Soviet reader to apply his imagination according to 
his own life experience. In grotesque works the real and tangible parameters of the action 
are not important; the ludicrous, semi-real and semi-illusory universe which they help to 
create is, because of its inherent ambivalence and its availability to generalisation. The 
Chief Culprit published in 1936, aimed thus not only at the Polish militant regime, but 
indirectly pointed at Stalin's internal policies while the ludicrous trial of the 'chief culprit' 
was an open analogy to staged trials taking place in Soviet Russia. 62 
The Nose 63 
This story marks the first time Jasieriski openly acknowledges his indebtedness to the great 
Russian master of the literary grotesque, Nikolay Gogol. He adopts not only the title of 
Gogol's own short story 'The Nose', published as one of his St Petersburg Stories in 
1836, but also quotes a fragment from it as an epigraph to his own tale: 
Ho 'Imo cmpaHHee, 'Imo HenoHRmHee ecezo, :Jmo mo, Km< aemopb1 Mozym 6pamb 
nooo6Hble CIO:J1Cemb1? 
... a ece ooHaKo :J/Ce KaK nopa3MblCJlUULb, eo eceM :JmoM, npaeo, ecmb 'Imo-mo. Kmo 'Imo 
HU zoeopu, a nooo6Hb1e npoucULecmeuR 6b1ea10m Ha ceeme, peoKo HO 6b1ea10m. 
(roronL1936:260; compare JlceHcKHii: 1936[36]) 
62 This point becomes clear in the context of Sinyavsky's Soviet Civilisation, especially Ch. 4 
'Stalin: The State-Church' (1994:81-114). 
63 In this study the reference is made to JlcettcKHii:, Epytto: 'Hoc' H3eecmuR, 1936, Nos. 36-39. 
The story appears also in Polish translation from Russian by Waclawa Komarnicka as 'Nos' in: 
Bruno Jasienski, 'Nogi Jzoldy Morgan' i inne utwory poetyckie (1966:37-70). 
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But what is strange, stranger than anything else, is how writers can chose a theme like 
this? ... however, if one thinks this over, there is something in it; yes. Let people say what 
they like, but things like this happen in the world - seldom, but they do happen. 
(Gogol 1936:260; compare Jasieri.ski 1936[36]) 
Gogol's story portrays the dilemma of a socially ambitious collegiate assessor, Kovalev, 
whose nose assumes an independent existence after it mysteriously disappears from its 
owner's face. The chief narrative feature of Gogol's tale is that Kovalev' s weird adventure 
is described by its narrator without astonishment and curiosity, let alone scepticism. 
Indeed, as seen in the fragment which Jasietiski used as an epigraph, the narrator seems 
firmly to believe in the probability of such events occasionally taking place. 
Jasietiski read Gogol's story as the satirist's mocking laughter at the importance people 
ascribe to physical appearance, for without his nose, Kovalev loses both his manhood and 
his social status. Jasietiski's own story is also inter alia about the prominence given to 
appearance at the expense ofinner qualities, but his laughter, unlike Gogol's, is darkened 
with premonitions of true horror. In Jasietiski's story the laughter becomes a contortion, 
for it is not only the hero's manhood and status that are threatened, but his very life. 
The fantastic events which form the core of this story's plot are intended to expose the 
absurdities of real life. The satire in J asietiski' s short story The Nose is directed at the 
Fascist ideology ofinherited racial superiority. The point should be made, however, that 
at the time when Jasietiski was writing his story, few realised the true danger of Nazism. 
In 1936, although Hitler had been in power for nearly four years, his ideology ofNational 
Socialism appeared to be simply another political myth that thrived on a pledge to deliver 
the German people from economic destitution. On such premises German National 
Socialism embarked upon the barbarous policy of'ethnic cleansing', hitherto unexampled 
in human history. To give credibility to this policy, the obscure science of eugenics was 
lifted to supreme prominence.64 Whatever value this 'science' might have had, its initial 
64 Eugenics has generally been associated with the predetermined, selective breeding of animals. 
A modem definition of eugenics classifies it as 'the science which studies the inheritable factors 
that determine the physical and mental qualities of human beings, with the aim of improving the 
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objectives were flagrantly distorted by the Nazis, and it was used to provide the excuse 
for genocide. Jasietiski mercilessly ridicules the idea that a person's worth can be 
quantified according to the shape of the nose. In The Nose he ridicules the 'science' which 
supports this ideology and those 'scientists' who, under the pretext of objective study, 
promote racial hatred. 
The Nose seems to be written from the point of view of a scholar who, although he does 
not directly participate in the reported events, aspires to be an objective and well-informed 
figure. The story is written in a style parodying a scholarly report based on empirical 
evidence. The most striking characteristic of the narrative strategy is that the narrator is 
not able to differentiate between real events and those that belong entirely to the sphere 
ofinexplicable phenomena, for both are reported with the same indifference and restraint. 
Nor is the narrator able to take note of the tragic implications of the events he describes. 
For him it is merely a story and he makes it his duty to report all he knows about it. In the 
end the disjunction between the ludicrous or tragic event and its unemotional and 
'objective' application creates an immensely ironic effect and the reader is forced to assess 
the plausibility as well as the ethical norms of the story on his own. The fact that 
Kallenbruck falls victim to his own philosophy also adds a profoundly ironic twist to the 
narrative and exposes the kind of humour which is typical of the author of the grotesque. 
The universe of this story initially appears to be our own familiar world. The action takes 
place in Berlin, renowned as the European centre of learning, industry and technology; 
direct references are made to authentic figures (the Fuhrer) and events (the Miinchen 
Resolution of9 November 1923; the Congress of National Socialist Medical Doctors in 
Niirnberg, 1933). A number of German journals and newspapers such as Der Volkische 
Beobachter are mentioned. The authenticity of the data given in the text is supported by 
footnotes and a bibliography of sources. To add even further credibility to the story, the 
chief character is identified by his nationality, name, profession and other biographical 
quality of life for future generations'. It concerns primarily the detection and the elimination of 
genetic diseases. The study originates with the work Human Faculty (1883) by Sir Francis Galton 
(1822-1911). Macmillan Concise Encyclopaedia, 3rd edition, London, 1993:254. 
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details. At the same time, the action is based on a series of bizarre occurrences, the chief 
of which is the pivotal event of the story - Professor Kallenbruck's nose suddenly 
changing its shape and becoming the sole determinant of his worth as a human being. The 
real and the fantastic events conflate into a single conspicuously grotesque universe. 
However, once the grotesque world has been established as the norm, the events that 
follow take on their own logical inevitability within the context of that world. Thus the 
sudden change in Professor Kallenbruck' s nose triggers a sequence of further 
extraordinary events. The first of them is a visit from Von der Pfordten, a very important 
Nazi ideologist and politician and Kallenbruck's friend 'sent by Providence'. As 
Kallenbruck is soon to find out, he comes not to help but to make sure that Kallenbruck 
not only acknowledges his inferiority after the shape of his nose has changed but that he 
fully understands the implications of this fact in terms of his own philosophy: 'Do you 
remember your own noble words, that it is imperative to free the German people of 
unworthy individuals!' (1936[37]). Von der Pfordten might be a ghost, for Kallenbruck 
remembers that he once read his obituary, but the narrator refuses to solve this mystery. 
When confronted by Kallenbruck about the fact of his death, Von der Pfordten 'dodges 
the question', replying that 'National Socialists never die' (1936[37]), thus implying that 
he might exist only as the eternal embodiment of the idea of National Socialism. 
The ghostly appearance of Von der Pfordten leads to another fantastic event, a visit to the 
genealogical garden, where upon his insistence Kallenbruck goes to clarify his genealogy. 
In the grotesque any figurative expression can be taken literally, even a family tree, a 
diagram representing the line of descent as is the case in this story. Thus, when Von der 
Pfordten advises Kallenbruck to check his family tree to ascertain whether he ever had 
Jewish ancestors, he means a real tree that grows in what used to be Berlin's Tiergarten 
but which has now become the special genealogical garden where 'every month all the 
information is promptly updated on the grounds of newly discovered documentation'. The 
garden itselflooks 'normal', although its aura of strangeness is attributed by the narrator 
to poor lighting: 
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Cyoa no pacnollO:JK:eHwo, :Jmo 6blJt Tup2apmeH, xoma OH noxoOUJl cKopee Ha 
6omaHUlieCKUU cao. Ha :Jmo yKa3bl6aJIU pacm)'UIUe 6 HeM oepeea CaMblX npuliyOJlU6blX 
u pa3H006pa3HblX popM. TaM 6blJlU oepe6b}/,, 2poMaOHble, KaK 6ao6a6b1; 6blJlU moHKUe 
u 6blCOKUe, KaK KUnapUCbl; 6blJlU u ma Kue- eemeucmble CHU3Y u 020JleHHble y eepxyutKU, 
limo, Ka3QJlOCb, pacmym OHU 66epx H02aMU; u 6blJlU - Hao6opom - OUJynaHHble CHU3Y 
u KYOJlacmb1e Haeepxy, KaK xaMeponcb1; 6blJlU cKpJOlieHHbze e oOHy cmopoHy, KaK 
2U2aHmCKUe KyCmbl CaKcayJla; U 6blJlU Utapoo6pa3Hble, CJl06HO noOcmpu:J1CeHHble 
UCKYCHOU PYKOU ca006HUKa. Bee oepeea yeeUtaHbl 6blJlU ceepxy OOHU3Y Hemo UlUUlKaMU, 
Hemo ppyKmaMu, - e moliHocmu pa32!laOemb He no360Jlf/,JlO C!la6oe oceeUJeHue. 
(1936[37]) 
Judging by the area, it had to be the Tiergarten, the zoo, although it looked rather like a 
botanical garden considering the quaint and diverse outlines of the trees which grew there. 
Some of the trees were as big as baobabs; there were also other trees, slender and tall like 
cypresses; others - branched at the bottom but completely naked at the top - as if they 
grew upside down; there also happened to be trees plucked off at the bottom and spreading 
at the top like a palm tree;65 some were bent towards one side like gigantic bushes of 
haloxylon; some were rounded out as if trimmed by the well-trained gardener's hand. All 
these trees were covered from top to bottom with something resembling neither cones nor 
fruits - poor lighting did not permit any of this to be seen clearly enough. 
The grotesque nature of this image is only fully realised when this innocent-looking 
landscape is identified for what it is - a place where one's fate is irreversibly determined, 
for as Von der Pfordten assures Professor Kallenbruck, 'in a genealogical tree mistakes 
are unthinkable' (1936[37]). When Kallenbruck sees his own family tree he immediately 
realises that his life has ended, for according to the laws of the universe established by the 
story, and according to Kallenbruck's own philosophy, his worth is brought to nil when 
he learns that he has Jewish ancestors. The matter-of-fact narration takes no note of 
Kallenbruck's despair; on the contrary, the narrator seems to be engrossed in the aesthetic 
details of the image: 
3mo noxoOUJlo Ha HacmoaUJy10 po:J1COecmeeHHy10 ellKy. To, limo 6eOHblil npopeccop 
npUHJ/,Jl 6 meMHOme 3a UlUUlKU, OKa3aJlOCb npu ceeme lieJl06elieCKUMU pu2ypKaMU U3 
macmMaCCbl, ooemblMU c KponOmllU60U mOliHOCmbJO no MOOe ceoeu :Jnoxu. Ha CYliKaX 
U eemKaX CJle6a 60CCe0artU, KaK KaHapeUKU, MarteHbKUe 610p2epbl 6 :JICeJlmblX :JICUJlemaX 
u KJtemliambze MampoHbl e eb1c0Kux lien1fax, youeumellbHO noxo:JICU Ha yooooe. Ha 
eepxHeU OUJUnaHHOU eemKe, OOUHOKO, KaK Cblli, CUOeJl Heucnpa6HblU XOJlOCmaK, OeO 
I'pe2op, xyoeHKuu c 6oJlbULJlUleil 20Jloeou u nblULHblMU ceOblMU 6aKeH6apoaMu. Cyxaa 
memKa I'epmpyoa, e HeU3MeHHOu liepHou 106Ke, c xeocmoM KaK y mpaco2py3KU, KUOarta 
65 In the original xaMeponcb1 - Chamaerops humilis, type of a 'Fan Palm'. 
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co ceoezo cy'IKa 603MyuJeHHble 632.!lJ/,Obl Ha 3R6KO HaXOXJIU6UJeZOCJ/, cynpyza, 05/,010 
llayJtR, cJtoeHo, u Ha 3mom pa3 OH, a He Kmo UHoii, nocmaeuJt ee e maKoe Heyoo6Hoe 
noJ10J1CeHue ... 3amo no npaey10 cmopoHy - o 60J1Ce! - no npaey10 cmopoHy, 
nooeeUieHHble K eemKaMa 3a Uie10 (6UOUMO 6 nopROKe 3an030a.Jl020 HaKa3aHUR 3a 
3JIOCmHy10 nop'ly zepMaHCKOU paCbl), 6UCeJIU lfeJtblMU zupllRHOaMU zpycmHble Ma.JleHbKUe 
eepeu 6 epMOJIKax u JtancepoaKaX, OOUH oaJICe - npopeccopy 3mO 3anOMHUJIOCb 
oco6eHHO 'lemKo - e HacmORUf,eii wanKe paeeuHa c Mexoeoii onywKoii. (1936[37]) 
The tree looked like a genuine Christmas tree. Those things that the poor professor had 
taken for cones in the darkness were revealed in the full light to be small statuettes in 
human form, made of synthetic material and dressed in minute detail according to the style 
of every given epoch. On the branches and knots on the left-hand side, small burghers in 
yellow waistcoats were sitting like canaries. Next to them were chequered matrons in their 
high coifs, looking like a flight of hoopoes. Higher up, on the plucked branch, lonely as a 
vulture, was sitting incorrigible Uncle Gregor, thin with a large head and splendid grey 
whiskers. Skinny Aunt Gertrude, in the invariable black skirt which gave her the 
appearance of a wagtail, indignantly looked at her curly-headed husband, Uncle Paul, as 
if this unpleasant situation was yet again no one else's fault but his ... On the right hand 
side - oh, God! - the right hand side was covered with garlands of small sad Jews in 
yarmulkes and capotes, hanging by the neck (probably a delayed penalty for maliciously 
spoiling the purity of the German race). One of them-the professor remembered it with 
particular clarity - even wore the authentic kolpak of a rabbi, with its fur border. 
The grotesque extends far beyond the fact that such an improbable event as the existence 
of gardens of family trees is reported as an empirically verifiable fact oflife. We may note 
the undisputable logic in this description of something which to us, the readers, is an 
entirely abstract concept. We may also note that the non-Jewish side of Kallenbruck's 
ancestry resembles humans in 'minute detail'; the irony is that according to the narrator's 
logic this makes each of them look like a bird. Heartfelt, spontaneous laughter which this 
inconsistent logic raises dies much sooner than halfway however when the reader realises 
that the statuettes, especially on the Jewish side ofKallenbruck's ancestry, in their shape 
and dress code have total power to predetermine the fate ofindividuals. To make the irony 
more portentous, the basic structural feature in the description of 'echt Deutsch' - the 
simile - is replaced with a direct reference to 'small Jews' hanging in garlands 'by the 
neck', when the narrator begins to describe the Jewish line ofKallenbruck's ancestry. The 
seemingly mocking comment of the narrator that the hanging is the 'penalty for spoiling 
the purity of the German race' brings the focus back to the extremely serious issues which 
the story debates. The references to authentic publications clearly indicate to the reader 
that the grotesquely absurd events are not confined to the work of fiction but reign in real 
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life. The story clearly invites the reader to reconsider the fantastic nature of certain events, 
to see, beneath their seemingly inexplicable surface, the abominable truth about the real 
life lived in societies under totalitarian dictatorships, irrespective of whether the 
dictatorship is based on race, social class, or on the rule of the majority or the minority of 
the population. 
That J asie:riski employs improbable motives to expose the unfathomable absurdity of real 
life is evident in the scene when Kallenbruck meets 'Twelve Wise Men of Zion'. To the 
reader the scene looks like a fragment from a ludicrous fairy tale. In order to achieve 
maximum dramatic effect, Jasie:riski vivifies the vile caricature of Jews proliferated both 
verbally and visually not only in speeches by Hitler and Goebbels, but in Nazi newspapers 
like Der Sturmer and Der Volkische Beobachter. Like the motif of the genealogical 
garden, that of the 'Wise Men of Zion' also gains its narrative and satiric force from the 
grotesque literary device of metaphor treated literally, generating a similar emotional 
response, that is mixture of horror, disbelief and amusement, to that in case of the scene 
in the genealogical garden. Jasie:riski's imagination dwells on the most absurd elements of 
visual and verbal Nazi propaganda. Thus the 'Wise Men of Zion' are pictured as 
marionettes that, although retaining some human appearance, posses no trace of emotional 
life or psychological individuality. The details of their behaviour and customs, their 
ominous might, and their gremlin-like appearance - 'Hair grey as wormwood sprouted 
from his ears and nostrils and bushy white brows fell over his eyelids, creating an 
impression of a second pair of moustaches which had grown over his eyes by mistake' 
(1936[38]) - are all devices which parody the rumours spread by the Fascists with the 
intention of inciting race hatred against Jews among the German population at large. 
The fact that all the events described thus far in the story actually take place in 
Kallenbruck' s dream, as the narration subsequently makes clear, makes no difference to 
the story's overall grotesque character. On the contrary, it intensifies it further, for the 
events which have their origin in a dream quite clearly continue to affect the protagonist's 
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life in reality. 66 Thus when, horrified by his dream, Kallenbruck approaches members of 
his family in order to find out how they would react if they knew he was a Jew, their 
replies conform to those predicted in his dream. The revenge Kallenbruck devises with the 
'Jewish Elders' in his dream, namely his plan to bribe the archivists to introduce Jewish 
ancestors into the genealogies of 'pure blooded Germans' is also subsequently confirmed 
in the narrator's summary as a fact of reality. Such an explicitly grotesque narrative 
strategy renders the distinction between real and unreal irrelevant, leading to the 
conclusion that both realms - fantastic and real - are based on the same absurd premises. 
The fact that the narrator is unwilling to discriminate between the real and the fantastic 
also blurs the distinction between the ludicrous and the tragic. The seemingly humorous 
and bizarre events are combined with reports of horrific and humiliating abuse of Jews. 
The narrator refuses to contest the logic adopted by the Nazis that Jews are 
Untermenschen. He casually reports on Professor Kallenbruck' s ludicrous research aimed 
at quantifying the worth of a human being by the size of his 'cartilaginous triangular 
gristle', 67 noting that it is based on the 'extraordinary and abundant material [gathered] 
during his two-month tour of the concentration camps' (1936[36]). The full horrifying 
implication of this 'abundant material' is revealed only at the end of the story when the 
narrator reports a rumour that Kallenbruck might have 'lost his mind after returning from 
a research visit to Nazi Germany's twenty-three concentration camps' (1936[39]). 
Kallenbruck' s bizarre and ridiculous journey to the genealogical garden which he 
undertakes in the company of Von der Pfordten is reported along with the account of a 
Jew being beaten up by a few members of a Nazi youth movement who performed their 
task 'methodically, without putting too much heart into their activity' (1936[37]). Equally 
66 Such a device greatly contributes to the atmosphere of ambiguity. There is an analogous 
situation in one of early stories by Gogol, The May Night in which the young hero Levko receives 
in his dream an important note which he quickly 'grabbed and woke up' (cxeamUJl OH 3anucKy u 
npocHy!lcR). He still holds the note in his hand when he wakes up. After waking from his dream 
Kallenbruck behaves in a way similar to Levko, except that Levko was amazed while Kallenbruck 
is disgusted (see Gogol 1936:38). 
67 Tissue inside the nose which determines the shape of the nose. 
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observant in respect of various visual details of the scene but entirely oblivious to its 
emotional significance is the narrator's description ofKallenbruck's own misery: 
Ilpop. Ka;1J1eH6pyK omutamHyJtcR, 3aoe« ooHow U3 npoxo:JICUX. Tom ommoJtKHYll 
ezo C maKOU CUJlOU, 'Imo 6eOHblU npopeccop pacmRHYllCR 60 <JeCb poem noo 
ooo6pume!lbHblU xoxom 3e6aK. Om yoapa 0 mpomyap y npopeccopa 6blCKO'IUJla 
ucKyccm«eHHaR 1JeJt10cmb. OH nonoJt3 6bl!lO 3a Heu Ha 'lem«epeHbKax, HO Kmo-mo 
npeoycMompumeJtbHO noO:JICU2HYll ee H020U Ha cepeouHy YllUlJbl, noo npoe3;JfCa10UJUUe 
a<JmOM06UJlU. (1936[38]) 
Prof. Kallenbruck abruptly stepped back, bumping a chance passer-by who pushed 
him back so hard that the poor professor fell head over heels, making a laughing stock of 
himself. In consequence of this fall, the professor's false teeth fell out and he was crawling 
to get them when someone anticipated his move and kicked them into the middle of the 
road, straight under the wheels of the oncoming cars. 
The scene illustrates that form of the grotesque which is rooted exclusively in reality and 
is even more disturbing, for it calls our attention to the fact that a person's misery arouses 
laughter instead of compassion. 68 The grotesqueness is rooted not only in the ludicrous 
fact of a human body 'falling apart' but rather in the disjunction between the event and the 
reaction it evokes in its witnesses. One cannot possibly imagine a more humiliating 
incident happening to a person in public than this, and yet according to the narrator's 
account, everyone bursts into laughter. In the case ofKallenbruck, however, the reader 
realises, that the reaction of the public is aroused not by the ludicrous nature of the event 
but by the fact that it happened to a Jew. Thus instead of trying to help him, as would 
normally be the case, the passer-by kicks the denture even further away. The reader's 
empathy for poor Kallenbruck and his intention to protest against such cruel treatment is 
halfhearted, however, for it is quite obvious that in a strange twist of fate this is exactly 
the treatment Kallenbruck deserves for championing the racist philosophy which promotes 
such treatment. 
68 The intrinsically unresolved tension between the tragic event and the indifferent tone of 
narration, as well as the narrator's insistence on insignificant detail, is typical of black humour. 
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That Kallenbruck is a grotesque figure is easier to sense than to define, for unlike the 
Mannequin-Leader for instance, who was both a man and a dummy, Kallenbruck is wholly 
human. There is no violation of categories in his presentation: even his nose which changes 
its shape is in the end a human nose; it only changes Kallenbruck' s racial affiliation from 
an Aryan to a Jew.69 Kallenbruck's grotesqueness lies somewhere else, namely in the fact 
that his standing as the story's protagonist is ambivalent. He is both a villain and a victim, 
evoking in the reader an intensely disquieting ambivalent response - contempt and pity. 
As it is, he suffers the very misery which he has created for others. His arrogance, his 
spiritual vacuity, and his fanatical submission to the abhorrent ideology of racial superiority 
return to him like a boomerang and eventually destroy him. 
Although the story's primary target is to ridicule Fascist ideology, Jasienski also directs 
his attack at all those who gave it their direct support. Not for the first time does Jasienski 
question science and its contribution to the progress of humanity. As a Futurist he had 
already sensed that the rapid development of technology had the potential to destroy the 
very foundations of what are perceived as essentially human characteristics, as seen in The 
Legs of Jsolda Morgan. Jasienski was convinced that science had the power both to assist 
humankind and to kill, that it could both cure and poison; that is why the apocalyptic act 
of destruction in I Burn Paris originates in a scientific laboratory where the plague 
microbes are kept for scientific research. In The Chief Culprit science is exposed as some 
abstract monster engaged in an incongruous race with itself, on the one hand directing its 
efforts at developing the perfect killing machine and on the other developing the ideal 
defence system. The same dichotomy applies to philosophies and ideologies. Jasienski 
attacked the Church as an institution supporting oppression while he clearly sensed that 
the philosophy behind the Church carried a message of hope and encouraged compassion 
and 'love of thy neighbour'. His perception of the ambivalence in Christian philosophy-
69 There might be a specific significance to his name which seems to be a combination of German 
Kallen meaning 'prattle' that is, talking nonsense, and Bruch (as the professor finds out in the 
genealogical garden his name used to be Kallenbruch), having various meanings one of which is 
'get ruined', 'be broken up', 'come to an end'. The name Kallenbruck can mean that the professor 
is ruined because of his absurd 'prattle', that is his own preaching. 
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or rather the possibility of manipulating it - is apparent in his attitude to Christ in his 
poetry, where Christ is simultaneously a symbol of oppression and a symbol of suffering. 
The danger of ideology being manipulated by people and the impossibility of seeing what 
is hidden behind the allure of slogans and of penetrating the fai;ade of political jargon 
became the main theme in The Ball of the Mannequins. In the last of his short stories, The 
Nose, Jasietiski exposes the absurdity of an ideology which employs pseudo-
anthropological data in order to prove that the Aryan 'race' is superior to the Semitic 
'race'. 
The Nose proves that Jasietiski was seriously concerned about the possibility of 
manipulating intelligent people into the service of science detached from any humanitarian 
cause, probably being himself fully aware that by extension the same danger menaces both 
art and artists. Kallenbruck is a 'real person' with an address and a clearly defined identity, 
unlike most of other Jasietiski's heroes who are either anonymous or are living in a social 
void. Kallenbruck is a doctor and a professor of eugenics, an eminent specialist in 
comparative 'raciology' and racial psychology, member of many scientific societies and 
scholarly institutions, an author of numerous books. The narrator interminably refers to 
him as 'professor'. But since all these 'learned societies' are in fact bogus and based on 
wholly ludicrous principles, as the 'science' of eugenics itself, Kallenbruck' s scholarly 
prominence is worth nothing. He is as much a fraud as the institutions with which he 
associates himself The detailed information provided by the narrator about him serves 
only the purpose of enforcing the irony of his position, to point out that his intellectual 
potential is entirely misdirected; it does not contribute to the progress of humanity but 
promotes abuse. Kallenbruck is a monster indifferent to the suffering he causes, excusing 
himself with 'scientific' and ideological reasoning. He does not consider people as human 
beings but treats them as objects that should be measured and classified in order to be 
either retained or discarded. The pseudo-scientific character of the narrative is meant to 
parody the pseudo-scientific discourse used by Nazi propaganda, the discourse based on 
utterly absurd premises. Significantly, Kallenbruck' s transmutation on both occasions 
occurs when the professor intends to prove 'scientifically' that the worth of a human being 
is evaluated exclusively by the shape of his or her nose. Mocking the absurdity of 
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Kallenbruck' s approach, Jasietiski displays the kind of humour which is typical of an 
author of the grotesque, but the reader's laughter is only halfhearted, especially today 
when we know how closely J asietiski' s grotesque was enacted in real life. The purpose of 
the spark of 'perverse glee' which we see in these scenes is to render laughable the beliefs 
and attitudes which Kallenbruck represents as a scholar. Thus the first change of his nose 
takes place when, determined 'to follow his scholarly principle of using only precise 
scientific language, the professor took from his drawer special compasses, used for similar 
purposes by anthropometrists, and approached the mirror with the intention of taking 
necessary measurements' (1936[36]), and the second change takes place under similar 
circumstances, during his lecture when 'he started his description of the Semitic nose, with 
its characteristic hump together with the overgrowth of the cartilaginous gristle' 
(1936[39]). In both cases, we may add, the narrator reports these events as normal and 
plausible, although he avoids going into the details of this bizarre transformation. But the 
grotesque transmogrification of Kallenbruck from a successful scientist into a casualty of 
his own 'science' exemplifies the perfect marriage of the grotesque with satire, 
considerably enhancing the intensity of the story. 
Following this line ofreasoning, we can see that as a satirist Jasietiski ridicules in The Nose 
the Nazi theory that the merit of a person depends entirely on descent. He shows that this 
is not only an official bureaucratic point of view but is also readily adopted for 
interpersonal and even family relations. Seeing Kallenbruck with his new nose, his friend 
exclaims 'I do not have, and cannot possibly have acquaintances among the people of your 
race' (1936[39]). Kallenbruck's family takes exactly the same position towards him. His 
wife tells him that she would immediately leave him because 'why should I feel sorry for 
a Jew'. The Professor's children are also ready to throw him 'on the rubbish heap' 
(1936[39]). Kallenbruck is not loved for being an honest citizen, good friend or a good 
husband and father but for being a 'pure' German. 
That Jasietiski was aware that this utterly ludicrous phenomenon is not limited to Germany 
but was also a fact of life in the Soviet Union, can be seen only through allusions in his 
other 'Soviet' works. For instance, in Bravery he notes a similar evaluation of people: the 
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'class purity' (Panteleyev, the son of a kulak, is unmasked as an enemy) and the 
'correctness' of views (his wife Olga leaves Onufrev because he did not live up to the 
name of being a Communist) are exposed as major motivations of the actions of the 
protagonists. Friendships, family relations, the value of human beings all depend on only 
one criterion - whether the person is seen as a 'pure' Communist. This theme gets 
particular exposure in A Conspiracy of the Indifferent in which a devoted young 
Communist, Garanin, is expelled from the Party for being a 'Trotskyist'. As is the case 
with Kallenbruck, who is not recognised by his friends when he has a Jewish nose, the 
moment Garanin' s friends learn that he has been labelled 'enemy', they leave his apartment 
one by one even before he has a chance to explain himself, believing that they are 'in no 
position to doubt the decision of the Party Bureau' and until the matter is resolved, they 
cannot 'drink in his home' (1956[5]:78). In the same way as Von der Pfordten appeals to 
'the last drop of German blood' in Kallenbruck: 'I am trying to tell you that in the name 
of this one drop of German blood that is in your veins, you have to take this decision 
without any further hesitation' (1936(37]); Garanin's wife is expected to behave 'as 
becomes a Komsomol member'. As one of the chief characters in the novel puts it: 'You 
are not only a wife but also a member of Komsomol. Actually, you are a member of 
Komsomol in the first place, and only later are you a wife. Isn't this true?' (1956[5]:85). 
After a conversation with an older 'comrade' Garanina shoots her husband dead because 
she is convinced that he betrayed the Party. The same logic is pursued in The Nose where 
Kallenbruck' s wife is a German woman in the first place, and only then she is his wife 
(1936[3 7]). Both examples are good illustrations of the extent to which ideology can 
penetrate and poison normal human relationships. 
It is conceivable to see Kallenbruck as a result ofJasietiski's 'soul searching' and to argue 
that the author identifies with his hero in a similar degree to which he identified with 
Mannequin-Leader whose final monologue looks like a desperate attempt at confession 
but is at the same time a clownish self-mockery. Seeing what direction Stalinism was 
taking, Jasietiski might have seen himself both as a 'villain', who supported a monster-
ideology, and as a victim of his own fanaticism .. The case is strongly supported by looking 
at Jasietiski's unfinished novel A Conspiracy of the Indifferent. Although this novel is not 
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included in this study - it is not grotesque in the same sense as the works examined here 
- thematically it reads as an extension of Jasietiski's short stories, especially The Nose. 
The action takes place in the Soviet Union. The values of the Soviet society, the stifled 
discourse of propaganda which dominates everyday conversations, the secrecy and 
ambivalence penetrating every aspect of life are not the qualities which are limited to 
fiction, but are all characteristics of life in the Soviet Union in the nineteen-thirties and 
which J asietiski reproduces in this novel according to the principles of realism. The reader 
may draw parallels: while in Germany the criteria for valuing humans were established 
along racial lines and are ridiculed by Jasietiski through the use of conspicuous grotesque 
in The Nose, in the Soviet Union the criteria were established along ideological lines and 
are presented in the novel as acknowledged and justifiable facts. 70 As Sinyavsky notes, the 
matter of 'family tree' was very important in the Soviet Union: 'social origin became the 
critical factor in determining people's lives and fates. A proletarian was by definition a 
good person, worthy of trust and attention' (1990: 142). 'Class purity' was one of the most 
important 'measures' of one's value and many Soviet leaders made a point of emphasising 
their proletarian genealogy which was to be taken as a guarantee of their devotion to the 
cause. Sometimes, as Sinyavsky notes further, 'social origin alone was enough to invite 
a person's arrest or death', it became the phenomenon of reality and assumed the form of 
the 'highly rigid and restrictive nature' of a questionnaire which 'sifted people, dividing 
them into categories depending on their past affiliation to one class or another. The 
questionnaire decided whom to discard or destroy, whom to allow to linger on, whom to 
invite to join in the life of the new society, whom to promote in his work or studies' 
(ibid.: 143-144). Whether Jasietiski approved of one absurdity while he was fiercely 
deriding the other is a question yet to be answered, for even his realistic novel is written 
in a manner, which like his grotesque works, prevents the reader to deciphering his 
position unequivocally 
70 Even though the novel is realistic, the question remains whether Jasietiski accepted the logic of 
its universe. In all his previous grotesque works he confronted the reader with a conspicuously 
grotesque universe. The onus was on the reader to evaluate it. The fact that the universe of A 
Conspiracy of the Indifferent is 'realistic' does not mean that its logic must be acceptable to the 
reader or that it conforms with a common sense understanding of life. 
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Consequently there is a legitimate reason to look at The Nose as a general comment on the 
epoch which seemed completely to lose any sense of human values in a world dominated 
by deterministic sciences which insisted on being able to quantify everything or explain it 
according to laws of cause and effect and to justify any wrong-doing by ideological 
rhetoric. That is why from the very beginning ofhis writing Jasieri.ski tried to establish how 
in such a world one could determine the value of human life or the worth of an individual 
so that one could have tangible parameters. Jasieri.ski who, as a Futurist and later a 
Communist, acknowledged only the physical world and rejected the para-sensual existence 
not to mention the spiritual essence of human beings, as a poet and later as a prose writer 
was constantly exposed to the shortcomings of his own conception of the world. That is 
why not only in his poetry but also in all his satiric grotesques we sense inexplicable 
tension, derision and even self-mockery. Deriding the simplistic materialistic perception 
of man, Jasietiski derides also his own naivete and inability to differentiate between the 
appearances and what is beneath them. 
CONCLUSIONS 
[ ... ] serious attention to the grotesque 
might unlock many secrets. 
(Harpham: On the Grotesque) 
Bruno J asienski' s writing is characterised by an abundant display of daring artistic devices 
that defarniliarise the universe to the point of becoming incongruous and ambivalent. The 
conclusion that the grotesque is a dominant characteristic of Bruno Jasienski's art is thus 
based on the recognition that it does not only affect the formal properties of his works but 
also strongly impacts on his portrayal of people and their surroundings, as well as the 
customs and laws by which they live. Although Jasienski never formulated his 
understanding of the grotesque, his writing proves that the grotesque mode was consonant 
with his view of literature and its social role, and that he employed it as his favourite 
means of expression throughout his literary career. Literature was for Jasienski . a 
'sophisticated game' with its own intricate rules, as he noted in one of his early attempts 
at prose, in the Expose to The Legs of Jsolda Morgan. Jasienski believed by then that 'the 
reader that has no understanding of the rules of this game or simply being arrogant, spoils 
it by taking verbatim everything that has been written' (1972:218). He expressed similar 
views in Paris after the disappointing response to his novel I Burn Paris, complaining 
bitterly to a friend that 'people understand nothing' of his writing, because they read 
everything literally thus denying the writer his legitimate right to allegory and metaphor 
(Zechenter 1965:7). 
Jasienski entered upon the literary stage at the time when the world was approaching a 
critical point. Unprecedented advances in technology, geographical and social changes in 
the Post World War I Europe and the success of the October Revolution in Russia were 
among the most important historical events that imprinted on the consciousness of the 
contemporary generation, and that in Jasienski's view had to be acknowledged by all 
artists. In one of his poems he noted that 'the world is like an abscess swelling and 
breaking on us' (Morse, 1972:56). He put it even more forcefully in one of his Futuristic 
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manifestos: 'All logical possibilities are exhausted. [ ... ]Life, in its logicality, has become 
ghastly and illogical'. The overpowering feeling that the world had come to the point when 
'nothing is self evident and that apart from this very logic there still is the whole sea of 
illogicalities, each of which can create its own separate logic' (both 1972:204) made him 
reach for the grotesque which on the one hand was consonant with the avant-garde 
requirement of provocative tonality and bold artistic devices, and on the other hand 
reflected the inexplicable complexity oflife. 
After closing the volume ofJasietiski's poetry, the reader is left with a strange feeling of 
sharing an experience which is both beautiful and disturbing. The most immediate effect 
of shock is conveyed to the reader through the imagery and language in which it is 
presented. The grotesque owes much of its intensity to the lexical component of 
Jasietiski's poems, and it is achieved mostly through the bold use of neologisms, 
borrowings from scientific terminology, and almost indiscriminate use of words from the 
non-literary word-stock, that is vulgarisms, obscenities, the erotic lexicon, and 
physiological terminology. To secure maximum effect, Jasietiski also uses words that 
normally would never be used together in the same context. The reason of such strategy 
is to enhance the general incongruity of the presented universe. Such is the case with the 
iconoclastic reference to Christ as 'small and hideous' 1 (/Am Tired of Language) or with 
the blasphemous phrase evoking the image of the 'non-party god, blowing blood from his 
nose' (A Song about Hunger). 
In the grotesque world emerging from Jasietiski's poems language does not distinguish 
incompatible categories or recognise norms of an 'appropriate' association of concepts. 
As a result we are able to visualise transcategorical hybrid images such as 'houses 
vomiting people to the streets', 'sun pimpling itself on to the sky' or 'moon-gonococcus 
infecting the night'. These extraordinary lexical exploits are extended to the non-standard 
word stock. Experimenting with language, J asietiski uses words that are commonly 
1 In the Polish-English dictionary: pokraczny equivalent to: hideous; grotesque; mis-shapen 
(Stanislawski 1981). 
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considered objectionable, for instance kurwa (whore) in the poem Marsz ('March', 
1972:22), or burdel (brothel) in The City. Even in colloquial speech the usage of such 
words is restricted, but in poetry they are so unconventional and unexpected that their 
presence can only be accounted for by recognising the use of the stylistic grotesque. The 
translator's task in such cases is made especially difficult, since standard dictionaries 
usually let us down, suggesting stylistically indifferent versions of what in the original 
language evokes offensive associations. 
The use of the non-standard word stock is extended to imagery that in common usage 
would be considered offensive. Such imagery attacks the reading public's sensitivity, it 
evokes disgust with the world as it is. Apart from that, the function of this imagery is to 
stress the incarnate essence of the world. This is particularly effective in Jasietiski's 
portrayal of the repugnant physicality of the human body and the obscene aspects of life. 
The crowd, in itself subjected to an ambivalent portrayal, is qualified by drastic epithets 
such as tlumie, iarty przez syfilis! Zaropiale, cuchnEJCe, owrzodzone bydlo 'oh, crowd, 
devoured by syphilis, suppurating, noisome cattle' (I Am Tired of Language). In 
Jasietiski's earlier poems, under the bed nieodzownie zwykly sprz~ zlowonny 'an 
indispensable foul-smelling utensil' (The City) is noted, along with items of underwear: 
majtki, 'panties', (Vomiting Statues), and stanik, 'brassiere', stained with the blood of a 
hemophiliac in his poem Snieg, ('Snow'). In the prose works such imagery develops into 
extensive obscene spectacles oflife. Such is the case with the morbid descriptions of the 
modern metropolis, or its night life portrayed as dominated by pornographic episodes (in 
I Burn Paris). The grotesque is achieved either by the matter-of-fact description of excess 
or by a blend of the trivial with the holy. Disgusting and ludicrous elements are 
occasionally infused with tragic overtones, or an essentially tragic event is presented as a 
jolly farce, as seen in the scene of Professor Kallenbruck wiping the nose which features 
on his face but which he refuses to accept as his own (The Nose). 
One of the most conspicuous characteristics of Jasietiski's works is their ambivalent 
universe that appears scrupulously to re-create reality but that is invested with improbable 
and ominous events and populated with bizarre creatures that resemble humans only by 
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the shape of their bodies but lack any essential human characteristic. From his opening 
poem, Vomiting Statues, to the last story discussed in this study, The Nose, Jasietiski 
invariably renders the world in such terms that the reader can never be sure whether the 
poet dwells in the familiar realm of everyday life or in the realm of dreams, hallucination, 
perverse imagination or even insanity. This equivocal universe owes its grotesque intensity 
largely to its visual quality. Thus, in this supra-ordinary world of the grotesque it is not 
only the emphasis on the material spheres of life that counts, but also the technique that 
permits abstract concepts to assume physical qualities such as colour, form and the ability 
to act, making them 'visible' personified beings: nonsenses dance in the streets and Lady 
Art strips herself naked on a nightclub table (Vomiting Statues), whereas boredom is large, 
slippery and of creamy colour (Ipecacuanha), sadness is green, dawn crawls (Corpses with 
Caviar), sorrows sit in a row, silence walks the streets (The City), song is harvested, 
eternity burns in people (The Lay of Jakub Sze/a). 
However, the most effective defamiliarisation of the real world takes place through the 
imagery that uses the human body as its referent. From the very beginning Jasietiski's 
poems are inhabited with creatures that are odd enough to be considered grotesque: next 
to the ladies 'made of velvet and silk' and with 'white, suede eyelids' we see gentlemen 
with an odd 'froggy stare' (Ipecacuanha). Apart from that, the population of Jasietiski's 
works consists either of fragments of people - legs (The Legs of Isolda Morgan), torsos 
in a window frame (The City, I Burn Paris) or transcategorical hybrids which have 
appropriated certain functions of the human body or its shape ('vomiting statues', 
'wooden janitor', 'pig snout in swallow-tail coat', dancing mannequins, statuettes on the 
family tree, 'Jewish Elders', and so forth). Occasionally, one part of the human body 
assumes an independent existence and begins to function according to the laws of 
metonymy, as is the case with Isolda's legs, or with Professor Kallenbruck's nose. 
Although in the latter case the nose is not detached from a body, it not only has a mind of 
its own but more importantly, it absolutely overshadows whatever other qualities the 
professor might have as a human being. The full potential of the human body for the 
grotesque portrayal Jasietiski explored in his 'grotesque comedy' The Ball of the 
Mannequins in which dummies and people look alike and behave in a similar manner, 
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forcing upon us the conclusion that it is very difficult in the modem world to differentiate 
people from human-like dummies. We see that the beauty of mannequins is shallow and 
that their values are false. Their perfect bodies signify a superficial beauty that lacks any 
deeper significance, in this case, it lacks true human substance. Furthermore, the humans 
in the play, giving priority to appearance and material status over love and compassion, 
also live by the botched values of the tailors' dummies. By extending the qualities of 
dummies to the human world the play makes a powerful ironic statement of universal 
significance: the modem world is preoccupied with the material essence of being -
appearance, material commodities and status. By exposing the shallowness of modem 
society, the play forces us to look for the more profound meaning to life. 
The ambivalent and incongruous universe of Jasienski' s works is as a rule subordinated 
to the intrinsic logic of a literary work cultivating its own value system. While the logic 
promoted by Berg in The Legs of Jsolda Morgan, for instance, refuses to differentiate 
between humans and machines, in The Lay of Jakub Sze/a there is no distinction between 
the wedding dance and the bloody mutiny; in I Burn Paris, between insignificant personal 
misfortune and a major crime against humanity; in The Nose, between the appearance and 
the true measure of a human being. In all cases the reasoning of the narrators or respective 
protagonists is ostensibly hostile to people in general. The fate of the world is 
subordinated to the delusions of the protagonists or to the peremptory ideologies that treat 
people either as uniform mass or as objects devoid of feelings, desires, and individuality. 
According to these ideologies, anyone who does not conform can be 'easily killed' as one 
of the characters suggests. Such reasoning is supported by the grotesque strategy of 
rendering human beings as automata that can be freely assembled or dismantled and 
eventually discarded. According to the simplistic logic of the tailors' dummies in The Ball 
of the Mannequins, people are like them - disposable objects destined merely to exhibit 
garments, they are made in factories and modified to suit the current vogue. That 'vogue' 
can mean anything is seen in The Nose, in which the father is told by his child that he 
would be sent 'to a rubbish heap' ifhe were a Jew, meaning that the 'fashion' is only for 
Germans. In Bravery the value of a person depends on the position one occupies in 
Communist society, which means that the 'fashion' is for Communists while all others are 
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second-class citizens. Apart from the occasional humorous effect aiming at exposing 
human vanity, this strategy of denying human characters their human essence definitely 
carries a more meaningful message. It openly points out the perils of a philosophy that 
fosters the belief that humans are objects, thus creating the dangerous precedent of 
justifying the elimination of those considered superfluous for whatever ludicrous and 
arbitrary reason. Thus, motivated by arrogance and a misunderstanding of the human 
world, tailors' dummies assume ascendancy over humans and behead Ribandell. Driven 
by hatred and obsessive jealousy, Pierre decides to infect thousands of innocent Parisians 
with deadly disease, because he considers them to be mere components of a badly 
structured mechanism that has to be completely destroyed before it can be built anew. 
Devoted to the false logic of eugenics, the pseudo-scientist Professor Kallenbruck 
promotes the idea of ethnic cleansing and gives his talent and energy to justifying 
genocide. 
The quality of reasoning applied in Jasietiski's works contradicts the conventional 
coherence and logical order of life as we know and accept it, but the author refuses to 
identify with us. His voice remains indistinguishable amidst all other voices heard in his 
works. It merges with the voice of an implied author, with the voices of narrators or the 
numerous characters in his works. Such a strategy is entirely in line with the nonplussing 
nature of the grotesque which forcefully places the burden of distinguishing between right 
and wrong or true and false on the reader. The question of the emotional involvement of 
the author is similar. His extension, the lyrical 'I' in poetry, and various narrative voices 
in the prose works withhold their emotional attitude towards the universe portrayed. On 
the contrary - the more morbid and gruesome are the described events, the more 
indifferent and detached is the presentation of the maimed world. Even personal tragedy, 
the death of the poet's beloved sister Renia, is rendered in the context of commedia 
dell'arte (Deszcz, 'Rain'), wedding (Pogrzeb Reni, 'Renia's Funeral') or hallucination 
(The Song about Hunger). In Jasietiski's most controversial novel I Burn Paris, we see 
several frightful scenes of death being presented as merely interesting for their uncanny 
details: the legs of the dying Jeanette, for instance, are described as resembling snakes. In 
The Nose, the humiliating scene of Professor Kallenbruck losing his dentures during his 
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fall in the street is presented as evoking uproarious laughter in the onlookers. Just as it is 
impossible to establish Jasienski's viewpoint with any dose of certainty, so it is with his 
emotional attitude towards the tragedies and acts of cruelty he portrays in his works. 
Thousands of Parisians die senselessly, yet the author does not condemn Pierre nor express 
his empathy for the innocent victims of his insane action. Initially, this inconsistency 
between the content of a scene and its presentation proves a most effective grotesque 
manoeuvre, attributed to the Futuristic call to intensify the reader's response to a work of 
art by shocking with unconventional literary techniques. Concurrently it is seen, however, 
as part of the wider grotesque strategy of using the text not only as a means to expose the 
absurdity oflife but also as an effective way to hide the author's own emotions and views 
behind the mask of the text. Thus, exploring the inconclusive question of the viewpoint 
in his works and the inherently ambivalent nature of their universe, we come to the 
realisation that attempts to categorise Jasienski, the writer of the grotesque, must fail, 
because we are never able to state with absolute certainty what his own view is, whether 
he has one or is merely searching for it. 
While Jasienski's early grotesque works reveal physical decrepitude in a world in which 
moral standards decline along with the crumbling of walls, his later works, written in the 
Soviet Union during the nineteen-thirties, focus on a beautiful and noble appearance that 
conceals mediocrity and evil. Considering Jasienski's fascination with Communism as an 
ideology that promised to satisfy the longing for justice, order and harmony which he 
could not find in capitalist society, this shift is very important, for it might mean that it 
masks his disenchantment with Soviet reality. We know that officially it was permitted to 
use the grotesque only in satire, but Jasienski' s use of this mode of expression goes far 
beyond satire directed at the evils of the capitalist society, as has been alleged in existing 
criticism (Kolesnikoff, Balcerzan, Rawmski). 
Used initially only as a device through which the deceptive nature of appearance was 
disclosed, the grotesque continues to be the chief characteristic of Jasienski's 'Soviet' 
works. Being greatly sensitive to any manifestation of duplicity and ambiguity, he 
repeatedly denounced agreeable and pleasant appearance as misleading, seeing beneath it 
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the ugly, demoralised or oppressive world: in his poems, a cosy-looking house with pink 
curtains is a bordello, a vivacious dance is a massacre, respectable-looking old men are 
moral outcasts and perverts. In The Ball of the Mannequins this device assumes the 
significance of a frontal attack on the beauty of appearance, rendering it unimportant or 
deceiving. The beautiful female figure belongs to a mannequin and causes Ribandell, 
obsessed with the idea of a perfect female body, to lose his head, while the elegant crowd 
gathered at Arnoux' s mansion embodies petty-bourgeois bigotry, greediness and a lack 
of higher values. Respectable party functionaries are exposed as self-centred careerists. In 
The Nose, the distinguished scholar is unmasked as a racist, while in Bravery, respected 
Communists are exposed as cowards and liars who manipulate their followers by 
constantly bringing up their former contributions to the cause. One should add to this that 
in the grotesque world the scrupulous details - cogent motifs of reality - are either 
misleading or irrelevant. Thus the information that Ribandell is a puppet politician 
representing the French Socialist Democrats is provided only for an immediate satiric gain. 
His grotesque alter ego - Mannequin-Leader - serves, however, as a brilliantly vitriolic 
comment on all politicians and party functionaries in the world. By analogy, although the 
immediate impression is that the irrational grip of militarism concerns only Poland (in The 
Chief Culprit) and totalitarian Fascist society is limited only to Germany (in The Nose), 
the grotesque character of these works makes one search for more lasting conclusions. 
Thus the other, non-satirical plane of these works, lays bare the universal idiosyncrasy of 
human nature - the wish to dominate a fellow human being at any cost, and to brutalise 
him in the name of an abstract idea. The motivation that it is being done in the social 
interest and the abstract promise of achieving common happiness are offered as a smoke-
screen for more immediate objectives - this seems to be the message of Jasietiski's 
grotesque satires. For this reason, Jasietiski's late works read as the author's admission 
to a blunder which he committed himself when he fell into the trap of a beautiful ideology 
which eventually proved not up to his expectations. 
By acknowledging the grotesque nature of J asietiski' s later works we rebut the prevailing 
view of the artist as an ardent supporter of Communism, uncritical of its derelictions. 
Jasietiski used the grotesque deliberately in a number of his later works, knowing that it 
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was wholly incompatible with socialist realism devised as the obligatory method of Soviet 
literature. The grotesque in his later works may be seen as a proof that, growing more 
familiar with Stalinism, he used it as a refuge for his own disillusionment with the 
repressive Soviet system. The support for this thesis we find even in his, unfinished 
realistic novel A Conspiracy of the Indifferent, in which he draws an implicit parallel 
between the Communist Soviet Union and Nazi Germany. The narrative moves from a 
panoramic survey of the world to describe the New Year celebration in a Soviet home. 
The text is full of ambivalent statements and ironic overtones which imply the sham unity 
of Soviet society and the supposed bliss of life disseminated by Soviet propaganda. Thus 
the selection of a friendly New Year celebration is done according to the principle 'scratch 
my back, I scratch yours' (no npUH1Juny 'Kmo c KeM opy:J1Cum' [1956(5):74]) and a 
fragment of a song serves as a refrain to this celebration: 'we are peace-loving people but 
our armoured train is ready in a depot' ( 'Mb1 MUpHb1e J110ou, HO Haw 6p0Henoe30 cmoum 
Ha 3anacHOM nymu ... ' [75]) to which the narrator adds the seemingly casual remark: 
'Seemingly bourgeois foxtrot, yet still with our own content' (Bpooe 6yp:J1Cya3Hb1ii 
rjJoKcmpom, a ece-maKU c Haweii Hal/UHKoii). Lack of criticism and fanatical obedience 
is frequently hinted at, as illustrated by the riposte of a young girl to the factory poet: 'Are 
you at all capable of having your own opinion about anything before you read about it in 
Pravda?' (A pa3ee y me6R no KaKoMy-Hu6yob eonpocy ecmb ceoe MHeHue, noKa He 
6b111umaewb e Ilpaeoe? [76]). The novel obeys the laws of realism and for this reason it 
is not included in this study. Nevertheless, it is an interesting case, similar to that of the 
short story Bravery, in which the mind and the technique of the writer of the grotesque is 
very prominent. The point is that this time the grotesque seldom affects figurative devices; 
it simply creeps into the realistic portrayal of real life exposing its unlimited absurdity and 
becoming its most distinguishing phenomenon. That is why with a typical grotesque jeer 
Jasieri.ski seems to admit that now he no longer needs to create in the mode of the 
grotesque, he can simply reproduce life realistically, according to tangible experience, yet 
the created universe will be the same as it was in his grotesque works - inexplicably 
incoherent. But this conclusion belongs to the reader alone. 
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Scope for further research into Jasietiski's art still remains almost unlimited. With genuine 
respect for his extraordinary talent this study examined only selected aspects of his use of 
the grotesque. While the focus was maintained on the universe of his works, its logic and 
value system, on the portrayal of the city and the emerging concept of man, little attention 
has been paid to other concepts and images such as, for instance, love and sex, the female 
figure, or the image of the window, all of which frequently reappear in J asietiski' s works, 
adding to their grotesque character. It has been established that the universe of all the 
works examined is threatening and inspires pessimism. It is governed by absurd reasoning, 
unacceptable from our point of view. It is populated with creatures which even if they 
claim to be human, have no human values and no human appeal. Jasietiski's grotesque 
works warn us that apparent beauty and harmony should be approached with caution for 
they may merely disguise truly sinister agendas. 
APPENDIX 
BRUNO JASIENSKI: BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH 
Bruno Jasietiski1 was born on 17 July 1901 in Klimont6w, south-eastern Poland, then 
under Russian rule. Soon after the beginning of the First World War the family of the poet 
was transferred to Moscow where Dr Zysman was conscripted to serve in the Tsarist 
army. In Moscow Jasietiski attended the Polish college where he eventually matriculated 
with distinction. His stay in Moscow during the years 1914-1918 was an important 
experience, one which could be seen as decisive for his future interests and choices: 
exposure to the vibrant artistic developments which tantalised Muscovites at the time 
might have been decisive for his artistic career. In 1918 the Jasietiskis returned to Poland, 
where the repercussions of the political upheaval in Russia led to dramatic political 
changes. After years of patriotic struggle and sacrifice, Poland officially regained its 
independence in November 1918. Establishing a suitable political system was a matter of 
urgency, but no less important was the task of sorting out social issues neglected until this 
time. Jasietiski, who enrolled in the Department of Philosophy at the Jagiellonian 
University in Cracow to study Polish literature (Jaworski 1995: 10), found himselfin the 
midst of this political ferment. The need to 'rebuild and restructure life radically' was 
singled out as the burning issue of the day. Jasietiski called upon all citizens of the newly 
independent Polish Republic to 'unite in an organised effort to co-operate' (Jasietiski 
1972: 198). Despite his youth, Jasietiski became the leading figure of the Polish Futurist 
movement. As Jaworski puts it, 'the years 1921-1923 were years of stormy Futuristic 
activities for Jasietiski - he was an organiser of and participant in a number of poetic 
soirees and literary lectures, many of which were considered scandalous' ( 199 5: 11 ). Apart 
1 His real name was Wiktor Zysman. According to the most recent source, 'on 12 August 1908 
Wiktor Zysman was adopted (usynowiony) by Iwan Jasietiski and his wife, Aniela, and from 13 
August 1908 he assumed this surname along with his siblings. (Jaworskil995:9). The reasons for 
the adoption and the change of name remain unknown. Regarding the name Bruno, Jaworski says 
that the 'writer assumed it much later, probably in 1920. This is an abridged version of Jasietiski' s 
biographical sketch, published inJewishA.ffairs 1996(1), pp. 30-38. The present version has been 
updated with the information provided by Jaworski 1995, unavailable to me earler. 
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from manifestos, in which the Futurists' views on art, life and occasionally on politics were 
put forward, Jasietiski concurrently published a number of poems. Initially his poetry 
showed the strong influence of Russian Ego-Futurists, but soon his poetry reveals its 
author's interest, in social issues and betrays his interest in Communism. 
After marrying Klara Arem2 in 1923, J asietiski settled for a short period in his wife's home 
town, Lvov (now in the Ukraine), where he finally succeeded in establishing contact with 
Communists but, by his own admission, the collaboration was limited to translating 
fragments from Lenin and other theoreticians of revolutionary Marxism for a Communist 
newspaper (in ibid.: 144). Officially, Jasietiski was never a member of the Polish 
Communist Party3 but his sympathies were obvious and did not go unnoticed on either side 
of the political divide: he was put under a 'police supervision' by the state, while 
Communist activists acknowledged his potential and value for the cause, especially after 
the publication of a collection of Futuristic poetry, Ziemia na lewo ('Earth to the Left', 
1924), in which Jasietiski was the chief contributor. 
Soon after graduating from the university on 17 July 1925 (ibid.: 15), Jasietiski and his wife 
went to France where they ultimately spent four years. 4 It is known from eyewitness 
2 All previous sources have given her name as Kara. Jaworski, however, referring to Jasieriski's 
written testimony, says that Jasieri.ski clearly used the name Klara. Jaworski established further that 
after parting with Jasieri.ski, Klara was involved with the chief of the infamous Stalinist Organy 
(political police), Genrikh Yagoda and eventually too fell a victim of Stalin's purges. Arrested in 
April 1937 she was executed in January 1938. The samefateeventuallymetYagoda(l995: 12-13). 
3 In his last written testimony Jasieri.ski recalls this period in the following words: 'The secret 
police knew well that I was not a member of the Communist Party, and that my co-operation with 
the Workers' Tribune was short-lived and had a platonic character' (Jaworski 1995: 144), and: 'I 
never was a member of the CPP' (ibid.:167). 
4 In his last testimony, among the reasons for his decision to leave Poland, Jasieri.ski mentions 
compulsory army service, which he was not eager to undertake, and 'some stupid lawsuit for 
blasphemy' resulting from one of his poetic soirees. But the true reasons were more substantial. 
Jasieri.ski admits that at the time he was pressurised by the Communist Party in Poland to 'reject 
everything' that he considered 'literary activity'. Having great admiration for Romain Rolland, as 
he admits, he decided to become 'the tribune of revolutionary word' without giving up 'creative 
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recollections, that the Jasietiskis lived in Paris in abject poverty (Stern 1969:67). As 
Dziarnowska says, Jasietiski was too proud to ask for financial support from his wife's 
family and tried to earn a living as a correspondent for Polish fashion magazines 
(1982: 168-169). In France Jasietiski published two important works, the poem The Lay 
of Jakub Sze/a (1926) and the novel I Burn Paris (1927), the publication of which by the 
Communist newspaper L 'Humanite brought him unexpected publicity and finally secured 
him membership of the French Communist Party (Jaworski 1995: 15-17). Jasietiski was 
delegated to establish a workers' theatre for Polish migrant workers in France, mainly 
coal-miners, which would became a platform for Communist propaganda. This led to his 
deportation from France in May 1929. However, the reasons for the deportation are not 
established for certain. One version, perpetuated by Jasietiski, has it that he was deported 
because of the anti-establishment, 'inflammatory' character of his novel I Burn Paris 
(ibid.:163). Another version is that the French authorities acted on the request of the 
Polish Embassy which was dissatisfied with the growing popularity of J asietiski' s work 
amongst Polish workers in France (Dziarnowska 1982:243). 
The next stage in Jasietiski's life develops in the Soviet Union, although, according to 
Jasietiski's own testimony given on 11 January 1938, he initially hoped to settle in 
Germany, where his works were concurrently published by Arbeiter lllustrierte Zeitung, 
but was refused a visa (Jaworski 199 5: 163-164). He could not return to Poland because, 
as he recalls himself, his Polish passport was no longer valid. In addition, Jasietiski was 
afraid that he would be forced to complete military service (ibid.: 10, 149). The only option 
was for Jasietiski to accept the invitation which came from D<ibal to come to the Soviet 
Union. Smuggled out on the lower deck of a ship, Jasietiski arrived in Leningrad on 21 
May 1929 to a hero's welcome as one of the victims of what the Soviet media dubbed 'the 
oppressive capitalist society'. Newspaper headlines such as 'The proletarian writer in 
freedom'. Hence his third reason: the need 'to develop, to learn, to master' his craft and the wish 
'to get out from this god-forsaken hole to the wider arena' which Paris seemed to be. 'I was 
convinced that once I learn the language, I will be able to write in French', he concluded (see 
Jaworski 1995:149-150). 
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handcuffs' took the fullest possible advantage of the propagandistic value of his flight to 
'the country of the world proletariat'. 5 
From the moment of his arrival, Jasienski was burdened with various social duties and 
activities, becoming an important literary as well as political figure. As a result, not only 
his artistic development suffered - he complained that he had no time for his creative work 
- but his personal life also fell apart. After giving birth to their son, Klara, who never 
seemed to share his literary passions (Dziarnowska 1982: 149, 3 3 0) left him while Jasienski 
developed a relationship with Anna Berzin, wife of an important party official. Jasienski 
and Berzin were subsequently married. Details regarding J asienski' s personal life in Soviet 
Russia are very scant. Dziarnowska implies that his second marriage was troubled by 
Berzin'sjealousy, especially since he continued to see his first wife because of their son, 
Andrey (ibid. :399-401 ). Even less is known about the writer's material situation, but we 
can assume that his living conditions were as difficult as those of most Russians after the 
collapse of the Soviet economy resulting from forced collectivisation. As one Polish writer 
remembers from visiting Jasienski in Moscow in December 1933, he 
[ ... ]was dressed in absolute trash, although it is certain that he put on his best clothes. He 
gave the impression of a man who lives in fear. His eyes were jumping from one thing to 
another [ ... ]. Our conversation did not hang together [ ... ]. The dishes, food and drinks were 
of a remarkably elegant, even theatrical, character. Someone, some people in charge, 
obviously made sure that we Polish writers remained convinced that men of letters in the 
Soviet Union had a good life - hence the caviar and crystal glasses. I could not resist the 
thought that the moment we left, someone would show up and immediately take away all 
that was left on the table; that this someone would pack up the dishes and silver, and then 
poverty and hunger would return to this flat. (Nowakowski quoted in Jaworski 1995 :20 l) 
Initially Jasienski hoped to work with the Poles living in the Soviet Union, but his 
relationship with Polish nationals turned out to be complex and difficult from the very 
beginning. As one commentator maintains, Jasienski soon became disenchanted with the 
5 Comments on Jasieriski' s arrival in the Soviet Union, illustrated with photographs and quotations 
from the press, may be found in Jaworski (1995 : 17-19); see also Dziarnowska 1982:247-258. 
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backwardness and limited education of his compatriots who often came from humble 
backgrounds. Their links with Poland had been broken for many years, their language was 
littered with Russianisms, while their political views were surprisingly inflexible 
(Sierocka: 129-227).6 Jasietiski himself confirms this in his 'Last testimony': 'To write in 
Polish for the questionable Polish "masses" indeed made no sense - these masses had 
much better command of the Russian than of the Polish language' (in Jaworski 199 5: 171). 
From the start Jasietiski found himself caught in a vicious circle of mistrust, suspicion and 
accusation which required his constant vigilance. On several occasions he was forced to 
publish extensive notes of self-criticism - humiliating press releases acknowledging his 
ideological illiteracy. 
Apart from the works discussed in this study, while in the Soviet Union Jasietiski wrote 
two novels in the tradition of realism. The first one was the novel Man Changes his Skin 
(1932) set in Tadzhikistan, where a group of devoted Communist workers is involved in 
building an irrigation canal. The enthusiasm of the builders is bolstered by the belief that 
the canal will upgrade the backward, feudal lifestyle of people in the region of the Vakhsh 
river. Focusing on industrial progress in the country, the novel aims to show the role of 
industrialisation in bringing a profound social and ideological transformation of people's 
consciousness. Apart from describing the notorious Soviet shock-work system, the novel 
portrays a wide range of characters with varying degrees of devotion to the Communist 
construction system. Skilfully developed criminal intrigue together with captivating 
descriptions of local colour make the novel interesting and entertaining. Although hailed 
as an exemplary socialist realist work by Soviet scholars, the novel's merit lies in its failure 
strictly to implement the demands of socialist realism. The metaphoric title of the novel 
encourages scepticism by pointing out that for many, the 'transformation' was simply a 
superficial and expedient 'change of the skin'. The targeted beneficiaries of the project, 
mostly the local Tadzhiks, are shown to be apprehensive of pending changes. Nevertheless 
this book marks the climax of Jasietiski's Soviet career. 
6 K. Sierocka, Polonia Radziecka 1917-1939. Warszawa,1963. 
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The second novel A Conspiracy of the Indifferent did not appear in print until 1956 in 
three subsequent issues of the leading Soviet literary journal Novy mir, becoming the first 
of many reclaimed works to be published during the so-called 'thaw' after Stalin's death. 
As was the case with the works of so many other writers, this posthumous publication was 
tantamount to Jasieri.ski' s official rehabilitation. 7 The edition was supplemented by 
Jasieri.ski's widow Anna Berzin, who herself suffered seventeen long years of 
imprisonment in a gulag, persecuted as the wife of a so-called 'enemy of the people'. 
Jasieri.ski had fallen victim to the sudden tum in Stalin's policy toward foreign nationals 
in the Soviet Union which took place at the beginning of the nineteen-thirties. 8 The most 
frequent accusation directed at foreigners was espionage, sabotage or, as was the case 
with Jasietiski, 'national-opportunism' and participation in anti-Soviet military 
organisations. In most cases the evidence was either fabricated or obtained by means of 
severe tortures as documented in a number of publications and witness-reports, including 
a recent collection of Jasietiski's own testimonies published in Jaworski's book (1995). 
Bruno Jasietiski was arrested by the NK.VD on 31July1937. Jaworski established that the 
charges against Jasietiski were based on the following: all those who voted for Jasieri.ski 
to become a member of the CPSU were found to be 'spies' and 'Trotskyists'; during his 
trip to Tadzhikistan Jasieri.ski organised orgies and laughed at counter-revolutionary, anti-
7 Jasieri.ski was the first writer who was rehabilitated after Stalin's death. As noted by Rogovin 
Frankel: 'The brief statement of Jasieri.ski's wife about his fate was an early reference to the 
purges.' (Novy Mir: A Case Study in the Politics of Literature 1952-1958. Cambridge, 1981:90, 
175). 
8 The treatment of Poles is documented in Mikolaj lwanow's study Pierwszy narod ukarany: 
Polacyw ZwiEJZku Radzieckim 1921-1939 (1991). Summarising the anti-Polish campaign, lwanow 
writes: 'As Stalin's policy of Terror intensified, so did the view that a "Pole" and a "Communist" 
are entirely incompatible concepts. This eventually led to an atmosphere of intolerance towards 
Poles in the circles composed of the "people of regime", ending in a widespread campaign of 
"hunting" for Poles in Party circles as well as in other institutions of the totalitarian Soviet society' 
(359). Hysterical anti-Polish propaganda was promoted by the Soviet press under the banner of 
the 'imminent danger of the aggression of Polish Fascism on the first country of the world 
proletariat' and lampoons developing this theme appeared in the Soviet press daily (1991:358). 
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Semitic and indecent jokes; in 1920 he volunteered to the Polish army so, potentially, he 
could fight against the Soviet Union; the introduction to his novel I Burn Paris was 
written by a 'Fascist writer' (that is, Juliusz Kaden-Bandrowski); Jasietiski accepted the 
royalties from a 'Fascist' publisher; while in the Soviet Union, Jasietiski propagated his 
views that it is 'impossible to develop Polish socialist culture in the Soviet Union'. 
Jasietiski was also accused of making his Moscow flat available to the 'unmasked Polish 
spy' Wandurski and of maintaining contact with 'Trotskyists' and 'spies' such as Dcibal 
and Averbach. The Soviet authorities claimed also that he recommended 'Polish spies', 
the Szymkiewicz couple, when they applied for a Soviet visa. As Jaworski aptly observes, 
'some of these accusations may seem ridiculous and absurd today, but at that time they 
were extremely serious, so serious that on these grounds Jasietiski was accused of treason 
and expelled from the Party as early as the middle of May 1937 and soon afterwards 
removed from the managing body of the Union of Soviet Writers' (1995:46-47). In the 
meantime the persecution was extended to Jasietiski's family. After the death of his 
former wife, Klara, their only son, Andrey, was sent to a children's home, where he 
remained until 1956. Jasietiski' s second wife, Anna Berzin, was arrested and exiled to the 
notorious 'Republic ofKomi' in the Far East, where she remained until 1955. She died in 
Moscow in 1962 (ibid. :29). 
According to recently recovered documents, examined by Krzysztof Jaworski, Bruno 
Jasietiski was executed in Moscow on 17 September 1938 immediately after his 
sentencing. As established through the Russian (post-Soviet) organization 'Memorial' and 
its Polish counterpart 'Karta', Jasietiski was buried in a common grave in Butov near 
Moscow along with dozens of other victims of the Great Terror (ibid. :54]. 
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